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PREFACE

The approval which was given by scholars to our First

Series published in 192 1 has encouraged us to continue

the work, and we hope that in the two series together

we have given afi account ofmost of the chief accessions

to the Greek literature of our period which have been

published up to the present time. The reasons for

choosing this period are given in the Preface to the First

Series. But as new accessions continue to be made,

so fresh criticism continues to appear ; and even while

the book was passing through the Press, we observed

instances of this (for the subject is living and growing),

but it was too late to incorporate them.

We must apologize if we have trespassed too far into

the period a. d. ; if we have, it was to render the treat

ment of the subject more complete. We have also added

in an Appendix an article on the recent accessions to

the Hesiodic poems, in order to summarize the important

work which has been done on them in England and in

other countries.

As in the First Scries, while we have exercised a

general supervision of the articles, we have allowed each

of our contributors to treat his subject in his own way,

and hence slight repetition here and there was unavoid

able. We have to express our thanks to them, and

also to several other scholars ; imprimis to Professor

Hunt for his unfailing interest and assistance ; next to

Mr. A. D. Knox, Mr. E. Lobel, Mr. R. McKenzie,
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Mr. H. J. M. Milne, Professor E. B. Poulton, and

Mr. M. N. Tod, who have placed their learning liberally
at our disposal. But our chief debt of gratitude is due

to the Delegates of the Clarendon Press for their

continued approval and support.

J. U. P.

E. A. B.
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POETRY

I

CALLIMACHUS

New light continues to be shed on the poetry and person

ality of Callimachus by the publication of further fragments

from his writings, derived from the papyri. It is true that

often the material thus furnished is tantalizing in its incom

pleteness, and that in most cases the reconstructions of earlier

scholars are refuted by the new discoveries
('
reconstruction

'

is particularly difficult in dealing with an author who made it

a principle never to write as the reader might reasonably

suppose that he would) ; nevertheless, though we still grope

in the twilight, we can be grateful to the papyri that it is no

longer a i>i>£ dnopos which surrounds us.

Since 1921 Oxyrhynchus has contributed additions to the

fragments of Callimachus on two occasions. The earlier but

less interesting publication represents to all appearance a branch

of the poet's activity of which little has been otherwise pre

served, to wit the
'
occasional

'

elegies which, as Poet Laureate

of the day, he was called upon to compose for the Ptolemies

and their court. Such elegies no doubt first saw the light

separately like the Idylls ofTheocritus ; later either Callimachus

himself or more probably some successor, corresponding to

Artemidorus and Theon, the editors of Theocritus, made

a collection of these stray pieces. The meagre remains of his

collection lie before us in our papyrus from
Oxyrhynchus.1

This, it seems, contains fragments from at least three elegies,

viz. (1) the original of
Catullus'

Coma Berenices, (2) another

elegy mentioning Berenice and her father Magas, (3) the

elegiac Epinikion addressed to Sosibius. Only a few muti

lated lines survive from the first and second of these poems,

but the
'

Victory of Sosibius
'

(we owe the title to the scholiast

on Lycophron. Alex. 522) is better preserved.

1 Oxyrh. Pap. xv. 1793.
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There has been considerable debate regarding
the identity

of the Sosibius in question. Professor Hunt, the original editor

of the papyrus, was inclined to identify him with a Sosibius of

Tarentum mentioned by
Josephus1

as a captain of the body

guard of Philadelphus ; Wilamowitz and other scholars pin

their faith to a statement of
Athenaeus,2

who after referring to

a tract on
'

Kingship
'

addressed by Theophrastus to Cassander

(pb. 297 B. c.) adds that many attribute the work to Sosibius

' for whom the poet Callimachus composed an Epimkion in

elegiacs'. Both these identifications, but especially the second,

demand that we should date the poem very early in Calli

machus'

life, and Wilamowitz unconvincingly claims that such

dating is confirmed by the internal evidence of the poet's style

and attitude towards his patron. There can, however, be little

doubt that Herzog
3
and

Beloch4
are right in maintaining that

the addressee of Callimachus was the notorious Grand Vizier

of Ptolemy IV (Philopator) who won the battle of Raphia in

217 s. C, and is pilloried by
Polybius5

as the
'

false guardian
'

(yjrevSeirirpoTros) of the young heir of Philopator. The father

of the minister, as we know from inscriptions, was called

Dioscurides, and no doubt Call. Fr. 19a

Upa, vvv Se AioaKovpiSeco yeverj

belongs to the poem that we are discussing. This Sosibius

died at an advanced age shortly after 202 B. C, and was there

fore, it seems, not born much before 270 B. C, but the probable

date of some of the inscriptions which mention his name and

the references of Polybius to his career make it likely that he

was already a figure of some importance under the third

Ptolemy and even as early as 240 B. C

It appears probable then that Callimachus wrote his con

gratulatory elegy in the forties of the third century ; if so, the
'

Victory of Sosibius
'

like the Coma Berenices, the Hymn to

Apollo, several epigrams, even possibly (see below) the Aetia,

1
Ant. xii. 2. 2. 2

iv, p. 144 e.
3
Philol. Ixxix. 4, pp. 424-5 ; ib. lxxxii. 1, pp. 61-3.

*
Griech. Gesch? iv. 2, pp. 589-90. Athenaeus, toe. cit., has confused

the statesman with his namesake, the Lacedaemonian grammarian,
designated Xdtikos or imXvriKos, a contemporary of Philadelphus.

6
xv. 25. 1.
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furnishes proof of
Callimachus'

continued productivity at the

very end of his life.

The particular victory or rather victories celebrated by the

poet were won in the chariot-races at the Isthmian and

Nemean games ; in virtue of this achievement Callimachus

hails his patron as

. . . 6Wre$eoc

dfji<boTep<p irapa naiSi, Kao-tyvrJTa> r« Atdpyov

kcu to Mvpiuaiov tco ydXa dr/<ra/x(vai

('twice-crowned hard by either child, both the brother of

Learchus and the infant who was suckled with the milk of

Myrina's daughter '). Even the poet's friends at the Alexan

drian Museum may have been hard put to it to remember that
Learchus'

brother was Melicertes-Palaemon. in whose honour

Sisyphus founded the Isthmian games, while the Seven against

Thebes instituted the Nemean games to commemorate the

death of Archemorus, who had been nursed by Hypsipyle,

daughter of Myrina. Quite in the manner of the Pindaric

Epinikia Callimachus seizes the opportunity to refer to earlier

athletic successes of Sosibius ; these had been achieved by him

as a boy in the diaulos at the Ptolemaeia in Egypt, and as a

very young man in wrestling at the Panathenaea and Heraea.

The poet also mentions an ex-voto dedicated by Sosibius in

the temple of Zeus Casius near Pelusium. This object Calli

machus had seen with his own eyes.

The concluding lines of the fragment are curious. After

praising Sosibius as

. . . apOfMia Srjficp
tiSora Kai piKpwv ovk iiri\T)66pfi'ov

('

a friend of the people and forgetting not those of low estate '),

a trait, says Callimachus, not often found among the rich, un

less their mind can rise superior to their good-fortune, the

writer proceeds
'

I will not praise him overmuch nor will

I forget him, for I fear the tongue of the people in either case,

lest on the one hand men say
"
This fellow has done nothing

notable as yet
" '

. . . (the papyrus becomes illegible). Appar

ently the successes and early advancement of Sosibius, the
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young Alcibiades as it were of his time, had not been won

without incurring the jealousy of his fellows.

The latest additions to our knowledge of Callimachus, to

wit those published in vol. xvii (1927) of the Oxyrhynchus

Papyri} exhibit the poet in a role more familiar than that

just described, and Callimachus certainly seems more at his

ease as literary critic and amateur archaeologist than as

trumpeter of a courtier's victories in the games. The volume

in question includes two important papyri, both containing

substantial fragments of
Callimachus'

best known poem, the

Aeiia. The source of the second papyrus is established by

the occurrence in it of several lines quoted elsewhere as from

the Second Book of the Aetia ; the first is proved to come from

the pen of Callimachus by the fact that it contains an unusually

large percentage of lines cited as Callimachean by gram

marians, &c, and though, as it happens, none of these specifies

the particular work from which he is quoting, there can be

little doubt that the editor is right in assigning the passage to

the Prologue of the Aetia. Here surely was the place for such

a defence of
Callimachus'

poetic ideals as the first fragment of

Oxyrh. Pap. 2079 contains.

One is sometimes tempted to think that the Alexandrian

Battle of the Books (Big and Little) in which Callimachus and

Apollonius Rhodius figure as the protagonists has been given

undue importance by modern scholars ; certainly the ancients

make little mention of it. But the vigour of
Callimachus'

polemic against his critics in the new fragment is undeniable

and even disconcerting. Apollonius must have found sub

stantial support. These heretics and their chief the outraged

Callimachus twice designates as Telchines. The Telchines

figuring in legend as the early inhabitants of Rhodes, it seems

clear that the Prologue to the Aetia was written after the

flight of Apollonius, who was of Egyptian origin, to that

island, and in fact these lines contain other evidence that

Callimachus was advanced in years when he wrote them.

Thus the Telchines murmur against him, because he has not

achieved one continuous poem, but makes only a slight

1
Nos. 2079 and 2080.
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roll of poetry like a child; 'yet are the decades of my years

not a
few'

(II. 1-6). Similarly in 11. ^^ sqq. he complains of

old age that lies as heavy on him as the three-pointed isle

(Sicily, of course) on baneful Enceladus, and prays for the

metamorphosis into a cicada once granted to Tithonus,
'

in

order that, as I sing, dew from the divine air may be my morn

ing food, and I may strip myself thereafter of eld. This is my

desert, for the Muses do not reject the friends, when grey

headed, whom when children they regarded not
askance'.1

Whatever view we take as to its date, it seems unlikely

that the Aetia was in any way intended to rank as a con

tinuous poem (dfia/xa SirjvtKii) of the type admired by
Callimachus'

opponents. It is true that it ran to several

thousand lines, and that it dealt with the doings of kings and

ancient heroes, but it must have had even less
'

continuity
'

than Ovid's Metamorphoses. Further, Callimachus in this

passage is far from conceding anything to his critics. Citing
Apollo as his poetic director (compare H. Apoll. io", sqq.), he

bids others, if they will, bray like donkeys. He himself prefers,

as we saw, to be a cicada.

[ko.1 yap ot]( 7rp[aJ]rt<r[roJ^ epoT? twl SeXrou tBrjKa

[yowacnv
,j

J47r[o]AAa>i' tiiriv 6 /iui
Avkios'

[rj Siov &p\p.iv, doiSe, to fikv 6vo$ otti trd-^iaTOv

[ftocTKetv*
t^1»' fiovo-av 8', d> 'ya6e, XinraXerju.

[irpb<! 8i ere] ical dvooya, to. fir) naTiovaiv afj.a£at

[to. a,Ttir3(\ii', erfpeov fyvia fir) o/jlcl

[Sitppov iXdi> olpov dvd irXarvv dXXd tceXevOovs

j^arorepjay,3
el Kal oref^forepT/r iXdo-eis.

{tco ni86pr]]r.* evl xoiy yap det'8op.(p o'l Xiyvv r)X?v

[TeTTiycov,6 6]6pvBov
8'

oi'/c i^lXrjcray 6Va)c.

[Or/pl fiff ojuaTOifTi naviiKiXov 6yKrjo-aiT0

l&XXos, ey]<u
8'

tirjy oiiX[a]\vt , 6 7rrep6ar.

'

For when first I set a tablet upon my knees, Lycian Apollo

said to me,
''

Verily it is right, my good poet, to feed me a victim

to be as fat as possible, but verse should be kept slender.

This command too I give you : choose the track that wagons

1
A couplet quoted in Epigr. 21 : perhaps interpolated there.

* jmDcui» Rostagni : hoivM Hunt.
5 £c»'or«V»H- Rostagni : Kmvori^u^ Hunt.
'

ra> TTi8ufii)v Wilamowitz : Tirriyaii Hunt.
s
TtTTiyav Wilamowit? : /im'ucr.u Hunt.
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do not tread ; drive not your car along
the common traces of

others nor by the broad road, but more
novel ways, even if

your

path be a narrower
one."

Him I obeyed, for I sing among
those

who are fain for the cicada's clear note, but not for the noise

of asses. Let others bray after the very manner of the long-

eared beast, but let me be the dainty and winged

New matter and a light touch ! These are what Callimachus

demands from a poet. It is certain that his sweets are not

always ours, but at least he shows no
lack of energy in searching

for them as he flits about industriously in the garden of
Greek-

legend and folk-lore, and, though he plays tricks with the

ordinary
rules,1 his skilful handling of refractory material can

not fail to excite the reader's admiration.

Our next fragment, Oxyrh. Pap. 2080, consists of three

columns, of which the first and the third are much mutilated,

while the second is well preserved. In col. i the only passage

which can now be restored with certainty is one of six lines

coinciding with Fr. 106, which we owe to Stobaeus [Flor. 81. 8).

'For whatsoever delicate golden unguents I then bestowed

upon my head together with the sweet-smelling garlands, all

straightway lost their fragrance ; and whatsoever entered with

in my teeth and passed into my thankless belly, of that too

nought remained till the morrow ; but what I laid within my

ears, that alone abides with me as
follows.'

The contrast

between the pleasures of the table and those of the mind

recalls the scene at
Pollis'

dinner-party in Alexandria, de

scribed elsewhere in theAetia, when Callimachus and Theugenes

of Icos
'

put talk in the cup tomend the tedious draught '. Per

sonal touches of this sort seem to have been scattered up and

down the poem, often serving to introduce a new subject.

In this case the topic which followed the poet's prefatory

remarks appears to have been connected with the foundation

of the Greek colonies in Sicily. The fragmentary remains of

col. i contain the names of several Sicilian cities, and from

1. 58 in col. ii (coy k<pd\ir\v) it seems that these mutilated lines

and the first ten verses of col. ii formed part of a speech in

which Callimachus declared that he was sufficiently informed

1
e. g. o pot. Awcios above (cf. Fr. 118 01 <j>atri reKovra).
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regarding the founders of the other colonies (among them
'

Cretan Minoa where the daughters of Cocalus poured boiling
bath-water on the son of Europa ', and

'

Eryx that the mistress

of the girdle loves '),

rdcov ovSepir] yd[p ot]is iro[Te] rei)(os (Sei/xe

vu>vvp.vr\ vofilpr]v
epx[€]r'

(IXanLvrjv.

('

For none of these comes to the stated feast without naming

the man who once built their walls '.) It is only the origin of

Drepanum which is hidden from him. Clio herself intervenes

to enlighten him :

&S t(pd[lT]W KXflCO Si TO [S\iVTtpOV rjpx[fTo f*]v6[ov

d8eX<p(ir]s a>jiov {peio-afifftj.

('
So I spake ; and a second time Clio began the tale, leaning

her hand on her sister's shoulder '.) In a speech running to

twenty-six lines the Muse tells him that the actual founders

of Drepanum, Perieres and Crataemenes, quarrelled, when the

walls had been built, on the question which of the two should

give his name to the new city, and that on reference of the

dispute to Delphi both were pronounced unfit for this honour.

'
And from that time the land calls not upon its colonizer by

name, but thus do the magistrates invite him to the sacrifice :

"

Let him who built our city come graciously to the feast, and

he may bring two or more with him ; of no few heifers has

the blood been
shed."'

Encouraged by this condescension on

the part of Clio, Callimachus was anxious to put other recon

dite problems before her, but unluckily for us the papyrus

breaks off at this point. From the literary point of view the

most interesting feature in this fragment is the intervention

of the Muse of History. t had long been known from an

anonymous epigram (A. P. vii. 42) and other sources that

Callimachus adapting Hesiod's preface to the Theogony had

represented himself as transported in a dream from Africa to

Helicon and there instructed by the Muses in the multifarious

contents of the Aetia, but, despite certain evidence furnished

by the
fragments,1 it was not generally thought that the poet

1
e.g. Fr. Anon. 1 14 twi

6'

c(f>6ty£aTo (?rti>? 0#«'y£uTo) KaX\(o7T6ia ; Fr.

Anon. 358.
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had carried this fiction beyond the preface. Here, however,

Clio intervenes in the body of the work, and the natural con

clusion to be drawn from to Sevrepof (see above) is that either

this Muse or one of her sisters has spoken shortly before.

How much of the Aetia was staged as a conversation between

Callimachus and the Muses it is impossible to say, but it

appears certain that the method of question and answer which

Ovid employs so often in the Fasti was modelled on Calli
machus'

device. Onewonders once more how much originality

would be left to the Romans if Hellenistic Poetry had survived

intact.

Select Bibliography

[Note.—The new fragments of Callimachus, except of course those

published in Oxyrhynchus Papyri, vol. xvii, have been re-edited by
R. Pfeiffer as one of Lietzmann's Kleine Texte = Caltimachi Fragmenta

Ntiper Reperta. Ed. R. Pfeiffer. Editio maior. Bonn, 1923.]

1. 'Victory of
Sosibius,'

&c. (Oxyrh. Pap. xv, pp. 98-110.) Besides the

references given above and by Pfeiffer, op. tit., p. 93, see also K. Fr. W.

Schmidt, Gottingischegelehrte Anzeigen (1924) i-vi, pp. 7-9.
2. Aetia. (Oxyrh. Pap. xvii, pp. 45-72.)

P.Maas, Deutsche Literatur-Zeitung (1928) 3, columns 128-131.

R. Pfeiffer, Hermes (1928), Ixiii, pp. 302-341.

A. Rostagni, Rivista di Filologia (1928), N. 5. vi, I, pp. 1-51.
A. Vogliano, Bollettino di Filologia Classica (1928) 8, pp. 201-211.
Valuable assistance in restoring and interpreting Fr. 1, of Oxyrh. Pap.

2079 is provided by a papyrus {Catalogue of the Literary Papyri in the
British Museum, No. 181) which contains notes on this part of the Aetia.
For a discussion of these scholia fuller than that given by Hunt see

Rostagni's article cited above. The latter argues that the mention of an

Arsinoe in col. 2 of the B. M. papyrus demands a date not later than 270 B.C.

for the publication of the Aetia, but at present this appears unlikely;
it is, however, possible, as suggested by Pfeiffer, that Callimachus re-pub
lished the Aetia towards the end of his life with a fighting preface in

which he replied to the criticism provoked by the first edition.

E. A. B.
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MENANDER

MENANDER, son ofDiopeithes, the chiefpoet of the Athenian

New Comedy, is a figure difficult to understand. He was born

in the year 342 B.C., forty odd years after the death ofAristo

phanes, sixty-four after that of Sophocles and Euripides ; he

must have heard Aristotle; he was on friendly terms with

Epicurus ; he lived practically all his life under the rule of the

Macedonians, and died in 290 when the first Ptolemy was

already king in I'-gypt and the first Scleucus in Syria. His

fame was immense. He is constantly quoted by later authors,

including of course St. Paul :
'
Evil communications corrupt

good
manners.'1 But until lately he was known only through

these quotations and through the supposed imitations of his

work by Plautus and Terence ; even now, after the great

discoveries in papyri, though we have seven hundred lines of

one play and considerable remains of several more, we have

no single comedy complete.

But the mystery does not come merely from lack of infor

mation. The things that wc do know about Mcnander are

hard to combine. The quotations have a quality of their own.

They not only show simplicity and distinction of language ;

they seem also to be the expression of a refined, thoughtful,

and very sympathetic mind, touched with melancholy but

remarkably free from passion or sensualjty. Let us consider

a few :

'

Whom the gods love die a

'

I am a man : nothing human is foreign to me.'3

1

How sweet is life, can wc but choose with whom to live it :

to live for oneself is no
life.'4

1
I Cor. xv. 33, from H.nV, 21S. 1 quote the fragments from Kock's

Comicoriim Attii.omm J-'r.iginenla, vol. iii (1S8S).
* A'u-

'Ktniruriii', Fr. 125.
1 This famous line is not extant in the Greek: the Latin version is in

Terence, llcaut. I. i. 25.
'

<t>iA<ia«A<£oi, 506, 507 : cf. 531.
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'

All men have one refuge, a good friend, with whom you

can weep and know that he does not
1

'

O man, pray not to the gods to be free from grief; pray to

have
fortitude.' 2

A judgement on life comes out in the lines :

'

We live not as we will, but as we
can.'

(50) ; (cf. 590, 604.)
'

Nay, Gorgias, I call him the bravest man,

Who knows to suffer the most injuries

With patience. All this swiftness of resentment

Is proof of a little
mind.'

(95.)
'

Do not fight against Providence ; nor bring more heavy
weather to the storm. Face what is there

already.'

(187.)
_

'

What stings you is the lightest of all ills,
Poverty.'

(282) ;

(Cf. 301 on what money can do and can not do.)

This spirit of resignation leads to a sort of theoretic anarchism

or antinomianisrn :
'

The man who does no evil needs no

law.'

(845.) It is character that shapes a man's life. This

is expounded at length in the chiefextant play, TheArbitration

(11. 659-72) ; and briefly in 594.

Fortune is no real thing.

But men who cannot bear what comes to them

In Nature's way, give their own characters

The name of Fortune.

Lastly, to keep the true savour of Menander in one's mind,

there is the great passage in fr. 481 :

I count it happiness,
Ere we go quickly thither whence we came,
To gaze ungrieving on these majesties,
The world-wide sun, the stars, water and clouds,
And fire. Live, Parmeno, a hundred years

Or a few months, these you will always see,
And never, never, any greater things.

Think of this life-time as a festival

Or visit to a strange city, full of noise,

Buying and selling, thieving, dicing stalls

And joy-parks. If you leave it early, friend,
Why, think you have gone to find a better inn ;
You have paid your fare and leave no enemies.

1
Incert. 543. »

Incert. 549.
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Or again :

My son, you do not see,

How every thing that dies, dies by its own

Corruption: all that injures is within.

Rust is the poison of iron, moths of wool,

And worms of wood ; in you there is a poison

Most deadly, which has made you sick to death

And makes and shall make—envy. (540.)

How came it that the man who writes these gentle refined

thoughts, full of self-restraint and philosophy, is the chief

author of the Athenian New Comedy, known to us mainly by
the grotesque comic masks found on vases and frescoes, and

by the rather coarse-grained and dissolute imitations of Plautus

and Terence-, plays in which the heroines are generally either

prostitutes or girls who have illegitimate children, and the

heroes worthless young rakes, while the most amusing character

is often a rascally slave engaged in swindling the hero's father

or uncle out of large sums of money to pay to brothel-keepers,

or else in burgling the brothels themselves: in which foundlings

and exposed children ate recovered and recognized with be

wildering monotony, and the list of stock characters so limited

and mechanical, that an ancient writer on the Theatre ' can

give you a list of all the masks that a company needs to stock

in order to produce any play? It all seems at first sight so

coarse, so stupid and lacking in invention, so miserably shallow

in its view of life.

The ordinary explanation is that Menander was just an

elegant but dissipated person with a fine style but no ideals,

writing for a corrupt society which had lost all its sense of

freedom, religion, and public duty. Let us quote, as typical

of the best current criticism, Professor Wilhelm Schmid :
-

'While recognizing
full)-

the aesthetic and technical merits

of these plays, wc must not pass over their ethical flatness, in-

vei tebracy, and lack of temperament. All forms of strength are

transformed into elegance and smoothness for the amusement

of a generation which can stand nothing rude or harsh, and

is equally averse to all impetus, idealism, or artistic daring. .

1
Pollux. (Ww. iv, 143 sqq.

2

Christ, Griecti.
Lit."

ii. 1, p. 36.
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All is indulgence and hushing up, a
frivolous trifling with

all

moral conceptions, with truth and
honour ; . . . a moral twilight,

in which all sound standards of value become invisible.

Other critics have compared the New Comedy to the

Comedy of the English Restoration, and Menander to Congreve

or Wycherley, with their wit, their grossness, their narrow

range, and their
'
hearts like the nether mill-stone '. But

I venture to think that all this criticism, like much else that is

written about the Hellenistic period, errs through neglecting

an important clue.

One cannot understand the thought of this period, especi

ally that of the Stoic or the Epicurean school, except as a

response of the human soul to an almost blinding catastrophe

ofdefeat anddisenchantment. All that a fifth-centuryAthenian

had believed in had failed and been found wanting. The gods

could neither save their worshippers nor bear the criticism of

their deniers. As for Athens, her continued attempt to be

a Tyrant City was ridiculous : she was barely strong enough

to
'
stand alone in the strenuous conditions of modern life '.

She could no longer be regarded as a unique object of almost

religious devotion. She was not sufficiently important, in a

world where there were millions of human beings, nor, if it

comes to that, sufficiently superior in
'

wisdom and justice
'

to

the average run of unsatisfactorymankind. Nay, wisdom and

justice themselves did not seem to matter as much as the

philosophers had pretended. Unlettered scoundrels with large

mercenary armies behind them seemed mostly to be inheriting
the earth, at least until their throats were cut by others of the

same
kind.1

The reaction of Hellenistic Athens to this moral and civil

chaos, produced by the long scrambles for empire among the

generals who divided Alexander's inheritance, seems almost

always to start with some admission of the vanity of human

wishes and the deceitfulness of this world. The general wreck

was admitted, but each school sought to save something out

of the wreck with which to support the human soul.
' All

is vanity except Virtue ', said the Cynic and Stoic ;
'

Man can

1
Compare for this atmosphere the fragments of Theopompus.
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at least do his duty until death '.
' All except pleasure', said

the Epicurean; 'that man should be happy at least is indis

putably good '.
'
All except success ', said the military

adventurers ;
'

let fools talk about justice or religion ; the one

solid good is to have strength and money '. It was in much

the same spirit that Demosthenes, after the crash of all his

efforts, had discovered that he could at least still die for

Athens, and Plato that amid a raving world he could at least

try to keep his eyes on eternal truth.

The response of Menander is more complicated, and conse

quently less passionate. He is not a professional philosopher ;

he is a writer of Comedy, an Athenian gentleman, a product

of high civilization and culture whose natural world has been

broken up, and is under the heel of soldiers and money-lenders.

What remains to him out of the wreck is a sense of keen

interest in the spectacle of life, and an infinite belief in patience,

affection, and sympathy. He is always urging that men are

not so bad as they would seem from their actions.
"

They do

not what they will, but what they
can."

Their antics make

him smile, but seldom alienate him, except when some one

makes bad things worse by harshness to others, or envy or

pride.

True, there is very little religion in his plays ; and there

seems to have been a good deal of satire against superstition.

There is little or no Athenian patriotism : he was fellow-

citizen to all humanity. His love of Athens showed itself in

practice by his steadily refusing all the invitations to leave it

that came to him from Ptolemy and perhaps from other kings.

His moral judgements possibly err on the side of indulgence,

but it is not the indulgence of indifference or of cynicism.

They have the same kind of refinement and sensitiveness that

has made famous his literary style. At least so it seems to

me. Yet I know that the orthodox critics will ask how I can

say such a thing, when his plays are all about dissipated young

men and illegitimate children, cheating slaves, brothel-keepers,
and prostitutes.

I will explain why I venture to say it. In the first place all

these words arc inexact. And to understand Menander one
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has first of all to realize the strange conditions of the time and

the hardness with which they bore upon
women.1

In the old City State there were theoretically only two

kinds of women : the citizeness who could be lawfully married

to a citizen, and the slave or foreign woman who could not.

The slave might be owned by the citizen with whom she lived,

or she might belong to a speculator, a leno, who kept her for

sale or hire. In practice there were also resident foreigners

with their perfectly respectable wives ; there were also women

of good birth and character, but foreign nationality, who were

not legally able to marry a citizen, but could contract a free

union with him.

In the age of Alexander and his successors this state of

affairs, already difficult, was further complicated by constant

wars, sieges, and transfers of population. When a town was

taken, there was not, indeed, a massacre of the men and

a wholesale violation of the women, such as occurred in the

Middle Ages or the Thirty
Years'

War ; but there was often

a great andrapodismos
,
or selling of slaves. The slave-dealers

and lenones were waiting behind the lines, and bought human

flesh cheap.2 It was in this period that the great slave markets

of Delos and Rhodes came into existence, and after every

campaign there were hundreds of women and children sold

hither and thither about the Greek world, or held by the

lenones for the purpose of their infamous traffic. It is women

of this sort, the victims of war, mostly friendless and the sport

of circumstance, whom Menander so often chooses for his

heroines. The titles of many plays—The Woman ofAndros,

of Olynthus, of Pcrinthus, of Samos—tell the story plainly

enough ; and the harp-player, Habrotonon, in TJieArbitration,

with her generous recklessness and her longing for freedom,

probably had the same history behind her. In many plays

the woman is the property of a soldier : he bought her cheap

1
The biography ofMenander in Suidas describes him as

'

madly devoted

to women
'

; he seems at any rate in a sort of intellectual championship of

women to have taken on the heritage of Euripides.
■

In Xenophon's Life of Agesilaus (i. 21) it is mentioned how the slave-

traders hung about besieged cities, and how sometimes, when things grew

dangerous, they had to fly, leaving their wares behind.
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on the spot, no doubt, or perhaps got her as a prize. The

facts are brutal, but the human beings are much the reverse.

In one play {Hated) the Soldier has fallen in love with his

captive, but will not touch her or trouble her because the

frightened girl has told him that she hates him. He walks

out alone at night and thinks of suicide. In others some

generous or amorous youth tries desperately to collect the

necessary sum to buy the girl's freedom from the leno who

owns her, or to outbid or forestall the soldier who has arranged

to buy her. In others, despairing of lawful purchase, he gets

together a band of friends who storm the leno's house and

carry the girl off by force. It is all for her good, and every

leno deserves worse than the worst he gets. No doubt some

times these women showed one sort of character, sometimes

another; and sometimes they just lapsed into the ways of

vice serenely, with a professional eye to the main chance : the

two Bacchidcs of Plautus are an instance, and they are taken

from Menander. But it is quite misleading to talk without

further explanation of '
prostitutes

'

and
'

brothels '. One might

better compare these people with the great populations of

refugees scattered about the world of recent years, the Russian

'
whites'

in Constantinople, the exiles from the Baltic Republics,
or the various Hcimlosigc of eastern Europe. There would

probably be the same variety of fortune and character, though

the absence of professional slave-traders has doubtless left our

present refugees in a condition of greater hope and less

security.

Another of Menander's favourite motives is the exposed

child, who is eventually discovered and recognized by its

repentant parents. It was an old mythical motive : the

Oedipus story made use of it ;
Euripides'

Ion, Antiopc, Auge,

Mclaiiippc, A/ope and other tragedies, were based upon it.

It survived to shape the story of Romulus and Remus, and

the many foundling-heroes of medieval romance. I have

little doubt, though of course the point cannot be proved, that

this baby is merely a humanized form of the Divine Year-

Baby which is the regular hero of the traditional
'
Mummers'

Play
'

and of many Greek rituals. Now it is likely enough
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that in this matter Menander was led away by the attractions

of a romantic motive which was already canonized in ancient

tradition, and which provided plenty of dramatic thrill with

a minimum of trouble. But of course it is to be remembered

also that the exposure of children was all through antiquity

permitted by law, if generally condemned by public opinion.

And if permitted by law, it was certain in a time of great

changes of fortune to be practised. The commonest reason

for exposing a child then, as now, was the desire to conceal an

illegitimate birth. But there were others. Pataecus, in the

play doubtfully called The Samian Woman, finds seventeen

or eighteen years later the children whom he had exposed in

their infancy. They cannot believe that he, who has always

seemed so kind, would have done such a thing. But he

explains that his wife had died in giving birth to them, and

the day before her death he had learned that the ship which

contained his whole fortune had been wrecked. He could not

rear the children, so he put rich gifts with them and left them

beside a shrine.

These foundlings—who in imitation of their mythical or

divine prototypes 1
are very apt to be twins

—cause the humane

playwright a good deal of trouble. In heroic legend the father

is normally a god, and of course nobody as a rule ventures to

characterize the action of the god as it deserves. Even the

angry father who is about to kill the princess for her breach

of chastity, is softened when he learns the high rank of her

accomplice. But Menander, in taking over the legendary
motive into common contemporary life, has to give the bastard

a human father, and yet not make the father a scoundrel.

Sometimes he evades the difficulty by putting the false step
into the distant past, and letting the guilty old gentleman

drop a quiet tear over the errors of his youth. But his com

monest device is a nocturnal religious festival. We have

enough evidence about May Day festivals in Europe as late as

the seventeenth century to show us that these ancient celebra

tions of the fertility of the spring retained through thousands

1 E. g. Romulus and Remus, Amphion and Zethus, Boeotus and

Aeolus.
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of years, in the teeth of all law and decorum, strong traces

of that communal marriage-feast in which they originated.

And it is likely enough that in the wild emotion of the midnight

dances in wood and on mountain many an excited girl met

her ravisher. In the only scene extant which treats fully of

such an incident, what strikes one most is the bitter repentance

of the youth. In The Arbitration (Epitrepontes) it so happens

that Charisius learns that a few months after marriage his

wife Pamphile has secretly given birth to a child. He is

reluctant to publish his dishonour, and he still loves his wife.

So he treats her with marked neglect and spends most of his

time away, pretending to enjoy himself, but really eating his

heart out. Then he discovers that last year, at the midnight

festival of the Tauropolia, Pamphile, who had got separated

from her companions, was ravished in the dark by an unknown

man ; and he knows, by his memory of that night, that he

must have been the man ! A Congreve hero would have con

cealed the fact and doubtless handsomely forgiven the lady ;

but Mcnandcr's young scapegrace is wild with self-reproach.

He does not merely recognize that he is in the same boat with

Pamphile; he sees that he is guilty and she is innocent, and

furthermore that he has behaved like a bully and a prig and

a hypocrite, while she has steadily defended him against her

indignant father.

Let us take one more case to illustrate both the brutality
of the times and the delicacy of feeling with which the culti

vated Athenian confronted it. When Pataecus, as mentioned

above, exposed his two children, they were picked up together

with their tokens, or means of recognition, by an old woman.

She passed the boy, Moschio, on to a rich woman, Myrrhine,

who was pining for a child, and who brought the foundling up

as her own son. As for the girl, Glycera, the old woman kept

her, and eventually, as she felt death approaching, revealed to

her the facts of her birth, told her that Moschio was her

brother, and advised her, if ever she wanted help, to go to the

Rich Lady, Myrrhine, who knew all. Then, since the girl

needed a protector, and a respectable soldier was in love with

her, the old woman gave her to the soldier. She was not his
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wife : probably a legal marriage was not possible. She was

certainly not a slave. She was free, as we find stated in the

play, either to live with him or to leave him.

All goes well till one evening Glycera, standing at her door,

sees her brother Moschio looking at her with interest. She

guesses—wrongly
—that he has been told that she is his sister,

and this guess is confirmed when he runs up and kisses her.

She returns the kiss. Her soldier sees her ; Moschio, who is

a young fop and had merely kissed her because she looked

pretty and smiled, runs away. The soldier is transported with

rage. Had he been an Englishman, at most periods of history

he would have beaten her. Had he been an Italian, he would

have murdered her. Being an Athenian, he cuts her hair off.

This outrage gives the play its name (Perikeiromene,
'

The

Girtwith Clipped Hair'), and from our present point of view

it is interesting to see how it is regarded by the people con

cerned. The soldier goes away furious with himself and

everybody else ; he drinks in order to forget his grief, and is

divided between a wish to humble himself and make it up and

a wish to kill Moschio. Glycera herself considers the insult

unpardonable, leaves the soldier's house, and takes refuge with

the Rich Lady, as her old guardian had told her to do. When

the soldier tells the story, as he understands it, to Pataecus,

that quiet man of the world tells him that he has behaved

disgracefully : Glycera is not his slave. She has a perfect

right to leave him if she likes, and also a right to take up with

Moschio ; and that in any case no self-respecting woman will

live with a person who may at any moment cut her hair off.

P. Of course, if she had been your wife . . .

5. What a thing to say ! If !

P. Well, there is a difference.

5. I regard Glycera as my wife.

P. Who gave her in marriage to you ?

S. She herself.
'

Very
good,'

says Pataecus.
'

No doubt she liked you

then, and now she has left you because you have not treated

her properly . .

'

Not treated her properly !
'

cries the poor soldier,
'

That

hurts me . . .',
and he goes on later to explain how entirely
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well and respectfully he has treated her, except for this one

act of madness.
'
Just let me show you herwardrobe ', he adds ;

and by that ingenious device Pataecus is made, later on, to see

the signet ring and the necklace that he had left with his

exposed child.

Meantime, since the soldier is genuinely penitent, Pataecus

will try to persuade Glycera to return. When he does so,

Glycera is outraged to find that he also hasmisinterpreted the

kiss she gave to Moschio, and even imagined that it was in

pursuit of Moschio that she fled to his supposed mother's

house.
'
You knew me, and you thought me capable of that !

'

The point which I wish to make clear is this. Menander is

not merely the ingenious favourite of a corrupt and easy-going

society. Athenian society in his day, I would suggest, had as

a whole assimilated the liberal sensitiveness that was confined

to a few exceptional personalities in the previous century ; the

average cultivated Athenian now felt instinctively much as

Plato or Euripides felt. But the ordered world of the fifth

century, precarious even then, had now crumbled away. The

ordinary Athenian gentleman, who had formerly lived a

strenuous life in patriotic military service, in domestic or

imperial politics, in the duties of his hereditary priesthoods,

in the management of his estates, now found his occupation

gone. Politics consisted in obeying the will of a foreign

military governor ; military service meant enlistment as a

mercenary under some foreign adventurer ; local priesthoods

were little more than antiquarian hobbies, things of no reality

and no importance ; and the Athenian landed proprietor was,

by the new standards, only a poor farmer. All public activity

was dangerous.
'

Keep quiet and study ; keep quiet and

practice virtue; keep quiet and enjoy yourself: but at all

events keep quiet. And remember that even then you are not

When Menander was a boy of seven, Thebes, one of

the greatest of Greek cities, was razed to the ground by the

Macedonians and the whole population sold into slavery. The

horror of the deed rang through the world. When he was

about twenty, Antipatcr put a garrison into Athens, and

dcpoilcd all citizens who possessed less than 2,coo drachmae,
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which meant exile for more than half the citizen body. Next

year, Antipater being dead, one of his rivals changed the con

stitution again ; the exiles swarmed back, only to be crushed

and driven out once more byAntipater's son, Cassander. Samos

was depopulated twice. It became, for some two generations

at least, a common incident ofwar that cities should be sacked

and populations sold into slavery ; and this is probably the

reason for the immense increase in the proportion of slaves
*
to

free citizens which we find at this period. What can a civilized

and sensitive man hope to do when flung into such a world ?

Only to be gentle, Menander seems to say : to remember that

he is human, and nothing human is outside his range of

sympathy. He can comfort his soul with the contemplation

of
'
sun and stars, water and clouds and fire ', eternal beauties

which remain while little man strives and passes ; he can

possess his soul in patience and in kindliness, and remember

always that here we have no abiding city.

That is the philosophic background of Menander's thought.

But of course it is only the background. He is not a philo

sopher. He is a writer of comedy, a wit, an ingenious inventor,

above all an observer of the oddities and humours of mankind.

He is the maker, or at least the perfecter, of a new form

of art.

The New Comedy is descended both from the Old Comedy
of Aristophanes and from Euripidean tragedy. From Old

Comedy it took its metre and scansion and the general style

of its dialogue : also the idea of using an invented situation

and imaginary characters, whereas Tragedy had been content

to tell and re-tell the stories of the heroes, as tradition had

given them. It kept also much of the underlying atmosphere

of the Old Comedy. It dealt with the present, not the past.

It always contained a Komos or Revel, always a Gamos, or

Union of Lovers. Some elements in it, such as the unescapable

babies or twins, seem to go back to the primitive fertility rites

out of which the Old Comedy developed. On the other hand,
1 Athen. vi, p. 272 c: in 317 B.C., under Demetrius of Phalerum 21,000

citizens, 10,000 metoikoi, 400,000 slaves. Cf. the speech of Phaenias-about

the conduct of Philip V : who was really only carrying on the habits of the

Diadochi. Cf. also Livy 38. 43 ; 42. 8.
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it rejected many of the most characteristic features of the Old

Comedy. It rejected the phallic dress, the free indecency of

the language, the dances and the songs ; it rejected completely
the political diatribes and the criticism by name ofpublic men.

There seems to have been no word in the New Comedy of

satire against the Macedonians, just as there was never a word

of flattery. The Chorus it treated in a peculiar way. Appar

ently there had to be a Chorus, but a poet like Menander did

not condescend to write for it. Generally towards the end of

the First Act one of the characters observes that he sees a band

of young men revelling or dancing, or perhaps drunk, and pro

poses to get out of their way. The Chorus then enters and

performs. It is not mentioned again, but it performs in the

intervals between the Acts.

In most other ways the New Comedy belongs to the tradi

tion of Tragedy, especially the tragedy of Euripides. It took

from there its elaborate plots ; for Euripides, though he kept

religiously to the traditional heroic legends, worked them out

with an ingenuity which amounted to invention. As his

biographer, Satyrus, expresses it, Euripides showed invention

in passionate scenes
'
between husband and wife, father and

son, slave and master ; in reversals of fortune ; in ravished

maidens and supposititious children, and recognitions by
means of rings and necklaces. And out of these the New

Comedy is built l Euripides had found these elements

already existing in the myths and rites which lie at the back of

Greek drama. The Year-God is commonly a baby who grows

up ; he is commonly a foundling, a child of unknown parents ;

he is discovered or recognized as the child of a god. But one

can see that Euripides was always deepening and enriching

his traditional motives by the observation of real life. The

saga gave him Ion as the son of Apollo and the princess

Creusa, a distinguished and satisfactory parentage. He made

of it a tragedy of lust and betrayal, the untroubled and serene

crueity of the perfectly strong towards the weak. Menander,

going farther on the same road, takes the decisive step of

making his characters no longer gods or heroes or even princes,
1
ruiV i'oti ra crvv>\oma T^r vfaripav Kupijihiav, Satyrus, col. vii.
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but middle-class Athenian citizens ofhis own day. His comedy

belongs to what Diderot called le genre sdrienx ; it was a

comedy with thought and with tears in it.

It is this affiliation, as Wilamowitz has seen, that also

explains the masks and stock characters of the New Comedy.

The tragic heroes by the end of the fifth century, if not earlier,

had their characters known and fixed. Oedipus, Odysseus,

Clytemnestra and the rest were known figures, as Cromwell ,

Mary Queen of Scots, or Joan of Arc would be now. They
required no exposition or explanation, but each could proceed

at once to act or speak according to his traditional nature.

They seem also to have had recognizable masks, so that as

soon as Ajax or Orestes appeared, most of the audience knew

him. The New Comedy dropped the traditional heroic names.

It used fictitious names and characters ; but it wanted still to

use the technique of the traditional subject. The audience

was accustomed to it. It avoided the tedium of beginning

every play with scenes or even whole acts of mere explanation

and exposition. So it used typical characters and typical

masks. It is significant that both in Greek and in Latin the

word for mask is also the word for character ; and Dramatis

Personae means, strictly speaking,
'

The Masks needed in the

Performance '. The cross elderly uncle had one sort of mask,

the indulgent elderly uncle another. The Obstinate Man, the

Flatterer, the Bragging Soldier and the Modest Soldier were

got up in such a way that the audience could recognize each

type, whatever his name or adventures might be in the parti

cular play, almost as easily as the tragic audience could

recognize Ajax. Of course this standardization of the masks

tended to limit the writer's invention. But it was not rigid.

There are ancient wall paintings which represent a playwright

criticizing a set of masks and having them altered.

One often wonders that the masks of the New Comedy,

except for the conventional good looks of the hero and heroine,
were so far removed from realism. To our taste they seem

suited well enough to an Aristophanic farce, but most odd in

a refined and perhaps touching Menandrian Comedy. Part of

the explanation lies, no doubt, in the conditions of the great
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open-air theatre and the absence of opera glasses. Only very
strong lines were visible ; and after all the audience had been

accustomed to masks from time immemorial. But I think that

perhaps there was deliberate intention in the avoidance of

realism or life likeness in the masks. We must remember

that it was forbidden to satirize real persons on the stage.

That was plain ; but supposing a mischievous playwright,

without mentioning any names, put some offensive character

into a mask which closely resembled the face of some real

person, what then ? It is just what Aristophanes had tried to

do in the Knights, when he wanted the mask-makers to make

his Paphlagonian look like Cleon, and they prudently
refused.1

That such a thing should be possible would make it suspected.

If a comedian put a character into any realistic mask, he might

discover that the Macedonian authorities thought it was too

like the Governor's cousin, and would come down on him with

a fine or a sentence of exile. The only safe course, when your

characters were not meant for pictures of real persons, was to

put them in masks which could not possibly be mistaken for

any real person.

Of course modifications would or could always be made in

the masks to suit the particular conception of the type-

character. One cross uncle was not necessarily the exact

image of another. And we must always be on guard against

the mistake of imagining that the types were as limited and

rigid when the New Comedy was alive and growing as they

seemed to the grammarians who classified them after it was

dead. When any form of art is dead, it is easy to catalogue

its points and fix its boundaries. When Dickens or Shake

speare was alive, it probably seemed to contemporaries that

there was no limit to the creative imagination of either : when

their work is finished, we can go through it and set down the

limits within which it moved. We must also realize that our

remains are too scanty to admit of a confident judgement, and

1 Ar. Equit. 230-2 :

Kal ptj d(di3
'

ov yap *otic
c^yKaaptvos'

itto tov Stow yap airruv ov&cts tjdf\(

ran1 iTKtvonoiMV dKaaai.
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that the adaptations of Plautus, and even, I should say, those

of Terence, are lacking in that sensitiveness and flexibility

which were characteristic of Menander. Still, when all these

allowances are made, the impression left is that on the whole

Menander and his fellows, in spite of their great originality

and large productiveness, did mostly operate by making differ

ent combinations of a limited number of motives. A betrayed

maiden, a foundling and a recognition, a clever slave, a severe

father and an indulgent father, took them a long way. Never

theless, if one compares the subjects treated by Menander

with those of Aristophanes on the one hand and Euripides on

the other, the impression of diversity and abundance of inven

tion is overwhelming. Let us take, as an indication, the names

of a score or so of his lost plays.

Several seem to deal with the fate of women from captured

cities : The WomanfromAndros, The WomanfrotnPerinthus,

from Olynthus, from Thessaly, from Boeotia, from Leucas :

though doubtless the Woman from Leucas was based on the

old love-story of one who threw herself into the sea from the

Leucadian cliff, and the Woman from Thessaly must have

been given to witchcraft. The Man from Sicyon was appar

ently a sort of Tartarin, what the French call a Gascon, in

type, a talker and planner and promiser of great things. The

Man from Carthage we know was a barbarian, talking broken

Greek, pitifully searching the world for his two sons who had

been captured in war, and eventually finding them. The

Perikeiromene, or Girl with ClippedHair, has been discussed

above ; so has the Misoumenos or Hated.

A great mass of plays deal with what the seventeenth

century would have called
' humours'

; the quaint characteristics

of human nature. The titles are often impossible to translate

owing to the differences
in mere grammar between Greek and

English : 'Avaridepevri is perhaps She Changes Her Mind.

But what is 'Pam^opfvrj ? Perhaps He Boxes Her Ears! will

do it, though possibly it is a theatrical or musical term and

means
' Hissed Off'. The Man zvho Buried Himself, Avtov

TlivOmv, suggests a play like Arnold Bennett's Great Adven-

tttre. The Man who Pimished Himself did so, we happen to
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know, because his harsh discipline had made his son run away

to the wars. The Rustic, The Heiress, The Treasure, The

Slanderer, The Flatterer, The Woman-hater, The Sea Captain,
The Recruiting Officer, The Widow seem fairly clear. So do

False! ('Attio-tos), Bad Temper, and Twice Deceived—though

in Greek the participle is active ; we know part of the plot

from a brilliant scene in Plautus's Bacchides} The Imbrians or

Gone to Imbros was supposed to refer to the fact that that

island was the nearest place in which to escape extradition for

debt and small offences : there is an old English farce with

the title A Bolt to Boulogne. A new fragment, however, throws

doubt on
this.2 Thais and Phanion are named from their

heroines, and the names are not the names of respectable

citizens. Other plays are almost impossible to translate :

Kcovaa(6pievai describing women who for some reason threaten

to drink hemlock ; 'Swapio-rmo-ai or Ladies Lunching together ;

2vvepcoo-a, which seems to mean, She Also LovedHim ;
Suve-

(p-qfSoi, Both Were Young; Tlpoyapoi or Tlpoydpita, Before the

Marriage. There seems an immense variety, and of course

I have taken only a few out of the many titles preserved.

Tradition says that Menander was a friend, and perhaps

a follower, of Epicurus. If so, we need not be surprised to find

a group of plays dealing with superstition : The Superstitious

Man, Trophonius—a reference to the famous and somewhat

ridiculous oracle in Boeotia—The Begging Priest, Inspired,

and The Priestess. In The Apparition the plot presents us

with a widower who has married again : his new wife has

a grown-up daughter whose existence she has concealed, but

from whom she cannot bear to be parted. She constructs

a shrine in her house, with a curtain in front and a secret exit,

and here her daughter visits her. Her step-son, who is sur

prised at his step-mother's extreme piety, catches sight in

the shrine of a mysterious figure which is explained by those

interested as being a divine apparition. One sees the start

for a comedy of mystification.

The titles form, of course, a slender foundation on which to

1
Plaut. Bacch. iv, iv-viii, 11. 760 sqq.

'
P. Oxyrh. x. 1235.
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rest any very definite beliefabout the
qualities of the plays ; but

the impression which they make is greatly
strengthened by

what little we know of the plots. We have, for example, on

a fragmentary papyrus part of an account of the plot of The

Priestess} A man's wife or mistress had left him long ago
—

perhaps for religious reasons
—

and become a priestess. He

does not know what she did with their son, and the Priestess

is unapproachable. She is, however, an adept at exorcisms ;

so the man's confidential slave pretends to be possessed by
a demon, and is readily taken in by the Priestess for treat

ment in the Temple. There he finds out that the boy is

being reared as their own by some people called X, and tells

the father, who goes at once to claim his son. But it so

happens that the ^Y's have also a son of their own, and by
mistake the excited old gentleman lights on him and reveals

himself as the boy's father by telling a story which appears

obviously false. The boy decides that the old gentleman is

mad
,
and tells his foster-brother ; who consequently, when his

father approaches him on the same subject, humours him as

a lunatic. I omit some minor complications ; but even thus

one sees what an immense advance in the mechanism of plot-

construction and entanglement has been made since the fifth

century.

Tragedy, to use the old Roman division, dealt with Res

Sacra ; the Comedy of Aristophanes dealt with Res Publica ;

that of Menander was occupied with Res Privata, a region in

which the emotions and changes of fortune may be smaller

in extent, but are infinitely more various.

No less great than the development of plot is the develop
ment of technique in points of detail. The number of actors

is no longer limited to three. The metres are those ofComedy,

though the musical and lyrical element is entirely absent. It

is notable that Menander is more concerned with metrical

euphony and with a skilful ordering of the words in the

sentence than his contemporaries. He avoids, for example,

the so-called
'
pause after a dactyl ', and seldom admits inver

sions of order for merely metrical reasons. The language
1 Pap. Oxyrh. x. 1235.
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though strikingly natural is never slangy or
vulgar.1 He avoids

scrupulously forms of words that were not really colloquial,

such as Datives in -oio-i or -aio~i, while he elides freely the

verbal termination -at which at this time was pronounced

like e . In sum one may say that while he has built up a most

scrupulous and delicate style of his own, he is wonderfully

free from the influence of professional rhetoric. Then there

is a great variety and flexibility in the composition. People

enter
'

talking off stage
'

: or conversing with each other ; they

enter in the middle of a sentence or a line. The soliloquies,

which are not uncommon, are real soliloquies, in which embar

rassed persons try to get things clear by talking to themselves :

they are not, except in the Prologues, mere devices for telling

a story. Sometimes the soliloquies are overheard : a device

which is suitable enough when the speaker has really been

talking to himself aloud, though very bad when the soliloquy

is only the playwright's artifice for revealing a character's

unspoken thoughts. Conversations are overheard and inter

rupted : there are misunderstandings which lead to results ;

there are motives of action based deliberately on odd or over-

subtle points of psychology. For example, a young man

whose father has misunderstood him is so hurt at being mis

understood, that he determines not indeed to enlist as a soldier

but to pretend that he intends to enlist, so that his father may

be sorry and apologize. And, though the play there breaks

off, we may hazard a guess that the father is either too stupid

or too clever, or too full of self-reproach to do what he is

expected to do. Such refinements are more in the style of

the Parisian stage in the nineteenth century than that of

classical Athens.

At times it would seem that a complication is invented

chiefly for the sake of the psychology. It gives the oppor

tunity for some one to act not in the ordinary way but in

some strange way that illustrates the oddity
of human nature.

In the fragmentary play that is conjecturally called The

1 The presence of an obscene phrase in one papyrus fragment has been

t.iken as evidence that the fragment is not the work of Menander (but cf.

Perik. 234).
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Samian Woman, an elderly and melancholic man, Demeas,

with an adopted son, Moschio, has taken the Samian Woman

to live with him. On returning from a voyage he finds in the

house a baby which, with the diabolical ingenuity that dis

tinguishes Menander's babies, contrives to make Demeas

believe that it is the child of the Samian Woman and his

adopted son, to whom he is devoted. He breaks out into

a fury of rage and curses, but instantly checks himself.
'

Why

are you shouting ? Fool, why are you shouting ? Control

yourself. Be patient. ... It is not Moschio's fault. He did

not mean it. He would never want to wrong me. He has

always been good to me and to every one. She must have

taken him in a weak moment. Fascinated the boy as she

fascinated me . . . who am much older and ought to be wiser.

She is a Helen ! A siren ! A harlot !
' * He pretends to know

nothing, but on an irrelevant pretext drives the unfortunate

Samian out of his house. The unnatural gentleness of his

first reaction leads to the violent explosion of his next.

Then the method of exposition, if not altogether new, for

both Comedy and Tragedy had not merely their prologues

but their scenes with two characters in conversation indirectly

explaining the situation of the
play,2 is nevertheless far more

varied and ingenious than any in the fifth century had tried to

be. Menander contrives to amuse you in a dozen different

ways while he makes his explanation. Let us take the scene

which gives its name to the Epitrepontes, the scene of the

Arbitration. What is needed for the plot is to explain that

a certain exposed baby has been reared, and will prove to be

the child of Charisius. But the way the story is told is

this.3

Enter two slaves, a charcoal-burner and a shepherd,

quarrelling, followed by a woman with a baby.
'

You are

cheating.''

No, it 's
'

Oh, why did I give him any

thing ?
' ' Will you agree to an arbitration ?

' '

Yes ; where

1 Samia 1 1 1-33.

2 Two servants in theMedea and the Knights : Dionysus and Xanthias

in the Frogs, Antigone and Ismene in the Antigone, and so on.

'
'ETUTptttovTis, 11. 1-177.
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shall we find the arbitrator ?
' '

Any one will do. Try this

old
gentleman.'

The old gentleman, Smicrines, is just returning in an angry
temper from the house of his son-in-law, Charisius.

The Charcoal-burner. Please, Sir, could you spend a few

minutes on us?

Old Gentleman. On you ? Why ?

Chare. We are having a dispute.

O. G. What is that to me ?

Chare. We are looking for an arbitrator. If there is nothing
to prevent you, you might settle . . .

O. G. Bless my soul ! Peasants in goatskins walking about

and litigating as they go !

The Charcoal-burner pleads with him, and pleads so

eloquently that the Shepherd is alarmed.

Shepherd. How he docs talk ! Oh, why did I ever give him

anything ?

0. G. You will abide by my decision ?

Chare. Yes, whatever it is.

O. G. All right, I will hear the case. . . . You begin, Shep
herd, as you have not spoken yet.

Every line so far is slightly unexpected and therefore.

amusing. You cannot help wanting to hear what comes next.

The Shepherd begins :

About a month ago I was watching my sheep alone in some

wooded ground, when I found a baby lying on the grass with

a necklace and some ornaments.

Chare, (interrupting). That is what it's all about.

Ship, (turning on him). He says you are not to speak !

0. G. If you interrupt I will hit you with my stick.

Shep. Quite right too. (The Charcoal-burner subsides.)

Shep. (continuing). I brought the baby home. Then at night

I thought it over. How was I to bring up a child? Next

day this charcoal-burner met me and I told him what had

happened, and he begged me to give him the child.
'

For

God's he said,
'

let me have it, and I will bless you. My
wife has had a baby, and it has

died.'

0. G. (/<' Charcoal-burner). Did you ask him for it?

Chare. I did.

Shep. He spent the whole day beseeching me. When I gave

it to him he kissed my hands.

O. G. Did you kiss his hands ?

Chare. I did.
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Shep. So he went off. Then next day suddenly he came

back with his wife and demanded the ornaments and
things—

not that they are of any value—which had been exposed with

the child. Now, obviously, they have nothing to do with the

case. He asked for the baby and I gave him the baby. What

I found belongs to me, and he ought to be grateful that I gave

him part of it. That is all I have to say. [A pause.]
Chare. Has he quite finished ?

O. G. Yes. Didn't you hear him say so?

Chare. Very good. Then I answer. His account is perfectly

correct. He found the child. I begged him to give me the

child. All quite true. Then I heard from one of his fellow-

shepherds that he had found some trinkets with the child.

Those trinkets are the child's property, and here is the child

claiming them. (Bring him forward, wife !) They are his, not
yours ; and I, as his guardian and protector, demand them on

his behalf. His whole fortune in life may depend on those

trinkets. They may enable us to identify his parents, like

Neleus or Pelias in the tragedies.—Now please decide.

O. G. All that was exposed with the child belongs to the

child. That is my decision.

Shep. Very good ; but in that case whom does the child

belong to ?

O. G. Not to you who tried to rob it. I award the child to

this Charcoal-burner who has tried to protect it.

Chare. God bless you !

Shep. A monstrous judgement. Good Lord, I found every

thing, and it is all taken from me ! . . . Have I got to give the

things over ?

O. G. Certainly.

Shep. A monstrous decision. Perish me if it isn't !

Chare. Be quick.

Shep. Heracles, it is too bad.

Chare. Open your bag and let us see the things. . . . Please

don't go yet ; wait, Sir, till he hands them over.

Shep. (handing the things slozvly over). Why did I ever trust

this man to arbitrate?

O. G. Hand them over, rascal.

Shep. I call it disgraceful.

0. G. Have you got them all ? Then good-bye.

One might think the scene was now exhausted of all its

dramatic points ; but not at all. The Shepherd goes off

grumbling. The Charcoal-burner sits down with his wife to

look through the trinkets one by one. While they are doing
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so, Onesimus, the slave of Charisius, happens to come out of

the house, and naturally looks to see what the pair are doing.

'

A seal with a cock on
it,'

proceeds the Charcoal-burner.
'

A transparent stone. An axe-head. A signet ring with the

stone set in gold, the rest of it iron ; the figure of a goat or

a bull, I can't see which. Name of the carver Cleostratus. . .

Onesimus. Let 's have a look !

Chare. Hullo, who are you?
On. That 's it !

Chare. What 's it ?

On. The ring.

Chare. What about it ?

On. It's the ring my master lost.

There we may stop. Of course, by strict standards the

scene is an artificial one, though at least it is not impossible

nor outside the range of human life. Put the treatment shows

a light touch and a variety of incident which mark a complete

change from the style of the fifth century. Every line has

a certain unobtrusive wit, the quality that was called in

antiquity
'

Attic salt ', and the situation is made to yield its

full harvest of amusement.

If this scene is leisurely in movement, let us take another

from the same play to show how swift Menander can be, when

he wishes, with his big emotional effects.

A harp-player named Habrotonon,1
moved partly by pity,

partly by a wish to get her freedom, pretends that the child is

hers. This gives her a hold over Charisius. Meantime she

is looking for the real mother. She remembers seeing a girl

with torn clothes, crying bitterly at the feast of the Tauropolia,
and is sure that there she has a clue. Charisius's young wife,

Pamphile, who is distracted between the unkindness of her

husband and the fury with which her father takes her part

against him, comes out of her house just as Habrotonon with

the baby comes out of the next house.

Cam. (to herself \. My eyes are sore with crying.

Hah. [to the baby). Poor thing ! Did it keep whining ? What

did it want, then ?

Pam. (to herself). Will no god take pity on me?

1

'EfflTpcVnlTfr, 432-5I.
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Hab. Dear baby, when will you find your mother ?
—Butwho

is this?

Pam. {to herself). Well, I will go back to my father.

Hab. {staring at her). Madam, wait one moment !

Pam. Did you speak to me ?

Hab. Yes. Oh, look at me ! Do you know me ?—This is

the girl I saw. . . . (impulsively) Oh, my dear, I am so glad.

Pam. Who are you ?

Hab. Give me your hand. Tell me, dear, last year you

went, didn't you, to the Tauropolia . . .

Pam. Woman, where did you get that child?

Hab. Darling, do you see something that you know, round

its neck? . . . Oh, madam, don't be frightened of me.

Pam. It is not your own child ?

Hab. I have pretended it was. Not that I meant to cheat

the real mother. I only wanted to find her. . . . And now

you are found ! You are the girl I saw that night.

Pam. Who was the man ?

Hab. Charisius.

Pam. Oh joy! . . . Do you know it? Are you sure?

A scene could hardly be more rapid, and every word tells.

The literary fate of Menander has been curious. He was

apparently a little too subtle, too refined, too averse from

rhetoric, or possibly too new and original, for the popular taste

of his own day. With over a hundred plays he only obtained

the first prize eight times. He was obviously not a best-seller.

But his fame was immense, and he was recognized soon after

his death as the incontestable chief of the writers of the New

Comedy. Almost alone in his age he ranked as a classic ; and

the Atticist grammarians of Roman times have to labour the

point that Menander, however illustrious, did not really write

exactly the same language as Plato or Demosthenes.

More than this, the style of drama which he brought to per

fection proceeded immediately to dominate the ancient stage.

The Hellenistic theatre knew no other form of comedy : the

Roman theatre lived entirely on translations and adaptations

of Menander and his school, Philemon, Diphilus, Posidippus,
and the rest. He was read and praised by Cicero and Quin-

tilian ; by Plutarch, Lucian, Alciphron, Aelian ; he is quoted

in anthologies, and his apophthegms were made up into
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anthologies of their own. But in modern times, when the

Renaissance scholars proceeded to look for his plays, it was

found that they had all perished. They were only represented

by the Roman adaptations of Plautus and Terence, the former

much rougher, coarser, and more boisterous in form, the latter

showing much delicacy of style, but somewhat flattened and

enfeebled.

Yet through these inferior intermediaries Menander con

quered the modern stage. There is not much of him in

Shakespeare except the Comedy of Errors. But Moliere with

L'Avare and Le Misanthrope
,
with Les Femmes savantes and

above all Les Fourberies de Scapin, comes straight out of the

Menander tradition. So does Beaumarchais with his Figaro

and his Don C/sar de Basan. And the style of both has the

Menandrian polish. The great Danish comedian Holberg

confessedly went back to Plautus for some of his plays, and

adopted Menandrian formulae for others. In England there

is a touch of him in Ben Jonson. There are whole blocks of

him in Congreve, Farquhar, and Vanbrugh—the same dissipated

young men, the same clever and knavish servants, the same

deceiving of parents and guardians, the same verbal courtliness

and wit, the same elaboration of the story. Sheridan, though

more a gentleman than the Restoration Dramatists, belongs

to the same school, and has built Sir Anthony Absolute and

the Captain, Charles Surface and Joseph Surface, absolutely
on the Menandrian model. Of course these writers only knew

Plautus and Terence, and were doubtless content with their

models. They had little of Menander's philosophic spirit,

nothing of his interest in distressed women; nothing of his

inexhaustible human sympathies and profound tenderness of

heart. But, directly or indirectly, no one who writes polite

comedy now can avoid the influence of Menander.

It is a curious thing, this power of world-wide and almost

inexhaustible influence. A price has to be paid for it, and

a heavy price. A writer cannot be so popular unless he is, I will

not say, vulgar himself, but at least capable of being read with

pleasure by vulgar people. All great writers and thinkers

need interpreters: otherwise the difference between them and
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the average lazy public is too great. And it is likely enough

that Menander has gained in influence rather than lost through

his dependence on his Roman imitators. They had left out

his delicacy of thought, his reflectiveness, and much of his

beauty of style, but they kept the good broad lines that were

easy for every one to understand.

Thus the interpreters and inheritors were provided. But, to

justify such a long life for Menander's influence, there must

have been something to interpret, some inheritance precious

enough to compel the interest of successive generations. And

I think we can see what there was. There go to the greatest

imaginative work normally two qualities : intensity of experi

ence and the gift of transmuting intensity into beauty.

Menander had both. Gibbon speaks somewhere of the intense

suffering which is caused when a refined and sensitive popu

lation is put under the control of brutal and uneducated

conquerors, or, what comes to much the same thing, exposed

to the brutal play of chance. He was thinking of the highly
civilized Byzantines put at the mercy of the Turks : we may

think of the many sensitive natures who were broken or driven

mad by the strain of service in the late war. Menander

belonged to just such a refined and sensitive generation—the

most civilized known to the world before that date, and perhaps

for two thousand years after it—flung suddenly into a brutal

and violently changing world. He interpreted its experience

in his own characteristic way: not by a great spiritual

defiance, like the Stoic or Cynic ; not by flight from the world,

like the Epicurean ; but by humour, by patience, by a curious

and searching sympathy with his fellow humans, in their

wrigglings as well as their firm stands ; and by a singular

power of expressing their thoughts and their strange ways in

language so exact and simple and satisfying, that the laughter

in it seldom hurts, and the pain is suffused with beauty.

G.M.

For the Bibliography to Menander see p. 223.
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LATER EPIC POETRY IN THK GREEK WORLD

SUMMARY : 'Ayovurp-ot and 'EniSeifrs and their influence on Greek

poets—Increase of 'A-ywxes and Festivals in the later period, illustrated by
Inscriptions—Local legends and local history—Clubs of poets—Poets

attached to temples, 'AprraXoyiu, Maiistas : Poetesses in Aetolia—

Frag
ments of Epyllia—pdovpov plrpov.

A FEW examples of works in the Epic style of the later age

have come to light beside those that were treated of in the

First Series of New Chapters, pp. 109-11. First we have

a poem by
Maiistas1 from an inscription which deals with the

temple of Sarapis at Delos, and a
papyrus2

of the second

century with some marginal notes, giving an account of

Egyptian plants and trees. The first part relates to the

cyclamen, the second to the Persea tree. Dr. Hunt regards

the poem as
'
diffuse and of small merit, whether from the

scientific or literary point of view ', and is inclined to refer it

to the Imperial age ; but A.
Korte,3 in the Archiv fiir Papyrus-

forschung, vii. 118, sees no reason for denying it to the

Hellenistic. The poem was found with fragments of another

roll containing the remains of a poem on Astronomy ; both

have marginal notes, are written apparently in the same hand,

and seem to be didactic poems. There are also remains of

a few Epyllia.

But although the poems are few, stone records confirm the

fact that the practice of composition continued throughout

Greek lands ; the literary instinct never died. Our poems fall

into two classes : that of competitive poetry, and that of com

plimentary or epideictic.

The spirit of competition {dy<ovio-p.6s) and of display (ktri-

8ei£ts) pervade Greek
poetry.4 We are familiar with the spirit

of competition in the Tragic and Comic poets, and in the

'

occasional
'

poems of Pindar on dycoves i-mriKoi and dOXr/TKoi,

1 Treated of below, pp. 41 sqq.
J
Oxyrh. Pap. xv. 1796.

' See also K. Fr. W. Schmidt in Gott. Gel. Anz. 1924, p. 10.
1
See E. A. Barber in The Hellenistic Age, p. 38.
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but it is not generally recognized that Hexameter (Epic)

poetry reveals the same spirit. Ai\v dpio-reijeiv xai imeipoypv

eppevai aXXcov is not a clear and forcible thought struck out

and employed once for all ; even in Homer it was the charge

which Peleus gave to Achilles pdXa noXXd,
'

over and over

again
'.1

Competition, display of power with the public

recognition and admiration of it, and the verdict of con

temporaries, were to a Greek the breath of his nostrils, and

competition in public appeared to him to be the best method

of determining merit ; and while Isocrates rightly regards

festivals as fostering a spirit of
unity,2 Thucydides finds in

them 'refreshment to the spirit', rfj yvcoprj dvairavXai?

Pindar4 has caught the spirit of youth when he refers more

than once to the defeated competitor creeping home by
sequestered paths and by-ways :

eiriKpvcpov olpov, Kara Xavpas TTTd>o~o~ovTi :

dtbdveia is a thing to be avoided, and the emulous and

ambitious lad oi>x vtrb xfl$
v/3ai> Sdpao-ev,

'

did not cramp the

spirit of his youth in a hole
'.5

No honour could be paid more gratifying to the spirit of

a dead hero than a brilliantly endowed 'AySv. It was in such

an 'Aycov in honour of Amphidamas that Hesiod was said to

have been victorious at Chalcis :
6

'ivQa
8'

eya>v kn aedXa 8at<ppovos 'Afi(f>i8dfiavT0S
XaXKiSa

8'

ets STripr/cra, to. 8e irpone^paSpiua noXXa
SeOX'

eOeaav iraTSes
peyaXrJTopes'

evda pi <prj/ii

Vfivcc viKfjcravTa (pepeiv coTcoet/Ta.

The author of the 'AOrjvaioov TIoXiTeia'' states that the Pole-

march arranged toi> kniTacbiov dymva for those who had fallen

in war ; dyZvas yvpviKobs xal Ittttikoi/s Kal povcriKfjs cLndans,

Plato :
8
the author of the Epitaphius included among

Lysias'

orations puts it in a more rhetorical style, dy&ves
pwpns Kal o~o<bias Kal

trXovTov.9

Elaborate contests were held

I ~, 784 c{.- Z- 2o8- 2
Is°cr. Panegyricus, S 43.

Thucyd. 11. 38. *
01. viii. 69 and Pyth. viii.86.6 Pmd. Isth. viii. 70. 6
Hes »E g

7 Ath. Pol., ch. 58. «
Menex. 249 b

9

[Lys.] ii. 80.
4y
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at Salamis in Cyprus by Nicocles at the tomb ofKing Euagoras,
his father, who was killed in 374,1

x°poh Kal povo-iKJj Kal

yv/iVLKoh dycoariv, en 8i 7rpdy Tovrots i-rnrcov re Kal Tpir\pa>v

a/xiXXats. The spirit of competition in the things of the mind

was established in Greek legend and not confined to demon

stration on special occasions. Thus the Sirens were audacious

enough to challenge the Muses to sing.2

They were defeated,
and the Muses plucked off their feathers and made crowns for

themselves out of them. So too the nine daughters of Picrus,

King of Pieria, who had presumed to rival the Muses, were

changed into birds.3
Thamyris too, who had boasted to be

the
Muses'

superior, was defeated by them and
punished.*

Seers also contend, as Calchas with
Mopsus:' Calchas was

said after his return from Troy to have met Mopsus near

Claros, and to have died from chagrin because he had found

a seer greater than himself. Hesiod
'

worked up the story ',

making Calchas set Mopsus a puzzle which he solved.

The
'
Certamen Homcricum

'

deserves notice here, two fragments of its
source"

having lately come to light. The Certamen is generally con

sidered to be the work of a Sophist of the Antonine age, and Mr. Allen

with much probability would attribute it to Porphyrius. The first fragment

is one of the earliest Gieek Papyri that we have, for it belongs to the third

century B. c, and it was also one of the earliest discoveries of modern ex

plorers.7 It is a fragment of the Mmo-noi' ofAlcidamas, the Sophist of the

fourth century B.C., and therefore was written not long after his time.

The second
fragment8

was discovered quite recently, and contains the

conclusion with the subscription '.UuSJu/inwos n-«pl 'Opi\pov. Mr. Allen has

1 Isocr. Euag. 1.

3
Paus. ix. 34. 3. '

Anton. Liber, ix.
4
Rhesus 923 fj\6opfl>

. . . pty\(TTi)v fis fpiv /ifXwfilni | kciVo) (TO<JWt/; &p^Ki.

Homer, B 595 MoC'tf'ii . . . avrSptval Qdpvptv riiv Spij.Ka iraifjav dotfir? . .

[it <5( Yo\tocrdp(vat nnpiiv Otirav, aiTap dot8i)i<

0((rn((rtijv d<pt\ovro kiu tK\t\a@ov Kidnpia'Tir.

nr)p6v 6ianv used to be taken to mean 'blinded him'. But since blind

ness and the gitt of music or poetry often go together (cf. Homer, 6. 041,
'
disabled

'
or

'

helpless
'

makes better sense.
■'

Hesiod, frag. 160 ; from Strabo, xiv. 642.
8 Now readily accessible in Mr. T. \Y. Allen's text of Homer, Opera,

vol. v, p. 2:5 and 186.

7
Petrie I'apyri, i, no. 25.

~

Michigan Papyrus 2754, printed and discussed by J. G. Winter in

Tr.tn.uii tions ana Proceedings of the American Philological Associaticn,
Iv i (1925 1, 120. See the article by W. M. Edwards below, p. 11S.
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argued
l
with great persuasiveness that Alcidamas drew his material from

a poem by Lesches of Lesbos (probably of the eighth century), to whom

the /lias Parva was attributed, inwhich the 'Ayd>v was narrated, and that

Plutarch's authorities quoted from it the verses which appear in the

Septem Sapientium Convivium, 154 A. Another contest between Homer

and Hesiod, or a variant form of this, is referred to in Hesiod, fr. 265.

This contest was located in Delos.

Again, in the recently discovered fragment of
Corinna,2

the

mountains Helicon and Cithaeron engage in a contest of song.

Cithaeron's theme was the infancy of Zeus, and the gods, who

were the judges, proclaimed him the victor. Then Helicon in

chagrin pulled down from the mountain a sheer cliff which

broke into an avalanche of ten thousand
fragments.3

Recurrent Festivals as well as occasions at which epideictic

displays, ifnot competitions, took place, were a great encourage

ment to poets in the age now under our consideration. How

wide-spread the institution was may be seen from inscriptions.

The following are the chief instances: the TlToXe/jLaieia at

Alexandria (379-378), the 2a>Trjpia at Delphi (375), the

MiyaXa 'Ao~KXair(eia at Cos, and the Movaeia at Thespiae

(about 350), the A18vp.ua at Miletus, and LTocreiSeia at Tenos4

(about 330) ; the KXdpia at Colophon in the third century
5

(kv tS> dywvi tS> yvjiviKw only is mentioned), the 'IaKvi>6oTpo<pi.a
6

at Cnidus, the 'Avtlox^lo, at Laodicea7 (kv t5> dycovi to> yvpviKco

only is mentioned), and the LTrtom at Acraephia (about 300) ;
8

the NiKrj(p6pia at Pergamum (about 180), the 'AOrjvaia and

Eufieveta at Sardis (about 167), the Kopeia or Scorrjpia at

1
T. W. Allen, Homer, pp. 19-27.

2
Now printed in E. Diehl, Anthol. Lyr. i, p. 477 from Berliner Klassi-

kertexte, v. 2, pp. 19 sqq
3

ip povpuiSea-ai Xaur. The demonstration that Xavs is the right reading,
as it was also the original reading of the Papyrus, was given in the/ournal
of Philology, vol. xxxiii, p. 296. Since that article was written, fresh
evidence of the form Xaoj by the side of Xiias has come to light on Oxyrh.
Pap. viii, no. 1087. Aaor is given among a list of Ilapavvpa, with a new
quotation from Simonides :

d(j>'

oS facrl Sipuvl&ris £uXa ko.1 Xdovs «rij3dXXcoi/.
4
Muste Beige, 1907, No. 1.

5
Hiller von Gaertringen, Inschr. v. Priene, no. 57.

"
Collitz and Bechtel, no. 3501.

7 Hiller von Gaertringen, Inschr. v. Priene, no. 59.
8
For the Tlriiia in the first century see a long and complete inscription

with names and an account of receipts and expenses in Bull. Corr Hell
xliv. 251.
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Cyzicus in the second centuiy, and the Tlrwia at Acraephia

about
ioo.1 At the XapiTfjo-ia held at Orchomenus about

100 B.C. Aminias of Thebes was the successful Epic poet ;
2

and about the same time Democles his father (probably not

his son) was successful at
Thebes.3 At an earlier date, between

366 and 338, we find \Ap.<biapaia r]a p.iyaXa at Oropus ;
*
and

at a later date there, soon after the time of Sulla, to. 'Au<piapd'ia

Kal
'Pa>p.aiaJ' Two Epic poets are mentioned on four occasions

of this festival.

The inscriptions from Delphi show the same prominence of

Kpic poetry. Thus in the middle of the third century (357)
Amphiclus of Chios is commemorated as a Hieromnemon and

an Epic poet.0 Cleander of Colophon (about 245) and

Eratoxenus of Athens (about 326), Epic poets, receive the

complimentary honours which were bestowed upon Proxeni

and
benefactors.7 Nicandcr of Colophon receives the same

honours (about 305). 8 The inscription calls him 'the son of

Anaxagoras ', and hence he is not the didactic poet, who calls

himself the son of Damaeus.

In the year 218-317 an Epic poet
[Pol?]itas,9

who came

from Hypata to Lamia, a city situated near the head of the

Malian Gulf, which had joined the Aetolian League about the

year 369, received the reward of Proxenia, 8ei£as Troirjcrdpitvos.

The poetess Aristodama, who will be spoken of below, received

the reward at the same
time.10

Again, shortly before 100, the

Cnossians formally praise Dioscurides of Tarsus u, a ypa^p.a-

1 For a complete list see P. Boesch, &«op6s, 14 sqq., 17; cf. Ferguson,
Hellenistic Athens, 295.

■

/. G. vii, no. 3197.
5
/. G. vii, no. 2448 ; cf. 416.

*
/. G. vii, no. 414 ; cf. 411 for the second century B. C, and 412 for the

first. In the latter centuries this festival was on the most elaborate scale.
5 /. G. vii, nos. 416, 419, 420 ; cf. 417, 418.

s

Dittenberger3, no. 447.
7
Dittenberger3, nos. 44S, 451.

"

Dittenberger', no. 452. See YV. v. Christ, Griech.
Lit.6

ii, (1) p. 169,
who thinks that he may have been the grandfather of the

'
didactic

'

poet ;

and Schneider, Xicuuirea, p. 18.
» /. (7. ix. 2. 63.
10
Dittenberger8, no. 532.

" Dittenberger', no. 721 ; Bull. Corr. Hell. iv. 354; Durrbach, Choix

J Inscriptions tie Dilos, 184 sqq.
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tikos, for an encomium which he had composed on the Cretan

race Kara tov troinTav (that is, in Homeric style), and sent his

pupilMyrinusofAmisus/an Epic and Lyric poct.SiaOrjo-iofievov

(to recite) to. TreTrpay/j.aTev/j.iva vtr
avTco. For such compositions

local legends would naturally be laid under contribution, and,

as Callimachus saw, would provide a plentiful store both for

Epic and Lyric poets. Indeed, in the second century Epic

poets formed a Society for themselves; and just as the

theatrical and musical performers of Athens and elsewhere at

this later time tended to form themselves into travelling

companies, so we hear of a club of Epic poets at Athens in

138—137 : SvvoSos to>v kv 'AOrjvais knoiroLaiv, . . . 01 tS>v knonoiwv

o-vvayuivoi kv 'A6f)vai$, . . . ol kv 'AOfjvais knorroiol
o-vvayfievoi.2

They receive a vote of thanks from the Delphians, a compli

mentary crown, and the usual privileges of LTpogevia and

npofj-avreia. The inscription records rod? kTriSeSa/MnKOTas twv

Troir/Tcov as being Artemon, Hagias, Demetrius, Cephiso-

dorus.3

In the second century Epic poets are mentioned in con

nexion with cities whose history and gods they celebrated.

Thus in 138 a young poet inrdpx<ov kv ref tov rraiSbs riXiKiai,

Ariston of Phocaea, gave at Delos many recitations (aKpodaeis)
of poems which he had composed in honour of Apollo and

the gods of the island and the Athenian people.4

Again,

about the year 100, the Samothracians awarded a crown

to the Epic poet Herodes, son of Posidonius, of
Priene,5

who had composed poetry on Dardanus,
Aetion,6

and the story

of Cadmus and Harmonia, the great figures in their heroic

mythology.

1
Homolle conjectures with some probability that this Myrinus was the

poet whose four Epigrams are in the Anthotogia Palatina.
2
Dittenberger s, no. 699 ; Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, p. 297 ; v.

Christ, Griech. Lit." ii. 1, p. 320. See the list in Fouilles de Delphes,
iii, p. 56.

3
Names of other Epic poets are given from inscriptions in v. Christ,

Griech. Lit* ii. 1, p. 321 ; Fouilles de Delphes, iii, p. 49.
4
Bull. Corr. Hell. xiii. 250; Durrbach, Choix

a"

Inscriptions de Dilos,
P- 139-

6
Hiiler von Gaertringen, Priene, nos. 68, 69.

6
That is, Eetion (Schol. Eurip. Phoen. 1129); called 'laaimv in Diodorus,

v. 48.
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We also find at this time poets connected with
temples.1

The didactic writer Nicander held an office in the temple of

Apollo Clarius at Colophon, and an epigram from a cenotaph

at New Colophon (Notium) gives the name of a poet Gorgus,
a priest of the same temple.2 Sometimes a celebrated writer

would be free to compose a laudatory hymn at the celebration
of a festival, as Timotheus 3

; or a miracle would be com

memorated.

There is an account in Hexameters of the Epiphany of

Asclepius in the inscription which contains the Paean of

Isyllus of
Epidaurus,4

and a more literary example, a poem

by Maiistas mentioned above, a person hitherto unknown, has

come to light lately in the Sarapeum at
Delos.6 The date of

the inscription is about 300 B.C., and the incidents which are

narrated in it are rather unusual. A summary of it is given

in a prose composition, written in the Koivf), prefacing the

poem itself. The writer of this prose inscription was Apol

lonius, a member of a family of Egyptian priests, and the

grandson of one Apollonius who had introduced the worship

of Sarapis into Delos, and had continued there as a priest till

he died at the age of ninety-seven. Apollonius I was succeeded

by his son, Demetrius, and Demetrius by his son Apollonius II.

The god appeared to him in a dream, and revealed to him

that an independent Sarapeum, no longer in a hired house,

must be established, and that he would show him the site.

It was in a passage leading to the market-place, full of filth,

and advertised by a placard for sale. He bought this site,

and completed the temple in six months ; whereupon some

persons banded together, and brought a charge against him,

presumably of having built the temple without the leave of

the public
authorities.6 We know that such leave was neces

sary at Athens.

1
icai vpvcmoKoio . . . Nixdfdpoio | pyrjaTiv fX"'f| Nic Alexiph. fin.

See Pasquali in Xu/urfr for F. Leo, p. 85, I due Nicaadri ; Studi Hal. xx.

(»9I3). 55-
, „ ,

• Butt. Cort: Hell. x. 514 irpio-dw noiflomSXosi'.

' See Alexander Aetolus, frag. 4, in Collectanea Alexandrina, p. 124.
' Collet tanea Alexanarina, p. 132.
6 ColUitanea Alexandrina, p. 68 ; /. G. xi. 4. 1299 ; P. Roussel, Les

Cultes /gyptiens a Dilos, p. 71 ; Dittenberger', vol. ii, no. 663.
•
Foucart, Associations religieuses, p. 127.
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From the fact that in the poem Maiistas calls their motive

'jealousy'

{<b06v<», line 46), Foucart suggests that Apollonius

had become unpopular by collecting contributions and in

creasing the revenue of the temple.
Then the god in a second

revelation told him that he would win his case. He did win,

and Maiistas composed a poem in sixty-five Hexameters,

giving a fuller account of what happened. The mouths of the

adversaries should be stopped, said the divine vision ; and so

it was at the trial. They were as if they had been struck

from heaven, statues or stones, koiKorai elSdaXoiaiv | j)

Xdeaaiv.

The style of Apollonius's prose introduction and that of

Maiistas's poem differ considerably. The prose is written in

the Kotvrj of the time, and affords a good illustration of what

Dr. Milligan has lately demonstrated from Ptolemaic papyri,

instances of words and phrases which recall the Greek Testa

ment.1 Thus we find kxprip-dTiaev Kara, tov vtrvov (cf.

Matthew ii. 13 XPVriaTl0~9*l'Tfs ovap), irpoeyeypanTo,

'

had been publicly advertised
'

(cf. the Epistle to the Gala-

tians iii. 1 oh 6<p6aXfioi>s 'Ina-ovs Xpio-rbs Trpozypd<bn

kaTavpaojjievos), kirto~vvo~TdvTcov,
'

conspired against
'

(cf. «7rt-

crvo-Tao-ts, Acts of the Apostles xxiv. 13). But Maiistas's

poem is written with elaborate straining after far-fetched and

elevated phraseology, like dpyvpa/ioifibv Tifir/v, KadvirvSovri

Sepvfy, mixed with the Koivfj.

Maiistas shows a knowledge of Homeric scholarship, but he

confuses Smv with oira, and kX^co with KXeica. The name

occurs nowhere else, and the editors call it
Egyptian.2 Saistes

occurs as the name of a presumably Egyptian priest in Rhodes,
on a stone which was brought to Rhodes probably from the

neighbouring town of Telmessus in Lycia. Dr. H. R. Hall

prefers to think that the name is Anatolian. Masistes occurs

as the name of a son ofDarius and Atossa in Hdt. vii. 83, and

Masistas is probably the right reading of a fictitious Persian

name in Aeschylus, Persae 30.

Maiistas was probably an 'AperaXoyos, that is, a writer who

1 G. Milligan, Selectionsfrom the Greek Papyri*, Introd.xxx sqq.
1
I. G. xii. 1, no. 33, p. 16.
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celebrated the dptraiofgods.1 Sarapis had anotherAptTaXoyos

at Canopus, and Isis one in Delos. One example of Aptra-

Xoyia, belonging to the first decade of the third century, has

been found at
Delphi.2 It gives in wooden Hexameters the

account of a miracle wrought upon a woman by Apollo.

In connexion with epideictic displays it is interesting to

find mention of poetesses at this period, since the number of

Greek poetesses can be counted on the fingers. Antipater of

Thessalonica, an Epigrammatist of the Augustan age, cele

brated the nine most
famous.3 Two of them, Moero of

Byzantium and Nossis of Locri Epizephyrii, flourished about

300 B. C, and it is probable that a third, Anyte of Tegea,

belonged to the later years of the fourth century. Two others

were contemporaries of Asclepiades, Philaenis of Samos, and

the Athenian Hedyle. Meleager also refers to
Parthenis.4

Perhaps Glauce of Chios, who is mentioned in Theocritus, may

be added as a composer of
drinking-songs.6 It is strange at

first sight that Aetolia should be a region in which poetesses

are mentioned, for at the time of the Athenian Empire the

Actolians had a reputation for ferocity, and pigoftdpftapos is

the epithet applied to the country by
Euripides.8

Thucydides

says that they were believed to eat raw
flesh,7

and the legends

1
Dittenberger', 1 133. For the meaning of this word see Ferguson,

HellenisticAthens, 393 «., and copious references in Dittenberger ', 1 172 n.
'

Aptrij is
' Vis divina, quae mirabilem in modum hominibus laborantibus

salutem affert'. So Isyllus ends his narrative of the cure wrought by
Asclepius (Collectanea Alexandrina, p. 135) nfiav <rqy dpfriji'. The Hymn

of Timotheus mentioned above by Alexander Aetolus would probably be

an illustration of 'ApfTaXoyfa.
1 Fine delphische Mirakel-Inschrift, O. Weinreich (Sitzungsb. d.

Heidelberger Akad. d. Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historische Klasse,
1924-5, 7. Abhandlung). It is therefore somewhat later than the records

of marvellous cures at Epidaurus, which are of the last decade of the

fourth ; so that Weinreich can say that
'
Apollo has gone to school with

his successful
son'

Asclepius. It is usually only after 200 B.C. that we

rind Apolline miracles recorded for the edification of the devout and the

encouragement of the doubters, and this was due to the Aretalogies of

Sarapis.
' A nth. Pal. ix. 26. For an estimate of the Greek poetesses see F. A.

Wright, The Poets of the Greek Anthology, pp. 77 sqq.
* Anth. Pal. iv. 1, 31, 32.
5
Thcocr. iv. 31 <tni to niv 'i TXovkik dynpolopai, 'only an instrumental

composer', v. Christ, Griech.
Lit.'

ii. 1, p. 161 ; Hedylus ap. Athen. iv.

1 76 O y)C\ti &i) rXai'Kijr pfptBvapiva nniyvia Mot>a«tt>f.
• Phoenissae 138.

'
Thuc iii. 94.
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contained a reference to cannibalism in the story of Tydeus

eating his fallen enemy's head. When a woman does appear

in the legends, she is the virile heroine of romance, Atalanta,

whose story is blended with that ofMeleager and the Hunting
of the Boar. But Aetolia had been coming to the front

in the civilized Greek world,1

and the Aetolian League is first

heard of in 314. Then she took a prominent part in the

campaign against the Galatae, and in the deliverance ofDelphi

from Brennus. She blossomed into poetry latewithAlexander

of Pleuron, generally known as Alexander Aetolus, who was

born about 315. 2 Her women enjoyed a high social position,

and statues of them were at this time dedicated at Delphi.3

A decree of the Tenians about the end of the third century
contains the name of Alcinoe AiTcoXio-o-a from Thronium in

Locris, who celebrated the gods of Tenos, Zeus, Poseidon,
and

Amphitrite.4
We learn also from an inscription about

the same time (318-317) that Aristodama of Smyrna, an Epic

poetess {iroinTpia ktrimv), visited Lamia, a city which was

situated not far from the head of the Malian Gulf, and which

had joined the Aetolian League about 369, and gave many
public recitations of her poems, in which she celebrated the

Aetolians and their distinguished forefathers.5 A tone of

national pride runs through the official notice of the compli

mentary distinctions bestowed upon
her.6 '

It would be

interesting to know ', writes Mr. Tarn,
'

what version [of the

raid, of the Galatae upon Greece, and of the active resistance

organized by the Aetolians] was adopted by poets who sang
of things Aetolian, such as the poetess of Smyrna.'7

It has lately been argued with some probability by
H. Pomtow,8

that Aristomache of Erythrae, whose
'

Golden
Book

'

was an dvddr/fxa, in the treasury of the Sicyonians at
'

Dittenberger', 402, 408; Tarn, Antigonos Gonatas, s.v. Aetolians.
The fragments are collected in Collect. Alexandrina, pp. 121 sqq.

3

Dittenberger3, nos. 51 1-14.
*v ^

4
/. G. xii. 5. 812 (not in Dittenberger).

8 /. G. ix. 2. 62 ; Dittenberger3, no. 532.
'
TrXeioyar cfjridei'f««] ijroiijcraro to>v I8la>v Trotripdrav, e'v ofs mpi re rot

idveos to>v Ai,-o>X£[v KatT]ap npoyomv tov Sdpov d£lms itrcpvdo8r) pna nd<ras

TrpoOvptas rav awoScigip noiovpiva.
7

Tarn, Antigonos Gonatas, p. 441.
8
Zeitschr.f. Geschichte der Archilektur, iii. 140 sqq.
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Delphi, belonged to this period. The text of Plutarch,1 who

makes the statement, is not certain, but probably she was

victorious twice at the Isthmian Games with an Epic poem.

Pomtow argues that the
Sicyonians'

treasury was erected

about 369, and that, although Aristomache's avdOij/ia may

have been as early as the middle of the fourth century, the

third is more likely.

To which of the cities named Erythrae she belonged is

uncertain. K. O. Miiller, Preller, and E. Maass, decide in

favour of Erythrae in Boeotia ; Crusius is in favour of the

Ionian Erythrae, but he can quote no instance of any Ionian

poetess except the Sibyl. But inscriptions mention a town

of that name in Epicnemidian Locris, near Thermopylae,2 not

mentioned by Stephanus or Strabo, and also one in Ozolian

Locris, bordering on Aetolia ;
3
so perhaps Aristomache should

be associated with the poetry of this western region.

There are also fragments of a few Epyllia in papyri.4 One"

consists of twenty-one lines, in which an unnamed old and

poor woman addresses a lad whom she calls tckos. She

moralizes upon the loss of her wealth : oln trtp irtcro-olo SCkt),

Toi-qSt Kal 6X(3ov, which has taken wings to itself (SivnTfjo-i

Trrepvy(ao-t) : once she had owned lands and a vineyard and

flocks of sheep, and had been hospitable ; but now Sid ndvra

K(8a<rcr(v |
tf8'

6Xof) /Sou/Spaxrriy, words which recall the enter

taining story of Erysichthon in Callimachus.0 And since there

are also resemblances to the
Hecate,7 it might be thought that

this is a fragment of that poem. But Professor Hunt points

out that the circumstances of the two women are different, and

he would refer it to 'some less polished poet of the Alexan

drian school '. But we certainly see the work of a practised

1

Plutarch, Qunest. Couviv. 675 B. The passage should probably run

as follows : tov $c I I"\t/iu>j -of tov 'Adnvaiov Trept Tatv tv &tX<pois Orjffavpwv

oipal on jroXXoit lp.a>v (VTvyxdvttv tntpeXts e'o-ri, koi xp'lt noXvuaSovs mil oi

vvordfavros tv roU EWtjviko'is npdypaaiv
avdpot'

(K(1 toiViii* eupijorrf yrypap-

pivov, cut tv to> -iKv&vitav Oqanvpa xpvo'oui' aWictiro /9i/9Xtuj' 'AptoTopdxijs

iivdSijpa ti)S 'Upvflpaias jViku rroiijuon 8\s"la8pia vcviKrjKviat.

3

Dittenberger', 413, line 2.

5

Dittenberger', 546 B, line 35 ; cf. /. G. ix. 2. 7 ; cf. Livy xxviii. 8. 8.
'
Collect. Alex., pp. 78 sqq.

5

Ibid., p. 78, from Oxyrh. Pap. xv. 1794.
' Callim. H. Detn. 31 sqq.

7
Callim. Hecale, fr. 26, Mair.
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writer who can express himself well, and handle the language

with ease and effect.

There are also parts of twenty-five lines which R. Gans-

zyniec
1
regards with great probability as part of a

Hymn to

Hephaestus,2
and which may be called provisionally "Hpas

Averts. There was a story
3 that Hephaestus, who had a grudge

against his mother Hera for hurling him from heaven, made

and sent her as a present a golden chair fitted with hidden

fastenings, so that when she sat in it, she was a prisoner. It

was a brilliant hypothesis of
Wilamowitz,4 based upon traces

in Alcaeus and others, that an Ionic Hymn to Hephaestus

once existed containing this story and belonging to the seventh

century B. c, but lost
'

when Athenian literature cast older

work into the shade '. Ganszyniec would attribute this frag
ment to an Alexandrian author, and assign it to the first

century of the Roman Empire.

In this account of the later Epic poetry we come finally to

a variety of the Hexametermetre, the jiirpov /leiovpov, that is,

with the last foot an iambus instead of a trochee or spondee.

Two collections of short poems intended to be sung to the flute

have been discovered in Papyri of the first and third centuries.6

The effect of this variation is not pleasing to our ear. To

speak generally, the metre is late and mostly of Roman

Imperial times ; as for instance the anapaests in Lucian's

Tragoedo-podagraf and those which are printed in the Papyri

from the Fayum Towns.7 If it were not for this, the concise

ness, directness, and simplicity of the style might lead us to

assign these collections to an earlier age, the middle or later

Ptolemaic. They remind us of the short songs of Daphnis and

Menalcas in the eighth Idyll of Theocritus. J. U. P.

1 Archivf. Religwnsw. xxi. 498.
2 Collect. Alex., p. 245, where Hymnus in Volcanum would be a pre

ferable title.
3
There are several references to the story in Greek literature, the most

familiar being Plato, RepJa. 378 D, and it appears in Greek vase-paintings.
See Paus. i. 20. 3; iii. 17. 3 ; Roscher's Lexicon, s. v. Hephaistos.

4 Gott. Nachr. 1895, 217 sqq.
8 Collectanea Alexandrina, pp. 199-200, reprinted from Oxyrhynchus

Papyri, i, no. 15, and xv, no. 1795.
6

Lucian, Tragoedo-podagra, 87 sqq.
7 Fayum Towns Papyri, pp. 82 sqq. On the metre see v.Wilamowitz-

Moellendorff, Griechiscke Verskunst, 374 ; P. Maas, Philol. Wochenschr.

1922, no. 25. Fresh examples in the Catalogue of the Lit. Pap. in the
British Museum, no. 52. For Bibliography see p. 223.



IV

NEW EPIGRAMS FROM INSCRIPTIONS

Contents : New historical evidence and corroboration of old Inscrip
tions which correct the literary form in which they have been

preserved—

Style—Metre—Three examples.

IMMENSE as is the importance of Inscriptions for the his

torian, one feels a certain sympathy with Baron Hiller von

Gaertringen's lady pupil, who found that the prose inscriptions

which recorded public decrees were much less pretty than

Epigrams. But the collections of poetical inscriptions which

the Baron has used as material for his Historische griechische

Epigrammt, and which contain valuable material for the

students of the history and the language, would gratify, and

doubtless have gratified her literary taste.

The three compilers of
'Garlands'

in the Anthology\

Meleager, Philip ofThessalonica, and Agathias, did good work

in collecting the best poems of the Epigrammatists named

or unnamed, but the Epigrams of unknown writers which are

preserved in inscriptions are for the reasons given above by
no means to be despised. Many of these have come to light

since the publication of the third volume of the
'

Didot
'

edition of the Anthology, and of Kaibel's Epigrammata

Graeca ex lapidibus collecta (1878) which was supplemented

by an Appendix in Hermes, xxxiv. 181 sqq., bringing the

record down to 1879. This chapter will be confined to dis

coveries made later than Kaibel's collections. The newly-

discovered inscriptions, like the older, bring new historical

facts and personages to our notice, or corroborate our previous

knowledge. For instance, among new personages one Xan-

thippus of Elatea, upon whom there are two epigrams,
'

twice

freed his State from the tyrant's chain ', once when he was

a young man, and again in middle
age.1 The first occasion

1
Geffcken, no. 173; von Hiller, nos. 86, 80; see Tarn, Antigonos

Gcnattis, pp. 1 18, 1 19, and on the text and possible variants in no. 80, and

on the history, Pomtow in Bert. Phil. Woch. xii. 480, 507 sqq. Ditten-
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was in 301 B.C.,when Cassander besieged Elatea. Xanthippus

was the Phocian leader who co-operated with Olympiodorus of

Athens and raised the siege. The second occasion was prob

ably in 385, and we learn some new particulars about it. He

formed friendly relations with Lysimachus, who is the
'

King
of Macedonia

'

mentioned here, and who had command of the

Thracian gold-mines, obtained a subsidy of money from him,

and by using it, probably to bribe the garrison whichAntigonus

is known to have placed in Elatea, caused them to evacuate

the place. For his services he was chosen Tayos by the

Phocians ten times.

Another inscription narrates an incident in a battle of the

Boeotians, probably about 393 B. C. fought against the forces of

Demetrius and Antigonus Gonatas.1 One Eugnotus displayed

great courage. He charged the enemy ten times with his

troop of cavalry, and then slackened his breast-plate to fight

more vigorously to the last. The enemy gave his body back

unspoiled. There is also at Miletus an inscription of the tomb

of the two sons ofMenestheus, who supported Demetrius Soter

in 163
B.C.2

Two long epitaphs
3
of the second half of the second century

B.C. were composed by
Herodes*

upon the wife of a Ptolemy,

Aphrodisia, and their son Apollonius. This Ptolemywas a rela
tion of Euergetes II (Physcon), and held the rank of nvpcbopos.

Apollonius had taken part in a campaign in Syria.

Out of epigrams on athletic victors may be selected an

inscription at Delphi 5 after the years 476-475 which records

the astonishing achievement of Theugenes of Thasos in the

Panhellenic games, besides a thousand three hundred '

private
'

berger, Sylloge s, 361
b4

and C contains a commentary on both inscriptions

by Pomtow. The face of the stone on which the first epigram is inscribed
(von Hiller, no. 86) is badly worn, and the letters are obliterated ; b,ence
the readings and restorations which von Hiller and Pomtow give are

uncertain,
eur'

'E[XaT(tav] | rav ajro Kao-o-dvSpov BrjKas
vit'

evvop[iav] must
mean

'
when you placed Elatea which was freed from Cassander's grasj

under the protection of good government
'

: but the Greek is undeniably
harsh.

1

Geffcken, no. 189 ; von Hiller, no. 87.
2

Geffcken, no. 226. '

Geffcken, no. 222.
4
On his style see below, p. 56.

5
von Hiller, no. 36.
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victories, and his twenty-two years as an undefeated boxer ;

and one on
Daochus,1 Tetrarch of Thessaly, who dedicated in

337 B.C. the statues of his athletic ancestors, and of others

who were distinguished in public
life.2

Sometimes fresh information is given about persons already

known. A Cretan memorial at
Epidaurus3

commemorates

one Telemnastus of whom Polybius gives an
account.4

He

had helped the Achaeans at the head of five hundred Cretans

in their war against Nabis (in 302-201 B.C.), the Tyrant of

Sparta, an action which afterwards stood his son Antiphatas

(the grandson of the Antiphatas who is named in the epigram)

in good stead with the Achaeans (153 B.C.), when Rhodes had

a quarrel with Crete, and envoys from both sides asked them

for help. The epigram, of the year 192, refers to this action

of Telemnastus.

Sometimes celebrated names and events appear. There is

a justifiable tone of patriotic pride in the dignified lines with

which Lysander, the victor of Aegospotami, dedicated his

statue at Delphi at the close of the fifth
century."

Eikov'

kav dvedr/Kev
kn'

tpy<o ore vikcov

vaval 6oais irkpafv K(Kpont8av 8vvap.1v

AvaavSpos,
AaKiSaipov'

dTropOrjTOv <TTe0a»'oS<ray,

'EXXdSos aKpSiroXiv, KaXXixopov narpiSa,

and the fifth and last line gives the name of the composer, Ion

of Samos. Another small fragment corroborates the number of

Lysandcr's ships recorded by Xenophon, two hundred.

The celebrated astronomer Callippus of Cyzicus, who in

vented the
' Callippic cycle ', and lived in the middle of the

fourth century, is commemorated in an epigram on a base at

Delphi, of the date
345-335.1'

The exiled king Pausanias

caused a statue to his son Hagesipolis I, King of Sparta, who

died in 381-380,10 be erected at Delphi. The inscription,7

1
von Hiller, no. 76.

* Further examples of epigrams historically valuable will be found

in von Hiller, nos. 67 and 103
= Geffcken, no. 174, von Hiller, nos. 100

and 68 = Geffcken, no. 1 52.

3
Geffcken, no. 197.

4
Polybius, xxxiii, 16.

"
Geffcken, no. 97 ; von Hiller, no. 58.

*
Geffcken, no. 124.

' Geffcken, no. i?7 ; von Hiller, no. 64.
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like the preceding and many others, was
renewed in the first

half of the second century, after the
Aetolians had become

predominant at Delphi.

Philip V, who in alliance with the Achaeans had often

waged war against the Aetolians and Sparta, is honoured by
Epidaurus.1

New names of sculptors appear. Delos, where the earliest

inscriptions are dedications, with the signatures of the artists,

has yielded the earliest instance of the name of a Greek

statuary, Euthycartides of Naxos, of the end of the seventh

century.2 Later examples came from Delphi : 3

Ergophilus,

mentioned thrice, of the second half or end of the fourth

century B.C.; Eteocles, son of Eugnotus, of the beginning of

the third century ; Eubulides, son of Callias, of Athens ; the

name is lost from this inscription, but is inferred with cer

tainty from another ; he lived about the middle of the third

century: lastly, Simalus is now shown to belong to the first

half of the third century.

Two inscriptions are valuable for a literary reason. They
are written in dialect, and enable us to correct the manuscript

authorities which have preserved them, but literary forms.

Such corrections have been made elsewhere, in other epigrams

which are written in dialect ; but only by conjecture.

The first is on the base of a lost statue, and was found at

Olympia. The statue on which the base stood was that of

Cynisca, who Pausanias tells us was the first woman to keep
a racing stud and to be the winner at the Olympic games.

The epigram,4

which is of the date 396-393 B.C. is mutilated,

but is given complete in the Anthology (Anth. Pal. xiii. 16) ;

but where the stone preserves the Doric forms Tavft eg-Tag-e

[eorao-a ?] and Xaftev the Palatine MS. gives the alterations

lo-TJ/o-e and Xa/3(Ii>. Cynisca was the daughter of Agis,

King of Sparta, and sister of Agesilaus, who urged her dpua-

TOTpo<beiv, with what appears at first sight to be worldly and

1

Geffcken, no. 174; von Hiller, no. 103 ; Polybius, iv. 67 sqq., v. 18
sqq.

-

Durrba.ch,Choixd'InscripttonsdeDeios,p.2,I.G.xii. 5, Testim. 1425a.
3
A. Pomtow, Delphika, ii, Berlin. Phil. Woch., 1909, p. 283.

'

Geffcken, no. 129; von Hiller, no. 63.
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ironical advice : rb dpepfia tovto ovk dvSpayaO'ias dXXd

ttXovtov krrl8iiyp.d tart,1 but the passage that follows shows

that Agesilaus is thinking of the use of wealth for public

purposes, that of making friends for one's country abroad,

and being its benefactor at home.

The second
2
refers to an important event and illustrates

greater corruption. Plutarch 3
and Favorinus in the orations of

Dio Chrysostom 4
preserve the following epigram of four lines

upon the Corinthians who fell at Salami's. Its date is there

fore soon after 480.

T/2 fcilv, iivSpov ttot tvaiopiv do-TV KoplvOov,
vvv

8' dp.'

Ai'avros vao-os tx(L ~aXapls.

'EvOdSi (poivtcrcras vrjas Kal Tltpaas tXovns

Kal MrfSovs, Updv 'EXXdSa fivcrdptda.

There are variant readings in the third and fourth lines,

kvOdSe and pvoptda in Plutarch, peia 8e and iSpvadpeOa in

Favorinus, and the lines are not satisfactory, because the

Persians and the Mcdes were the same, and the shortening of

the last syllable in LTepcray is not possible.

But an inscription found at Salamis preserves the first two

lines of the four which Plutarch and the pseudo-Dio give, and

those two lines only, although there is space for two more lines

on the stone. It is written in the Corinthian alphabet, perhaps

including a Koppa,,r'and contains the correct Doric forms 7ro*ra

and tvaCopa, but these have altered in the literary texts. The

fragment runs ]oi/ ttok evaiope? ao~rv KoptvOo (k manu secundd)

\PT0,[ ]?[

Wc arc thus able to correct the handiwork of the improver

of the first two lines, and to remove that of the forger of the

third and fourth. Favorinus (the pseudo-Dio) attributes the

epigram to Simonides.

1
Xenophon, Agesilaus. ch. ix, § 6.

"

Geffcken, no. 96; Hicks and Hill, lireek Historical Inscriptions,
no. IS.

" Plut. Mor. 870 K.
4
Or. xxxvii. p. 29S, Dind.

'
The stone, as can be well seen in H. Roehl's Imagines Inscriptionum

Giacarum, p. 44, exhibits K cut across another letter; but whether that

letter w.is p, as \\ ilhelm thinks, or 0 anticipating by an error the Q in

Kopir&i, is uncertain : sec YVilhelm. Osterr.J thresh, ii. 227.
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A slight correction of a statement in Plutarch can be made

from a third. Among the many statues ofAlexander the Great

made by Lysippus was one representing him in a lion-hunt,
and it is mentioned by

Plutarch.1 But we now have the inscrip
tion which was placed upon it, and which shows that Plutarch

was not quite right when he said that Craterus, Alexander's

general, dedicated it. The inscription shows that he vowed

it, but that his son, also named Craterus, erected
it.2

The

elder Craterus fell in battle in 331 B.C.

In these short poems the quality of the style varies. Often

a touch of distinction appears. The following distich of the

sixth century is worthy of Simonides :

'AvOpaxp', o? crTeixet? oSbv cppaalv dXXa ftevoivcov,

o-ttjol Kal oiKTtpov o-fjp.a Opdamvos ISdv.3

and

O'iSe 'EXXtJo-ttovtov dndtXeaav dyXabv rj/3rjv

fiapvdpevot, o~<peTepav
6"

r/vKXiicrav TraTpiSa,

ioaT ex^povs crTevaxeiv noXkpov 8epo? kKKopiaavTas'

avTote
8'

dddvarov dpeTrjs edevav*
■

The following epigram, given here in the original spelling,

is of the best period, about the middle of the fifth century B.C.,
and comes from Halicarnassus :

AvSr) Texvrjecraa Xido Xeyt, tl? [dyaXfia]
crTrjo-ev, AttoXXcovos /3a>pbv knayXa'C a>v~\ ;

TIavauvT]s vlbs Kao-ficbXXios, et kir[oTpvvets]
egeirriv, SeKa-r/v dvedr/Ke [6ewi).s

The phrase Av8tj Texvrjeo-aa XiOov is bold and striking. The

epigram is noticeable as being one of the two early instances

of a dialogue between a statue and an imaginary passer-by,

'
Plutarch, Vit. Alex. xl.

2
von Hiller, no. 82^: Tihs 'AXc£dv8pov [sc. Alexander of Orestis] KpdTe-

pos rdSe TilrroXXwn | rjygaro [= a TjufaTo] Tipieu Kal 7roXuSo£or avrjp, | orao-e,
tov ip ptydpois sreKiwaTO Kal Xiwe 7rai8a, | wdo-av imotrxeo-iav warpl tc\u>v

Kpdrepos, ktX.
*

Geffcken, no. 41.
4

Geffcken, no. 86; von Hiller, no. 52, of the year 440-439; on the
Athenians who fell in a campaign on the Hellespont. The spelling is that
of the Attic alphabet. On the form flapvdpevoi see Kiihner-Blass i
1, p. 155.

5
Supplementwn Epigraphicum, i, no. 424.
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the other instance being attributed to
Simonides.1 The form

does not become common till the end of the fourth and the

beginning of the third
century.2

Many would have been worthy of incorporation into the

Anthology ; some certainly deserve a place in narrative Elegiac

poetry ; take, for instance, a vivid description of the chariot-race

in which Attalus, the father of Attalus I, was
victorious.3 The

incident is told in an animated style, with a racing dactylic

movement. Avrap 6 toio~i | eypa0«f?', 'EXXdva>v rais TOKa

pvpidaiv,
'
the picture of him in their minds', is a bold touch.

Or again, the fate of the lad Diotimus,4
whom a wicked man

in the Gymnasium wounded by throwing at him a spear

which had an unprotected point. A rude attempt at ex

traction was made, but the wound was mortal. The pcem on

the gallant Eugnotus, the Boeotian knight mentioned above,

is another of these vivid pieces of narrative in Elegiacs.

In a very different tone, that of the ironists of this age, is

an epigram of the latest Hellenistic time from Astypalaea :

Mr) pot irtlv a>8f paTrjv, TrtnoTai yap t£<ov,

pr/Sk (payeiv dpKtr <pXr)va<pos tort Ta8(.

El 8 tvtKfv pvr)pt)s ti Kal 5>v ifilcocra aiiv vpuv

rj KpdKOV r) Xtfidvovs 8a>pa (pkptaOt. (pi'Xoi,

to?s vrro8f£apkvots avrafcia raxna StSovrts,

ravT
kvkpwv' £d>VT(oi'

8'

oi/Siv ixovcri
vtKpoii'

It resembles Anth. Pal. xi. 8 (Anonymous).

Mr) pvpa, pr/ o-T«f>dvovs Xidtvais o-TJ]Xaio-L xaPL(0V:

pr)8\ to nvp
<pXk£flS'

<=? kcvov r] Sarrdvj].

(avTi pot ti tl deXtts
x<*Pl0~at'

Ttcpprjv Se peOvaKoov

■jrrjXbv woiriaeis, kovx b 8ava>v meTat.

Most are in a good Alexandrian style, that is, written with

1 Anth. Lyi: (Diehl) Simon. 149.
"

See an article upon this Inscription by H. J. Rose, Classical Revie-w,

xxxvii. 162.

The epigram is given at the end of this chapter (no. 2).
'

Geffcken, no. 213.
*
Geffcken, no. ^09. This was first published by Dr. Rouse in the

Journal of Hellenic Studies, xxvi, p. 178. His punctuation in line I

is preferable to that of CrOnert and Geffcken, who give wSf pdrnv ninoTat

ydp. In the third line they alter n to rt, perhaps rightly. The word

KX«i>uiiT,iur which is carved below the inscription refers probably to the

person commemorated, not to the composer.
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skill in a finished style showing a literary tradition ; for in

stance, an epigram of the third century B.C., found at Anticyra

in Phocis, commemorating Aristarchus, who it is natural to

suppose fell in action against the Gauls in the invasion of 378.

Oh dpeTrjs KaTa trdvTa peXei (3iov, o'iSe Tdxto~ra

dvrjo-Kovo-t o-Tvyepaiv ky £vvoxai$ 7roXep.aov,

&>y Kal Apio-Tapxos ndrpai vrrep
do-rriS'

detpas

SXeTO 8vo-p.evk.oop. (pvXov dp.vvop.evos.

The Phocians played a conspicuous part in the defence of

Delphi.1

Or again, one of the third century B. c. commemorating

Philoxenus who died at Caunus, the station of the fleet in the

time of the Ptolemies :

OvKeTL Sr/ prJTrjp ere, $iXo£eve, SigaTO xeP(TL'/

o-dv kpardv xpovicos df«pi(3aXo€o-a 8epqv,
ovSe d'iOeeov dv dyaKXvTov rjXvdes dcrTV

yvptvaaiov aKiepco yrj66o~vvos SaneSai,
dXXd arov oo-rea irr\yd iraTr\p 64to TetSe KopLtcraas,

Kavvos kwel paXepai crdpKas eSavcre
rrvpi.2

Again :

AvSpopaxos p.eya rrevOos, Apto~TdvaKTos
3
dSeXcbov

KaXntv,
ktr'

do~TV Tldtpov iraTptov 'i£et aya>v.

Tlpeo-fiv, av
S'

oi>xl rpocbeia rd
6"

ocrrla TraiSbs kwoyjret

Mevvea, kv £eivrj yfj 'PoStcov <p6ip.evov.i

1 /. G. xi. 4. 1105 ; ChoixdInscriptions de Delos, no. 31 (F. Durrbach):
an epigram probably of the same time on Philetaerus of Pergamurri :

. . . Svo-iroXepots TaXdrats 6oov Apea pei£as

rj'Xao-as oiKeiojv 7roXXov virepOev optov ktX.

2
Bull. Soc. Archeol. dAlexandrie, 1902, p. 88 ; Wilamowitz in Sitz.

Preuss. Akad., 1902, p. 1097, giving e&avo-e for efSeuo-e of the stone.
3
The form 'Apio-T<iva£ is strictly speaking incorrect ; the right form

would be 'ApuTTodva£ like nXeiorodvaf, or 'hpurr&vd^ (from Amathus,
fourth century b. c, and in one inscription from Miletus, written, as many
from Miletus are, in Doric, Bull. Corr. Hell, xlvi, p. 344), like UXeio-ravag,
'Innavag, -oa contracting into -&>- in all dialects (cf. Buck, Introduction to

the Gk. Dial. 5. 44) : the Rhodian Tipdvag comes from TipS-

(f)ava£, ib.
5. 167. But several instances like the one before us are found in

Rhodian inscriptions ; cf. Collitz and Bechtel, iii. 1. 3822,
^

Apto-Tamo-xra,
'Apto-TavaKTos, see the Index, p. 645 : Hoffmann is of the opinion that the

form may be on the analogy of 'Apiardvoip, KXeirdvao-o-a comes from the

neighbouring Telos, /. G, xii. 3, ho. 40, second century B. c.

4

Geffcken, no. 180 ; /. G. xii. 1. 140; Bull. .Corr. Hell, xxix, 576.
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But we observe a laboured and wooden style in one epitaph

where we should not have expected
it.1

The epitaph is of the

second century B. C, and is on an old Schoolmaster of Rhodes,

who had taught for fifty-two years.

It is noticeable that the later they are, the more diffuse they

become; and artificiality appears with elaborated phrasing.

Thus an epitaph of the middle of the first century from Kertsch

contains the following :

Tebv
8'

SXcoXe KaXXos, eo-/3eo-Tat ^ap^y,

<pp6vr/o-i? 'errTTj, trdvTa o~vv(popas yep.ef

6 tjJs ydp dpeTrjs povvo? kKXdaOrjs Kavd>v.2

But

Tr)v Kal iiSaip Kal irvp els Tavrb Texvrj o-vvayovToov
3

is an ingenious yet simple paraphrase for '

potters
'

(fourth to

third century B. a), and

XdXKeov mere
vetyos*

and Srjpov
<p$ey£dpt6'

kv rreXdyti,6

are formed after good models ; so also

dftpevoL Movaats, tov doiSipov ai o~e tlOtjvois

Xep<n nXarcovelovs Opexjrav aTparriT0V9,e

But onXiTr/v avXbv
'EvvaXiov,1 is a bolder expressit 1;

,
so

too ovtos 6 Srjpov | fivTi)p Kal noXecos t)viox<0>v fit'orov 9 (about

the middle of the second century H.c).

There are few inscriptions which reveal the character of the

writer more clearly than one of the fourth century B.C. which

was lately found in
Thessaly,1"

describing a shrine in a cave

west ofPharsalus in the district of 'AXoyowaTi
('

Horsepath ') on

the hills now called KapdpnXa or Tlpdo-ivo Bovvo ('Green Hill').

The guardian, happily named Pantalces, describes the shrine

1
/. G. xii. 1. 141. The text is given at the end of this article, no. 3.

'
Geffcken, no. 224.

s
Geffcken, 110. 123.

'

Geffcken, no. it>9, 4.
'
Geffcken, no. 207, 6.

'
von Hiller, no. 102, 5 (after 220 B.C.).

von Hiller, no. 104, 10 (of 217 B. a).

' Compare such phrases as »'k ftviiXwv ^vxijs Sp/Mart bpt^tdptvov (Geffcken,
no. 199, 4

= Kaibel, 852, second century B.C.; nirpa
Kaffvirtpd'

dyoptvu, |
ri'ir vticw dtpfiuyyto tpdtyyptvn uTopari, Geffcken, no. 1 79, 4 = Kaibel, 234,
third century H. C.

'
Geffcken, no. 225.

10 Supplementum Epigraphiciim, i, no. 24S. The inscription will be

found in full at the end of tins chapter, no. 1.
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in a simple and naive way, with
genial self-satisfaction. He

welcomes all the world with a comprehensive greeting :

XaipeTe toI traptbvTes, anas dfjXvs ts Kal dpo-nv,

dvSpes t t)Se yvvatKes, 6p.£>s tratSes re Kopat re,

telling us that the Nymphs
appointed

'
the good man Pantalces

to be the guardian, and that he planted the spot and did all

the labour to it himself, while they in return gave him fiiov

d<pdovov fjpaTa ndvTa'. Heracles gave him courage and

strength, whereby he made the stones rise :

'HpaKXerjs piev eSooK io-xbv dpeTfjv re Kpdros re,

S>nep TovaSe Xidovs TvirToav eitona dvafiatvetv,

and Apollo, Asclepius, and Hermes gave him health all his

life. He was a merry soul, with a good conceit of himself :

Tldv Se yiXcvTa Kal eicbpoavvrjv vfiptv re StKatav,
Xipwv

8'

aiiTat 8a>Ke ao(f>6v t ep.evat Kal doiSov ,

the touch
'

just pride
'

is delightfully ingenuous. He ends with

an appeal to all, and a promise of the delights which they will

find:

dXXd Tvxats dyaOais dvafiaivere, dveTe Tlavt,

,

ei(bpaiveo-6e'

KaKcov
8'

e£apcrts airavTcov

kvOdS1

eveaT, dyaddv Se Xdxos, troXep.oi6 re Xfj£ts.

In such surroundings and with such a guardian one can well

believe it.

Some metrical points may be noticed. Two early inscrip

tions, one of the sixth century, the other of the first half of the

fifth, exhibit the scansion ToSe p.vfjp.a, an exception allowed by
Hephaestion to the

rule.1

Of Herodes2 the composerWilamowitz says pithily 'Dichter

ist er nicht, aber Verse machen kann er noch '. This is too

kind, for he violates the law which forbids caesura of the

dactyl in the fourth foot, ends the first half of the pentameter

e'tcroi
yay,3

and takes the licences evvota twice, and yXvKetav,

1
See Tyrrell on Euripides, Bacchae 71, Hephaestion, p. 6 Consbr. :

'

H$q ptVTOt 17 dta tov pv avvra^ts enoirjo-e nov Kai (Spaxtlav, a>? irapa Kpuru'co

tv UavonTais (i 54 K) dXXoTpioyvppois tniXrjo-poo-L y.vr)novtKo'io-i.

2 See above, p. 48 ; Wilamowitz in Archivf. Pap. i, p. 219.
8
Geffcken, no. 222, i. 18, ii. 5.
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yXvKelov.1 '

Yet', adds Wilamowitz,
'
this Egyptian composer

of the second half of the second century is not to be de

spised,'

though his language is not that of the best period.

The shortening of the a> in rjpcoes, which most editors accept

in some passages of Homer,2 and which is also found in Pindar,

and has been confirmed by the newly discovered papyrus

fragments of Ibycus, rjpobas
io~6Xovs,?' is found in the middle of

the third century and in the first century B.C. The scansion
4

vavdpx<ov (405-404 B.C.) is noticeable. In Mr. McKenzie's

opinion it is not so much to be compared with Pindar's avdrav,

as with evoavov and drjpevet in Hipponax,6
and diToo-Kevrj in the

poet Ezekiel (second century B.C.).

We should hesitate to call
'barbarian'

the author of an

inscription of 281
B.C.6

which contains the line

Tre£opdxos 8 LTnreCas kv rrpopaxotcnv epeiva,

and to stigmatize him for the want of a caesura, even if he is

a Bithynian, for clearly what is required is tmrfjas, to be con

trasted with Tregopdxos : the plural of the abstract noun

appears indeed in two lyrical passages—in Euripides, Phoe-

nissae 794, and Hercules Furens 374
—but it is less w..Stable

here. One mistake, as often, has created another, and for kv

we must write
kvli'

Nor are we to suppose that Pantalces wrote a line without

a caesura, when the stone exhibits in line 5 :

AttoXXcovl dvaKTi 'HpaKXeT Kal
eTalpots*

The last short syllable in aVa/crt shows, as the editors have

seen, that Kat has fallen out simply by lipography after the

preceding syllable. If there is one thing more than another

about which Greek writers in Hexameters and Elegiacs are

careful, it is the caesura, whether in the third foot or in the

1

Geffcken, no. 222, ii. 13, 16.
2
Geffcken, no. 176, 5

= Kaibel, 781 ; Geffcken,no. 195
= Kaibel, 825.

3 Oxyrh. Pap. xv, no. 1790, line 19.

4
von Hiller, no. 59.

6

Kuhner-Blass, i. I, p. 313.
''

Geffcken, no. 190, 3 ; von Hiller, no. 91.
7 E. Preuner makes the same suggestion in Philol. Woch. 1927,

no. 12.

8 Quoted below from Supplementum Epigraphicum, i, no. 248.
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fourth. rflva in line 7 is merely
pronunciation affecting

writing.

Qeos.

Xaipere rot naptovTes, anas 6fjXvs re Kal dparjv,
dvSpes t r)8k yvvatKes, o/idos naiSes re Kopat re,

X&pov
6"

els iepbv Nvp<pats Kal Havl Kal "Epfifl,
'AnoXXcovi dvaKTt (Kal) 'HpaKXet Kal iraipots,

Xipojvos t dvrpov Kal 'AaKXantov 'Tyieias.

tovtcov eort rdS', to dva TIdv,
lapwTar'

kv avTm

e/JKpvTa Kal nivaKes Kal dydXpiara Scopd re noXXd.

dvSpa
8' knotrjo-avT'

dyaObv LTavraXKea NvpKpai

knifiaivep.evai x'*'P(0V Ka' kntao-Konov elvat,

oanep ravT kcpvTevae Kal k^enovrjaaTO xeP°~°~iv>

dvTtSoaav
8'

airco /3tov d^Qovov rjfiara ndvra.

'HpaKXerjs piev eooiK lo~xvv dpeTrjv re Kpdros re,

3>nep TovoSe XiOovs Tvmwv
kn6r)o~'

dvafiaivev,
AnoXXwv Se 8i8a>o~t Kal vibs TovSe Kal 'Ep/irjs

atd>v els tov dnavra vyietav Kal (3iov kaQXov,
TIdv Se yeXocna Kal evqbpoo-vvr]v vfipiv re StKaiav,
Xipcav

8"

avTm ScoKe cro(pov t epievai Kal doiSov.

dXXd Tvyats dyadats dvaftatvere, 6veTe TLavt,
evcbpaivecrOe'

KaKa>v efcapats andvTcav
kvBdS'

eveo~T
,
dyaOwv Se Xdxos, noXip.016 re Xrj£ts.

Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, i, no. 248.

IJoXXd ptev ky Ai/3vt]S dpptaTa, noXXd
8'

"Apyevs,
noXXd Se nieiprjs dnb Qearo-aXins,

o'tcriv kvnpt6p.eiTo Kal 'AttoXov dOpoa 8 vo-nXn£
ndvTa Sid orpenTov exovcra

KaXa>'

[77] pey knaxvo-ao-a Sods kgtjXacre nSXovs,

at Se Sid o-raSiov nvKvbv
opeyp.'

e&epov,

dXXai
kn'

dXXa Qkovcrar 6
6"

'AttoXov Taos deXXj]
8i<ppos del nporepav noo~alv e<baive koviv,

Xol fiev dpnveiovTes kSrjptov'

avrdp 6 toTcti

kypd(pe6', 'EXXdvcov TaTs toko ptvpida-tv

$rjpa
5*

els $iXeTatpov doiSip.os qXde Kal oikovs

Tlepydpiov 'AXeico reiaafieva o-re<pdvco.

Geffcken, no. 177 ; von Hiller, no. 98.

The epitaph on the Schoolmaster of Rhodes has been

restored as follows:

Ppap-p-ar'

kSiSagev erea
nevT>JKov6'

6Se,
Svo t enl tovtois, Kal evo-eficov x%>oy eyet,
LTXovtcov yap aiiTov Kal Koprj KarmKiaav,
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'Eppfjs re Kal SaSovxos 'Ekottj npoo-<fnXr)

dnao-tv elvai pvo~TiKO)v t kniardTr/v

era£av avrbv nio-Teoos ndo-rjs X'*-Plv-

Avrbs kaeXOwv, £eive, aa<ba>s ptdOe nbo-cra padrj-cov

nXrjOri tovs noXlovs crreylrav kpovs Kpord(povs.

I. G. xii. 1. 141.

The date is the beginning of the second century B. C.

J. U. P.

Chief collections referred to :

Griechische Epigramme, J. Geffcken.

Historische Griechische Epigramme, F. Hiller von Gaertringen.



V

ADDITIONS TO THE CHAPTERS ON LATER

LYRIC POETRY AND THE MORALISTS

IN THE FIRST SERIES

The Paean of Limenius and the other Delphic
' Hymns'

Philicus, Tebtunis Papyrus, Phoenix.

The circumstances of the two Paeans have been deter

mined by Dittenberger, Sylloge Insc. Gr.3, no. 698. The

inscription records the compliments bestowed upon the Syno-

dus artificum of Athens for having gratuitously performed at

the Pythiad Festival at Delphi in 138-137 B.C.

It contains a list of forty singers and many instrumentalists:
—

aKpodp.OTa to o-vvav£rjaovTa rds tov 6eov dp.epas. One of

them was the poet Limenius himself, who was a harper; and

as there is room on the broken stone for a short name, it may

have contained that of the composer of the other Paean.

In addition to the Lyric poets treated of above, there is

Cleochares of
Athens1 (about 337 B.C.), who receives compli

mentary honours, and the special distinctionwhich is conveyed

in the following resolution :

'EnetSr) . . . entSapdjcras els tt)v noXtv yiypa(f>e twi Bean

noQoSiov Te Kal natdva Kal vpvov, oncos aiSwvTt. ol natSes toi

8vo~tai t5>v &eo£evioov, dya8at Tvxal> SeSox^oi toi noXet Top

piev xopoSiSdaKaXov tov kot kviavrbv yevoptevov SiSdaKeiv Tobs

naiSas to Te noBoSiov koi Top. naidva Kal tov vpvov, Kai

elo-dyeiv Tots @eo£evtois.

It was thought at one time that he was the writer of the two

Delphic Paeans ofwhich we have treated, but that view is now

given up.

Local legends were laid under contribution. Thus between

390 and 380 B. C. the Delians pass a laudatory vote upon
De-

moteles, son of Aeschylus, of Andros, because nenpayp,dTevrat

nepi Te to iepbv Kal Tt)v noXtv tt)v AnXicov, Kal tovs pvBovs tovs

kntX<*>piovs
yeypaqbev.1 It is probable that these were Prosodia

1

Dittenberger3, no. 450.
a

Dittenberger3, no. 382.
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or Hymns. Delian legends were treated in Lyric poems by

Amphicles, son of Philoxenus, of Rhenea, who in 165-164 was

honoured by the Athenian inhabitants of Delos because he had

composed a Prosodion, and taught the singers of
it.1

'EneiSr) Au(f>iKXfjs povo~iKbs Kal peXwv wot]tt)s aKpodo-eis Kal

nXeiovs tnorjo-aTO, Kal npoadSiov ypd\jras kppeXes els ti-jv noXiv

tovs Te Oeovs tovs tt)v vrjaov KaTexovras Kal tov Srjpov tov

'AOrjvaicov vpvrjo-ev, e8i8a£ev Se Kal tovs toiv uoXitcov rralSas

npbs Xvpav to peXos aSeiv d£ta>s Trjs re tojv 6ea>v ripfjs Kal tov

'AGrivaiaiv Srjpov, knayyeXXerai 8e Kal els to Xoinbv ev-^prjo-Tov

tavrbv napao~Kevd£eiv KaOori &v r) Svvaros, SeSoxdai ktX.

Philicus ($iXikos).

It was mentioned in the first scries of Xezu Chapters -

that

a papyrus of the third century B. C. preserved part of an

Kpigram on the death of Philicus, one of the Alexandrian

'Tragic Pleiad ', and that therefore the composition of the

Epigram was contemporary with its subject. It is a coinci

dence that another papyrus contemporary with him has lately

come to light, preserving portions of thirty-two lines of a poem

by
him.3 This poem is a hymn to Demcter, probably com

posed for the celebration of the Demetria at Alexandria,

written in lines consisting of five Choriambics with an Amphi

brachys or a Bacchius as a final clausula (^ - c). Simias before

him had made this the basis of his TleXeKvs and
riripvyes.'

and the choriambic pentameter was the metre of
Callimachus1

Bpdyxos ; but, Hephaestion adds, Philicus was the first to

write a poem entirely in this
metre."'

The subject is the pining

of Demcter after the loss of Persephone, the dearth which she

sent upon the earth, and Iambe's rude jesting designed to

cheer her, and the Hymn is cast in the form of a dialogue

between Demcter and
Iambe.8 The editor makes the inter

esting announcement that other fragments of the Hymn are

in the possession of another scholar, and that it will be possible

1
Dittenberger5, no. 662.

'
p. 107.

Medea Norsa in Stua'i Italian: ,i: Filologia Classic.!, v (1927), p. S7.
'

Colled. Alex.vidr., pp. 116, 117.
*
Hephaestion, pp. 30, 31 Consbr.

''

Horn. Hymn to A meter, 194 sqq.
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to unite the beginning and the end of some of
the broken lines.

One line has already been put together in this way, running

thus :

ov ToSe neivoavTt Qem [<f>dp]paKov,
dXX'

dpiBpotria yao-rpos

epeiapa XenTrjs

the style of which is in keeping with the tradition.

Tebtunis Papyri, i,p. y.

The meaning of the pretty passage mentioned in the First

Series, pp. $6, 57, requires some attention, and I am indebted

to Professor Poulton for his help, and to the late Rev. F. D.

Morice, who was an authority upon Mediterranean apiology,

and to the criticism of Mr. E. E. Genner.

Mr. Morice thinks it highly probable that the species

described is Chalicodoma Sicida, perhaps the most abundant

and conspicuous of all Mediterranean Megachilidae, and re

corded by Storey as abundant everywhere in Egypt, and

equally abundant all over South Europe and North Africa.

He thinks too, that, while the description is founded mainly

on personal observation, the writer may be recollecting existing

literature, both scientific and poetical. For instance, Aristotle

at the end of the third book of his treatise IJepl gaxov yevecreas

says that peXiTTai (as distinguished from
'Kings'

and 'Drones ')

are
kpyaTiSes,1

and non-mating, and so producing no offspring.

Avo-epanes then will mean
'

averse from love ', Virgil's
'

nee

corpora segnes In Venerem solvunt
'.2

AmoKevrpot, he con

tinues, can hardly mean
'

leaving their sting behind
'

: the poet

would not lay stress on this reprehensible habit of the hive-

bee worker, when he is saying all that he can in the bee's

favour. It means
'

stingless ', like Xtnoppivos,
'

skinless ', where

X'tno-, properly implying loss, as in Xinovpos, Xinavyrjs, is

made equivalent to a-. Such compounds were formed with

great freedom by later poets.3 If it be objected that wild

bees are not stingless, the answer is that any one accustomed

1

759 A, but see Piatt's translation :
'
The workers do occasionally lay

parthenogenetic eggs ', and his criticism of Aristotle there.
2
Virgil, Georg. iv. 198, 199.

s

Especially Nonnus.
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to watch them at work would soon find out that they were

practically quite inoffensive, and were distinguishable by this

from the irritable hive-bee. They do indeed sting when

taken in the fingers, but would not attack like the hive-bee

when its hive is approached.1 If the poet did not handle them,

he would think that they were stingless.

The epithet nr/Xovpyos is particularly appropriate to the

species Chalicodoma, which visibly collect, prepare, transport,

and mould into shape their building materials.

'Ao-Keneis are wild bees which have no hive (the resemblance,

however, to our dialectical word
'

skep ', i.e.
'

bee-skep', is

purely accidental) ; and our poet, who says vtKTap dpvrovo-iv,

is more correct than the naturalist, who says peXi
Kopi£eiv.2

%,ov8o—in £ov66mepoi—cannot here refer to the sound of

the bees, for that is given in Bapvaxeis, and anyhow £ov66s,

when used unmistakably of a sound, describes a high sound,

as of reTTiyes, or of the twittering of swallows ;

"

nor if it refers

to colour can it mean 'with tawny wings ', for that is not true.

Hence the force of -nrepoi is separate from that of £ov6o- and

the word is more picturesque than the simple £ov86s, like

XevKomepos- Bapvaxeis well expresses the noise arising from

Chalicodoma when on the wing in numbers. Lastly, nidavai,

if it means 'willingly obedient', 'dutiful ', 'law-abiding',
Virgil's

'

certis sub legibus ', is not suited to this species,

which, though gregarious, is not
social.4 Even if it were

possible to render it
'

charming ', it would be a weak epithet.

It rather refers to the idealized bee of poets.

PHOENIX

In Gbtt. Gel. Nachr. 1923, vol. i, pp. 17 sqq. W Cronert

published some details of an anthology of songs from Tragedy
(Strassb. W. G. recto 304-7), and a brief notice of the

verso which contains part of an anthology of iambic verse of

a moralizing type, resembling in its contents so closely P.

Heid. 310 (Gerhard, Phoinix von Kolophon, ed. G. A. Gerhard,

'
Fabre, Insect Life, p. 301.

3

Aristot., p. 759 A.

'
Wilam. on Eur. Heraki. 48S, and Rutherford, Babrius, cxviii. I.

'
Virgil, Georg. iv. 154.
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Teubner, 1909, Coll. Alex., pp. 313, 3 16), that it is difficult to

suppose that they are not part of the same collection. The most

complete page is more fully published in Herodes, Cercidas,

and Greek Choliambic Fragments (Loeb series : ed. A. D.

Knox), and includes, like the Heidelberg fragment, a citation

in Choliambics, presumably to be attributed on stylistic and

metrical grounds to Phoenix of Colophon (fr. 4 K.). The

poem is clearly on the loss of a friend who was a poet, and

Lynceus is mentioned : but it is not clear whether Lynceus is

the poet, or is to take the place of the dead man as friend

and protector of the writer. One theory holds that as Phoenix

here addresses a Lynceus, and, in the Heidelberg poem (fr.

3 K.), a Posidippus, it may be presumed that these are the

two writers of Attic comedy known to have been friends and

correspondents (Meineke, F. C. G. i, pp. 458, 483-4). A slight

difficulty lies in the fact that the hand of P. Strassb. W. G.

dates from 240 B.C. at latest, whereas Lynceus survived

Menander, and Posidippus did not exhibit at any rate till

after Menander's death. Further, a phrase in v. 3 of the

Heidelberg poem suggests rather the Epigrammatist Posi

dippus than the Attic comedian. The most interesting feature
of the papyrus is that it establishes a very early date for an

thologies of moralist iambic poems, perhaps even earlier than

the earliest date yet suggested—the youth of Cercidas of

Megalopolis. J. tj. p.



PROSE

I

FRAGMENTS OF HISTORICAL WORKS

A number of small fragments of works of a historical

character, or of historical interest, which were not discussed in

the first series of New Chapters, may be mentioned together

here. Most of them have been conveniently collected by Fr.

Bilabel, Die kleineren Historikerfragmente auf Papyrus

(Lietzmann's Kleine Texte, 1923),

1. Suppression of the Tyrannies by tlie Spartans (Bilabel, 1).

A small fragment containing the upper part of two columns,

written about the middle of the second century B. c, and first

edited by Hunt in vol. i of the Rylands Papyri. Of the first

column, nothing can be made ; of the second, twelve lines

containing about thirty words can be read.

The fragment is characterized by the editor as
'

of an

interesting, if tantalising nature '. The first four lines relate

to the foundation of colonies by some unnamed person, but

who this person was and what was the scene of his activities

are alike uncertain. Bilabel thinks that the person was

Cypselus, or one of the Cypselids, and that the scene of his

activities was Epirus. The rest of the fragment describes the

part played by the Spartan king Anaxandridas, the father of

Cleomenes, and the ephor Chilon in the suppression of the

tyrannies. The tyranny of Aeschines at Sicyon and that of

Hippias at Athens are mentioned, and then the fragment

comes to an end. The statements in question present obvious

difficulties. The reign of Anaxandridas extended from some

where about 560 B. c. to 530, and Chilon 's date is assigned

by the ancient authorities to the middle of the sixth century.

It follows that neither Chilon nor Anaxandridas can have

played any part in the expulsion of Hippias, which took place

in 510 B.C., in the reign of Cleomenes. The main interest is

to be found in the mention of Aeschines of Sicyon as one of
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the tyrants expelled by the Spartans. Hitherto the sole

authority, alike for Aeschines and for his deposition, is the

well-known passage in Plutarch's De Herodoti Malignitate,

c. 31. Here in our fragment we have an authority for the

deposition of Aeschines which is from two to three centuries

earlier than Plutarch. The claim of the tyrant of Sicyon to

an actual existence can no longer be questioned. That he

was one of the Orthagorids, or the immediate successor of

Cleisthenes, is impossible. The latter left no male heir, and

it is clear from Herodotus that the line of the Orthagorids

came to an end at his death. It is also clear from Herodotus

that the ascendancy of the non-Dorian population over the

Dorians continued after the death of Cleisthenes ; Herodotus

says for sixty years. A compromise seems to have been

ultimately arrived at, the three Dorian tribes being restored,

while the non-Dorians were allowed to retain the tribal

organization which they had received from Cleisthenes (Hdt.

v. 67, 68). It has been very generally held that this restora

tion of the three Dorian tribes was due to the intervention of

Sparta, and Herodotus's sixty years would point to a date

towards the end of the sixth century B. C. It may be suggested

that Aeschines was a leader of the non-Dorian party who had

succeeded in making himself tyrant, either at the end of the

reign ofAnaxandridas or at the beginning of that ofCleomenes,
and that it was his coup d'itat which led to the action of the

Spartans.

2. Fragment of a historical work relating to the Siege of

Rhodes by Demetrius Poliorcetes, 304 B. C. (Bilabel 8).

The fragment is in the Ionic dialect, and the papyrus was

written in the second century A. D. It contains forty-nine lines,
with approximately twenty-eight letters in each line. It was

first edited by Hiller von Gaertringen in the Sitzungsberichte

of the Prussian Academy, 1918. Zeno of Rhodes, who was

a contemporary of Polybius, by whom he is discussed at some

length in Book xvi, ch. 14, was suggested by Hiller von

Gaertringen as its author. There is little direct evidence,

however, in favour of this hypothesis.
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The interest of this fragment lies in the light which it throws

on the value ofDiodorus's work for this period ofGreek history.

The corresponding narrative is found in Diodorus, xx. 93 and

94. The coincidences between the fragment and the narrative

of Diodorus are most remarkable, and they extend to the

language as well as the subject-matter. What makes the

coincidences the more remarkable is that they relate to

incidents of no great importance. Diodorus has to tell of the

capture of a vessel on which was found a gorgeous robe

intended for Demetrius, and of its being sent by the Rhodians

as a present to their ally, Ptolemy the king of Egypt. The

opening words of the papyrus relate to this incident. Both in

the papyrus and in Diodorus we are told of a certain Amyntas,

who was sent out by the Rhodians in command of a squadron,

and who succeeded in capturing a number of artificers of siege

engines, and eleven KaTaneXTa<berai. In both, again, we have

a detailed account of a commander of mercenaries, by name

Athenagoras, who had been sent to the aid of the Rhodians

by Ptolemy, and of his promise to betray to Demetrius the

defence works of the besieged, and then reveal the intrigue to

the Rhodians, and in both the name of the emissary sent by

Demetrius, Alexander, a Macedonian, is given. In both the

terms of the Rhodian decree rewarding the services of Athena

goras are recorded. On the other hand, Diodorus says nothing

of the unsuccessful attempt of Demetrius to ransom the

artificers, an incident which takes up half-a-dozen lines of the

papyrus ; while in the papyrus nothing is said about the pro

posal brought forward in the Rhodian assembly to remove the

statues of Antigonus and Demetrius which is narrated by
Diodorus. It is evident that the author of the fragment

derived his account from the same source as that on which

Diodorus drew, and that both writers derived their accounts

from this common source directly, and not at second or third

hand. That this common source was the work of a writer

contemporary with the events hardly admits of doubt. Quite

clearly, the value of Diodorus as a historian is not to be

gauged by what he has to tell us of the Persian and Pelopon-

nesian wars, or of the interval between them. There are
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periods in the later history of Greece for which he had

excellent authorities of which he was capable of making an

intelligent use.

It is a further point of interest in the fragment that it

enables us to restore to the text of Diodorus the word koto-

neXTa<beTas,which, although it is the reading of the Florentinus,
was emended into Kal KaTaneXras by Fischer, the editor of

the most recent Teubner edition. We are beginning to learn,
thanks to the papyri, that a word is not to be treated as

corrupt simply because it is unusual or unattested.

3. Fragment relating to the revolt of the Satrap Artabazus,
355-354 B. C. (Bilabel 5).

This fragment consists of portions of two columns, column 1

containing nine lines, of which two are incomplete, and

column 2 of eight lines, in which hardly a single complete

word is preserved. The hand in which it is written indicates

the beginning of the second century A. D. The papyrus, which

belongs to the collection of the Archduke Rainer, was first
edited by C. Wessely in the Beitrage sur alten Geschichte ttnd
griechisch -

rbmischen Alterthumskwide (Festschrift zu O.

Hirschfelds 60. Geburtstage, 1903).
In spite of the scantiness of its contents (it is the shortest

of all the fragments which are here discussed), this fragment
possesses considerable interest, and has given rise to some

discussion (cf. Beloch, Gr. Gesch. iii. i2, pp. 343 ff). Its author

ship is uncertain, but Beloch conjectures that it comes from
a commentary on the First Philippic of Demosthenes. The

interest of this fragment, as of several of the other historical

fragments, lies in its relation to the corresponding narrative of

Diodorus (xvi. 33. 1, 2 and 34. 1, 3). According to Diodorus,
the Athenian general Chares, in the course of the so-called

SocialWar, entered the service of the satrap Artabazus, then in
revolt against the Persian king Artaxerxes III, in order to

procure pay for his mercenaries. The action of their general

had at first the approval of the Athenian Assembly, but when
the king sent an embassy of protest, and was reported to be

assembling a fleet of 300 vessels for the support of the Allies
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who had seceded from the Athenian confederacy, the

Athenians took alarm, and made peace with their allies.

Diodorus narrates all this under the archonship of Elpines

(356 B. C). Subsequently, under the archonship of Eudemus

(353-353 B. C), he states that after the withdrawal of Chares

from Asia Artabazus secured the help of the Theban general

Pammenes, who brought with him a force of 5,000 men, and

that Pammenes won two decisive victories over the satraps

who were in command of the Persian troops. Diodorus clearly

implies that Chares was recalled by the Athenians from the

service of Artabazus as the result of the Persian embassy, and

that a state of war continued between Artabazus and the

king's satraps during the interval between the recall of Arta

bazus and the arrival of Pammenes on the scene. In the

papyrus, on the other hand, it is asserted that on the arrival

of envoys from Athens, with instructions to Chares to desist

from further operations against the Persian satraps, the

Athenian general negotiated a peace between Artabazus and

Tithraustcs, the satrap of Phrygia. It may be argued in favour

of the version in the papyrus that the mention of Tithraustes as

one of the Persian generals, although not specifically as satrap

of Phrygia, finds confirmation elsewhere (Schol. on Demosth. on

Phil, i), and that the narrative of Diodorus, in which e. g. the

mission of the Athenian envoys to Chares finds no mention,

is obviously compressed ; and it is easy to advance some such

hypothesis as that the Persian Court refused to ratify the

treaty arranged between Artabazus and Tithraustes, or that

the prospect of obtaining help from Thebes led Artabazus

to break the peace almost as soon as it had been made. Such

reconstructions of the history of these events have not, it must

be confessed, much probability in their favour. In any case,

Baio in column 3 may refer to the force sent by the Thebans

under Pammenes. The fragment throws no light on the

precise date, either of the recall of Chares, or of the campaign

of Pammenes.
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4. Fragment of a historical
work on Alexander the Great

(Bilabel 7).

The portions of this fragment,which are fifty-four in number,

are written in a hand of the latter part of the second cen

tury A. D. They were first published by Grenfell and Hunt in

Part xv of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, no. 1798. Only the

longer portions of the papyrus are given in Bilabel. Of the

great majority of the portions of it nothing can be made.

Fr. 44 is much the longest and most important ; of the other

fragments, 1, 3, and 45 alone have any interest. Fr. 1 relates

to the assassination of Philip ; fr. 3 contains the remains of

a quotation in hexameters referring to Thebes, probably in

connexion with Alexander's destruction of the city; fr. 45

relates to the crossing of the Euphrates byAlexander. Fr. 44,

which consists of about seventy lines of an average length of

sixteen letters, starts with the well-known story of Parmenio's

letter warning Alexander against his physician Philip, and

this occupies about sixteen lines. In the rest of this fragment

we have an account of the Battle of Issus.

It is impossible to determine the authorship or date of this

work. It exhibits both agreements with, and differences from,

our other authorities, but the writer with whom the agreements

are most significant is Quintus Curtius. Between him and the

papyrus there are at least two striking coincidences ; the first

in regard to the terms alleged in Parmenio's letter to have

been offered by Darius to the physician Philip, and the second

in regard to Alexander's sudden alarm before the Battle of

Issus. These coincidences point to one of two conclusions :

either Curtius made use of the work from which these frag
ments come, or he and our anonymous author drew from

a common source. Ifwe may judge from our author's account

of the Battle of Issus and of the passage of the Euphrates,

both of which are narrated much more concisely than by

Arrian, the work as a whole must have been on a less elaborate

scale than the latter writer's Anabasis. Among the novelties

furnished by the papyrus are the motive ascribed to Parmenio

for his warning letter, the sacrifice to Thetis, the Nereids, and
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Poseidon, before the Battle of Issus, the losses of Macedonians

and Persians respectively in the battle (the Macedonian loss

being put at 1,000 foot, while our other authorities give only

300, and the Persian loss in infantry being reduced to 50,000,

as against the 100,000, or more, of the other writers), and an

anecdote to the effect that on the day after the Battle of Issus,
when one of the Guards brought him a piece of bread taken from

a herdsman, Alexander devoured it, with the remark
'

Every

one, you see, likes to live
'

(Havres dpa dvdpawot (a>aiv r/Secos)

5. Fragment of an Epitome ofBook XL VII of the Philippica

of Theopompus (Bilabel 6).

This is a small fragment containing portions of two columns,

written in the second century A. D. About forty words can

be read or restored. It was first printed in Grenfell and Hunt's

edition of the Fragments of Theopompus, and subsequently

edited by Hunt in vol. i of the Rylands Papyri, no. 19.

The interest of the fragment is two-fold. In the first place,

it gives us a clearer idea than we had before of the scope of

Book xlvii of the Philippica, which must have contained

the events of the year 340 B. C. The papyrus speaks of the

outbreak of the war between Athens and Philip and of the

sieges of Perinthus and Byzantium, as well as of the operations

of his generals Antipater and Parmenio in the north-west of

Thrace. In the second place, it proves that this book of the

Philippica was the source from which Polyaenus (Strat. iv, 4, 1)

derived his account of a stratagem of Antipater's when engaged

with a Thracian tribe called Tetrachoritae.

6. A list of Persian kings, with the length of their reigns

(Bilabel n).

This fragment, written in a hand of the fifth century A.D.,

was discovered at Qarara in 19 14 by Bilabel, by whom it was

published with a brief commentary in the Historikerfragmcnte.

A full discussion of the problems connected with it will be

found in Part iii of the Baden Collection of papyri.

The list begins with the usurpation of the Magi, and ends

at Darius Nothus. Bilabel maintains that it is a fragment of

an epitome of Manetho, earlier than those used by Africanus
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and Eusebius, and possibly than that
used by Josephus. Its

interest lies in its relation to the list found in these other

writers. Its historical importance is of the slightest.

7. Fragment in the Berlin Collection relating to the alliance

ofAthens with
Sparta in 369

B.C. (Bilabel 14).

This fragment, which was first published by Bilabel in the

Historikerfragmentc, is written in a hand of the early halfof the

second century A. D., and consists of parts of two columns, with

sixteen lines in one column and fourteen in the other, the number

of letters in a line varying from twenty-one to twenty-eight.

The use of the first person suggests that the fragment is

part of a speech in one of the Orators, or else that it forms

part of a speech in a historical work. The point on which

the speaker insists is that the policy of the Greek states is

commonly determined by motives of self-interest, and he illus

trates this by the action of Athens in 369 B. C. in sending

a force to the help of the Spartans through fear that the

victory of Leuctra might render the power of Thebes danger

ous to her own interests. His view of the motives for the

policy of the Greek states
—yeyovaat Kara Katpdv Ttves BorjBeiai

Kal
'

EXXfjvcav 'Adwvaiois Kal AaKeSaiptoviois Kal to~cos Kal

Koptvdtois Kal OrjBaiois to ptev dXr/Oes Sid rds oiKeias eKao-Tcov

Xpeias del to ISia avpiobepov Sepanevovrtov—may be compared

with two passages in Demosthenes. The first is in the speech

Pro Megalopolitanis 4 ovkovv dv eis dneinot &>s ov

avpobepet rfj noXet Kal AaKeSatpoviovs do-0eveis elvat Kal

Qr/fiaiovs TovTovai. The second is in the speech In Aristo-

cratem 103 oti crvpubepei rjj noXei prJTe Q-qBaiovs ptrJTe

AaKeSatpoviovs laxvetv, dXXd tois ptev $(OKeas dvTindXovs,

rots

8'

dXXovs Tivds elvaf e*c yap tov
to€6'

ovtcos exeiv rjp.iv

vndpxei p.eyiaTois ovatv do~(paXcos o'lKelv.

8. A fragment of an unidentified speech.

This fragment, edited by Hunt in Oxyrhynchus Papyri,

Part xv (no. 1799), contains the remains of two columns, of

the first of which only a few letters remain, but the second

includes a continuous passage of twenty-five nearly complete
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lines, of an average length of twenty letters. The hand is

probably of the second century A. D.

The object of the orator appears to be the vindication of the

policy of Demosthenes. His assertion that the growth of

Philip's power and the humiliation ofAthens would have been

prevented by the acceptance of that policy, indicates that the

speech must belong to a period subsequent to the Battle of

Chaeronea. The occasion of the speech, however, cannot be

determined.

9. Fragment recounting the services of the orator

Demosthenes.

This fragment, which is written in a hand of the latter half

of the second century A. D., consists of some ten portions,

many of which are too small, or too much broken, to be read

or restored with certainty. The longest portion contains

about fourteen lines, which can be read with an average of

eleven letters in a line. The fragment was first published with

a commentary by Professor W. E. Blake, of the University of

Michigan (Transactions of the American Philological Associa

tion, vol. lvii, 1926).

It is impossible to determine either the character of the

work from which this fragment comes, or its authorship. The

little that can be read suggests that the work was one which

dealt with the career of the orator, and that its object was to

insist on the services which he had rendered to Athens. It

may, therefore, be compared with the preceding fragment

(no. 8). The historical interest of the fragment is to be found

in its reference to the famous decree passed by the Assembly
in the year 339 B. C. : ra Se k^-qcpio'avTO ndvT elvai

o-TpaTicaTiKa, AripocrOevovs ypd\jravros (Philochorus 135 M)

10. f PAlegon of Trallcs, Chronica.

The papyrus consists of eleven fragments, some of which

are too imperfect to be either restored or read. There are,

however, some seventy lines, with from twenty-two to twenty-

five letters in a line, which are more or less complete. The hand

in which it is written belongs to the latter half of the second
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century A. D. The fragment was first published and edited

by Hunt in Part xvii of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, no. 3083.

Three questions arise in connexion with this fragment : that

of its authorship, that of its relation to another fragment

(Oxyrhynchus Papyri, ii, no. 222), and that of its value as an

authority for the history of the earlier years of the third

century B. c, and in particular for the tyranny of Lachares at

Athens. The second of these questions is closely connected

with the first.

The work from which this fragment comes was arranged on

a chronological plan according to numbered Olympiads, sub

divided into years, the names of the victors in the various

Olympic contests being given in full. TheOlympiad which is

given in the fragment is the 121st, 296 B.C. The work

was also comprehensive in character, dealing with Rome and

Sicily as well as Greece and Macedonia, and the style, apart

from the treatment of the tyranny of Lachares, suggests

a historical compendium rather than a detailed narrative.

The strongest argument in favour of attributing the fragment

to Phlegon of Tralles, a freedman of the Emperor Hadrian,
who wrote a work in sixteen books, extending from the first

Olympiad to the 229th (in which Hadrian died), which is

referred to by Eusebius, Origen, Stephanus of Byzantium,

and Photius, sometimes under the name of Olympiades, and

sometimes as Chronica, is the remarkable similarity between

the fragment and a quotation in Photius from Phlegon's

narrative of the events of the 177th Olympiad (70 B. C). This

quotation begins with a list of Olympic victors exactly like

that in our fragment, and this is followed by a notice of events,
subdivided according to the year of the Olympiad. Although

the style in the passage in Photius is balder and more concise

than that of the fragment, the words employed give reason for

thinking that he was summarizing rather than giving a verbal

citation ; and there is another passage in Photius, in which he

gives a direct quotation from Book xiii of the Chronica, the style

of which is much less compressed. The strongest argument

against the attribution of the fragment to Phlegon is that

based on the scale of the work. It may be argued with some
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plausibility that an event ofso little importance as the tyranny
of Lachares can hardly have been treated so fully in a mere

compendium, which covered 916 years in sixteen books.

There is, however, some evidence that the scale of Phlegon's

work increased as more recent history was reached, just as

there is evidence that the scale of
Ephorus'

work increased as

he reached the century in which he lived and wrote. Those

who find the question of scale an insuperable barrier to the

identification of the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia with the work of

Ephorus will doubtless find the question of scale fatal to the

claims of Phlegon. On the other hand, the argument in the

case of Phlegon will seem less formidable to those who have

refused to regard it as conclusive in the case of Ephorus.

In papyrus 233 we have a list of Olympic victors in the

various events precisely corresponding to those in the present

fragment and in
Photius'

quotation from Phlegon. It was

argued by C. Robert (Hermes, liii. 141 sqq.) that fragment 222

came from Phlegon's 'Eniropr) 'OXvpmoviKcov, chiefly on the

ground of the close correspondence between the list in that

fragment and the list in Photius. Robert's argument is

obviously reinforced by the discovery of the new
fragment.1

Much the fullest narrative that survives in the papyrus is

that which is concerned with the tyranny of Lachares. It

adds not a little that is interesting to our knowledge of this

obscure period of Athenian history, and it disposes, once and

for all, of a chronology of this episode, based upon an inscrip
tion (C.I. A. ii. 299), which brought down the date of the

tyranny to the spring of 295 B. c, and which had won general

acceptance with recent writers. Our fragment proves that

Lachares was established as tyrant before the summer of

296 is. C, and it thus lends some support to the statement of

Pausanias (i. 35. 7) that it was Cassander who prompted

Lachares to make himself tyrant. E. M. W.

1
F. Jacoby, we understand, is printing these fragments among those of

Phlegon in a forthcoming volume of the Frag. Gr. Hist. On the other

hand their attribution to I'hlegon does not commend itself to G. De Sanctis

who (in A', d. Filologia, 192S, 53 sqq.) would prefer Eratosthenes, reviving
the now commonly discarded view that his 'OXv^mov'tKai included a

historical chronicle.
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TIMACHIDAS

The Chronicle of the temple of
Athena at Lindus in Rhodes.

One of the most interesting results of the Danish excava

tions in Rhodes, financed by the Carlsberg Fund and ably

conducted by Dr. C. Blinkenberg and Dr. K. F. Kinch, was

a discovery of the year 1904. Clearing the ground near the

modern church of St. Stephen close to the ancient theatre of

Lindus, and immediately below the Acropolis where the

temple stood, they came upon the incomplete floor of an

earlier Byzantine church, and found this largely composed of

inscribed slabs with the writing upwards. Three of them

contained a list of the priests of Athena Lindia from 170 to

47 B.C., one was a fragmentary older list of the same kind,

and the fifth was the
'

Chronicle
'

of the temple, as the finders

styled it, but as we should rather say, a historical inventory of

the temple treasures, introduced by the phrase rotSe dveOnKav

to 'AOdva, the first donor being the eponymous hero Lindus,

and the last whose name is preserved, though many names are

lost, being Philip V of Macedon (c. 200 B.C.).

Unfortunately this Stele has suffered much from various

causes. The local marble used is full of veins and irregular

in texture ; it has had two uprights fixed in it, and the lower

part is completely worn away by the feet of the worshippers.

The greatest credit is due to Dr. Blinkenberg for deciphering
as much of the inscription as was humanly possible, and it is

not likely that any epigraphist will be able to add much to his

results. He has published the inscription first in French, La

chronique du temple Lindien (Copenhagen, 1913), and more

conveniently in Kleine Texte, no. 131 (Bonn, 19 15). The

importance of the text for history, archaeology, and literature

has induced many scholars to write upon it, among whom we

may mention Wilamowitz (Arch. Anzeiger, 1913, pp. 43-6),
Keil (Hermes, li. 491), and Rostovtseff (Klio, xvi. 203).

A. The authorship.

The date of the Stele is fixed by the mention of the priest

Teisulus at 99 B.C., and the circumstances seem quite clear.
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A certain young Rhodian of archaeological tastes,
Timachidas,1

had already devoted much time to the study of the literary

authorities, which are so largely quoted, but he had not had

access to the 'letters and official
minutes'

Accordingly his

father, Hagesittmus, proposed and carried a decree in the local

assembly, appointing him and a colleague, whose duties were

obviously only nominal, to draw up an inscription, and to

have access to the archives in the presence of the secretary of

the local senate (pao-Tpoi), to receive a sum of 200 drachmae

according to the estimate of the architect, and to complete the

work under penalty of a fine within the next following month.

This shows that Timachidas had completed most of his re

searches already, and only needed to consult the official

records. The
'

letters
'

are attributed in the Stele to Gorgo-

sthenes who wrote to the senate of the capital city of Rhodes

(a copy presumably being sent to Lindus), and to Hierobulus

who wrote to the local senate of Lindus. Dr. Blinkenberg
has conclusively proved that the destructive fire in the temple

of Athena, mentioned in the inscription, took place about 3

B.C. and that these two priests recorded the lost
'

anathemata
'

;

they doubtless gave the rein to their fancy in so doing. This

fire would explain the liberality of Artaxerxes Ochus—no

doubt inspired by his general, Mentor the Rhodian—who

presented valuable jewellery to the state of Rhodes. The state

presented the articles to the temple, and these were converted

by the Lindians into a gold statuette of Nike, which the

restored temple statue would bear upon its hand like Athena

Parthenos. Out of these letters and the official minutes

Timachidas no doubt found it easy to complete his work.

Now he has been identified by Blinkenberg with great proba

bility as the Rhodian of that name, whose work Aeinva is

cited by Athenaeus. It was in eleven books of hexameter

verse, and apparently dealt infer alia with fish, fruit, and

1 Timachidas is a name which occurs in inscriptions of Rhodes and

Cos in the third ccrtury B.C. It is a local form of Tipnnxi&as (Bechtel).

Kaderniacher (Ph.: Ixxv. 473) quoting various doublets (to which he

might have added the father of Theocritus, Simichidas in the Vita,
Simichus in Suidas) regards the name as identical with Timachus : but

Blinkenberg holds that Tipa\ot is a short form of Ttpaxdprjs.
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flowers as accessories to banquets. He is probably the same

person who wrote a work on TXaxro-at (rare words), and pro

duced commentaries on the Medea, Frogs, K6Xa§ of Menander,

and Hermes of Eratosthenes. He was accordingly a literary

man of some distinction in the first century B.C., and it is

attractive to suppose that his work on the temple inventory

was his
primitiae.1 In the decree and the inventory there is,

of course, no room for literary style, but appended to the

decree are one complete and two fragmentary 'EnKpdveiat of

the goddess. The two latter are respectively about appearances

ofAthena in a dream, one to a priest about a suicide in the

temple, when the Lindians were minded to consult the Delphic

oracle, the other to an ex-priest during the siege of Rhodes

by Demetrius Poliorcetes, commanding an appeal for help to

Ptolemy Soter (305 B.C.), as a souvenir of which Ptolemy
made a great sacrifice, and dedicated twenty pairs of horns of

the oxen. But the former, which is complete, is of sufficient

interest to translate (D. 1-47): 'When Darius the Persian king
had sent out a mighty armament with the object of enslaving

Hellas, this island was the first at which his fleet arrived. The

people of the country were full of consternation at the advent

of the Persians, and took refuge in all the strongholds of the

island ; but the largest numbers collected at Lindus ; so the

barbarians sat down and besieged them, until the Lindians,

being hampered for want of water, were minded to surrender

the city to the enemy. It was just then that the goddess

stood over one of the magistrates in a dream, and bade him

be of good cheer, for she would herself intercede with her

father for the water of which there was so pressing a need ; he,
after seeing the vision, announced to the citizens the ordinance

of Athena. On examination they found they had a supply

for only five days, and accordingly asked for an armistice from

the barbarians for no more than this space of time, saying
that Athena had sent to her father for succour, and that, if it

did not arrive within the prescribed time, they would sur

render the city. Datis, the admiral of Darius, at the moment
1 It is possible but less probable that the literary Timachidas was the

grandfather of the one mentioned in the Chronicle. See also pp. 85, 86.
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he heard this message, burst into laughter, but the next day,
when great darkness gathered over the Acropolis, copious

rain broke over its middle point, and in so strange a way the

besieged obtained plenty of water, while the Persian army was

in straits for it. The barbarian was dismayed at this appari

tion of the goddess ; and, stripping off his body-ornaments,
sent into the town, for dedication in the temple, his robe,

collar, and armlets, moreover his tiara and scimitar, and in

addition his covered carriage, which was preserved there until,

when the temple caught fire in the year when Eucles the son

of Astyanactidas was priest of Helios, it was burnt with the

greater part of the
offerings.1 But before Datis himself broke

up his camp and departed to the task appointed him, he made

a covenant of friendship with the besieged, and moreover

declared that these men were under the protection of the

gods.'2 (Then follow citations of the narrative from nine

authors.) There is a certain literary style in this narrative,

which places the writer alongside of Ephorus, if not Xenophon,

or at any rate classes him with Polemon, that is, a style which

retains the Attic tradition and has not descended to the Koivrj,

as with Apollonius in the 'Eni<pdveia of Sarapis.3

B. The authorities cited.

Beside the writers of the letters, twenty-one authorities are

stated, most of them completely unknown chroniclers. Two,

Hegesias and Myron, are authors of panegyrics upon Rhodes :

the former of these wrote also an 'Attiktjs kyKcopiov, of which

Strabo (p. 396) gives a fragment: 'I see the Acropolis and

there the mark of thewonderful trident ; I see Eleusis and I have

become initiated in the rites. There is the Leocorium, here the

1 These are plainly the offerings mentioned in XXXII of the inventory.

Dr. Blinkenberg there by a restoration makes the donor Artaphernes.

But as seven authorities out of the nine given in the narrative of the

'EirM^dwm are also quoted there, it seems quite certain that the offerings

must have been credited to Datis.

-

An inscription from the Tauric Chersonese (Collitz and Bechtel, iii.

1. 30S6; cf. Nilsson, History ofGreek Religion, p. 297) mentions a decree

of honour for a local historian, Syriscus, who described an 'Emtpdvtia of

Athena, goddess of the city, in the third or second century B.c.

"
Given in Collectanea Ab.rana'rina, p. 68.
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Theseum. I cannot describe each in detail ; for Attica belongs

to the gods who took the land for themselves and to the an

cestors worshipped as
heroes.'

Zeno the Rhodian who wrote

a local history in fifteen books (Diogenes Laertius, vii. 35)

is no doubt the correspondent of Polybius and the author

quoted in the Stele. Eudemus, the author of a AivSiokos

(Xoyos), is perhapsAristotle's pupil the Peripatetic philosopher.

But there is no doubt of the identity of Herodotus the Thurian

whose mention of
Amasis'

linen corslet at Lindus is quoted

from ii. 183, the word dpneSbvn being used as in iii. 47; but

whereas Herodotus says that each dpneSovrj has 360 dpneSovat

in itself, the inscription says o-Tdpoves. Dr. Blinkenberg thinks

that, because Timachidas does not mention the two stone statues

mentioned in Herodotus as the present ofAmasis to theAthena

of Lindus, he had only read the information of Herodotus as

given by Polyzalus. With these exceptions the authorities cited

seem to be writers of local history, and completely unknown.

There is one curiosity. One AliXovpos wrote on the
'

war against

the Exagiadae ', or should we accept Wilamowitz's attractive

suggestion
'

the six sons of Helios
'

? AliXovpos may have

been a pseudonym for a romance writer. Anyhow, one Theo-

timus was inspired to write a polemic treatise against
'

Mr.

Cat !
' J

According to a scholiast on Pindar, 01. vii (which

ode is said to have been preserved in letters of gold in the

temple ofAthena at Lindus), Theotimus wrote Tlepl Kvprjvns.

C. The legendary and archaic offerings.

These begin with a cup dedicated by Lindus, and an urn or

pitcher by the Telchines toAthena Polias and Zeus Polieus ; as

this was the great cult of the city of Rhodes, this fiction is

later than 407 B.C. when the city was founded. Cadmus

follows with a bronze cauldron
'

inscribed with Phoenician

letters
'

; Minos with a silver cup, and Heracles with two

wicker shields, one covered with leather taken from Eurypylus

1
This is the only instance of this word as a proper name. For a list of

names derived from animals see Bechtel, Personennamen, p. 580 sq. The
commonest are Atoiv, Avkos, Mdo-^oi-, Mis, 2ici>Xa£.
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of Cos, and one covered with bronze taken from Laomedon.

Then follow souvenirs of the Trojan war. Tlapolemus, the

leader of the Rhodian contingent, dedicates a cup ; his followers

weapons ; Rhesus (?) a gold cup ; Telephus, a cup with a gold

boss; Menelaus, the helmet of Paris ; Helen, a pair of bracelets ;

Canopus, the pilot of Menelaus, a rudder ; Meriones, a silver

quiver ; and Teucer,
Pandarus'

quiver. This series of fictions

is easily paralleled from Pausanias (who sometimes, e.g. viii. 7,

expresses his dissent), but it is interesting to have a complete

list of priestly inventions for one temple. The archaic period is

introduced with the dedication by each tribe of a 'very archaic

painting
'

representing the tribal leader and nine
'

runners
'

;
5

the tribal names given, Heliadae, Autochthones, Telchines,

arc fictitious. The next dedication may genuinely represent

some early sea-fight with the Cretans. The next gives us a new

piece of information, that Lindians 'under the sons of
Pancis'

took part in the colonization of Cyrene under Battus Eudaemon

(Hdt. iv. 159) and dedicated a wooden group of Athena with

Heracles strangling a lion. We next hear of the tyrant Cleo-

bulus making an expedition to Lycia, of Lacius the Oecist of

Phaselis (obviously a Rhodian) fighting the Solymi, and

of the colony Gela fighting against a Sicilian prince Ariaetus ;

of a bowl sent by Phalaris of Acragas, and of a votive offer

ing from Dinomenes the father of the Sicilian despots, who

is confused with a Dinomenes from Telos, co-founder of

Gela along with Antiphamus the Lindian. Next come the

votive offerings of Amasis (already mentioned), of-the
Agri-

gentines, and of Pollis (?), uncle of a tyrant of Syracuse in the

sixth century.

Dedications also are attributed to Soli in Cilicia, a Lindian

foundation, and to the Lindians as the result of an expedition

to Crete, at what period does not appear. In the midst of

these public dedications comes apparently a private thank-

offering
from one Amphinomus and his sons, who offered

a wooden cow and calf after a safe voyage from Sybaris, and

expressed their gratitude in an elegiac couplet.

1
Probably the Ephcbi who entered for the contests in the Gymnasia ;

as in Crete, where the term Spapoi (— S^o/j^r) was used in that connexion.
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D. The historical offerings.

With the exception of the offerings attributed to Datis (or

Artaphernes), and perhaps the Palladion of the Agrigentines,

the fifth century is a blank. There seems to be no better

explanation of this than that the cult of Athena Lindia was

entirely overshadowed by the greatness ofAthens and Athena

Parthenos. If Datis made offerings at Delos (Herod, vi. 97),

why should he not have done so at Lindus ? The dedications

subsequent to the temple fire begin with the presents of

Artaxerxes Ochus, already mentioned. Next there is an

allusion to the resort of the Rhodians to an oracle when hard

pressed in a war (otherwise unknown) with Ptolemy Philadel

phus, and the command of this oracle to dedicate a shield to

Athena. The BovKiobaXa dedicated by Alexander the Great

were presumably put up after Arbela, those of Ptolemy in 304.

Pyrrhus was commanded by the oracle ofDodona to make an

offering to Athena Lindia, and sent BovKiobaXa and the arms,
'
which he himself used in his dangers '. This looks like

a reference to his Italian campaign. Hiero II of Syracuse

also sent a present of his own armour, perhaps when after an

earthquake he sent gifts to Rhodes. The last name preserved

is that of Philip V of Macedon, who dedicated perhaps

Aetolian spoils. The additions to our historical knowledge

derived from this stele are perhaps not very important, but

they are clear and unmistakable.

The items add considerably to our information about ancient

anathemata ; the material is sometimes of African lotus or

cypress wood ; the references to the archaic panel-paintings,

to the subjects represented
('

Cronos receiving his children

from Rhea and swallowing them
'

has not previously been

found so early), to the technique (e.g. a wooden figure with

head, hands, and feet of ivory) are highly interesting. Alto

gether, we owe a debt both to Timachidas, and still more to

Dr. Blinkenberg, who has made him a living figure.

G. C. R.

For the Bibliography see p. 76.
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ADDENDUM

Catalogue ofa Library at Rhodes

It is pertinent in this connexion to mention a fragmentary
but interesting

inscription1
which has lately come to light in

Rhodes, and which is not later than 100 B. C. It contains the

names of works, some ofwhich were hitherto unknown, written

by authors of the fourth and third centuries. The second and

following entries : KXecov, e[v~\, $aivd>v8as r) nepl 6[Xiyapxias?

Dc Sanctis], Tlepl rrjs AOrjvqcri vopodeaias, ni\vre] 2, nepl twv

'Adrjvr/o-i noX[iT(ov, 8vo~\ 3, and those which follow, show that

the author of the works was the accomplished orator Demetrius

of Phalerum, who had been educated with Menander in the

school of Theophrastus, but with whom the decline of Greek

eloquence began. The name 'AptaTaixpos appears as the first

title in the list and is probably the correct form of the name

which Diogenes Laertius gives as
Apio-Top.axos.A

The second author is Hegesias, with three entries, 01 <PiXa-

Qrjvaioi, 'Acrnaaia, ev, 'AXKiBidSns, er. Hegesias flourished in

the middle of the third century B.C., and the works mentioned

have been hitherto unknown. A 'PoSov 'EyK&piov by him,

also hitherto unknown, is mentioned in the Lindian Chronicle

of
Timachidas.5 Hegesias wrote in a mincing style ; saltat

incidcus particulas ;
'

he is jerky, and chops his style into little

fragments', says Cicero (Orator, § 236), who parodies him in

Epp. ad Attic, xii. 61.

The third is Theodectes, the rhetorician and tragedian,

a pupil of Isocrates: QeoSeKrov Te^vrjs Tecraa[pa~\,
'Ap<biKTVo-

vikos tv, are the entries. The difficulty in Ttcraapa applied to

1
lXuova Silloge cpigia/ua di Rotli c Cos, by Amedeo Maiuri (Flor

ence, 1925), no. 11. See a valuable article in Rivis/a di Filologia, 1926,

p. 63, by G. De Sanctis.

2 De Sanctis j;ivcs n-eVre from Diog. Laert. v. 80.

3 TTiiXiTfi'/jurui' Maiuri; n-oXir<ii< hvo De Sanctis from the vulgate in

Diog. Laert. v. So, where, however, Cobet made the correction noXiTtcSiv,

which Hicks accepts. The same doubt arises in Thuc. vi. 17. 2.

* Diog. Laert. v. Si.

B Die Lindische Tempelchronik, Blinkenberg, B. 32 and 64 (Lietzmann's

Klemc Textc).
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his Tixvn, a treatise of which the existence is well known, is

considered below.

The 'ApcbiKTvoviKos is a new title; but, as De Sanctis

observes, it is appropriate to an Epideictic oration composed

by a pupil of Isocrates. In the same way another of
Isocrates'

pupils whose name follows, Theopompus, is credited here with

a TlavadrjvaiKos. His is the fourth name, and the letters are

correctly restored by De Sanctis as @[eo7rop;7r]oi/. Maiuri

gave 0[eo8iKT]ov, but the next name of an author in the

inscription, ©eonopnov dXXov, shows that here ©\eonopin\ov is

required.

The titles of his works are restored as

AaKcovtKOs, ev, [Kopiv]8\^ia]K6s, ev,
Mavo-o-(o]Xos,1

ev, ['OXv/ijniKOS, ev,
\<&iXin\nos,2

ev,

\AXe£dv8\[p)ov 6

kyKcoptov, ev, . . . npbs Evayopav, ev,

'Enio-ToX\ff\ npbs <&iXinnov ev, SvpBovXevTiKos

npbs 'AXe£av8pov, [eV], JTavaOnvdiKos, \ev\,

KaTaSpopr) Tr)\s TlXaTcovos]
5 8iaTpiBfj[s~\.

Five of these titles are new :

AaKcoviKOS, KopivdiaKos, 'OXvpniKos, npbs Evayopav, Tlava-

Orjva'iKos.

These compositions are epideictic, and hence Theopompus

was following his master Isocrates, who composed the Epi

deictic JTavaOrjvaLKos, while the title TIpbs Evayopav recalls

Isocrates' '

Euagoras ', which might be called either a Tlavrj-

yvpiKOs, or, as the Scholiast describes it, a truncated 'Eni-

Tacpios.

The fifth name is & eonopnov dXXov nepl Bao~iXeias. This

Theopompus is unknown, and the reading of the second column

is not certain. This list appears to be part of the catalogue

(Tlivafc) of a library at Rhodes, probably that of the celebrated

university which flourished during the second and first cen

turies B. C, and which was largely resorted to by young

Romans in the first century B. C. It is arranged alphabeti

cally, AH©, and clearly forms part of a subject-catalogue ;

not of a catalogue of authors with their works, because, as

'
MavacrttiXoi De Sanctis.

"

HXmnos id.
s '

AXc£dv8pov id. After cyKwpiov, ev are traces of two lines.
'

<frLXmiTov id.
6
nXdroovos id.
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De Sanctis points out, the numerous authors whose names

begin with E, Z, and H, like Ephorus, Epicurus, Euripides,

Zeno, Heraclitus, Herodotus, Hesiod, do not occur in the list

in their appropriate place, and the purely historical writings of

Theopompus are not mentioned.

The works are essays on Politics, as we might call them, by
professional rhetoricians, with the addition of

Theodectes'

treatise on the art of Rhetoric.

The numbers ev, Ticro-apa, nivTe require some explanation.

They do not mean the number of
'

books
'

that composed

a work, or the number of copies of the work that were in the

library, but, as Mr. Lobel has pointed out to me, the number

of rolls that contained a work. The entries are given from

the view of a librarian, not of an editor or a historian of litera

ture. The numbers mean
'

one roll, four rolls, five rolls '. The

number
'

four
'

applied to
Theodectes'

Tex»"7> which has caused

difficulty to De Sanctis and Rostagni, because Hesychius says

that it consisted of three books, is to be interpreted in this

way. The three
'

Books
'

of his Tixvn were contained in four

rolls. Since the treatise of Demetrius Phalereus here recorded

as Tlepl Trjs 'Adrjvrjo-i vopoOeaias ne[ comprised 'five books, as

we know from Diogenes Laertius v. 80, De
Sanctis'

nivre

may well be right, and then this library would have contained

five rolls, each plainly containing one book of it.

Avo, which is added by Maiuri to the notice of another of

Demetrius'

works, Tlepl t£>v 'A&rjvrjo-i noXi\rwv Svo] 1, is on the

analogy of nivTe, and is probably right : each of the two

'

books
'

which composed it was contained in one roll.

Another inscription, No. 4 in Maiuri's collection, contains

coincidences with the two subjects treated of in this chapter.

It appears to consist of a resolution of the people that certain

documents are to be registered in a library, BvBXioOrJKa,

followed by a statement that this was done. The name

Timachidas occurs in the second part, but the context is too

fragmentary to render a reconstruction possible.

The two inscriptions come from the same place, but from

the marked difference in the lettering Maiuri assigns them to

1
See p. 83, n. 3.
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widely different dates, the catalogue to the second or first

century B. C, and the resolution to the second century A.D.

The word 'Ao-iapx^v in the resolution also points to the

Imperial era. We have then evidence not only for the long-

continued existence of a library at Rhodes, but also perhaps

for that of the family of our Timachidas.

It is not inappropriate to find a catalogue of philosophic

works in Rhodes which had long been associated with philo

sophers. Two pupils ofAristotle, Hieronymus and Eudemus,

and Panaetius were natives of Rhodes, and Posidonius was

the head of the Stoa there about the time of our inscription.

The history of philosophy also was written in Rhodes, for

Sosicrates in the second century B. C. wrote a work with the

title $tXoo-6<pa>v AiaSoxai,
'
The Successions of Philosophers \

and it is likely that the Rhodian Antisthenes, who flourished

about 300 B. c, and wrote the history of his own times, was

also the author of a work with the same title to which Diogenes

Laertius often refers. Andronicus also, theAristotelian scholar,

who was the head of the Peripatetic school at Rome about

58 B. c, was a native of the island.

This philosophic tradition in Rhodes may explain some

part of a remarkable piece of sculpture which was lately found

there, and which is assigned to a date about the middle of the

second century B.
C.1

The inscription at the head shows that it stood over the

tomb of one Hieronymus, the son of Simylinus : 'Iepcovvptov

tov Sip.vXivov TXcoiov, of Tlos in the neighbouring Lycia.

Underneath is the name of the artist, Damatrius : AapaTpios

knoino-e.

Three scenes appear in it : two appear to be concerned with

the underworld, the central, which is a judicial scene, and that

on the right hand, which is, perhaps, a scene of initiation ; but

the significance of these two scenes is not certain, and does not

concern us here.

But the left scene shows four figures (perhaps there were

1
Hermes, xxxvii. 121 seq., by Hiller von Gaertringen and C. Robert,

with an illustration. But a much better illustration is in Brunn-Bruck-

mann, Denkmiiler d. griech. u. riim. Sculptur, no. 579.
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originally five). One represents a man (bearded, according to

von Hiller and Robert) seated, and holding on his lap between

his hands an open roll, which he appears to be expounding, for

his gaze is fixed upon two listeners, who are looking attentively
at him. One is standing and resting his hand on a seat, the

other is seated and bending forward eagerly. A third figure

behind has placed his hand on the shoulder of the listener who

is standing. All the figures are animated and intent on the

matter in hand.

There can be no doubt that the scene represents a teacher

with his audience. It is not a school, for the figures are those

of men, not of boys ; and when we remember that Hieronymus

was the first name in our list of Rhodian philosophers, it is

difficult to resist the conclusion that it is the scene of a philo

sophical lecture, and that the seated figure is the Hieronymus

whose name appears in the inscription, and that he was of the

family of his earlier namesake, von Hiller places the date of

his death about 150 B. c.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE CATALOGUE

A. Maiuri, Nuova Silloge epigrafica di Rodi e Cos, Florence, 1925.

G. De Sanctis, Rivista di Filologia, 1926, p. 63.

A. Vogliano, Attne e Roma, vii (1926), p. 134.
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Brunn - Bruckmann, Denkmaler der griechischen und rbmischen

Sculptur, no. 579 (a better illustration); the text by B. Sauer.
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AIAAOTOS, AIATPIBH, MEAETH

CONTENTS

§ I. The forms, AmXoyor, Aiarpifa (Popular Philosophy), MfXe'rij (Rhe

torical Exercise).

§ 2. The fragments of hiarpi&ai arranged chronologically ; Florilegia

Sententiarum ; Biography.

§ 3. The fragments of AidXoyot,

§ 4. Treatises on Rhetoric ; the fragments of MeXtrai ; speeches de

livered ; Encomia.

§1

The remains of Hellenistic prose are in any case scanty ;

and the more important additions from papyri have already

been dealt with under their appropriate headings, history,

biography, philosophy, or oratory. There are, however,

numerous lesser compositions,which are not so easily classified,

or are the work of more obscure writers. Amongst these are

some which add to our knowledge of authors who had

previously been little more than names ; witness the case of

Alcidamas ;
J
of Anaximenes of Lampsacus the rhetorician,

contemporary with Alexander the Great ;
2
of Antiphon the

Sophist ;
3
and of Aeschines Socraticus.4

These slighter forms of literature, notably the Dialogue and

the so-called Diatribe, seem to have kept their popularity

until well on into the Alexandrian epoch. They were, in fact,

among the commoner vehicles of the popular
'

literature of

instruction ', in which the waning light of philosophy continued

for a while to find expression ; history and biography, which

were in like case, found them equally acceptable.

The Dialogue and the Diatribe appear in essence to be one ;

that is, they both attempt to give some matter of information,
or to inculcate some definite lesson, by casting it in the form

1
below, p. 118.

J

below, p. 115 ; 119, n. 4.
3
below, p. 95.

'
below, p. 103.
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of a viva-voce discussion. We make our first acquaintance

with the Dialogue when it is at its highest point of perfection,

in the hands of Plato ; what we meet after this must inevitably

give a certain impression of degeneration. But the Greek

mind clung to this form, and continued to use it; and it was

not always to the earlier examples that foreign imitators

turned in later times.1 The papyri at present provide us with

but little means for bridging the gap, or of tracing the evolu

tion (or decay) of the type over this period ; in the second

century B. C, in fact, we seem to come upon something of

a
'

dark age '. But it is clear that the composition of Dialogues

of a sort continued till well on in the third century, whilst the

revival of interest in them is attested by the fairly numerous

examples which date (in point of writing) from the second

century A. D. onwards.

The Dialogue appears to have been most successfully

employed in the fourth and third centuries B. C. by writers of the

Peripatetic school, and to have been derived chiefly, as regards

its form, from Aristotle himself. A good example of their

work is to be seen in
Satyrus'

Life of
Euripides'1

; indeed, it

is not easy to find anything of similar extent or interest to set

beside it. The Stoics, too, seem, from notices of their works,

to have shown considerable activity in similar kinds of com

position ; owing to the difficulty of ascribing short, and neces

sarily anonymous, fragments to definite authors, it is not easy

to balance the claims of these schools. Most of the early

examples, however, seem to accord more readily with what is

known of the literary tendencies of the Peripatetics.

The Diatribe, if it is to be allowed a separate existence,

may be called a Dialogue which has more or less completely

renounced literary form. The author has concentrated on his

matter, and on its lively, rather than artistic, presentation.

Considered from this point of view, the Diatribe presents not

a slight resemblance to the Mime; 'Mime and Diatribe ', it

has in fact been said,3 '

are the Hellenistic forms of the art

'
Cicero, for instance (see below, p. 106, n. 1), mentions that in his

DeRcpublua he had followed the practice of Heraclides Ponticus.
2
(\n rh. Pap., no. 1 176.

1
W.

'

Aly, Sit:, d. Held. A<ad. d. Il'iss. v, p. 25 f.
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(of the Dialogue) in everyday
dress'. Those who see in it

a specialized form of literature are fairly well agreed as to its

characteristics. To quote
Lejay,1 it is

'
the pedantic successor

of the Dialogue ... a lecture taking the place of free con

versation with the master ... a discussion in the form of

a monologue. The tone is still that of the Dialogue ; it is

simple and familiar ; the orator disguises the
subtleties of his

rhetoric under the mask of everyday speech. It may contain

illustrations drawn from poetry, or from daily life ; orminiature

scenes cast in dramatic form, in which the philosopher sets his

characters against one another. It may contain proverbs,

quotations . . . anecdotes . . . pictures with a moral. . . . The

Diatribe keeps the form of the spoken word which belongs

to it by its origin. Sometimes the philosopher addresses an

audience ; sometimes he pursues a mute personage with his

dialectic, or at times gives him an opportunity to speak for
himself.' Wendland,2

giving a somewhat similar account of its

general characteristics, defines its content as a
'

free, conversa

tional and definite treatment of a particular philosophical,

usually ethical, theme '. It is, in fact, the Dialogue evolving

under the pressure of two radically opposed forces, both of

which are seeking to come into their own during this period ;

the tendency, that is to say, to
'

natural
'

or realistic expression,

so largely illustrated by Alexandrian poetry ; and the influence

of Rhetoric, than which the would-be
"

natural
'

can have no

deadlier foe. The genius of a Plato can satisfy both instincts

in their due measure; his successors eventually give up in

despair.

Of the pieXirrj, or 'rhetorical
exercise'

proper, we have

gained from the papyri very few examples which can certainly

be given an early date. The thing is imitative and ephemeral

in its very nature, and it is not surprising that the bulk of

what we have acquired should belong to Imperial times.

Accordingly they are chiefly significant for their own period,

which lies somewhat outside the scope of this collection.

They certainly throw light on the local culture of Egypt at that

1 Ed. Horace, Satires (Introd.).
2
v. Christ, Griech. Lit? ii. i, p. 55.
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time ; the subjects of the early Ptolemies could avail them

selves of the philosophical literature of contemporary Athens

later men produced their own p.eXiTat for immediate con

sumption. The evidence points to a widespread interest in

all forms of oratory, many of which had long been of little

practical value in public life ; the interest in special forensic

forms is more intelligible. The language, with its constant

striving after Attic forms, the situations illustrated, and the

models chosen for imitation show the influence of the '

classical
'

revival.

The following list of examples of these various prose-forms

is not intended to be exhaustive, but merely to illustrate some

of the points noticed above ; they are chosen mainly from the

more accessible publications, such as the Oxyrhynchus Papyri,

theBerlin Classical Texts, the valuable editions of the Florentine

Papyri, and those of the Societd Italiana.

§2

The majority of the examples of the true Dialogue which

are preserved in papyri lie under the suspicion of being pro

ductions of the
'

Second Sophistic ', that is, from about the

time of Trajan to that of Constantinc. It will therefore be

convenient, in a roughly chronological scheme, to begin with

a few instances of fragments which are at the same time of

definitely early origin, and partake of the nature of the

Diatribe or of the
'

popular philosophical
'

production.

The portion of a speech or treatise On tin- Art of
Music1

has been dated to the middle of the third century B. C. ; it

was found amongst the wrappings of a mummy of that period.

It is in the form of a tirade against the 6e<opT)TiKoi, or musical

critics. It is alleged of them on the one hand that, while

disclaiming the practice of music, they are in the habit of

meddling in the business of the executant, with the result that

they
'

harp worse than the harpers, sing worse than the singers,

and in short do everything worse than any one else'. As for

their theory, they show their ignorance by the haphazard

1 Hibeh Pap. I, no. 13; Jander, Oratt. et rhett. Graec. fragg. nuper

teperta, no. 37-
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nature of their
criticisms.1

They are also attacked for their

advocacy of the moral effect of the Modes, familiar from

Plato's remarks on the
subject.2 Against this the author cites

the example of the Aetolians and some other tribes, who use

the diatonic scale, and yet are braver than the tragic actors

(TpaymSoov)
3
who are accustomed to sing

throughout
k<j>'

dppovias. Further, it is said that they read a kind of imitative

significance, which they cannot properly explain, into certain

kinds of music ; this tune reminds them of an ivy-leaf, that ol

a laurel, and so forth. They can merely beat time on their

seats (or programmes ?) in an inarticulate
ecstasy.4

The mention of the enharmonic system as still in vogue

points to a period earlier than the beginning of the third

century B. C, by which time it was fast disappearing, according

to A
ristoxenus.5 The question of

'
moral effect ', on the other

hand, seems to have remained a commonplace. It is remarked,

for instance, in the fragments of
Philodemus,6

who takes the

same side as the present author. The genuine animus displayed

may justify us in thinking that it is aimed at contemporary

defenders of the theory, at a time when it had a living interest.

Blass's theory that the author is Hippias of Elis fits in well

with the nature of the piece ; judging from his character as

portrayed by Plato, it is just the kind of address which he

may have given. If, with the editors, we can complete the

first line with the words 2> dvSpes
["

EXXvves], it may form

part of a speech delivered to the assembled Greeks at

Olympia, which Hippias mentions as the scene of some of his

activities.7

1 1. 4 Xeyovrts yap on appoviKol eltri, Kal irpoxtipio-dpfvot cZ8ds nvas, ravras

o-vyKpivovo-tv twv ptv ai? ervx^v Karrjyopovvrts, tcis dt eiKy iyKwpid^ovTcs.
2
e. g. Rep. 398-400.

3
Tpaya&oi can be used of the tragic chorus (Ar. Vesp. 1498, &c).

4
1. 28 ft1 01s 87] <pao~Lv difiKtio~6aL kcos,

ov8'

jjvTiva tficovtjv exovrts Xeytiv,
ivBovamvrts fie kiu irapa tov pv6p6v . . . naioiTes to viroKtlptvov o-avi8iov avrols

upa rots 0776 tov yj/aATtjplov ij/oipois.

6 Harm. p. 23 Meib.
6

Mahaffy (quoted by G. and H.). The remarks of Polybius (iv. 20) on

the stress laid on musical education in Arcadia, and the effects of its

neglect by the Cynaethans, illustrate the persistence of the idea among
the Greeks.

7 Hipp. Min. 363 C.
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Another fragment of approximately the same
date1 (it was,

in fact, taken from the same mummy at Hibeh) illustrates

'popular
philosophy'

already in its decline. It contains part

of a collection of Sayings of Simonides, and consists of a series

of XPf'al or w'se saws, a familiar substitute for education

when the appetite for reasoning is deficient.2 The fragment

as it stands is evidently the beginning of a book or chapter,

and is headed 'On expenses:
Simonides'

(dvrjXcopdTa>v—2i-

pwviSov) ; the remarks of other authorities on this burning
question no doubt accompanied it. The poet and philosopher,

whom Plato ranks with Bias and
Pittacus,3 is quoted as

informing the wife of Hiero of Syracuse that 'everything

grows old except the love of gain, and benefits quickest of all '.

To another questioner he explains his own frugality by the

equally profound remark that pdXXov dxOono rots dvrjXaipevois

rj to'is nepiovaii'. He admits, indeed, that both thrift and

prodigality have a bad side (t)6os pev txel,/ <f>avXov), but his

application of this truth is not clear. Frugality is inculcated

in some further remarks, chiefly, it would seem, on the ground

of the convenience of using one's own property and not other

people's.
'

A man borrows his own money when he uses only

necessary and natural food, as the animals do
'

(1. 26).

Simonides seems to have been proverbial as a miser, witness

the notices to that effect in
Plutarch4

and
Aristotle.'

It is

possible that his interlocutors took him rather too seriously.

Somewhat more thoughtful is the so-called Anonymous

Diatribe,"
of which the writing is said to be

'

not much

posterior to the period of the Herculaneum papyri
'

; that is,

it may be assigned to the second century, but may possibly

be later. It appears to be a continuous reply to some inter

locutor (real or
imaginary).7 The question at issue, in the

1
Hitch Pap. I, mi. 17 ; v. Korte, Anhivf. Pap. vi. 24of.

7"( UTTIV >'/ \/»t'' ', llTTopvt}puViC pa 0~VVTOpOV f77t 77[lOaiOTTOV TIVOS tnatvtTOV

kti. (Pap. Sot. Ital. no. 85).
' P.p. 335 k.

'
.111 sent, 786 B -. tXtyt . . . on . . . inro pidi (sc. r)8uvr)s) fn ynpoiHoo-Kt'iTai

Tl;t cijTO
Till1 itOOtlil'fll'.

""
I'.th. .V. iv. 1.20 e'Xfi'^Vpinff fir \pl\paTa . . , 2i^toi'ii\f/ niit dpto-Knptvos,

*
Flor. Pap., no. 113 (cdd. Comparetti and Yitelli) ; v. Korte. Archiv

f. Pap. vi. 239.
7
Xt'-jdi av (col. ii, 1. 16).
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better-preserved portion of the fragment, is apparently the

virtue of method in ethical instruction. The familiar
'

analogy

of the
arts'

is introduced; it is urged that the chance-comer

can cure you as well as the doctor ; that the unskilled wrestler

can upset his trained opponent by
'

striking his ankle with

a stick or a
stone'

(1. 15). As against method in the moral

and intellectual sphere, a XPeia (hitherto unknown) of Socrates

is introduced, in which he is represented as replying to

Alcibiades'

question
'

Why does my long association with you

do me no good ?
'

with the retort
'
Your nightly companions

undo the effect ofmy daily lecture
'.] The philosophicalmethod

of Antisthenes too may have been discussed in connexion

with a witty
retort.2 From the very fragmentary remains

of the rest of the papyrus, the point of the discussion would

seem to be the naiSeia, or instruction in the rules of eveiyday

life, of the daTeios or urbanus, or of the ordinary person who

wishes to become so. It is accordingly appropriate to the

new conditions of life, when a purely social ideal, amongst

a comfortable middle class, took the place of the freer ideals

which had been fostered by the city-state. The moral is that

'
empirical and material methods are preferable to mere

theory '. Possibly, at the end, an opponent hints that
'

it is

hard to kindle a spark, but any one can put it out by spitting

on it \3 The style is in general poor ;
4
catch-phrases such as

ovk dnb rponov are repeated. The argument shows no signs

of wishing to go deeper than the level of the XPe^a- We may

suppose an original of the late third century B. C. ; it is

impossible to give it an author.

Somewhat of a contrast to the unambitious pieces we have

been considering is afforded by the two papyri (Oxyrhynchus

Pap., nos. 1364 and 1799) which have been identified as

1 2> 2o>KpnTey, ov hvvanai. /3eXWco Troitjirat toctovtov xpovov o-vvaxoXd^ovra ;
—

a yccp av, ecprj,
ti)v qpipav dt8d£sai, trtpoi ttjv vvKra dvaXvovo~iv.

2 (1. 26) <pa<rl 8e Kal 'Ait. ptipaxiov tlvos epav KaL tivos (HovXopt'vovs 6r)peieiv

avro eVl htlr.vov irapaTtdtvai XottoBos IxOvwv . . . Kal pdXa, ttprj, oil
daXarro-

Kparovpru 5/jt tyu>.

3 (col. iii adfin.) . . . tKKavo-ai, . . . anoafieo-iu 8( ye o Tvx<i>v ti(irop ?)o>s

dvvrjcrtTat iiTiiTTv(o~as ?).
4 (1. 13) 6 p'.v yap iraXaio-TpiKws <7Keva£6ptvos ^paSecoy

8'

c'vlore Kare'SaXXcv

Kal trepos &i ra> £vXo> t) Xi8a> nalcras tis to o<f)vpbv KarefiaXev.
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belonging to the work nepl dXnOeias of Antiphon the
Sophist,1

the contemporary of Socrates. The present fragments (which

are in different hands) seem both to belong to the early third

century A. D. The identification is made certain by a citation

in Harpocration 2 from the work in question. The discussion

of these important fragments belongs more properly to the

general history of philosophy ; furthermore, it belongs strictly

to the
'classical'

period. It is, however, a useful illustration

of the kind of composition which was preserved through our

period along with the Platonic and Aristotelian traditions.

and gives us a further insight into the work of the early

Sophists, of which we have too few examples.

The first fragment deals with the familiar opposition

between qbvo-ts and vbpos; the Sophists seem, after all, to have

expressed with considerable boldness the
'anti-social'

doctrine

of obedience to Nature instead of to man-made law. It begins

with a conventional definition of
justice.3

Proceeding from

this, the author argues that the exercise of justice will be

more profitable to .1 man if he be content with showing respect

for the law before witnesses, whilst reverting to qbvo-ts when

they are absent. The necessity of natural law, and the con

ventionality of man-made regulations are insisted on ; the

sanctions of Nature have greater
validity.4 After this point

the course of the statement is not quite so clear. It is argued,

in effect, that obedience to law may, in certain cases, be pro

ductive of pain, and therefore harm, to the individual. It is

observed that, under the law of Nature,
'

life results from the

things that are beneficial
'

(which is assumed to be the same

as
'

pleasurable ') and
'

death from those that are not beneficial '.

1 Described by Suidas as 'Aflqcaios Tc-pnToo-Ko^os Kal Inoirotns kcu o~o<pt-

t\-ii\t'iTo fie Xoynpi-) eipof. He is mentioned by Xenophon (Mem. i. 6) as
an opponent of Socrates. For a recent treatment of the fragments see

E. Parker, Greek Political Theory, pp. 66-9 and 83 ff.
3 Lex. dec orat. s. v. li^tC 'A. Iv tcd ntp't dXrifltcas (pijcrt

'

roif vopois atyd-

Xoi't it) ruTi toi>
'
rjyoiro '. The confusion with the contemporary orator

of the same name occurs here.
3
(I. 6) SiKcuaai vq 77(it To T>]i n6\twi vopi}ia, tv j/ ay ^ToXcTfcrjTai rtr, p»)

irapa-

jSaafiv.
'
(1. 4^)

To'i' 8t t>j (pr ret ^viiffii raw, eac re jrapa to Sitaruv fSia^qrac, lav t?

rrdvTcis c'u>t9pci>~nvs X.iV'/, nii^'j' eXuTTOi' to kokov, e'tir re Trcure? edeoatv oi'SeV

iit'i£ov. ov yap fito da£av jSXaTTTerni, nXXa (V dXcjOtiav.
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Man-made law, on the contrary, does not always
favour actions

which would come under this definition. It is merely primitive,

and content with penalizing actions which it ought to have

been able to prevent in the first instance ; to this extent it is

unfair both to the injured and to the
aggressor.1 After a break

in the papyrus the author passes to the subject of the equality

of men under the law of Nature, from the point of view both

of social equality within the state and of
cosmopolitanism.2

The second fragment considers justice in its practical

application to evidence given in courts of law. It may not be

just to give true evidence—that is, if it results in injury to the

person testified against ; and it is not just to wrong another if

one has received no injury from him. All legal procedure is

to be condemned as benefiting one man at the expense of

another.3 (One wonders how the author intends to show the

superiority, in this respect, of
'

Nature red in tooth and

claw '.)
It would no doubt be unfair to judge a writer by a frag

ment, even when as considerable as this ; but there seems

reason to call Antiphon's point of view narrow and indi

vidualistic, in spite of his pious eulogies of universal brother

hood. He seems to have a
'

blind
spot'

for the conception of

the individual as part of society, and accordingly the sufferer

at the hands of its injurers, which to Plato is almost a truism.

It is a short-sighted expediency which lies at the root of all

his arguments. As to his style in general, there is an extant

criticism of it by Hermogenes, the rhetorician of the second

century A. D., who denies him the appellation of
noXiriKOs.*

He remarks that he is aepvos and vnipoyKos (the criticism

would not seem to apply very severely to these fragments) ;

1 (1. 177) Ka* ovre evravda &ieKQ)Xve tov Tracr^oiTa prj nadelv, oi8e tov bpavra

bpatrni, eis Te ttji/ Tipopiav dva<pepopevov oi/Sev idtarepov e'trl ra newovdoTi rj rep
SefipnKoYi.

2 (1. 268) tovs Si c'k (pavXov oik[ov oVrar] ouVe (7r[ai8ovp(]9a ovt( ae^6p[e
8a]'

ev Tovrto yap irpbs aXXrp\ovs
fte(3apfiapd>[pe}8a'

eVei navra irdvTes vpoitas
7Te(pv-

Kapev Kal jSdpfiapoi Kal "EXXijves eivai. (1. 289) ovre ficipftapos d<pd>pio-Tai rjpwv

oidels oijre "EXX7f avanviopev Te yap els tok depa anavres Kara to a-ropa Kal

Kara Tas pivas.

3
(1. 63) tpaiverai Se Kal to 8iKa£eiv Kal to Kpiveiv Kal to hiaiTav, ottcos av

TrepaiVr/rai, 011 8iKaia ovr<r to yap aXXovs oxpeXovv aXXovs (HXdnTei.
4 De ideis ii. 11. 17.
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and alludes to his habit of downright or superficial statement

(t5
81'

dnotpdvaeojv nepaiveiv to nav)
—which seems justified

in some degree. The end of the first fragment further illustrates

the charge of a certain want of logical connexion and lucidity
(avyx^l rbv Xoyov Kal eo~Tiv do-atptjs to noXXd).

A small fragment on the subject of
religion,1 dated by the

editors to the first century B. C. or the first century A. D.,

possibly goes back to an earlier original, though its vocabulary

is certainly post-classical (e.g. o~vpnept<popd in col. ii). It

even supplies us with a new word, xa/»<rTawta,
'

buying thanks '.

It shows some signs of being an Epicurean '

tract for the

times';
Wilamowitz2 describes it as a 'justification of the

participation by Epicureans in State worship '. A reasonable

conformity is advocated, without prejudice to the enlightened

view of the Supreme Being which the worshipper must

inwardly maintain. A man who admits that he fears the

gods and is prepared to make the usual sacrifices may be

XapiictTepos dXXtov IStwrmv (1. 13), but even so he has not yet

the root of the matter in him (oiSe TavTn nto to BiBaiov

(vaeBeias bndpxei).
'

But do thou, O man, consider that the

most blessed state lies in the formation of a just conception

of the best thing that we can possibly imagine to exist ; let

this be the object of thy reverence and
worship.'

The second

column of the fragment apparently alludes to this inward

object of contemplation as that which should be kept in view

when indulging in the ordinary pleasures of life, or even when

conforming to conventional acts of
worship.3 There must,

however, be no element of fear in this attitude.
'

Why in the

name of Zeus, to use the common expression
',4

should you

fear the gods? If it implies a conviction on your part that

you can injure them (and so draw their resentment upon you),

that is derogatory to the godhead, which cannot be conceived

of as being worsted by man. The sentiments are certainly

Epicurean ; Diogenes Laertius (x. 27) says that Epicurus

1 Oxyrh. Pap., no. 215.
a Gott. Gel.Am. 1900, p. 35.

1
(col. ii, 1. 2) eav tVKaipfj, rtuuiv avrfjv ti)v Oetopiav o-eavrov Tens avyyevetriv

Kara trdpKit rjdovais, at
ttot1

av KaofjKtua-iv, uXXa Trore Kal Trj ra>v vopav
trvpntpi-

qSoaa
('
compliance with

'

?) xP"P^"ov a-ov.

' (col. ii, 1. 12) ti ydp, & 7rpor Airir, to fii) Xtydptvov, oVdoiKaf KTe'.
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himselfwrote nepl 6e£>v and nepl oo-iottitos ; but it is hard to

believe that this work could have been from his own hand.

The barbarism xPa>lJL^v0V °"oC
1 (see note above) is to be

remarked ; if it is a corruption of the text, it is difficult to see

what the original can have been, as there can be no question,

in the context, of cutting off any letters at the end.

Other philosophical examples must be taken chiefly from

the Imperial period (first to third centuries A. D.), though

some of them are possibly copies of earlier works. We may

notice here the Philosophical Controversy (Flor. Pap. no. 115),
whose content seems to have some interest, though it is

unfortunately very short and fragmentary. It is apparently

in dialogue form (a> Ar\ji6KpiTe, verso 1. 10), though this may

be no more than a literary apostrophe. Some statement, or

statements, of Socrates (? Hippocrates) and Heraclitus appear

to be criticized.2 The problem discussed appears to be that of

the origin of ideas or cognitions in the child, and at once

suggests the language of Socrates with regard to dvdp.vno-is.

It is possible, however, to complete the defective personal

name to
'

Hippocrates
'

; works called nepl StaiTns, nepl <pvo-tos

dv6p6nov, nepl obvaios naiStov are ascribed to him. But

further evidence is lacking; there is no known saying of

Hippocrates which could be confronted, as here, with one of

Heraclitus. This is not so in the case of Socrates ; in fact

such a conjunction of allusions is actually ascribed by Plutarch

to Colotes, a pupil and admirer of Epicurus, against whom he

wrote a treatise. On this ground Colotes has been suggested

as a possible author of the present fragment. He ismentioned

as a systematic opponent of most of the distinguished names

in philosophy (Democritus, Empedocles, Socrates, Plato, &c),

and in fact as the author of a book, dedicated to Ptolemy
(? Philopator), nepi tov oti Kara to to>v dXXmv (fnXocrotbwv

Soypara ov8e £r)v
eo-Tiv.3 Plutarch remarks, in the same

work,4

'
Pap. xpa>jueeovo-oi/.

8

(verso, I. i) eavrov
Se'

Si(rj[crao-8ai Xeyovra "HpajicXeiroi' pdXXov [dXr]8eveiv

t) t6v SeDKjpdTJij/, os Kav rais [fqTTjO-eaiv ovk ev7rai]Sevrov eiirev ei[yai ti)v \^u^ijc,

evpio-]Kovo~av 01) pa8ovo~av . . . 3) ArjpoKpire . . ttov pa8uiv ev8vs . . . rai
yeyo-

vivai 8r)Xd£eTai Kal . . . naoTiS . . . naidiov . . . e'SiSa^f?!) . . . (the Supple

ments are those of the Italian editors).
3
Plut. adv. Colot. i.

'
c. 20.
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that Colotes found humour in difficulties that simply caused

Socrates to think ; and that he singled out certain remarks of

Socrates and Heraclitus for ridicule. The phrase of the latter

which he quotes is the same that occurs here ('ESig-no-dpvv

kpeeovrbv). It seems possible, then, that we may have some of
Colotes'

work here, though the acquisition is in any case very

small.

The Italian papyri provide us with some further examples

of the slighter instructional literature. There is the fragment

of a treatise
l

dealing with the difficulties of artists or craftsmen

(rexvirai) when under the influence of disturbing
emotions.2

The style of the piece, so far as it goes, is good ; it is remark

able for the number of post-classical words which occur in it

in such a short space. It is probably a production of the

second century A. D.

Another 3 belongs to the most tiresome class of Florilegia

Sententiarum, with which we can probably feel less sympathy

than with any other of these humble types. They seem,

however, to have enjoyed wide popularity. The present

example is fairly representative ; the maxims included are

mostly of a prudential nature.
'

Do not laugh at jokes ; you

will become the enemy of the people who are the object of the

jokes
'

;
'

tois obCXots nlo~Ttve Kal to dmo-Ta, rots
S'

kxOpois

dnio-Tet Kal Ta mo-rd
'

;
'

Marry from among your equals
'

;
' Mind your own business

'

;
'

Xeye pev Ta ijSta-Ta, npdao-e Se to

o-vpiqiipovTa
'
—the last remark is perhaps the most typical of

this style of morality.

The department of Biography, having regard to its un

doubted popularity in the Hellenistic period, is not so well

represented as we might expect. There is, however, a frag
ment of such a work

4
which, though disappointing in itself,

can at least be referred to a definite author. This is stated in

the surviving title to be
'

Heraclides son of Sarapion
'

; and

the work of which the fragment is a part is his
'
epitome of

'
Pap. Soc. Ital., no. 152.

J
avriKa youv oi n^i/iTm iroXXu yJMvSoypaqiovvTai o!ik drro rw rexvajv oppa-

ptvoi,
dAX'

orav dSwaTrjo-oiai o-vyxpcjo-aa-Bai rats rtxvais, ijtoi irdOti KpaTijfieVres

(Te'oio, otov dpyats rj Xvirais, r) napd Tiva aTovlav ^/vx'js Kal dve-iorpe^/iav nrre.
'

'

Pap. Soc. Ital., no. 120.
*
Oxyrh. Pap., no. 1367.
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Hermippus on the Law-givers, the Seven Wise Men, and

Pythagoras
'
—three distinct works. Hermippus, called KaXXi-

paxehs, wrote at the end of the third century B.C. The

epitomator is almost certainly Heraclides Lembus, whom

Suidas describes as'O^vpvyxiTVSipiXoo-otpos, 6 tov Sapanioovos,

or kneKXfjBn XipBos . . . os rds npbs 'Avtioxov eOeTO o~vvdrJKas.

eypayfre (piXoo-otpa Kal dXXa. Diogenes Laertius, in his enumer

ation of the namesakes of Heraclides Ponticus (v. 94), also

mentions Heraclides Lembus (whom he frequently quotes

elsewhere as an author of epitomes). The difficulty lies in the

fact that he calls him in that placeKaXXartavos fj 'AXe^avSpeis.

In order, therefore, to complete the identification of the present

writer with Lembus, we are reduced to the supposition, either

that he migrated from Callatis to Oxyrhynchus, and so could

be named from both, or that Diogenes has confused two

Heraclidae, at least with regard to the place of their origin.

Neither of these suggestions would appear to present much

difficulty.1 (The confusion of the rather more distinguished

pair ofAntiphons has been noticed above.)

The fragment contains part of the epitome of the 7repi

vopoOercov, and is made up of the end of Book i, which deals

with an unidentifiable person living under one of the Ptolemies,
and finally with Demonax, the law-giver of the Cyrenaeans,

who is styled 'King of the Mantineans', instead of merely

dvSpa t£>v do~T<hv SoKt/mTarov, as Herodotus calls him (iv. 161).

(What system the book can have been arranged upon is there

fore beyond conjecture.) Book ii opens with a list ofAthenian

law-givers ; bare mention of Cecrops, Buzyges, and a problem

atical Archimachus being given, when the fragment breaks off.

There is a final unconnected reference to the BovXevTas reTpa-

koo-iovs, but not enough to show to whom their introduction

was credited. It is on the whole a very poor specimen of the

epitome ; if the Biot of Satyrus, which Heraclides seems to

have epitomized, were dealt with in the same way, we may

congratulate ourselves on having obtained an original specimen

of that author's
work.2

'
v. New Chapters in Greek Literature (1st series), pp. 145 n. and 146.

2 Satyrus is also called KaXXanavos in a fragment from Herculaneum
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§3

There are few examples in papyrus fragments of previously

unknown Dialogues which can be said with comparative

certainty to derive from the earliest period. Amongst these

may be mentioned a portion of a protreptic discourse in

favour of the study of philosophy (Oxyrh. Pap. no. 666), which

corresponds approximately to an excerpt
'

from Aristotle
'

in

Stobaeus (Flor. 3. 54).1 This excerpt is concerned primarily

with tbpbvnais as a necessary element in human happiness ;

and emphasizes the truth that wealth and physical advantages

do not contribute to happiness unless they are accompanied

by moral excellence. The papyrus fragment, whilst generally

confirming the text of Stobaeus, and in some minor points

modifying it, makes an important addition at the end ; namely,

that (ppbvrjo-is 'seeks ends, the means to which are contained

in philosophy ; why then should philosophy not be pursued

without hesitation (ncos ovk dnpoobao-io-Tois <piXoao(f>TjTtov) ?
'

This makes it practically certain that the excerpt is taken

from Aristotle's TIporpenTiKOS. That a work of this descrip
tion was attributed to him we know from another citation in

Stobaeus, 'from the epitome of
Teles'

(Flor. 95. 21), where

it is said that it was addressed to the Cyprian king Themison.

Some further light is thrown on the matter by the evidence of

later works which seem to owe something to the TIpoTpenTiKos-

Thus the author of the life of Saloninus Gallienus (c. 2) tells

us that Cicero wrote his Hortensius 'ad exemplum Protreptici
'

;

and amongst the fragments of that dialogue (as contained in

the works of St. Augustine) is to be found at least one express

acknowledgement by Cicero of a quotation from Aristotle.2

It seems probable, then, that Aristotle's composition was,

formally at least, a Dialogue, and that it was
'

the Protrepticus
'

par excellence. Further, an essay (not, however, in dialogue

(Cronert in Rhein. Mus. (1902), lvii. 295). It is possible, then, that there

may have been some confusion, in the notes of Diogenes or his source,

between the epitomist and his victim.
' Ed. Hense, iii, p. 200 ; Aristotle (Rose '), fr. 57.
'

Aristotle (Rose *|, fr. 60.
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form) by Iamblichus, the Pythagorean philosopher of the time

of Constantine, is extant, which bears the same title, and is

concerned with the same subject. It is true that Iamblichus

professes to derive his ideas from Pythagoras, but Bywater
1

has sufficiently demonstrated
Iamblichus'

real dependence on

Aristotle, so far as concerns a large portion of the work. In

addition to this there is almost verbal correspondence between

certain passages in Iamblichus and in the Hortensius frag
ments ; but a comparison of these will show that it is highly
improbable that Iamblichus copied

Cicero.2
The presumption

then is that both these works are indebted in some measure

to the Protrepticus of Aristotle. As for the further question

whether the present fragment is to be definitely assigned to

that work, it has to be admitted that it does not contain any

precise parallel to anything in the fragments of theHortensius

or in the Protreptic of Iamblichus, save that in the final

passage (noticed above) occurs the proverbial warning against
'

giving a child a knife ', that is, entrusting unworthy persons

with power. This, as noticed by the editors of the Oxyrh. Pap.,

corresponds to a similar proverb in Iamblichus (c. i) ;
3 but

it is actually a well-worn commonplace which might have

been derived from any of a number of sources. It is possible

that another passage in Iamblichus may reflect the sense of

a fresh sentence (somewhat obscured by corruption) which the

papyrus fragment inserts in the middle of the text as we have

it in Stobaeus.4

Having regard then to the natural improba-

1
fournal ofPhilology, vol. ii, pp. 55 sqq.

2
See especially Rose, fr. 60, and Bywater (I.e.), p. 60.

3

Pap., 11. 155 sqq. to yap pi) iraiSl pdxatpav, eVri to pr) to'cs (pavXots

ttjv e^ova-iav e'y^etptfeif. Iambi. C. 2 eirio-cpaXes Kal opoiov paivopevat dovvat

pdxaipav Kal pox&T]pd) Svvauiv.
4
Pap., 11. 109 ff. X^pis ®^ T™/ flpipevuiv o-vp/3aivei tois prjSevos allots ova-iv,

otov tvx^o-i X"[P'?,)"]at Kc,i Tav 81a ttjs i^u^i)? ayaBav \wXeovao-aa-a eii

(?diplography of TrXeoxdo-i;) avrav, etvai to KTijpaTa irdvTav dio-xiarov Kre.

Iambi, c. 19 (ed. Teubner, p. 9°) XP'I °^v ^"ra avbpa, e'dv ti koI HXXo do-KJi,
per'

apeTrjs do~Kelv, eldora 6V1 tovtov Xemdptva anavra Kal KTrjpara Kal eViTriSev-

paTa alo~xpd Kal kcikIi. ovre yap itXovtos KaXXos (pepei tg> KeKTrjpevco pera

dvavbpias (aXXa> yap 6 toiovtos nXovrel Kal oi>x iavrti), ovre cr<i>paTos KaXXoc Kal

io~xvs SeiXco Kal kokcj avvoiKOvvra npeTrovra <paiv€Tai dXX arrpenr], Kal
e-nicpave-

tTrepov Troiel tov exovra Kal €K(palvei Tqv tltiXlav.

For further discussion of points in the fragment see Wilamowitz-

Moeilendorff, Gbtt. Gel. Am. (1904), p. 674.
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bility of finding more definite parallels in a piece of this length,
it seems reasonable to include it provisionally amongst the

fragments of Aristotle's Protrepticus.

Next is a papyrus of the late second century A. D., containing

part of a dialogue with Socrates and Alcibiades as inter

locutors.1 This is probably from a work of Aeschines, a friend

and follower of Socrates. Diogenes Laertius informs us that

Aeschines was at one time accused of publishing dialogues of

Socrates as his own ; some doubt was also thrown on the

authorship of some other of his works. Seven dialogues, says

Diogenes, really were the work of Aeschines, amongst which

he mentions an Axiochus and an Alcibiades. Panaetius, how

ever, considered all his Socratic dialogues to be genuine.

The present fragment opens with a conversation between

Socrates and Alcibiades. Socrates is using the example of

Themistocles, and alludes to his reported quarrel with his

father.2 He then passes to another question.
' Must not men

be dpovo-ot and dtbmnoi before they become musical or skilled in

the management of
horses?'

(Alcibiades presumably assents).

After a gap in the papyrus, the subject of Themistocles comes

up again. A new party in the conversation, Apollodorus, is

alluded to as making a good defence on behalf of to cbavXov

(or d (pavXosr).3 Alcibiades objects to the story of the dis

inheritance as reflecting on
Themistocles'

character and in

telligence ; Socrates replies that a quarrel with one's parents

is not necessarily a petty action. In the remainder of the

fragments there are traces of a eulogy of
Themistocles'

conduct

during the Persian invasion.

The work is fortunately identifiable by citations in Aelius

Aristides,4
the orator of the second century a.d. He gives a

long verbal quotation from
Aeschines'

Alcibiades, part ofwhich is

'
Oxyrh. Pap., no. 160S.

'

Themistocles is said to have been disinherited by his father. Plutarch

(vit. Them. 2) mentions this story, but discredits it.
3
(I. 34)

KriXutv' Se Kal 6
'

AiroXXod&pos iirep tov <t>av\ov diroXoye'io-dat.—
'AXX'

Ikuvo, i]
8*

01 (sc.Alcibiades), e'yw ovk tiv top'jv tov Qepi&ToK\eavn6 tov Karoos

lirTO«tic)v\$i]i
m'

(fiaiXov yap Kal -rr6ppui ciroinc fJKOvra tu ye
roiaiTa'

amis els

8i«c/>'>p<W roiruTriff . . . npos tovs e'auToO yoveas KareuTr), o Kelt 7TatS(ipioj>

tv\ad'iOr)vai (**>') evpotro.
*

Principally xlvi. 222 ff. (ed. Dindorf), and ibid. 285.
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evidently reproduced in the panegyric on Themistocles noticed

at the end of the present fragments. The general idea of the

dialogue seems to have been the same as Plato's ; the curbing,

that is, of the vBpis of Alcibiades by contrasting him with

better men than himself, and the attempt to convince him of

the necessity of improving himself by acquiring knowledge

of essential matters. Aristides further quotes Aeschines as

stating that Alcibiades was moved to tears by his final con

viction of his inferiority to Themistocles. Cicero (Tusc. disp.

iii. 33) also mentions that Alcibiades was caused by Socrates

to weep at the proof of his own worthlessness. It is possible,

therefore, that he is alluding to
Aeschines'

dialogue ; it would

seem, from the space devoted to it by Aristides, that it enjoyed

some popularity.
Aristides'

longer quotation from it gives

a favourable impression of
Aeschines'

style.

Other papyrus dialogues, as has been said, are not so easily

placed in the earlier period. An example of a doubtful case

is afforded by the
'

Pisistratus
' dialogue,1

the handwriting of

which points to the third century A.D. It has considerable in

trinsic interest, and contains some unusually complete passages

(the first column is almost perfect). The first part consists of

a narrative, the second of a reported conversation ; the narrator

uses the first person in both, but his name is not revealed, and

it is not possible to conjecture what it may have been. The

introductory story describes the return of the narrator to

Athens from Ionia, where he had been staying in the com

pany of Solon for some time, after the usurpation of Pisistratus.

He had returned at the instance of both Pisistratus and Solon.2

There he relates that he found a young ward, Thrasybulus,who

during his absence had grown from a boy to a young man of

aristocratic and expensive tastes, who in looks and manners

excelled his contemporaries, in a society which had become

debased. It was said against him that he was in love with

Pisistratus'

younger
daughter.3

1 Oxyrh. Pap., no. 664.
2
Xpdeco Se Ttvv (plXwv a-7TOv$a£6vToiV rjKeiv pe, Kal pdXio-Ta Yliato-Tpdrov Sid

ti)v o'lKetoTtjTa, SoXavos KtXevovros e'lravijXBov 'Adrjva£e.
3

(1. 23) Sid ti)v TOiV npaypiiTaiV Kurda-Tiia-iv oiSels enet)eOivK€i irpbs peyaXo-

rpveiav. ttuvtos Se vnepefiaXev limoTpoCplais Kal Kvvi]yiais Kal Talis liXXats taird-
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A gap occurs before the reported dialogue. When it opens,

the narrator is taking part in a discussion, apparently on the

question whether it is better to be a ruler or to be ruled. He

remarks that
'
if this be true, it would be of no more advantage

to Periander to rule than to be ruled by another, nor to any
other bad

ruler'

(1. 91). Such a man is likely to be punished

for his misdeeds, either by the misfortunes of his country or of

his near relations. There are three others present ; Pisistratus

himself, and two persons who appear to have been staying

with Periander. One of them, Ariphron, sets out to relate

some disaster which has befallen Periander. He prefaces this

with the beginning of a narrative which starts long before

Periander's tyranny.1 Here the fragment ends.

Some interesting historical points are raised. In the first

place, the statement of Plutarch as to Solon's continued stay

at Athens after the usurpation of Pisistratus is contradicted

(1. 1/
' he went abroad before Pisistratus seized the government

'

—the person referred to is evidently Solon). The 'AOrjvaimv

IIoXtTeia is non-committal on the point. If the present state

ment could be accepted, it might be possible for Solon to have

met Croesus in Lydia. Further, the synchronization of Peri

ander and Pisistratus is in accordance with one of
Herodotus'

versions of the chronology of this period ;
2
not, however, with

his more probable statement that Periander was a contem

porary of Thrasybulus of Miletus, and so ofAlyattes of
Lydia.3

It would be a mistake, however, to expect any historical

exactitude from a production of this kind.

Those in favour of an earlier date
4
are inclined to find the

author in Heraclides Ponticus, a Peripatetic writer and suc

cessor of Aristotle, or even in Aristotle himself. The latter

kair. Siffte'3 >)
8'

ev ri] jrdXet Ti";f vearepas
ra>v tou II. Bvyarepmv e'pav, l&iov

dppr)<popoioav.
' (1. 102) vnoXajiuiv ovv 6 'Api'qSpo>»', 'AXr|0ij vr] Ai", itpri,

Xe'yeir-
(cai &ovX6-

ptdd iroi papTvpi)0-ai e'yi) Kal 'A&eipavros ouTo<ri irapayevopevoi vvvi Ufptdvopa

Sid ti)v w^dVrjTa P'ydXrj ndvv a-vptpopd irepi-neadvri. mil d nio-forparof , T1V1

TavTi) ; <i<f>n- 'Eyw, ti"ev, (ppaato. npb roil yap Kin^e'XoK top II. irarepa Xa&eiv

rqv dpX'l" ftpdrnvv rnr ndXttos ol KaXoiipevoi Baitj;id8ai ere.

2
v. 94, 95 [arbitration of Periander between Athens and Mytilene).

'
i. 20 The year of the eclipse (585 B.C.) is a fixed point in

Alyattes'

reign.

'
,■'. the editors of the Oxyrh. Pap., ad loc. ; Fr. Blass, Archiv f. Pap.,

iii. 497-
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view is thought to gain some support from verbal coincidences

with the 'Adnvattov TIoXiTeia, if indeed this is a work of

Aristotle, and not rather of his school. Giving these their due

weight (which does not appear to be considerable), they would

indicate little more than a participation in the historical tradi

tions of Aristotle's school. Granting this, there is something

to be said for Heraclides Ponticus. Diogenes Laertius, in his

life of Heraclides, says that he wrote 0-vyypd/j.p.aTa KaXXio-Ta

Te Kal dpio-Ta . . . StdXoyot . . . nepl rfjs dpxfjs a Kal vouoov a'.

It was his habit, as we know from Cicero,1
to introduce his

torical characters into his dialogues. Diogenes further quotes

him (i. 94) as an authority for the family of Periander's wife,

and this from a treatise nepl dpxfjs- There would therefore

seem to be a fairly strong case for him.

It is objected,
however,2

that certain words and usages in

the text cannot be reconciled with the theory that it is an

early third-century production, els oIkov for els ttjv o'tKiav is

certainly not good Attic ; and there is a curious sequence of

tenses in which the remote past is represented by an aorist

(KariXinov), and the proximate by a pluperfect {KaTetXrjtpeiv).

A stumbling-block is also found in the word dpprjtpopovaav,

on the ground that the true Attic form should be kpp-ntpopelv.

There does not appear to be enough evidence for this, at any

rate so far as concerns literary
usage.3

Still, in view of the

time at which our copy was written, it is quite possible that it

was the work of a late Atticizer ; and this is perhaps the safer

assumption.

The
'

Macedonian Dialogue ', or
' Dialogue on the Divinity

of Alexander ',4 has been the subject of much discussion ever

since its discovery. The text consists of two separate but

contemporary fragments of the second century A. D. They
are in different hands, and each has the same peculiarity of

1 Ad Alt. xiii. 19. 3
'
hoc in antiquis personis suaviter fit, ut et Hera

clides in multis et nos in sex
"
de re publica

"
libris

fecimus.'

Aristotle's

dialogues were distinguished by the participation of the author ; Cic. ibid.
'
quae autem his temporibus scripsi 'Apio-roTtXeio>/ morem habent, in quo
ita sermo inducitur ceterorum ut penes ipsum sit principatus '.

2

Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Gbtt. Gel. Anz. (1904), p. 666.
J
v. Liddell and Scott, s. v. ; C. I., 43 1 (lpprj(j>opeiv).

'

Freiburg Papyri, nos. 8 and 7.
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ending a short distance from the top of a column ; they are,

however, evidently related in form and subject-matter; and

the tendency of commentators since the original treatment

by W. Aly1 has been to bring them into still closer con

junction.2
The form is that of the direct, not the reported,

dialogue; the language is the Greek of everyday life; there

are passages here and there of rhetorical or quasi-poetical

diction, but they rather give the effect of
'

purple patches'.

Owing to the very lacerated condition of both fragments, it

is not easy to give an account of the contents with any con

fidence. The gist of them seems, however, to be as follows.

Two persons, Mnesippus and Callistratus, who are possibly an

Athenian and a Macedonian respectively, are having a private

conversation on the state of affairs in Macedonia. Callistratus

is nervous, and on the look out for spies. Mnesippus en

courages him, and endeavours to make him speak his mind.3

Callistratus then begins to complain of the tyranny and

lawlessness which reign in the country. Antipater is appar

ently the tyrant complained of; he is nponereo-Tepos and

Irapos, and royal state does not befit him. He is at enmity

with (?) the queen-mother Olympias. Alexander had a royal

and divine soul ; Antipater will make himself the enemy of

all Macedonia. The divinity of Alexander has shown the

height to which a ruler can attain (?).
'

But stay ! Antipater

comes !
' 4 Antipater then enters, and begins what seems to

be a complacent review of the state of the
country.5

(Here

the first fragment ends, and in the middle of a word.) The

second fragment, where it becomes intelligible, gives us the

1
See his article in Silcungsb. d. Held. Akad. d. H'iss. v (1914),

p. 25 ff.
'
e.g. CrSnert, i\achr. Ges. d. Hiss, cu Gblt. (1922), pp. 1-46, and

Reitzenstein (ibid.).
3
(i* 3)

[n'

"^j1-1 $epo'pefoy, Hi KnXiarpnre, nvKvorepa [7repi]o-Kt'77TT/ kci)

rimeis iavrttv ri)v Kt(jui\i)v ; [ri yuvje [i oJi'K livdooas, pd Ai ,
iiXyt ivdrepos re f)

kut'd[£i]cii' npotXi'/XvOiis ', enitTTijo-ov ocv kutci to ytvva'iov [*ai] Xeye pot 8appuiv
ri aoi o-iiirfttf'tKti.

4
(i. 27) dt)\ov l/v ios ovdiv BtiOTtpov ti,s 'A. y^v\i)s, ws dvnros oiv $iov tnxfv

tls
iif'iir<i(Tioi' Sii£>;s, 'ArTirrnTpot

8'

eavruv Troir^aere (sic) dn-do-riv M. ixffpov.

Toiy.iooiv 7/ 'AXe jfm'Spov flanks tov ti]S ijytpovias opov eKTldire (sic).
dXX'

hi Tor 'AiTiTTHTpot [e']n-»'p\€T»
(sic)'

peraoTrivat.

5
MnicdWia piv ivoaipav Kal rtdXiu, liv (JeVfroi ?). (The Kai seems to make

it unlikely that lie is going to say that M. is now unfortunate.)
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end of a report by Menaechmus, an officer ofAntipater, who

has been ordered, apparently, to bring
Olympias'

reply to

some demand of the regent. It is much mutilated, but con

tains what looks like a vindication of Alexander's divine origin

and a complaint about Antipater's attitude to the
queen.1

Antipater is enraged ; and after some scathing remarks
upon

Alexander's behaviour in the East, orders his officer to go

once more and bring the queen-mother in person.2 After

another gap in the papyrus, the speaker is Antipater's son

Cassander, in the rather surprising role of an apologist for the

queen. He addresses his father as BaatXev, and appears to

plead, on
Olympias'

behalf, the suddenness of her son's death,

and the excusability of her natural
grief.3 '

She will be more

reasonable
by-and-by.'

Antipater praises his son's good dis

position. Olympias herself is now seen approaching, and

possibly utters the last intelligible words of the
fragment.4

It would be useless to attempt to fit the situation here

assumed into an exact place in real history. If we are to

suppose that the news of Alexander's death is true, then there

is reason to think that Olympias was at the time in refuge in

Epirus, after her earlier quarrels with Antipater. She did not,

in fact, return to Macedonia until her recall by
Polyperchon.5

It is possible to interpret the text as referring to a mere

rumour, but if so the situation loses much of its force. The

'

murders
'

of Alexander's '
comrades

'

especially point to the

very end of his career. Antipater never assumed the title

of BaatXevs, so far as is known. Nor does the question of

1
(iii. lo) [i]f rjX8o[v npos OXvjpjTidSa. . . (1. 12)

'
[6 'AXe'|ac]8por, (prjcri . . .

(1. 15) Kal r) a-TepoTTT]
'

AA e£av8poi' avr68[ev v7rep]ai/eVeiXe rav

4>iXi7T7Te[iii)]i/ v'tav ... (1. 17) 'AvrliTiiTpos [Se dSo^e'i] rdf
daaiXlSa.'

2 (iii. 24) \yipHv Se pe'tfri ?] edpvXIfBq Kal Tiirtopa Aapei'ou [koI eTaip]tt>v Bdvaros,
!>v 'AXe^avSpos uvvoiSev [(povei/s iv ?] . . . (1. 27) yvdnreTcu pe 8covt6tt)v [ovra*

cue v]vv yap d8o£ei, aicro'ijo-eTai
8*

e'pov KoXa£o[pivi] Ka]rd oSivos.
dXX'

181,

MeVai^fie, icre'.
9 (iv. 13) . . . [n-jpoo-e'^eiv

S'

airij nvvyvdipr], Kal [as t]6 airo tijs tu^iji

irpoo-<paTa>s
Trape'o-TT)*

TedvrjKCV 'AXe£av&pos, air Kal (ei) pi] ytyevvr/Kei tov

j3acri\ia avdyKrjv ei^e nevdeiv, Kal on yeyevvrjKei. (yevvav is used of tke

mother by Aeschylus and Aristotle.)
4
(iv. 23)

dXX'

opai irpotrioio-av ti)v 8eopr)Topa, ro'is [8mo-(c]eii7)s pvBois peydXa
(ppovovtra (sic), Kal tov[s e]mxtupiovs (Sao-tXels d&o£ovo-a Kal rd Trpos f]pus.
OXvpmds'

OvTto iToj3apais Kal rvpavviKuis ', e^eori ydp 0-01 SiaXeyeadai ....
6

Diodorus, xviii. 49.
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Alexander's divinity appear to have excited so much con

troversy in the period following his death, though it may be

noted that Suidas quotes Arrian as stating that fiovos t$>v

8iaS6x<>)v ('AvTinarpos) Oebv KaXictai 'AXifcavSpov oi>x etXero,

daeBks tovto Kptvas.
Olympias'

own feelings on the subject,

as noted by other authorities, are not very clear. Plutarch

(vit. Alex. 3) tells us that she impressed the idea on her son

when he was setting out for his campaigns ; whilst others

represented her as becoming impatient with
it,1

no doubt

when she realized its practical consequences. It seems prefer

able on the whole to see in the composition a pseudo-historical

presentation of an idea which had a universal interest in the

Roman Empire at this time, and also, perhaps, a special and

local interest ; the pronouncement of Jupiter Ammon was

the connecting link between the royal and divine traditions

of the Pharaohs and the Ptolemies. The piece, moreover, is

written not in any fictitious literary medium, but in the

popular speech.

The question of its form presents a different set of problems.

Assuming that the two fragments are parts of the same work

(and very probably continuous, since one of the sheets has a

wide left margin, as if for gumming together), it is not obvious

why they both end off so abruptly in the middle of a page.

Why, too, should such short pieces be given to different copy

ists ? There are evidences of haste, especially in the second

fragment ; there are some examples of discordant syntax and

childish spelling, as may be seen in the notes to this chapter.

We might vote unhesitatingly for a school dictation exercise,

except that in that case we should probably have the same

piece. Another possibility is that they are paraphrases of two

consecutive portions of the samework, executed by two pupils.

The practice was a common one, both among people of elegant

leisure, like Pliny, and in primary schools. St. Augustine

mentions that he got good marks for a paraphrase of Juno's

speech in the
Acncid."

1
trepoi

8«*

(paotv avri}v dipncnovaBai Kal
Xeyeiv'

Ov nava-erai pe Siaj3dXXb)i*

'AXefukSpor nydf ri)v~Hpav ; Plut. toe. cit.

Confessions, i. 17. An example of a short and very bald Homeric

paraphrase is provided by Pap. Sec. Ital., no. 135. Dio Chrysostom's
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But, if so, of what was it a paraphrase ? Advocates of the

theory that we have here a paraphrased version ofa
' Hellenistic

historical tragedy
'

can show some grounds for supposing that

such a genre existed. A glance through any list of the titles

of Greek plays reveals comparatively little, but there was, it

appears, an inclination in the early fifth century to use the

saga of the Persian War for this purpose, as evidenced by the

Persae and MiXtjtov dXcoo-ts of Aeschylus and Phrynichus.

We may suspect that not a little of the interest felt in this

motive arose from contemporaiy political controversy, and

tended to focus itself round the intriguing personality of

Themistocles. His name occurs, in fact, as the title of two

lost plays, one by the fourth-century Moschion, the other by
the Alexandrian Philicus. Lycophron, another member of

the
' Tragic

Pleiad,'

wrote a historical tragedy, the Kao-aavSpeis.

If something out of the way is required, it may be found in

the remains of a ponderous drama on the subject of Moses,

by one Ezechiel, which are preserved amongst excerpts from

Alexander Polyhistor by Eusebius in his Praeparatio Evan-

gelica} This work is certainly Hellenistic in point of time,

but cannot be considered useful for our present object. Neither

can one think of such a historical tragedy as being written

in prose, especially in the koivt} ; only a farce would be toler

able in that medium.

It would appear safer to accept the dialogue as a rather

more ambitiously dramatic example of a contemporary type,

and to look for parallels among the writers of Dialogue in

Imperial times, such as Lucian and Philostratus. Some in

fluence from the Roman praetexta may be allowed, especially

in its later manifestations, such as the Octavia. A parallel is

not infrequently adduced in the conversation between Anti

pater and the officer charged with hunting down Demosthenes,
which occurs at the end of Lucian's Demoslhenis Encomium.

But the likeness is illusory ; for that (like most others brought

Philoctetes paraphrase illustrates this kind of composition. The para

phrase of an epic
'
Rape of Persephone

'

(Bert. Klassikertexte, v) is a bald
and colourless production.

1 ix. 28 ; see A. Kappelmacher in Wiener Studien, xliv. 69.
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forward for the purpose) is a strictly
'static'

dialogue, and

shows no development of situation such as we have before us.

The nearest illustration that we
have,1

though it is far from

satisfactory, is possibly to be found in
Philostratus'

Nero (iii.

439) tn's >s a discussion of that emperor's proceedings in

Greece by two characters, Menecrates and Musonius, which

is interrupted by the arrival of a ship, crowned with garlands,

bringing news of the tyrant's death. The dramatic framework,

however, is of the very slightest, and amounts to no more than

a conventional setting for the main theme.

A parallel to the Macedonian Dialogue has been seen by
some commentators in the

'

Trial of Demades ', a papyrus

from Abusir-el-Melek, the writing of which points to a date

about the time of
Augustus.3 This is the longest, and in

many ways the most remarkable of the dialogues so far

brought to light by the papyri. The unpleasant, but enter

taining character with whose fate it deals is sufficiently well

known from literary
sources.4 Of openly

pro-Macedonian

sympathies (though always prepared to play a double game

if his own interests could be furthered), he was a mediator on

more than one occasion between Athens and the Northern

power ; his services were acknowledged by public honours.

Himself a loose liver, and lacking the education and industry

necessary for the production of finished literary work, he was

fired with professional no less than political jealousy of his

demesman Demosthenes ;
6
and was, in fact, the mover of the

decree for his condemnation (Plut. vit. Dent. 38). His fame

rests chiefly upon his mots, which are not devoid ofAttic salt ;

many are preserved by Plutarch and other authors, and per-

1
v. \V. Aly, op. cit.

1 his work has been alternatively ascribed to Lucian. The so-called

'
Acts of the Alexandrian Martyrs

'
(v. Premerstein in Philologus, Suppl.

XVI. ii) are also somewhat similar in form. See, for example, Oxyrh.

Pap., no. 33.
3 Perl. Pap., no. 13045 ; Bert. Klassikertexte, vn, p. 13 f.
'
See references in Pauly-Wissowa, R.-E., s. v. Demades.

"

Pytheas ap. Athen. ii. 44 E 6 pev vdponorSiv Kal atpipvuiv rdc vvktos . ..

n Se 7ro/>io,Jno-«M»' khi ptdvo-Koptias. Diels (Rhem. Mus. xxix, p. 107!".)

quotes from a Viennese MS. collection of AtjpaSna a remark of D. to the

effect that 'Demosthenes is like the swallows; he neither allows one to

sleep nor
wakes one up properly'.
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haps more have been fathered upon him. The most picturesque

of these is possibly his argument
against the truth of a report

of Alexander's death—
'
if hewere really dead, the whole world

would be stinking of his corpse
'
-,1

the neatest, his reply to

one who sympathized with him on a bad reception—'the

public has its off-days
'.2 It is also interesting, in view of the

subject of the previous dialogue, to note that he was a zealous

advocate of the ascription of divine honours to
Alexander.3

The circumstances leading up to the situation presupposed

in the present dialogue are narrated, with some discrepancies,

by
Diodorus,4 Plutarch,8

and
Photius.6 Demades was sent

on a special mission to Pella to negotiate with Antipater for

the withdrawal of the Macedonian garrison from Munychia.

This attempt might have prospered ; but in the meanwhile

a fatal act of treachery came to light in the shape of a letter

from Demades to Perdiccas, discovered amongst the latter's

papers after his death, in which he was invited to cross over to

Europe and attack Antipater, and so to deliver the Greeks

dnb aanpov Kal naXaiov o-Trjp.ovos k^r/pTr/fiivovs. On the

evidence of this, Demades was handed over to the executioner,

either by Antipater or by his son Cassander.

The dialogue consists of a lively duel between Demades

and his prosecutor, the Corinthian Dinarchus ; the judges are

apparently the members of an Athenian mission at the Mace

donian court. (This is a detail not mentioned by other

authorities.) The treasonable correspondence with Perdiccas

seems to have consisted of more than one letter ; these are

produced in succession by Dinarchus, who states that they

come from the BaatXiKa ypdppara (1. 343). In the first

Demades has attempted to dissuade Perdiccas from marrying

1
Plut. vit. Phoc. 22.

2

5>a-nep ayaviOTOV yeveoSai Svo-rjuepiav outgj Kal aKpoarov (Diels, Op. cit.\.

His reproof of a refractory audience is also noteworthy : ovk e'pe eKioXvo-are

Xe'veiv
dXX'

eavrovs aKoveiv (ibid.).
5
Val. Max. vii. 2 E 13 'nolentibus Atheniensibus divinos honores

Alexandro decernere, Videte, inquit, ne dum caelum custoditis terram
amittatis'

(Diels, op. cit.).
'
xviii. 41 init.

5
vit. Dem. 31 ; vit. Phoc. 30.

6 Excerpt (Bekker, no. 92) from Arrian n-epi rd p.eTd 'AXe'|ai»Spoi'.
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Nicaea, the daughter of Antipater, an alliance which is here

said to have been arranged by
Alexander.1 Demades attempts

to defend himself by stating that Antipater had by this time

shown himself the enemy of Athens, and that her interests

demanded that Perdiccas should be placed in a stronger

position. The more definitely incriminating invitation to the

latter to cross into Europe is then produced. Not content

with laying open to the invader r) Kotvr/ rrjs 'EXXdSos earta

(so the Corinthian flatters his Athenian hearers), this galley-

slave has dared to stipulate that he himself shall be made

tyrant in his native city.2 There he proposes to strut about

the market-place, BaSigcov vyfrrjXd Kal Sopvipopovpevos. The

jury must have pity on themselves and their country ; in

taking their just vengeance they need not fear any interference

from the Macedonian authorities.

Demades remains unabashed throughout; he feels that he

is being condemned dKpiros, before a biased court, &v 6 <p6Bos

dtbatpeiTai rfjv ifffjtpov. Instead of this wearisome farce, why

could they not have had him quietly stabbed, at the cost of

a few pence, on his journey from or to
Attica?3 For the

prosecutor he has nothing but contempt and abuse :
'

You are

a cheap kind of tyrant, after the examples of Phalaris and

Alexander
'
—

' / impertinent to you ? You are only Dinarchus,

even if you arm yourself with the thunder of
God.' 4 So he

goes unrepentant to his death, together with his young son

Demeas.

The style and language of the piece point to a fairly early

date, possibly in the third, or even the late fourth century
B. C,

1
(I. 192) t)v

'

Wi^ni'Spos pev KaTeveyvr]o-ev,
'
Avrinarpos Se uTreareiXe,

Kiieraav&pos
8'

"jfyye, llepoi<Kiis Se KuXwr tTota>y eynpev,.

2 (1. 256) 7rpoSi'8a)o-i lUpSUKa t!)v 'Attiktjv, noXtpov eVuyei Tais .\8rjvais,

aipei rdr ip'n\

'

AvrinaTpov dpoXoyi'm, aiT&v irapaKaXet noi'icrai
rvpavvav'

tivai

yap
ojii(rii> otto tuiv nuriaTpaTidiov 6 KaiTrnXdrr)!. ArjpdSour iav Tpojro>Tiipa>i/

piiXw\^(?)

fHuravns'

rd? X'lP"si ^ "' ™Xoi tov nTf.'i Tijs *ciTri;s imopipvi)o-Kovo-i

pirrddv, t'n'i tYi criaiTTrpii tiov
Aflni'ii' perdyeiv e'o-7rou8ai,'«s.

'
('• 359' "' *"' •V'0'"' '"^" *"' ^-"y0" *"' Too-nuriji' ytvio-8ai -rropiri'iv,

ll'

'AHijkwi' t'vdii&e r.opeidpfvav i) irdXiv e'vrevdtv eVel Kopi(,opevov 01 V dv 7T11180-

Ktvs 1*1 t/iio) itXltios o-7pnnwTi|9 tv«6iru>s tov ri'jpiiTOf pio-8ov
X"P"' e'cpovevirtv ;

* (1. Il8) rtio-\pdr yd, 1 fura tov 'AKpayavrt'uov i) rdv ♦epaiov dVoudfeo-6'ai

WopivSiov Aivap\ov ... (1. 128) rrnppiio-iiifopm -pot o-i ; AiVnpxor el, Kal Avtov

tov An'if X > !."*.»;
«■

Ktpavvnv.
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when the memory of these events would be comparatively

fresh. It is therefore possible that it contains some elements

of historical value. As has been pointed out by the editors,

the Dinarchus whom we meet here, and who is also mentioned

by Arrian as
Demades'

accuser, can now be identified as the

favourite of Antipater, appointed by him governor of the

Peloponnese, and subsequently put to death by
Polyperchon.1

He is to be distinguished from his famous namesake, who

flourished later under Demetrius of Phalerum. A further

point of interest occurs in the mention of the State-records of

Macedonia, which are also referred to as a source by
Lucian.2

In the 'Macedonian
Dialogue'

(v.s.) an unfortunatelymutilated

passage seems to refer to a written correspondence of

Olympias. It seems possible that such documents, or copies

thereof, were accessible to the writer of this dialogue and to

other authors, and that they provided valuable historical

evidence.

§4

The last-mentioned dialogue may possibly be reckoned as

a
'

rhetorical exercise
'

of an unusually dramatic type ; but

before noticing some examples of the more conventional

peXiTt], we may remark fragments of two technical treatises

on the art of rhetoric.

The first and longer of these 3
consists of portions of the

already extant p-qTopiKr) npbs 'AXigavSpov, so called from

a letter with which it is prefaced, and ascribed from the

earliest times to Aristotle. The fragments cover considerable

portions of the first three chapters of the work, but do not

include any part of the introduction. After a general con

sideration of the nature of to Sikolov, to avpcpipov, and to

vbpipov, the author proceeds to particular precepts on the

handling of various kinds of subject-matter, or npo6io-eis.

These (1. 105) are seven in number (nepl lep&v fj vofioov r) nepl

Trjs noXiTiKrjs KaTao-Kevfjs Kre.), and may be dealt with either

kv BovXfj or kv Srjp.a>. The form of the State may be either

1
Suidas, S. v. Aeivapxos.

2 Dem. Encom. 26 IWnKehoviKa ri]S /3ao-iXiKijf olnias vrropvrjpaTa.
"'
Hibeh Pap. I, no. 26.
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a democracy or an oligarchy ; the author's sympathies seem

rather to incline to the latter.1

The supposed Aristotelian authorship of this work was first

seriously contested by Spengel in 1840.2 The claims of

Anaximenes of
Lampsacus,3

upon which doubt had more

recently been thrown, would seem .to be supported in some

degree by the present discovery ; the papyrus comes from the

wrappings of a mummy, and can be dated with a fair amount

of certainty to the first half of the third century B. C. It is

therefore likely that the original was a work of the fourth

century. It does not, however, prove that the author preceded

Aristotle ; and it should be noted that the same mummy has

yielded a fragment of a work (Hibeh 16) which is probably to

be ascribed to Theophrastus. A more definite indication may

be found in the fact that the complete treatise, which contains

many historical allusions, does not mention any event later

than the assistance given by the Corinthians to the Syracusans

against the Carthaginians in 343 B. c. A date about 340 B. c.

for the composition of the work would therefore not be un

likely. Further, Anaximenes is mentioned by Quintilian

(iii. 4. 9), who ascribes to him a division of the art of oratory

into three genera and seven species, which agrees almost word

for word with a passage at the beginning of the
'PrjToptKrj.*

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
a
expresses an unfavourable opinion

of Anaximenes as a writer, a verdict which seems to be borne

out by the present treatise.

The fragments are interesting in themselves as supplying

us with a very early text for comparison with the manuscript

tradition. This text is found to lend a certain amount of

support to the
'worse'

as well as the
'better'

group of

' (I. I37) o7T<of 01 piv vltpoi to TrXfjf'or (i7rorpe'\^oi'o-i Toir tot oicrlns eyovcrcv

t'nifiovXtvetv to'is Se TrXovToOo-ii' els tos koivcis Xeirovpylas Sanavuv. (1. 151) to

Se TrXfjr'W 011 o-vKo(jiavrias

dXX'

e'pyaaias e'iri8vuijaei. (1. 166) rrepi de tcis

dXiynp\'Viv Ti'if piv dpxas Set tovs vupovs Karavepetv e'£ urov Traa-i rols tos

noXtTtlos Tinraiv

S*

eii'm ras TrXeiaras xXripuiriiff, rdf <V ptyiaTus

Kpvipnlii i/n/</><(> opKtov Kn'i TrXeiVrrir aKpi&elas Sini/'nqiio-Tdr.

2
v. Grenfell and Hunt, ad toe. ' See below, p. 119, n. 4.

' The 'PirrapiKi) mentions only two genera, but it is sought (with some

plausibility) to alter the text.

■ Isaeus 19. He states that A. attempted but failed to deserve the

epithet reTpdyou'os, and
characterizes him as rio-pVyos *ai dTri'6'ai'or.
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codices—though the balance inclines to the latter. It also

confirms several of the conjectures of editors—notably Spengel.

It is by no means free from the usual errors of
copyists.1

The other fragmentary rhetorical treatise is notable as being
written in Doric.2 The writing belongs to the late second

century A. D. ; the dialect bears a close resemblance to that

of the remains of Archytas of Tarentum, and of the 'Hdixal

AtaXigets of the Pythagorean school, which are thought to

belong to the early fourth century B.
c.3 These latter works,

however, are all concerned with moral philosophy ; the present

rhetorical manual, if it belongs to the same school, is so far

unique ; though it bears some resemblance to them in the

large number of poetic quotations it contains, it should be

remembered that these are for the most part introduced

together in the same context with a particular technical object.

The fragment consists of practical hints to the speaker on

the subject of language and deportment, with a view to

winning the confidence of his audience and impressing them

with one's own excellence of character. The first column

concerns the exordium. The importance of modesty and un

studied diction in the opening attack is emphasized.4

This

will produce an impression of impartiality. By holding your

forces in reserve you will further give an expression of pieyaXo-

npineia. The subject of suitable quotations is next treated ;

the examples given are mostly from Iliad, Book ix, and

hackneyed at that ;
5
a final quotation from Sophocles is

missing. Decorous language and avoidance of abuse will help
you to sustain the character of p.eyaXonpenrjs. Further,

'

in all

your narration you must have a good object and a good intent

(vnoOiaios XPV0"1^ Kal Stavoias) '. By blaming the wicked,

you will win a reputation for goodness, for
'

most men approve

of their like '. A quotation from Euripides is introduced to

1
v. Grenfell and Hunt, ad loc.

1
Oxyrh. Pap., no. 410.

3
v. Mullach, Fragg. Phil. Graec. i, p. 544 ff.

(1. 2) (ii k ev tu Xe'£ei rd
kot'

dpxds tov ecpoSav Kal pr) yeypnppevais Soki]
XprjcBal tis dXXa ISiaiTiKais, Kal pnSev d>s aKpifieais ei'Sws its olopevos Kal

iiKaKocos KTe.

6
e.g.

ov&'

elypvirun 'Ar/jpoSiVfl e'Sor epi'foi (1 389) ; o'v aval e'orijpi£e Kdptj
Kal eVi x^ovl (3alvei (A 443).
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illustrate this point.1 An affectation of forgetfulness will also

be found advantageous.2 And 'almost all irony is high-

minded
'."

The papyri provide examples of the rhetorical exercise from

the beginning of the Hellenistic period onward, though they

naturally become more frequent in Roman Imperial times.

They may be roughly divided into peXirat proper, or academic

exercises dealing with historical or imaginary situations, and

speeches which may actually have been delivered in court or

on public occasions. The earliest example of the former is an

exhortation to the Athenians to make war on some undefined

occasion,4

the provenance of which indicates that it belongs to

the early third century B. c. It is therefore not unreasonable

to suppose that it belongs to the period when such works first

began to be produced, that is to say (according to Quintilian 5)
about the time of Demetrius of Phalerum. The correct, if

colourless, language of the piece supports the conjecture. The

occasion which the Athenians are urged to avail themselves

of6

may, as Blass suggests, be that arising from the death of

Alexander ; and the speaker into whose mouth the oration is

put the Athenian general Leosthenes. A doubtful reference

to Taenarum (1. 58),where Leosthenes is said to have collected

mercenaries,7

may be thought to lend support to this view.

Apart from this, the piece consists chiefly of
commonplaces.8

An example belonging to the third century B. c. is to be

found in a portion of a
'

protreptic
'

discourse on the subject

of
(piXeraipia* It is probably to be dated prior to 320 B.C.

1

Phoenix, Fr. 803. 8, 9 oi
fl-amor'

i)pa>T>>o-<i, yiyvu>o-Kwv on | TOioi>rdr earn*

olo-rrep 7)8«rai £vvaiv.
9 (L 115) owv yap p.n e'mfitfiaiXevKripev

dXX'

auTOOTfeSidfe* rd e'triAeXao-o'ai.

1 (1. 121) o-xeSov &e Kal irav to elpatviKov peyaXonpenes.

' Hibeh Pap. I, no. 15. Jander, Oratt. et rhett. Grace, fragg. nuper

reperta, no. 42.
6 Inst. orat. ii. 4. 41.
0
(1. 42) d£eir ydp fiVdr (ivai roi'S eVe tu>v ptrafloXiov

Kaipoiis'

iiv dirriXafiea-Be

Kelt navaaade irpotTt'xovrts Toir ti)v paSuplav dafpdXftav diroKaXovaiv.
' Diod. xviii. 9.
"
e.g. (1. Ic6) i>s dvd£iov e'oTtv, o> "wtipes 'Adijvaiot, tS>v e'p MapaBmvi Kal

i'uXopii'i kirSiTuii' SiaTeXeiv vpas to
0-1V0X01' drroyiyKoo-icoT/Tar t!]v fjyepvviav

KT«.

* Flinders Petrie Pap., no. 10 (ed. J. P. Mahaflfy, CunninghamMemoirs,

viii, p. 31) ; Jander, op. at., no. 39.
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on account of documents found in company with it. The

fragment is concerned with the familiar example of the devo

tion of Achilles to
Patroclus.1 The language is not without

grace and rhythm ; the studious avoidance of hiatus indicates

that it is later than Isocrates.

Of equally early origin as the last, though of a somewhat

different nature, is the fragment
2
of a

' Certamen Homed et

Hesiodi ', printed in vol. v, p. 225, ofthe Oxford Text ofHomer

(ed. T. W. Allen), and evidently belonging to a source of the

much later
'

Certamen
'

which follows it there ; 11. 75-100 of

that work are practically a reproduction, on a slightly reduced

scale, of the language of the fragment. To this has now to be

added the recently discovered papyrus Michigan
3754,3

which

provides us with a similar source for the last ten lines of the

Certamen—with the important addition of the subscription

\A\Ki\Mfiavros irepl 'O/x-qpov. Alcidamas, the orator and

writer of the fourth century B. c, who was a follower of

Gorgias and opponent of Isocrates, had previously been con

sidered a probable source ; the author of the Certamen cites

his authority for a fact concerning the death of Hesiod (1. 240),

though not in a way which would suggest that Alcidamas is

his chief source for the whole work. Stobaeus 4 also quotes

two famous lines, put into the mouth of
Homer5

by the

author of the Certamen, as coming from the Movveiov of

Alcidamas. The discovery of the Michigan fragment now

seems to put it beyond doubt that the Certamen is based, at

least in part, on a composition by Alcidamas, designed perhaps

to serve the purpose of a rhetorical exercise. It cannot be

said that the language of the two fragments bears out to any

great extent Aristotle's imputation of ^jrvxporrjs to Alci-

'
Compare Plat. Symp. 179 E and elsewhere.

2 Flinders Petrie Pap., no. 25 (ed. Mahaffy, op. cit., p. 70). See on the
Certamen T. W. Allen, Homer: the Origins and the Transmission,
pp. 20 ff. See also J. U. Powell, pp. 37, 38 above.

3 Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological Associa

tion, lvi (1925), J. G. Winter. See Korte in Wilcken, Archivf. Papyrus-

forschung, viii. 261.
4

Florilegium, s. c, tirawos daviirov, no. 3.
5 'Apx^qv pev p.fj (pvvat eirixdovLoio-tv aptorov,

(pvvra
S'

onws uiao-ra nvXas 'Ai'Sao nepfjcrM (= Certamen, 11. 78-9).
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damas 1
—the employment, that is, of a recondite and redundant

vocabulary ; but a somewhat feebly sententious epilogue, the

text of which is both materially damaged and probably

corrupted in transmission, has been judiciously omitted by the

composer of the Certamen.

A papyrus of considerably later date
—

probably of the late

first century B. c. or early first A.
D.z

—contains a portion of

the reply of an Athenian orator to a threatening letter from

some foreign potentate. Philip of Macedon naturally suggests

himself as the sender (so the English editors). Certain

indications, however, that the author of the letter is a young

man, and that he has not previously fought against
Athens.^

have inclined some commentators to suppose that he is rather

Alexander. The tone of the present composition, which is

a vigorous call to arms, is certainly widely different from that

of the Demosthenic
4
oration (xi) which deals with a similar

situation in 346 B. C. ; and the latter is better calculated as

a reply to Philip's guarded and statesmanlike letter. It seems

better, however, not to press for an exact historical setting for

this kind of work ; the instance of Philip would occur more

readily to the mind of a composer. The language shows some

departure from the classical Attic standard ; it is mostly de

void of periods, being composed of short questions and clauses

strung together with the minimum of connecting
particles.6

1 Rhet. i4o6Aff.
'■ Oxyrh. Pap., no. 216 ; Jander, op. cit., no. 43.
'
(ii. 17) iv Toit on-Xoit i<i/o)cras rtavuuvia&*. But it might be said that A.

had commanded the cavalry at Chaeronea ; nor is the verb vcaviKevto-Bai

(or vtavitvurBai) to be so strictly limited.
4
An important statement with regard to this speech is made in the

fragment of a commentary on it by Didymus, published in Berlin Classical

Texts, i (p. 51). In col. xi, 1. 7, it is said that in ,roirijo-( if av Tit ovk ana

gkottov <n>tiir*<popi}a8nt to \oyi8iov ck nwai' Ai)poa8tvovs npaytiarttiav f-niavv-

Tt&iv. tut tlo~\v Ol </i.l(rir 'Avn£ipcvovi flVUl Tor Aap^fliKTJVOV TrjV 0"U/ij3ouX)JI'f

I'l'i- di iv rfi tddopyj
Ton' <t>i\(7rnpiKa>i' 6\tyov delv ypappairiv avTois ivreTa\8iu.

Anaximenes is quoted as an authority in three other passages in the same

fragment. The suspicion arises that he may be the compiler of the

'fourth
Philippic'

as well. (He has already been noted as the probable

author of the 'Pijropuci) nput 'AXcfcu'Sfinr, see above, p. 1 15.)
5 (ii. l) Tt'ra tCjv <r i>*fui \ut ajro\u)\€Knpcv ; nov ra t«i'yi/ tijs 7roXea)j

TTtxrwKtv ; tic ni^M'iXtorov »'/^u>r yiyovtv ', . . . (1. 1 1) opovouvptv irpos aXXijAovy,

roir 1 (JiiiH( ifptvoptv, Ktif-rfpav eV tois iViroiv (TttorapcOu, Ti)V Tt)s c\€v$€pias

riicU' ovk ('iKnrnXfixo.iti'.
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A long fragment of an oration against a naval commander,

belonging in point of writing to the first century A. D., is inter

esting both for its contents and as being one of the earlier

papyrus discoveries (1861). It is probably a conventional

treatment of the theme familiar from the trial of the com

manders after the battle of Arginusae ; here the conduct of

only a single admiral is in question. He is accused of leaving
the killed and wounded in the water after the victory had

been won, and, apparently, of having previously notified his

intention to his crews in a brutal order. The pathos of the

situation is heightened by the picture of drowning men clinging
to the oar-blades, and of the corpses of patriots whose only

epitaph is that written by their commander,
'

ov OdirTco '.

The language and style of the piece is good, and shows

acquaintance with Attic models, though the writer does not

attempt to imitate any particular author; the vocabulary,

however, shows signs of
lateness.2

It may accordingly be a

production of the first or second century B. c.

Another, though considerably later, example of the nautical

theme of which the rhetors appear to have been fond (witness

their love of pirates) occurs in a complaint ofLysander's pilots

on the score of insufficient rewards ;
3

they contrast their own

responsible position with that of the mere helmsman or

master.4

The popularity of Demosthenes throughout our period and

in that of the Roman rule in Egypt is attested by many

papyri, which include not only numerous copies of his

speeches, but commentaries upon them, such as that of

Didymus (v. s.), and exercises in his style upon their subject-

matter, or upon incidents in his career. There is, for instance,
an early example

5

(probably of the third century B. c.) of an

1 Pap. Dugit (ed. E. Egger, Pev. archM., N.S., III. iv, pp. 139-52) ;
Jander, op. cit., no. 41.

■

e. g. ao-<pa\t<riivTa>i> (1. 13) ; avTtnaphaTTe (1. 16) ; prjSfpiav with the

indicative (1. 22;.
3
Pap. Soc.ltal., no. 128.

4 (1. 25) Sjxev eiri tt}s npvpvijs o-epvot]8ijs to vevpa o-vvtovov inoo-rjpaiva>v
ft fie Kat ol vavKXrjpoL . . .

6 Bert. Pap., P. 9781 (B.K.T., vii, p. 4 ff.) ; A. Korte, Archiv f. Pap.
vii. 227.
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attempted reply to his speech against
Leptines'

proposed

abolition of the grant of
dreXeia.1 The portion preserved

consists of a defence, put into the mouth of the
respondent-

in-chief, of the four ativSucoi who are attacked by Demosthenes

at the end of his speech (or. xx, § 146 adfin.).
Demosthenes'

points are taken up and replied to in order, and his words are

often echoed. The composition is good and does not give the

effect of a mere patchwork. TheAttic is generally blameless,

save that the writer is twice betrayed by the late verb Karia-yym.

As we possess the end of the roll, which has no subscript™, the

piece is certainly a fXiXkrr\.

Exercises in defence or criticism of Demosthenes are pro

vided by Oxyrh. Pap., nos. 1799 and
858,2 both of late date

(second or third century A. D.). The former of these, which is

carelessly written, appears to be a vindication of
Demosthenes'

policy in the period following the battle of Chaeronea.3 In

the other, he is unfavourably contrasted with some other

orator, who not only exhorted the Athenians to go to Thebes,

but went to the front himself.4 The author continues to hold

Demosthenes up to scorn as a mere wind-bag, by quoting

from the famous passage in the De Corona (§ 169) about the

effect of the news from Elatea.
'

Though he had never heard

the sound of a trumpet himself, he attempted to terrify you by
this

description.'

The piece illustrates the entire disregard

which composers of fieXirai are apt to show for history and

tradition ; Demosthenes took part in the battle of Chaeronea

(338 B. C.) ; the De Corona was delivered after 330.

Practical instruction for the advocate is given in the Aikt\
kXotttjs,6 in a papyrus of the first century A. D. This bears the

marks of having been taken down verbatim from the instructor;

1
The same subject is treated in two speeches ascribed to Aelius

Aristides (orr. 53, 54, Dind.).
:
Jander, op. cit., no. 45.

a
(ii. 14) tu piv nap avrov Xf^dfvra dXrjdi'} teat avptpepovra fiid reXovs

thaivtrai tt} 7r<iX«r k&v fl ku8 tKaorov aurai pdi/a> npoataxoptv, ndvr av
eo~u>£cTO'

fi
6"

dvnTfrpo<p6rfS anavra Km \*Xvpaapivoi */Tf, avairios oi»too"i.

4 (1. 18) <o*tci> dt]pijy6pos Km (TTpaTTjyos 6 airrus, kqi Ar}poo-8tvqs dtnn'eia Ka\

ybn&Hrpa ?xa)l' dyoptvtTta. (1. 23) bripocrdivft fi« nois mio~opai, a> ye ov 8a)pa£,
oi) S6pv, ou £i<pos, oi^e ro irupa roi) jrarpdr.

* Brit. Afus. Pap., no. 256 (ed. Kenyon) ; Jander, op. cit., no. 40.
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it is sometimes in the form of question and answer between

the parties, at others of exposition by the teacher. No proper

names occur ; it is prefaced with a short statement
of the case

to be discussed. This is the familiar theme of the deposit ;

a man has buried a talent in a friend's garden with his consent ;

subsequently he comes by night and removes it without the

other's knowledge. Is he guilty of theft? The problem is

complicated by the fact that there are no witnesses.

This papyrus consists apparently of three parts :

(i) two fragmentary columns dealing with a question of

legitimacy (ypa<pfj gevias) ;

(ii) a Slkt] kXotttjs (see F. G. Kenyon in Melanges Henri

Weil (1898), pp. 243-8; Cronert, Arch. f. Pap. i. 117), men

tioned above ;

(iii) the beginning of a piece which appears to be on the

same subject as the first. The motive may here be a claim

for support, on behalf of the child whose legitimacy is in

question (col. iv, 11. 35-7 tov iraTSa Tpe(f>etv eirdvayKes tov

yeyevvrjKOTa).

The fragment is valuable as an example of this kind of

composition in the first century. The style is simple and

unadorned ; hiatus is avoided.

Instances of speeches which may have been actually delivered

in court occur in that against a certain Maximus, chiefly

dealingwith a charge of immorality (Oxyrk.Pap.,no.4']i),a.Ti& in

the defence of a woman against accusations of poisoning and

fraud {Oxyrh. Pap., no. 472 ; no. 486 also is connected with the

case) ; both these belong to the second century A. D. The

former of these is interesting as being possibly a genuine

indictment of a Roman prefect of Egypt, though there is no

other evidence to support the claims of the only known prefect

of that name (Vibius Maximus, A. D. 103-7). The presiding

authority, who is addressed as Kvpie, may be the reigning

emperor.

The Encomium is not so common as might have been

expected in Ptolemaic times. In conclusion, however, may
be noticed a fragment of this kind of composition which is

written on the first part ofthe papyrus containing the dialogue
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on
Demades.1 After reviewing various types of constitution

the author proceeds to the praises of Egypt in general, and of

the reigning Ptolemy in particular. In terms which recall

those of Theocritus, the ruler is praised for his generosity and

his prowess in arms
;2

the position ofAlexandria, the 'world-

city', is characterized in a phrase not unlike that used by
Marcus Aurelius to describe the Stoic Cosmopolis.3

Addendum.

The appearance of the Catalogue of the Literary Papyri

in the British Museum provides an interesting example

(B. M. Pap. 2239; no. 193) of the Diatribe or lecture. The

fragments, probably dating from the second century A.D., are

described as SiaXkfcws o-o<f>io~TiKai; according to Cronert the

author is an Attizicing sophist. The handwriting is poor, and

the decipherable portion is full of mistakes such as might be

made in dictation. The scribe does not write iota adscript or

subscript.

The papyrus contains portions of two compositions. The

first is concerned with the praises of alSdn,
'

a goddess who

dwells in man's most conspicuous organ—his
eye'

(i, 11. 4-7)-

The argument is reinforced by quotations from Homer

(Od. vi. 221, 222) and Hesiod (tov 'Aa<paiov [rpo]cpbv tov

'EXikcoviov iro[t/j.e]va lav /MTa <ppovqo-\e<BS SdtyvTjf f]\oi

Movacov {noiKtXrjv) Ka.TaXe£ai
ftovXop.ai'

aiS<bs 77 r dvSpat /*iya

o-ivtrai ktI. = Op. et Di. 316).

The second portion is concerned with the description of a

bird, which it is suggested may be the Phoenix. The lan

guage of the piece (11. 56, 61 o~xwa
>
'• 74 Zoikw, piscatorial

details) recalls that of the EIkovss ofthe Philostrati and ofthe

'Excppdafts of Callistratus ; compare, for a picture of ducks,

'
'.'. s., p. III.

1 (1. 34) noXirtKijv (\nuvTt)o-iv Trjptl, \aip(l rots dyn8oh, KaXois ujrfpric'frai tq

*a\.i, pa\crai tois TroXfpi'oir fa>s tou vtKrjaai . . . ddavarovs notc't Tat twv a8avaTuiv

Ttpdt.

*
(1. 2^ ) d8pf'ts tijv tTTtiiKtrrpivrjv iv Tolt tov NfiXov ntpao'iv noXtv nirroU toU

6<f>8aXpois t^ovrrnv tu
#caXd*

at piv yap nXXai 7rdXfic rqt i-«KtipivT]S ^wpas1

rruXtis tiaii'. 'AX<£ai'5pfinr 6V
Ku>pat'

Tqs yap oiKoi'pivrjs 'AXf^dvdptia rrdXis

ioriv. Cf. Marc. Aur. (iii. 1 1) jroXiVfjii ovra noXtuss rrjs duuTurijr, fjr ai Xoijrai
rriiXfu'

caanep uikuii uffiv.
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geese,
&C.,1

the "EXos of Philostratus Lemnius. The papyrus

alludes to the clearness, persistency and auspicious character

of the bird's note ; to its fine feathers, important strut, and

fighting
propensities.2 It would be difficult to find these

characteristics so well united in any bird as they are in the

barn-door cock. See Aristophanes, Av. 11. 275, 486, 835, and

(for 11. 63 sqq.) 1332 ; Cratinus, Horae frag. (&pav irao-av

Kava\S>v 6X6cpa>vos dXeKTwp) ; Pliny, N. H. x. 21 ; Cicero, de

Div. i. 34. 74, &c. The brilliant and glossy plumage of the

cock 3, which is emphasized appropriately enough in an eiKcov,

is naturally less prominent in Comedy ; though see the con

text of Birds 1. 275.

W. M. E.

1

Including a pair of phoenixes.

2

(11.) ttoikLXtjv nrepooo-tv, (71) [8i]u<po[p]oi/ (? SiaTopoi') to atrpa, (73)
eiicprjpov, (74) to aapa alwviov rj napanXr)aiov e^eu/ [t]w k[o]o-/h&), (84) npoeuriv
Se [too-Jn-efp] . . . nXovaios d\yav\, . . . (90) (ptXdi»i[/c]oy.

S
(!'• 77 sqi-) XPvo~avy*s [V]ou <a\ dtpcoSesKaTaTrfvmepaaiv vndpxei[yd]vos

npoafotnos #a[Xdo"]o77.
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LETTER WRITING

THE ZENON PAPYRI

Papyri are generally classed as literary and non-literary,

and it is to the second and humbler category that the Zenon

papyri belong. They are merely a collection of private and

business letters, accounts, contracts, and other such documents,

all of which have been written with a strictly practical aim.

But they are always interesting and often readable ; they

present a vivid picture of the life of their time ; and they are

exceptionally good specimens of the Greek that was used in

ordinary intercourse in the Alexandrian age. A survey of

Greek literature may therefore condescend to take note ol

them, non-literary though they undoubtedly are in the sense

that they were not written to be read by a public.

Zenon, by whose name they are called, and to whom most

of them are addressed, was a Carian Greek otherwise unknown

to history. He came to Egypt in the reign of Ptolemy II

and lived there till at least well into the reign of Ptolemy III.

He had the good fortune to find service under a minister who,

next to the king, was the most influential man in the country,

Apollonius the dioecetes. Our first records of Zenon date

from about 260 B. C, when we find him travelling between

Kgypt and the Egyptian province of Syria, engaged, as far as

wc can judge, not in political but in commercial business. In

another year or two he has become more closely attached to

the person of the dioecetes ; he appears now as the confiden

tial secretary who handled his master's correspondence, to

whom all suitors had to apply for an audience, and who alone

could seize the favourable moment for presenting them (cor av

tvieatpovvTct. Aa/9r/iy 'AiroXXmtov). It was the custom of

Apollonius to make long tours of inspection up the Nile,

travelling in state in his own flotilla, with his private physician,
a crowd of secretaries and servants, and occasionally (being
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a statesman who paid great respect to religion) one or two

priests. He was accompanied of course by Zenon, and to

this fact we owe the preservation of several most illuminating

letters addressed to the dioecetes. These tours lasted for

months, till sometimes the king grew impatient and summoned

his minister back to Alexandria. From the royal bounty

Apollonius had received at least two estates kv Scopedi, one at

Memphis, and one in the Fayum beside the newly founded

town of Philadelphia. The development of this latter estate

was, it is easy to see, his most cherished interest for many

years. To adorn the town with temples, to stud the landscape

with orchards and olive-groves, to introduce the best breeds of

farmstock from abroad—these were his aims and these are

the constant themes of his correspondence. In pursuance of

this plan he ordered or allowed his favourite employee to

leave his household and settle down at Philadelphia as his

immediate representative. It was in the spring of 256 B. c.

that Zenon migrated to the Fayum, and from that moment

the character of the correspondence changes. He is now

immersed in questions of farming, irrigation, building, and

village industries ; he has to deal with all sorts of complaints

and petit'ons from peasants, potters, weavers, native swine

herds, and Arab shepherds ; he is in constant communication

with the provincial authorities ; and only occasionally do we

get a scrap of news from Alexandria and from the world

beyond. During the early years ofhis residence at Philadelphia

every post brought him a packet of instructions fromApollonius

about the management of the estate. But these letters become

less frequent, and before the end of the old king's reign they

cease altogether, though we know that Apollonius was still in

office. Zenon, during all this time, if careful of his master's

interests, was not neglectful of his own. He had his private

vineyards, he leased and cultivated large tracts of the lands

partitioned among the military settlers, he owned or exploited

baths, lent money, and was altogether a prosperous and

notable man. Thus it came about that when Apollonius

finally disappeared from the scene, perhaps from this world,

after the accession of the new king, Zenon continued to reside
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at Philadelphia, industrious as ever, though now only a private

sojourner (napeTriSijuos). And after his death or departure

the papers which he had accumulated in the course of more

than twenty years lay buried for as many centuries in the

ruins of his house, until the fellahin, digging for manure to

spread on the land which once belonged to Apollonius, brought

them again to light.

This brief survey of Zenon's career will give an idea of the

nature of the papers which he filed and left behind him.

When a friend in an outlying station asks for some fivpXia to

while away the time, since he has even no one to talk to (6Vcoy

dv eyo&jjuv SiaTptfirjv ouSi yap hi Xa\rj\<ra>p.tv k)(o]ftev), the

context shows that he does not mean books to read, but

accounts to revise. Alexandria was then the centre of Greek

culture and Zenon had many correspondents there ; in none of

their letters is there a word about art, literature, or science.

This must not be taken to mean that Zenon and his friends

were uneducated or that there were no books in Philadelphia ;

no doubt there were books, but naturally they would not be

stored among business papers. But owing to the varied

character of his career and his close connexion with the

dioecetes, we do occasionally get a glimpse into political

history. An allusion to Antipater the Etesian 1
shows that

twenty years after his inglorious reign this ephemeral king of

Macedonia was still living under his old nickname as a refugee

at the Egyptian court. From two incidental passages we

learn the date and some of the circumstances of Berenice's

fateful marriage to Antiochus of Syria. A contract and

a couple of letters have restored to Palestinian history the

figure of theAmmonite Tobias,a prominent member ofa famous

family, ruling Transjordania under the watchful suzerainty of

' 'AiTi'n-iirp'iv ti'ii- 'Vrqainv. P. Cair. Zen. 59019, 6 = C. C. Edgar,
Zenon Papyri, vol. i. C'f. Porphyry, ap. Kuseb. Chron. i, p. 236.

Schocne : *m ntTi'ir 01 !\LiKf'5urf t 'l-'rr/m'u''
eViiXfani', vtl Y/"i»'c;> Toawdt ol

'Krrjo-iiu rri'.'ocni : Wilcken, Archiv J. Papyru<J\<rsJtuno, vii, p. 293. He

reigned for forty-five days. Mr. Tarn's felicitous translation is
'

King of

the Dog-days
'

{Antigonos Cona/as. p. 147).
'
Annuum'

and
'

Jahrling',
which are renderings ofthe Armenian, show eitherth.it the maker of that

version had .'Tijo-mi- before him, or, more probably, that he rendered

i'ri;a-itiv wrongly.
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the Egyptian king. Much more clearly than before we now

see how strictly the
quasi-independent cities in the Ptolemaic

Empire were controlled by the central government ; how they

paid homage to the king with religious embassies (Oecoplai)
and gifts of money (o~Tk<pavoi is the word used here), and

were perhaps subject to the burden of trierarchy ; how even in

their domestic affairs a word from the dioecetes could ex

tinguish the chances of a candidate for office and sway the

decisions of eKKXr/o-ia and /3ovXrj. Occasionally we catch sight

of the king himself, travelling through the land with an ex

tortionate retinue, inquiring into scandalous reports about

a gymnasium, or interesting himself in agricultural experi

ments. But the dominant figure in the correspondence is

that of Apollonius the all-powerful minister, courted and

feared both at home and abroad, adding to his official duties

the private and profitable cares of a merchant and landlord,
now dispatched by the king on a mission of state, and now

dictating precise directions about the disposal of his wool or

the re-stocking of his vineyards.

If our papyri make but a small, though welcome, con

tribution to the political history of Egypt, as a source of

information about economics they are full to overflowing. On

such subjects as internal administration, taxes, money, wages,

and prices, land development and industry, they are documents

of the first importance. They help to settle some problems

and they raise many more. They form a quite embarrassing

addition to the mass of material already accumulated from

former finds, and they will give employment to the specialist

in this field for another generation. But in one respect the

new papyri stand apart from those already known : they give

us a picture of trade not only in the interior of Egypt but

between Egypt and the eastern coasts of the Mediterranean ;

they describe the cargoes that entered the ports of Alexandria

and Pelusium ; and they reveal, for the first time, a consider

able part of the heavy Egyptian tariff on imported goods.

Another document of great and novel interest is a long letter

from the head of the Alexandrian mint about the difficulties

in the way of obtaining gold for the new issue of octadrachms
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and tetradrachms which was replacing the old issue of penta-

drachms or Tpfypvo-a (trinummi), while a banking account

shows what at this period was the exact ratio between the

value of gold and that of silver. In the sphere of law and

legal procedure we find an early affirmation of the principle

that interest on a loan could not accumulate beyond the amount

of the loan, and some letters ofApollonius throw an unexpected

light on the functions of the xPr}rtaTia"ra^ or assize judges.

But it is above all as a panorama of everyday life in

Ptolemaic Egypt that the Zenon papyri appeal to us. Men

and women of the most diverse races pass across the stage—

Greeks from east and west, Ethiopians, Troglodytes, Cilicians

and Cappadocians, Arabs and Jews. Many of them are dis

guised under Greek or Egyptian names, but there is little

doubt about the nationality of Ismaelos the farmer, or Somoelis

(a transliteration of Samuel) the granary-guard. Apollonius

is asked to provide myrrh for the burial of the sacred cow in

whom the goddess Hathor was periodically incarnated ; the

Egypto-Phoenician priests of Astarte demand sesame oil and

castor oil at the reduced price at which they were furnished

to other temples ; and libations are poured to the Samo-

thracian Cabiri in their shrine at Philadelphia We catch

a glimpse of Apollonius himself starting by lantern light on

a winter morning to visit the great Serapeum beyond Mem

phis. When Dromon suffers from ophthalmia, he consults, not

the physician for whose maintenance he no doubt paid the fee

(laTpiicSv), but the god himself, who straightway orders him

to smear his eyes with Attic honey. Government offices are

closed during the great festival of Isis ; but if the Greek

clerks get a holiday, the baker and his female slaves work till

late at night grinding corn and baking cakes. It would task

an Athenaeus to comment on the provisions dispatched from

Alexandria for
Apollonius'

dinner-table or brought to Pelusium

in his merchantmen (Kvfiaiat)—wine from Chios and Sicily,

Chalybonian honey, boar's flesh and venison, cheeses from

Cythnos, salt fish and caviare from Byzantium. Zenon's

travelling wardrobe is described in full; Cleon begs him to

send a couple of soft breast-bands (o-TrjdoSka-fiia) for his wife;
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and Paramonus orders (tvcovot yap ti<nv l/xMi^ii) a dozen

strigils of Sicyonian make. We have an estimate from

a painter for the decoration of a new house, and, what at this

period is more curious, a design for a mosaic floor in the women's

bath-room. Pigs tread the corn (vindicating
Herodotus),1

and

young porkers are snatched up by crocodiles. A chance phrase

in a boat-builder's memorandum, iva [fifj i/rro] KopKoSiXov aXai

vavrr/s, shows that men as well as pigs had to beware of the

river bank. The camel makes his first appearance in Egypt

as a beast of burden on the farm, not merely as a passing visitor

from the east. The Keepers of the Cats (aiXovpofioo-Kol) com

plain of being impressed for harder labours than that of

feeding the sacred cats, while the Bee-masters (fieXio-aovpyot)

beg Zenon to release their donkeys in order that they may

bring back their hives from the bee-pastures before the fields

are flooded. Dip into the letters at random, and you are sure to

strike some picturesque figure or name or episode. Apart from

historical personages such as Glaucon the brother of Chremo-

nides and Bilistiche the royal mistress, we make acquaintance

with the king's seneschal (eSearpoy),with Idumean slave-dealers,
Zoilus the devotee of Serapis and Artemidorus the encaustic

painter, with Ptolemaeus the gymnasium-master and Apol

lonius the horse-breaker (TrcoXoSa/j.ao-Trjs). Women as well as

men are among Zenon's correspondents. Satyra the harp-

player writes from Alexandria and reproaches him for failing
to send her a dress allowance. Asclepias asks for an k(f>68iov

to enable her to join her husband up the river, ottohs av

dva.KO/j.io-05) npbs clvtov Kcil fif) Soktji /xe avTov KaTappa6v/ieTv.

And here, to conclude, is a sketch of an indelicate visitor

drawn by a certain Criton :

'

Nay more, while I was asleep in the field, he drove the sow

by night out of the yard while she was with young, and called

my wife out, threatening to hough the sow ; and challenged

me to come out myself, supposing me to be sleeping indoors.

When I arrived from the field, my wife told me all that had

happened. I told no one anything of this, waiting until the

1 Hdt. ii. 14.
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days which he demanded for his business should have passed ;

but I no longer brought the sow into the
yard.'

AXXa Kal ifiov kv aypan KaOevSovTos t[tjv re] vv vvktos ck ttjs

avXr)s e£e(3aXXe emroKov ovaav, Kal rfjy yvvaiKa fiov kgacaXtiro

<p[d.Lievo\s v(vpoKonrjo-av, Kal kfie npoeKaXeiTO oiopevos (icra> pe

KadevSeiv. napayevofievov [8k pov\ e'£ dypov dnriyyeXXe /101

r) yvvri rd yevofieva irdvTa. kym 8e tovtcov oudevl ovOev

[kSri^Xcoo-a eojy dv al -fjpkpai as r\TT\o-aTo napeXOooo-iv, ttjv 8e vv

ovKfTl elo-qyayov els tt)v

As regards the language of the letters, most of them are

written in good, plain Greek of the Koivj. I avoid calling it

colloquial Greek, for the written word always tends to be

a little more artificial than the spoken ; but it very frequently
shades into the colloquial. Thus a more precise scribe than

Dionysius would probably not have written kp{3k(3Xrip.at

Kpircovi, but kfifikfiXr/fiai els to itXoiov Kpircovos. If there are

traces of various dialects, they are quite insufficient to deter

mine the birthplace of the writers. The forms irpdrreiv and

kXdrTcov are evidence of Attic influence, but not of Attic

origin ; and all we can say of a man who signs himself

OevScopos is that he is more likely to come from the east than

from the west side of the Aegean. The reader must not expect

to find in those texts any charm of style or any literary quality
except simplicity and directness. They are essentially business

letters, adhering to a formal type and, like our own business

letters, cast in a mould of stereotyped phrases (Ka\a>s &v

iroirjcrais (ppovTio~as, Skopat ovv o-ov Kal //cereuco, ktX.). In place.

of the hackneyed et eppcocrai Kal rd Xourd 0-01 Kara yvwprjv

ecrTtr, KaXkos dv e\oi, Philoxenus ventures to substitute ei

tppao-ai Kal olvov noXitv noeis ; but familiarities of this sort

arc rare. Many of the writers cannot be distinguished from

one another except by the matter of their communications.

Apollonius'

letters are indeed unmistakable owing to the note

of command which runs through them, and one may be quoted

here to show the manner in which this exalted but very

practical personage wrote to his country agent :

'AttoXXojvios Ztjvcovi \aipeiv. tcov o~Tpo/3i'Xa>v <pvTevo-ov
81'

oXov

tov napaSeiaov Kal nepl tov dpireX&va Kal tovs eXaikovas, Ka't
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ottoos pdXio-Ta pev nXeiova qbvTa, el 8e p.r\, p.r) kXdaro-co to>v

TpiaKoa-ioiv KaraabvTevo-eis. afcioXoyov yap oyjriv irapkytTai to

SkvSpos Kal els ttjv \pelav vwdpgei tool fiaaiXei.
eppaxro.1

There is character too in some of the letters of Amyntas and

Artemidorus the physician. Hierocles affects a rather more

flowery style, as when he writes : 7repl p.ev ovv tov fie kirta-

o-Tao-Qai ol 6eol pdXiaT av elSerjaav, IlToXepaiaii 8e (paiverai,

oaa kot dvdpojnov, oti . . or Xonrbv to to£ov eir k/ie Teiverai :
3

but this is less effective than the free and easy speech of

Amyntas, KaXws ovv Troirjo-eis kmo-Ke^rdfievos 'AprefiiSdipov

tov larpov el (paiverai diroSovvai avT<oi to eiriaToXiov fj kdv

olpd>{eiv.* Some of the more intimate letters are genuinely

affectionate and warn us against supposing that Zenon and his

friends could think and talk of nothing but money and corn ;

but in general, owing to the character of the correspondence,

there is little manifestation of human emotion except in the

form of complaints and appeals to pity. Thus Pathrophis

pleads with Zenon to let his wife out of gaol,

oiroas lit] ovpfifji avTTJL trapairoXko'QaL kv twl 8eo~pa>TTipi(oi dOvpais
SiaKeipevr/i krrl tois 7rai8iois ■ ■ . marrep ovv OLareXeis ndvTas

ad>i£oov Kal ovdels 8id aov ovOev Trkwoayev aroirov, Kal kpe

Seopevov aov kXkrjaov.6

Complaints about a third party are common enough, but it is

refreshing to find Hippocrates turning on his enemy (not

Zenon) and telling him plainly what he thinks of him :

kpe 8k, edpirep Svvtji, Kal v[3pi£e Kal
diraye'

neipdo-opai ydp
kp.avT<o[i fSorj6eiv\ irXrjv yvwpige &toitos av, Kal ooati av tls

aov kirip.kXriTai . . ., too-ovtcol pdXXov kwepliaiveis. Kal tovto

1 '
Plant fir-cones throughout the fruit garden and about the vineyard

and the olive-yards, and be careful to plant more than the three hundred,
if possible, and if not, not less, since the tree gives a distinguished appear

ance, and will be serviceable to the King.
Farewell.'

2 '

However, with regard to my knowledge, Heaven would know best ;
but it appears to Ptolemy, so far as man can say, that . .

3 '
He is, however, having a shot at

me.'

* '
You will oblige me then by taking counsel with Artemidorus the

physician whether you think it best to deliver the letter to him, or to let
it go

hang.'

6 '
That a further result may not be that she perish in gaol through

being despondent about the children. So since you are every one's pro

tector, and no one has received any hard treatment from you, take pity
also upon me your

petitioner.'
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ovk eyw p6vov Xkyw dX[Xd
ndvres] ol kv ttjl iroXee ovtcb

nao-i<piXos
e?.1

As a contrast to this outburst, let us end with an example of

incidental, but delicate courtesy :

eypayfras ffpelv, eav evKaipcopev, dnoo-TeTXai aoi to nXodptov.

rb piv ovv pf) evKaipeiv aoi ovy r/pkrepov koriv, eTvyyavtv 8\

rb nXodptov dvaireirXevKos . .

Not all the letters are written in as good Greek as those just

cited usually contain. Zenon's correspondents belonged to

many classes, from the highest officials down to quarrymen

and swineherds, who could not always command the services

of a good scribe. But in fact his illiterate correspondents

often write a very entertaining letter, such as Heraclidcs the

Palestinian carrier (o-vvcopio-Trjs) discoursing on the practices of

two dishonest and amorous slave-traders, or the groom who

recounts his adventures in pursuit of a runaway filly in the

Mcmphite nome. As an example of the Greek in which such

people communicated their troubles to Zenon, I quote a short

passage (resolving the symbols) from the report of a boat-

captain, who tells us in another place that he had paid half an

obol for having the letter written (els yiipoypa<piav emo-ToXfjs) ;

he ends his story as follows :

irepas 8pa\pds /3, Tptd>f3oXov eXaftov iv tois yeiveTai aoi, Kai

kpov 8pa)(pds /9, TpidoftoXov edrjKa els dvrjXwpa tov

nXoiov. 8ti ol kpov dnoi-jiovTO, eScoKa tcol kftov vvv

Spaypds /S, Iva pfj KaTaXitpBr] to rrXolov. eXaftov to laTiov dvw

dvaKpv^ai aiiT6m

eiipocrdp pt ol pa/38o(p6poe eSooKa ai/Tois

Spaypfjv a. yeivovrai Spaypal y, Xoinal 8pa\pal
/S.3

1 '
As for me, outrage and arrest me, if you can, since I shall try to help

myself; but let me tell you, you are monstrous. And the more considera

tion a man shows you, the more aggressive you become. And it is not

only I who say this, but all who are in the city, such a favourite are you !
'

1 '
You wrote to us to send you the boat, if we had a favourable oppor

tunity ; however, let it not be said of us that we had not the favourable

opportunity of serving you. The boat happened to have sailed
up-stream.'

The Italian editors print iotw, and Wilcken conjectures e'o-riV or cotqi, but

Vitelli finds after re-examination that the papyrus has eVWr.

J '
I took two and a half drachmas more from the amount due to you,

and I took two and a half drachmas from my own share ; I put the total

aside for expenditure on the boat. Because the men with me had gone

off, I gave the man who is with me now two drachmas, in order that the
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The report is written in a good hand, and it is the general

construction rather than the vocabulary that
betrays an im

perfect command of Greek. In such cases it is often difficult

to say whether the scribe wrote to dictation or translated

literally from the Egyptian, but the result, however attained,

is just like the speech of a half-educated dragoman.

Bibliography

The quotations and illustrations in this article are drawn partly from

unpublished material accessible to the writer, but chiefly from the follow

ing sources : Pubblicazioni della Societd. Italianaper la Ricerca deiPapiri,

vols, iv-vii ; Annates du Service des Antiquitds de PEgypte, vols, xviii-

xxiv ; Catalogue general du Muse"e du Caire, Zenon Papyri, vol. i.

Isolated texts have also appeared in various other publications and

periodicals, which it is unnecessary to specify. It should be borne in

mind that half, or more, of the material, which is now dispersed over

Europe, America, and Egypt, remains to be published, and no doubt some

surprises are still in store for us. Thus any account of Zenon and his

archives must for the present be more or less vague and provisional.

C. C. E.

LETTERS OF PRIVATE PERSONS

Ofthe thousands of papyri rescued from the rubbish-heaps

ofAncient Egypt, a great many are private letters, written by

ordinary people upon ordinary occasions, with no aim at

literary style and no desire for posthumous renown. They
served their purpose and were thrown aside ; or perhaps, since

papyrus was expensive, their blank spaces were used for

another communication ; or the schoolboy son of the house

was permitted to cover the margins with lists of proper names

in alphabetical order, or of verbs governing the dative.

Eventually they found their way to the village refuse-heap,

where they were preserved for two thousand years by a climate

to which rain is unknown ; to be discovered at last, to be

deciphered and edited with almost miraculous diligence, and

boat might not be left to itself. I took the sail up the bank to hide it : the

constables found me ; I gave them one drachma. That makes three

drachmas ; there remain two
drachmas.'
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to greet a new race of readers with a startling and wistful

freshness, like the scribblings of children, long dead, on the

walls of a nursery in buried Herculaneum.

Two small collections of the most interesting and intelligible

of these documents have been made by Dr. Milligan and Wit-

kowski.1 Each contains some fifty papyri, but whileWitkowski

confines himself to private letters, Dr. Milligan includes a num

ber ofcensus returns,marriage contracts, certificates of sacrifice,

magical formulae, and the like. The dates of the letters in

Witkowski's collection are spread over the last three centuries

before Christ. Dr. Milligan adds some written in the Christian

era. There is also a third easily accessible collection, edited

by
Olsson,2

of eighty letters dated from 29 B. C. to A. D. 100,

which for ordinary purposes will supplement the other two.

The originals all come from Egypt, with one
exception,3

which was written by the philosopher Epicurus to a small

friend, and was discovered at Herculaneum. In most cases

the text is fairly well preserved, though there are often

opportunities for haphazard emendations by such as are

amused by them. And though in one
case4

Witkowski,

a genuine lover of learning's crumbs, has included a letter of

which neither the author, nor the recipient, nor the
subject-

matter, nor the greater part of the actual words can be

ascertained, these collections well fulfil their tasks of providing

an interesting line of approach to the student who has not

trod the ground before.

At first the quantity of material, as well as the significance

of some of its items, causes a feeling of bewilderment.

Thousands of letters must have been brought to light no

better and no worse than
this.5 '

Cleon to Paeon, greeting.

Send me the donkey, for we need her to get the hay in as

soon as we can, since I am going away.
Good-bye.'

Faced

with this mass of trivialities, editors and commentators have

1 Creel: Papyu", ed. George Milligan, Camb. Univ. Press, 1910;

Eptstuiae Pmutac Craecae, ed. Stanilaus Witkowski, Teubner, 1907.
' P,ipvru>!r:ef< ,ius der frul:cs:en Romer:at. Upsala, 1925.
'
ex. vol. Jltrcul., 176; Milligan, 2 ; Epicurus, Bailey, p. 129.

4 /'. f.eid. K. ; Witkowski, 53.
5
1'. Flinders lVtrie, ii. 426 ; Witkowski, 9.
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sometimes lost their way, and spent a vast deal of pains in

methods unworthy of pure
scholarship.1 Thus it is not easy

to see what useful purpose is served by analysing the intro

ductory formulae of the letters, and tabulating them according

as the first words are
'
A to B xa'lP*lv

'

or more effusively
' A to

B nXeiara ,
or laconically 'A to B'. Nor would it seem

a matter of much consequence that the ending is sometimes

eppwo-o, and sometimes eppcoaoe, even when a single person is

addressed. It is as though some scholar of future ages should

rake over our own waste-paper baskets and discover stringent

rules, of which we are gloriously unconscious, which lead us to

write sometimes
'

Yours faithfully
'

and sometimes
'

Faithfully

yours '. Again, the use of the cross-reference as a means of

elucidation can become insufferably wearisome. But scholars

are also working along lines of exploration which will produce

worthy discoveries ; and some of these may be indicated.

As was said, these letters hardly ever make any pretence

to literary style. They were written by casual people, farmers,

merchants, soldiers, schoolboys. Some of them procured the

services of professional kirio-ToXoypd<poi, and those who could

write for themselves usually resort to the ordinary devices of

the unpractised, the introductory platitudes and the huddle

of irrelevancies which postpone the conventional ending.

Occasionally the result is surprisingly illiterate :
2 for instance,

one finds alpov Xaiyovaas for kpov Xeyovarjs, xaTafikvo) for

KaTafiaivw, and so forth. Possibly these mis-spellings may

eventually throw some light upon the vexed question of the

pronunciation of Greek, although the extent of the confusion

of
vowel-sounds3

makes it very difficult to believe that the

mistakes represent honest if misguided attempts to spell

phonetically. Some of them, at any rate, must be the other

kind of spelling mistake, in which the writer vainly attempts

to remember a spelling leamt arbitrarily and not synthetically.

Some of the school writing-exercises of the period which have

1
A Study in Greek Epistolography, by F. X. J. Exler, pub. Catholic

University of America, 1923.
2
e. g. Milligan, 24, 37, 42, 43, 51.

' Witkowski in an appendix has collected instances of over thirty
varieties of vowel confusion.
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survived consist of lists of words to be learnt by
heart,1

quite

according to the well-meaning method familiar in our infancy.

But obviously we have here some kind of guidance, if the

data can be investigated with patience and without pedantry,

and if we can decide how much to allow for the Egyptian

birth of many of the writers.

The language is that of the Koivrj, the ordinary colloquial

Greek of the day, which extended over the eastern part of the

Roman Empire. It is the language which used to be called

the 'bad
Greek'

of the New Testament. In fact, the chief

linguistic value of these discoveries is that they will help us to

understand how the Greek of St. Paul and St. Luke developed

out of the Greek of Plato and Xenophon. In 1863 Bishop
Lightfoot is reported to have said :

'

If we could only recover

letters that ordinary people wrote to each other without any

thought of being literary, we should have the greatest possible

help for the understanding of the language of the New Testa

ment generally
'

; and now that the letters have been dis

covered his words are made good. But we must be quite

certain what we mean by this generalization.

There is a type of scholar who is hypnotized by a ana£

XeySpevov. He feels uneasy until he finds another instance to

quote in support. If a word previously peculiar to Polybius

is discovered in a
'

lost
'

Euripidean play, he seems to imagine

that in some strange way this redounds to the credit of the

former author. But this is illusory. It is but a small part of

our gain when some of the rarer New Testament words are

found to be employed in the most conversational of these

letters. For instance,
yjrtopiov,2

the
'sop'

of Judas Iscariot, is

used in a letter of 112 B.C. for the provender which the con

scientious sightseer would throw to the sacred crocodiles. Or

apov ai/T6v?
'

Away with Him ', the cry of the Jews to Pilate,
is used by a mother of her refractory son.

Then"
we find

dya>via,
'

anxiety ', 6po6vpd8ov, evSoKeiv,
'

to be well pleased ',

alvScov,
'

a linen cloth ', and many
more.4 In the same way

1 See a collection, ed. Ziebarth, pub. Weber, 1910.
a
Milligan, 11, 14.

3

Milligan, 42, 10.
' Milligan gives what must be an exhaustive index of over 500 parallel

isms, great and small, in fifty letters.
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these are parallelisms of syntax. There is a fairly frequent

use of oi prj and pi) oi with the Aorist Subjunctive in strong

denials.1 There is coy av with the Aorist Subjunctive in the

sense of ubi primum? And in at least one case an idiom

hitherto thought a Hebraism is found to be good colloquial

Greek, fiXkireiv drr6, to beware of
'
the leaven ofthe Pharisees ',

is paralleled by /SAeVe o-arbv (aeavTov) dirb tSiv 'IovSaicov from

a letter written in A. D. 41 to a friend in financial difficulties ;
3

perhaps the earliest mention of Jews as money-lenders.

Now all these similarities have no force and no interest

except in so far as they serve to dispel that falsely
'

classical
'

outlook which gave the edge to Nietzsche's gibe that
'
it is

strange that God found it necessary to learn Greek in order

to communicate with man, and that he learnt it so
badly'.4

If we have accustomed ourselves to regard the New Testament

as written in a language which in some respects is Greek and

in others is not, and if we have been driven to fall back again

and again upon the influence of highly probable Aramaic

originals and the Hebraizing tendencies of a backwater of

civilization, it is perhaps because we have been taking a quite

arbitrary view of what Greek shall be considered to be. It is

as though we had decided that Burke, Berkeley, and Gibbon

were the standard English authors, and that the value of

Shaw or Galsworthy varied mathematically with the number

of words and constructions which they have inherited from

their predecessors.

But, not to press an analogy which is obviously crude and

imperfect at the best, these letters, in some mysterious way

which no adduction of instances will ever suggest, reveal to us

the Koivrj as a living language. It is living in its power of

assimilation. As Roman influence extended in Egypt, we

meet words like Sipiacrcopta, KevTvpia, KocrTeoSeia, XtfiXdpios

(libellarius, a paymaster), TTpanroanos, trdXXiov, and rdftXa.

There is no pedantic search for archaic equivalents, but a firm

1

Witkowski, 8, 13 ; 29, 35 ; 28, 20. Cf. Blass, Gramm. d. neutest.

Gr., paras. 214, 217.
2

Witkowski, 38, 18; cf. I Cor. xi. 34.
11
Milligan, 15, 24; cf. Mk. viii. 15, xii. 38.

1
Zarathustra.
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if impersonal belief that the first duty of a language is to be

intelligible. And the syntax of classical Greek has been

remoulded, and endowed with a new vitality. It is true that

the particles which used to take the Subjunctive do so still

with the greatest diligence, but now the interest is concentrated

less upon the sentence and more upon the clause. The Geni

tive Absolute, that cumbrous device for keeping our interest

agog until the subject could be introduced with the solemnity

which was its due, has almost disappeared, except in one long

rambling and querulous epistle from a wife to a neglectful

husband.1
The subject frequently changes, and the devices

for building up a period, the parallelisms, the use ofanticipatory
neuter pronouns, and the like, are very rare. It is interesting
to notice that one of the few instances of false concord is

justified by the transference of interest : pkv<popai croi peydXoos

drroXko-as xvP^la
811a)1 ('I blame you greatly for losing two

little pigs'). The loser ofthe pigs is now the important person,

and ought to be in the nominative.

It is not a very great step from this to the amazing dnb 6

a>v Kal 6 r]v Kal 6 kp\6pevos (Rev. i. 4) of the author of the

Apocalypse.3

It is, of course, easy to exaggerate the significance of letters

hastily written by men who were often illiterate ; but perhaps

what we have missed most in New Testament Greek is the

imposing edifice of the classical sentence. When St. Luke

gives us it in his preface to
'

most excellent Theophilus
'

we

hail it with glee and point out that the
'

first verses of this

Gospel are in marked contrast to the rest, being written in

a far more cultivated
style'.4 Of course it is true, but, if we

are honest, do we really prefer them to the Greek of the

parable ofthe Prodigal Son?

The classical Greek prose of the classical curriculum, with

its threefold division into Thucydidean, Platonic, and Demo

sthenic, has its weakness as well as its
strength. The Platonic

1 Isias to Hephaestion : win/.
*
Milligan, 24, 4.

5 On the break-down of Greek syntax as illustrated by the Apocalypse

and these letters see Dr. J. Armitage Robinson in the Journal of

'

Theo-

lot^ual Studies, x, p. 10.
4

Any commentator on Lk. i. 1.
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sentence, in which every word has
'

grown into its place ', with

its unequalled resources for distinguishing the finest shades of

meaning, and recording an exhaustive analysis in the shortest

possible phrase ; Thucydides and his sacrifice of cohesion in

his worship of the pregnant word ; the balance ofDemosthenes,

who never leaves the slightest doubt in our minds as to what

he believes and what he discredits ; these are not the
ultfmate

categories of Greek prose expression. There is in all three

the isolation of genius.

The mantle ofThucydides descended upon no man. Plotinus

is a warning example of the havoc wrought by a disciple who

inherited the vocabulary without the lucidity of his master.

Later Greek rhetoric was strangled by the forced antithesis.

But Greek was still a living language. And these letters give

us in a humble way instances of what this language was like

when not unnaturally, if sublimely, moulded by genius into

forms cursed with the sterility of high development. Perhaps

an expanding knowledge of the Koivrj will help us to revise

our estimate of the New Testament writers as men trying to

use a language which they imperfectly understood, and to

recognize that they achieved lucid narrative, close reasoning,

and impassioned poetry in a living tongue.

From another point of view the letters, while perhaps of

small account to the historian who writes in terms of kings

and wars and foreign policies, should prove of considerable

value to the student of social conditions. Details can often be

obtained about such things as the price of commodities, the

methods of farming, the yield of an average harvest, the com

missions one performed for one's friends when visiting a market

town, the nature of road transport, and the like. If the

enormous mass of data at our disposal can ever be got into

a manageable form, it might be possible to reconstruct with

tolerable completeness the life of a small farmer or merchant,

and so to form an idea of the standard of happiness and com

fort reached by the average man at a period when Greek

civilization had done its utmost for the world and Romanvigour

was yet unimpaired. At any rate, we have here something

tangible. These humble letter-writers were not concerned to
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make out a case : they wrote about matters which were really

important to them. And for the ordinary student the very

matter-of-fact nature of details, which it would be tedious to

adduce, will serve to vivify what is usually perhaps a very

vague picture of ancient civilization ; one in which the Roman

who roasted turnips and the other Roman who fed his

lampreys on slaves are equally memorable and equally

instructive, and
'

Lucullan feasts
'

and
'

panem et Circenses
'

stand eternally in wooden contrast.

But after all the interest of the general reader will be most

easily kindled by the humanness of these letters, by the

charming way in which they illustrate the commonplace that

the nature of man never changes, by the tantalizing glimpses

they give of domestic problems long since resolved, and

prayers long since answered or ignored. The impudent school

boy letter of Theon to his father, who was going off to

Alexandria without him, is almost famous, but may well be

quoted again :
'

' Theon to Theon his father, greeting. That was a fine

trick, not taking me to the city with you ! If you don't take

me to Alexandria with you, I won't write to you! I won't

speak to you ! I won't wish you good-morning ! If you do go

to Alexandria, I won't hold your hand or have anything more

to say to you. That 's what will happen if you don't take me !

And mother said to Archelaus,
"

He upsets me. Take him

off my hands !
"

And you did a fine thing ! You sent me

a fine present, those beans 1 2 They kept me in the dark at

home on the 12th, when you sailed. So do please send for

me. If you don't, I won't eat or drink.
Goodbye.'

Still better known, perhaps, is the letter from Hilarion to

his wife A
lis,3

often quoted to illustrate the slight regard in

which infant life was
held.4 As a counterpoise to the attentive

Hilarion we may perhaps instance the shamefully neglectful

Hephaestion, a
'
recluse

'

of the Serapeum. Apparently it was

1 P. Oxvrh. 119; Milligan, 42.
' SSapa ptyaXa, apditin = big presents, beans. Perhaps used of anything

worthless (M illigan), or possibly to be used in some childish game. In any

case no equivalent to the trip to Alexandria.

s P. Oxvrh. 744; Milligan, 12; Witkowski, 59.
4 '

If it is a male, let it live ; if it is a female, expose
it.'
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the custom to go into retreat (Karoxv) fc>r a stipulated period

in the temple of Serapis at Memphis; and a number of

letters have been discovered addressed to one or another of

these devotees. Hephaestion seems to have found the atmo

sphere so peaceful that he refused to leave it when the period

of retreat was concluded ; so his wife Isias sent him a
letter,1

partly indignant and partly conciliatory, but wholly breathless

and involved. After describing her surprise at his conduct,

and the poverty into which she has fallen through his neglect,

and the displeasure of his mother, she begs him to return to

her emep pfj dvayKaioTepov ere Trepiaira, 'ifyou can conveniently

do so', a naive return to the conventions which is whollydelight

ful. She also induces her brother-in-law Dionysius to second

her efforts, and he too writes a letter 2 in which all her most

telling points are repeated in words obviously dictated by her.

One would like to know the upshot of it. At any rate>

Hephaestion threw both letters away.

Then there are the Egyptian soldiers waiting for their relief

in some garrison town by the Red Sea, and combating not

merely their own despondency but also a scarcity of food

caused by the foundering of an kXeqbavTtjyos, or elephant-

transport, which was bringing
supplies.3

They are consoled

by a friend in words which have a quaintly Pauline ring : . . .

pi) ovv oXiyoyfrvx^o-rjTe,
dXX'

dvSpigeaQe, oXlyos yap XP°"V0S

iipiv ko-Tiv. Or again, what tale of crime and intrigue might

not be revealed had we the clue to the following !

'

On my arrival at Alexandria I learned . . . that the house

of Secunda has been searched and my house has been

searched. ... I am not so much as anointing myself until

I shall hear a report from you on all points. I am being
pressed by my friends to become a member of the household

of the chief usher Apollonius, in order that I may come along
with him to the inquiry. The marshal of the strategus and

Justus the sword-bearer are in prison, as the prefect ordered,

until the inquiry, unless indeed they shall persuade the chief

usher to give security for them until the
inquiry.'4

1
P. Brit. Mus. 42 ; Milligan, 4 ; Witkowski, 26.

"

P. Vat. a ; Witkowski, 27.
1
P. Ft. P. ii. 40 A ; Witkowski, 16.

4
P. Oxyrh. 294; Milligan, 13 (Milligan's translation).
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Apparently it was an occasion on which the lion rent the

jackal as well as his more usual prey.

Then we have the Roman senator Lucius Memmius making
a journey up the Nile km vempiav,

'

to see the sights
' 1 Some

local official is bidden to
'

take the greatest care on all points

that the visitor may be well satisfied ', and to
'

display the

greatest zeal '. An itinerary is mapped out for the distin

guished visitor, and he is to be given the opportunity of

doing all the conventional things in the conventional way,

just as his modern successor might mount a reluctant drome

dary to gape at the pyramids of Gizeh. At the other end of

the social scale we have the two wine-merchants, if that be

not too dignified a name for them, who write
2
to their father

that
'
on the day you left we sold thirty-two quarts, including

a good deal of quite thin wine, to some strangers for five

drachmas : so our sales are improving, and we hope that the

improvement will be even greater '. And there is the strug

gling farmer who writes thus to a son to whom farming has

apparently no appeal :

' Our partner has taken no share in the work, for not only was

the well not cleaned out, but in addition the water-channel

was choked with sand, and the whole land is unfilled. No

tenant was willing to work it, only I continue paying the

public taxes without getting anything back in return. There

is hardly a single plot that the water will irrigate. Therefore

you must come, otherwise there is a risk that the plants may
perish.'s

And, although its date is somewhere round A. D. 350, the

following, which explains itself, is too good to
omit.4

'

Melas to Sarapion and Silvanus, greeting. I dispatched to you

through the grave-digger the body of your brother Phibion,
and I paid him the costs ofthe carriage ofthe body amounting
to 340 drachmas in the old

coinage.5 I wonder exceedingly

1 P. Tebt. 33 ; Milligan, II.
*
P. Oxyrh~\bTz ; Olsson, 24.

' Berlin. Griech. Urkunden, 530; Milligan, 22 (Milligan's translation).
4
P. C,>rrif. ii. 77 ; Milligan, 50 (Milligan's translationV

"
i. e. before the revision by Diocletian.
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that you went off so cruelly, without taking the body of your

brother, but that having collected all that he had, you then

went off. From this I learned that it was not on account of

the dead man that you came here, but on account of his goods.

See to it therefore that you furnish me the sums expended.

The expenses are . .

Here follows the bill, amounting to 520 drachmas. Poor

trusting soul ! Let us hope the
brothers'

hearts were touched.

But although, as is natural in a collection of this kind,

comedy is nearest the surface, there are passages by which

a deeper interest is aroused. There is the famous letter of

consolation, so touching from the fact that there is no conso

lation to bestow :
1

'

Irene to Taonnophris and Philo, good cheer ! 2 I grieved

and wept as much for the blessed one 3
as I wept for Didymas,

and I did all thatwas fitting, I and all my household. But still

nothing can be done in such a case. So comfort one another.

Goodbye.'

Or there is a tense anddistraught letter,4addressed 'to thosewho

speak the truth ', and beginning
'

Apollonius to Ptolemaeus his

father, greeting. I swear by Serapis—had I not a little respect

for you, you should never see my face
—that all things are false

and your gods with the rest, for they have cast us into a great

forest where we shall probably
die.'

And there is the agonized

letter of a prodigal son
6
who

'

knows that he has sinned
'

and

begs his mother's forgiveness. But our last example, though

this too is from the fourth century A. D., is in some ways the

most significant. As a great part of the linguistic interest of

the letters depends upon the light they throw on the New

Testament, it is perhaps fitting to select a letter which shows

the new spirit leavening the old. This is what some illiterate

Coptic peasant, the priest ofthe obscure village of Hermopolis,

has the audacity to write to no less a person than the Roman

commandant of the local garrison about a deserting
soldier.6

1
P. Oxyrh. 115 ; Milligan, 38.

2
tvtyyxfiv for the usual xai'p«i>.

3
eiSpmpos, Euphemism.

4
P. Par. 47 ; Milligan, 7 ; Witkowski, 39.

s
Berlin. Griech. Urkunden, 846 ; Milligan, 37.

6
P. Brit. Mus. 417; Milligan, 51.
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'

I wish you to know, my lord, with regard to the soldier

Paulus, with regard to his flight, pardon him just this once,

since I am not at leisure to come to you this very day. And

again, if he does not desist, he will come into your hands still

another time. I pray for your health for many years, my lord
brother.'

Alas for the old Roman gravitas ! It is clear that

Gibbon was right ; the new spirit was not the least among the

causes which hastened the end.
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IV

THE ARTS

Greek Music in the Papyri and Inscriptions

I. The new fragments and their worth.

II. The musical and rhythmical notation.

III. General musical analysis.

IV. Detailed musical analysis.

V. Other papyri relating to musical theory and practice.

I. WHEN Wessely and Crusius interpreted the musical

notation of the Aidin inscription, a new chapter opened in the

study and knowledge of Greek music. Before 1891 little was

known of the actual practice of Greek musicians, though much

had been conjectured on the basis of statements found in

treatises such as the AppoviKa. SroLxeia of Aristoxenus and

the Tlepl Movo-iktjs of Aristides Quintilianus. It is true that

general histories of music and special discussions of Greek

music frequently presented a number of musical scores in

Greek notation ; but some of these compositions are of very

doubtful value as evidence. A Hymn to the
Muse,1

one to

the Sun, and a third to Nemesis had been known from manu

script sources since 1581. There is considerable probability

that the Hymn to Nemesis should be attributed to Mesomedes,

a Cretan musician closely associated with the Emperor

Hadrian;2

and, unless similarity of style is deceptive, the

Hymn to the Sun may be by the same composer. .It is evident,

however, that enormous assumptions were involved when

writers treated these compositions as representative examples

of Greek music
—

as if the art of music had been stationary

since the time of Plato. The first few phrases of the first

Pythian ode of Pindar, with a setting in Greek notation, were

1
This composition is regarded as two separate pieces by Wilamowitz

(Timotheos : Die Terser, p. 97); Th.. Reinach (La Musique Grecque,
p. 194) has adopted this view.

"■ For the evidence see C. von Jan, Musici Scrip/ores Graeci, Suppl.,
pp. 47-8.
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published by Athanasius Kircher in 1648; but the manuscript

which was said to have contained the music cannot be traced,

and some details of the Greek notation are open to serious

suspicions. The composition is now quite generally regarded

as a forgery, perversely concocted by Kircher himself. The

music in Greek notation to two lines ofHomer, which Benedetto

Marcello used for his setting ofthe Eighteenth Psalm in 1725,

is in little better repute. In 1841 Bellermann published

from manuscript sources an anonymous treatise, of uncertain

date, containing a few examples of Greek notation ; but these

pieces are only brief exercises intended to illustrate certain

rhythmic and melodic formulae. Not everything in Greek

musical notation is the work of Greek composers.

But during the last few decades the Egyptian papyri and

inscriptions from Delphi and Asia Minor have given us a more

extensive corpus, which is free from the grosser disabilities of

the pieces previously known. The value and interest of the

compositions enumerated above have been successively lessened

by the discovery of the ten following remains of ancient music.

(1) The Aidin inscription, which is often referred to as the

Epitaph of Sicilus (SetKiXos), was the first of the newer

fragments to be discovered j1 but eight years elapsed before

the first attempts were made to interpret the musical notation

which accompanies the text. This brief song is well preserved,

except for a few details in the musical signs. The date com

monly assigned to it, on uncertain evidence, is the first century

of the Christian era. The following facsimile will afford, in all

essential points, a tolerably accurate idea of the inscription :
2

1
The inscription, found at Aidin, near Tralles, in Asia Minor, was

published by Sir W. M. Ramsay in Bull. Corr. Hell, vii (1883), p. 277. The

actual stone has disappeared since the burning of Smyrna in September,
1921. A good photograph (from a cast or squeeze) is to be found in

Bull. Corr. Hell, xviii (1894), plate 13. The discussions of this piece are

very numerous. The chief are those of O. Crusius (Philologus. I,

1891, p. 169; Iii, 1891, p. 167), Th. Reinach (AV?'. des El. Gr. vii,

1894, p. 203; Bull. Corr. Hell, xviii, 1894, p. 365), C. von Jan (Musici

Script. Gr., p. 450; Supplementum, p. 351, and R. Wagner [Philol.

Ixxvii. 1921, pp. 2S5, 295).
1 The present facsimile is based on the published photograph, with

which I have compared the various attempts at decipherment. The

earlier facsimiles differ greatly from each other. The more recent ones

ot R. Wagner (/'////.>/. Ixxvii, 1921, Tafel ii, based on an examinalion of
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EUmv 4 XlOos
dpi-

Tidrjai fie ZeiKiXos ivOa pvrjprfs dOavdr

afjpa no\vxp6viov.

C Z Z K I Z t

OSON ZHS <4>AINOY

K I Z U O CO*

MHAEN OAfTs SY AYTTOY

C Kzi K i K C 0*

npos oaiton ezti to zhn

C K 0 1 Z K C C CXI

TO TEAOZ 0 XPONOS attaiteT

ZeiKtXos evTep . . .

(2) A mutilated fragment of a musical score of lines 338-344

of the Orestes of Euripides was found among the Rainer

papyri :
*

rrp c
p*

♦ n

(k«toAo0)YPOMAI T. MATEPOZ (alpa ads

z ? ?
I'

z c

6'y
a'

aj/«/S)AKXEYEI T. O METAS (oA/3oy ov

fr p c
i-

z

povipo)!. EM BPOTOIS "T. ANA (Se Aa^oy cos

c p fr cp z*'c

tis) AKATOY 0OAS TINA(£ay Saipcov)

? n p fr z r z

KATEKAYSEN DTD A(etv£v irovav) DTD flflS TTONT(ot;

c-p 1

XdfJpois 6Xe6pioia)\N (kv Kvpaatv).

squeezes possessed by Crusius) and of Th. Reinach (LaMusique Grecque,
p. 171) seem to be well founded. The above facsimile differs from those

ofWagner and Reinach in the following particulars : (1) over the second
syllable of </>mVou Reinach gives

-^'

; (2) Reinach omits the hyphen under

the two notes set to the second syllable of SXwf, andWagner is doubtful of
its presence ; (3) Wagner reads the note set to the last syllable of xpovos

as k ; (4) in Reinach's version the hyphen at the end of the inscription
extends under the last two notes only. It will be understood that, as
regards the exact form of the letters and the separation of words, minor

concessions have been made to typographical needs and the reader's

convenience.

1
Ed. Wessely : Mitieilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Erz-

herzog Rainer, v, Vindobonae, 1892. Facsimiles are also given by
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There is a very strong presumption that the music preserved

is precisely that which the audience of Euripides heard, and

not some later setting ; for Dionysius of Halicarnassus (De

Comp. Verb. 11) possessed some part, if not the whole, of

a score of this very tragedy just before the Christian era ; and

he speaks as if the music were that of Euripides himself. Yet

any conclusions which we are inclined to draw from this frag
ment will always be open to some doubt, since the order of

the lines in the papyrus is different from that upon which

modern scholars are
agreed.1

(3) In 1893 the French School

found at the so-called Treasury of the Athenians at Delphi

a paean inscribed on the broken fragments of a mural inscrip
tion.2 This composition, now known as the first Delphic

Hymn, is not complete, but we have twenty-five lines (the

equivalent of ninety bars of | time) sufficiently well preserved

for us to appreciate and analyse the style of the text and

music. From the type of lettering the hymn would appear

to have been inscribed within the last half of the second

century B.C., and there is no evidence that its original com

position should be placed very much
earlier.^

(4) A second

Hymn, consisting of a paean followed by a prosodion, was

found at the same site by the French
School.4 Not only is

one limit of its date fixed by the prayer for the Roman power,

which appears in the prosodion (rdv re 8opi[arenTov Kaprei]

'Pcopatcov dpxdv aH^eT dyrjpdTO) 6dX[Xovaav <pepeyUav), but

the exact date 128-127 B.C. is fixed by the appearance of the

O. Crusius (Philol. Iii, 1893, p. 147 ; Die Delphischen Hymnen, p. 147),

C. Torr (On the Interpretation of Greek Music, p. 23) ; and R. Wagner

offers some notes on readings in Philol. Ixxvii, 1921, p. 293. C. von

Jan's copies of the papyrus (in Musici Script. Gr. and in the later

Supplemen/um) are both marred by misprints (cf. Bert. Phil. Woch.

xvii, p. 1051). . .

1
It is noteworthy that the codices of Euripides are also dislocated

(but in a different manner) at this |>lace.
,-.»„.

• Published in Bull. Corr. Hell, xvii (1893), pp. 569 ff. At first the

fragments were arranged in a wrong order.

' The suggestion that this first hymn is exactly contemporaneous with

the second is tempting ; but there is no definite proof.

4 Published in Bull. Corr. Hell, xviii (1894). PP- 345 ff' A definitive

edition of both hymns is to be found in Fouilles de Delphes, torn, m,

fasc ii, pp. 158 ff., by Colin and Reinach. The text, with notes and

a transcription into modern notation, will conveniently be found in

J. U. Powell, Collect. Alexan.,
pp. 141-69.
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composer's name, Limenius, in another collateral Delphic

inscription.1 These two Hymns were executed by professional

Dionysiac singers (rex^trot) in a religious ceremony, during

a solemn deputation sent by Athens to Delphi. From other

Delphic inscriptions of about the same date it is clear that

choirs of some magnitude, with performers on the cithara and

aulos, were sent to Delphi to perform hymns specially com

posed in honour of the god. (5-9) In 191 8 W. Schubart

published other musical fragments found on the verso of a piece

of papyrus from
Egypt.2 On the recto is a Latin military

document, previously published by Mommsen, dating from

A. D. 156. The musical fragments were written before the

papyrus was mutilated, and are now incomplete. From the

form of the letters Schubart conjectures that the verso was

written at the end of the second century, or at the beginning
of the third century A. D. The music may, of course, be a copy

of pieces composed many decades
earlier.3 The fragments are

five in number, and will be described separately. (5) The first

consists of twelve lines of a paean to Apollo, containing
references to the places where his cult flourished, to his func

tions as povaayeTTjs, as the avenger of the insult offered to his

mother by Tityos, and possibly as Pythius. With Wagner's

restorations, the text reads :

Uaidv, a) Haidv,
{pkXtyrjr'

ooSats Kovpov)
tov AdXov Tepnei ir(poiv 'Ivcoirov av-)

1

Dittenberger, Syll. Inscr. Gr?, no. 698.
"

Sitzungsber. der preuss. Akad. der IVissenschaften, 1918, pp. 763-8,
with a photographic facsimile of the papyrus. Schubart's own transcrip
tion of the papyrus omits a few details of the notation. The fragments

have been widely discussed. See Th. Reinach, Rerwe Archiologique,
1919, pp. 11-27; H. Abert, Arch, fiir Musikwissenschaft, i (1919), pp.
313-28 ; O. Schroeder, Bert. Phil. Woch. 1920, pp. 350-3 ; and, especially,

the important article of Rudolf Wagner, Philol. Ixxvii (192 1), pp. 256-310.
A. Thierfelder's erratic elucidations (Zeitschr.fiir Musikwissenschaft, i,
1 919, pp. 217 ff. ; and Paean ; Tekmessa an der Leiche ihres Gatten Aias,
published by Breitkopf and Hiirtel) have merited the censure of

O. Schroeder, R. Wagner, and H. Abert. In his recent book (La

Musique Grecque, p. 202) Th. Reinach speaks of these pieces as the
'
Fragments de Contrapollinopolis ', from the station in the Thebais whence

the military document must originally have come.
3 Th. Reinach (La Mus. Gr., p. 202) seems to assume that the music

was composed after the document on the recto was written.
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-Xa>v Kal Selvai Udvdov (Xpvafjs
6'

/pay kXt)-)

-8iov^
irayai r 'Iapr)vo(v Kal KprjpvcoSrjs)

5 Kp(rj)Ta-^ Llaidv, 8y Movaa(is npbs Tlapvaaaov)
Kpdvas vpvcov k£dp(xas ev npoo-Ta-)
-£as <p<ovdv, hs nip fi(dXXei.s atyXav aais)
XaiTais ajkyjras AaTov(s wal, to£cd rei'aas)
parpbs

Xd>/3av'
kXtjSqiv a(lrja>v )

io -y t£> Zeis SaSovvfi ( )
-yav tS> yds ev pdoXois {•( )
-TTOf.1

(6) The second Berlin fragment is an instrumental piece of

three lines.

(7) The third Berlin fragment consists of four lines of an

address to Telamonian Ajax after his suicide. Apparently
there was also a reference to Tecmessa. The suggestion that

we have here an excerpt from some tragedy is reasonable.

The text runs :

AvT0((>6va> x(P'- Kat fydayavov . ...

TeXap<ovid8a to a6v, Alav, e . . . .

Si'

\0)8vaka rbv dXtTpbv 6 ? 77

eXKeaLv b nodovpevos

(8) A further instrumental piece of three lines is followed

by (9) a half line, possibly of a lyric (alpa Kara x^ovbs dno . . .).

There is no ground for thinking that these five Berlin frag
ments are in any sense a continuous piece. How should the

victorious Apollo and the suicide Ajax be connected so

closely ? The second vocal fragment is preceded by abbrevia

tions for dXXo x°P1k6v (or xop6s), the third vocal fragment by
an abbreviated dXXo ; but it is utterly improbable that these

marginal jottings were intended to indicate that each instru

mental piece was closely connected with the preceding vocal

piece, as a kind of coda. Nor can the instrumental pieces be

the accompaniments of the vocal pieces ; for they do not

1 An earlier restoration of this paean was offered by Th. Reinach

(Revue Arch/ologique, 1919, p. 13). In La Musique Grecque (p. 202),

however, he follows Wagner, except that he makes one addition at the

end of 1. 11 f
!■ /SiXoit £(<iW)oi TtXXovTai mip)iroi. Another restoration by

A. Thierfelder may be found in Zeitschr. furMusikwissenschaft, i, 1919,
p. 221 ; it takes little account of papyrological probabilities, and is marred

by impossible Greek grammar. But what can R.'s a(lr\a>v) mean?
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correspond in length, or in rhythm, with
the pieces they

follow.1 The five pieces are rather in the nature of a com

pilation or anthology, for purposes of
instruction or pleasure.

The contents of this second-century Music
Lovers'

Library

were presumably pieces which had some
considerable notoriety,

and from their nature they are more likely to be selections

from comparatively standard works than contemporary

favourites. (10) Among the Oxyrhynchus Papyri (vol. xv.

1786) we have a fragment of a Christian hymn. Its subject

can be seen clearly from the best preserved passages :

'TpvovvTODV
8'

fjpStv Ilarkpa xv^°y X&Ylov Ilvevpa irdaai

Svvdpeis
e7ri<pa>vovvTmv dpr/v dpr\v KpaTOS alvos

ScoTrjpi pova>

ndvTCov dyaOcov dpr/v dp.r\v.

The date of the papyrus is the third century A. D. ; but Abert

has suggested 2
that the melody itself may be much older than

the words, and that a Christian poet has turned it to a more

noble use by adding an appropriate
text.3

In dealing with these fragments it has to be confessed that

only one, the Orestes papyrus, can with any confidence be

claimed as a specimen of the music that Plato might have

known. The Delphic Hymns are dated with some degree of

accuracy, but it is unwise to lay too much stress on the

suggestion that the conservatism of religious music has operated

to such an extent that they can be placed in the same class as

the Orestes fragment. The other pieces are, at the very best,

of uncertain date, no matter what allowances we may make ;

and they may be of no more value as evidence for classical

Greek music than are the hymns ofMesomedes. Remembering
the revolution in music which is associated with the names of

1
Yet R.Wagner considers the rhythm of the first instrumental fragment

to be parallel to that of the paean. This view is not convincing and, as

will be seen, is based on an inconsistent treatment of the various

rhythmical signs.

" In Bursians Jahresbericht, vol. cxciii (1922), p. 7.
3
R. Wagner has dealt with this fragment at some length in Philologus,

Ixxix (1923), pp. 201-21. Most recently Hermann Abert has discussed the
fragment in his article 'Das altesteDenkmal der christlichenKirchenmusik

'

in Die Antike, Bd. ii (1926), pp. 282-90.
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THE BERLIN PAEAN

♦ ? OHO 6 <*>c

nAI AN TTAI A N

C IZ Z 1> tja

TON AA AOY TEP nEI
"

n

? z uey ua a

ACU N KAI AEI NAI
~

ZA N0OY

••Aunz u uai i iz

AU) N FTA TAI
""

NO

cr> z :iz z'c

? TA nAI A N OCMOY
~

CA

z en :za fo z-

zi

KPA N A C Y MNCiTn E

6 c ocn* z : auz

ZAC <4>t0 NA

" "

N OC nYP B

A ZI i zAj> :iz

XAI TAI~C CTE YA C AA TOY

o z'c i Tn 0

MA
TPO£~

AGO BA N KAH AGO N A

oc n* z'i z
i"

:au

^CTUT ZEY C AA AOY XEI

iz n ai iz z : iz T

TA N TA C EN BCO AOIC Z

5c f\

noi
w

THE AJAX FRAGMENT

1"

r cC
k^

k'' 6"
in

0^

W
\"

AY TO 00 Nfl XE PI KAI <4>A CTA NO N

A" i" 1" i" cT^h" 0^ i"
\'*T

e"

TE AA Mfl NI A AA TO CON AI I AN E

k^ k"

m
0^ 6^ a'' e'"

in
6" ii"

AI (O) AY CE A TON A AI TPON O H

I" K" E"
K"

IK^C
E^ A"

EA KE CIN O no OOY ME NOC

The above approximate facsimiles are based on Schubart's photograph

of the papyrus and on R. Wagner's revised readings.
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Timotheus and his contemporaries, and bearing in mind that

these newer fragments may cover a range of six centuries, it

would be surprising if, by combining their evidence,
we arrived

at any real idea of music which is truly Greek. We should

frankly acknowledge that all we can
expect from the evidence

is material for a sketch of the Hellenistic and Roman art.

Nor within these limits can we satisfactorily
control our

evidence ; for our picture will be a composite
one.

Yet when we have made all these reservations, serious as

they are, it is remarkable to discover how many points of

similarity there are between all these fragments, and how

closely they afford illustrations of statements made by ancient

musicologists and theorists. Nor are the points of contact

merely between the fragments and
the theorists of the Roman

age ; in several important details we find confirmation of

information preserved in writers of respectable antiquity. We

can see in actual operation the way in which the keys and the

modes and the smaller nuances were employed in melody, to

what extent there was a purely musical structure in the

melodies, how the modes were accommodated to the sentiment

of the words, what were the principles of melodic composition,

and in what directions the quantities ofthe words were moulded

to the requirements of rhythm. But we should not be hasty

in thinking that Damon, the friend of Pericles and the musical

oracle of Socrates, would have recognized all the features of

our fragments as characteristic ofthe music to which he himself

was accustomed.

II. Our attention is first engaged by the musical and

rhythmical notation of these fragments. To indicate pitch,

the Greeks used two series of alphabetical signs, one for vocal

melodies, and another for instrumental. Both series are pre

served in the tables of Alypius, together with a lucid verbal

explanation.1 These tables enable us to determine, with some

show of accuracy, the sequence of greater and smaller intervals

1
These tables may be found in C. von Jan, Musici Script. Gr.,

pp. 368-406, and in Macran, Aristoxenus, pp. 46-61. Alypius is a late

writer, but the internal evidence of these tables is thought to point to their

construction in the time of Archytas (cf. Reinach, La Mus. Gr., p. 26).
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and the relative pitch of the notes in the various scales ; as far

as the general pitch of a Greek melody is concerned, our

interpretations need not be more than a major or minor third

wrong.1

For the interpretation of our fragments the tables

of Alypius are entirely satisfactory, except in the cases of the

Orestes piece and the Ajax fragment. The notes used in

these two fragments are not found in any single scale of

Alypius, or in any combination of allied scales. But, remark

ably enough, the signs used in the Orestes papyrus are to be

found in one of a set of scales which Aristides Quintilianus

has preserved,2 with the declaration that it is one of the dppo-

viai to which Plato refers in the Republic. Such a coincidence

is really a strong confirmation of the reliability of our sources

of theoretical information. In the second Delphic Hymn the

instrumental notation is employed ; but it is clear from the

manner in which a syllable is duplicated when two notes arc

set to it (e.g. ex«<e<y) that the notation was intended to

indicate the vocal part as well as the instrumental. The nota

tion here is placed above the text, though Gaudentius states

that the instrumental notation was placed below the
words.3

The vocal notation of the Berlin papyrus is curious in this

respect that, with very few exceptions, the musical notes are

not directly above the vowels or consonants, but are to the

right of the vowel and the left of the following
consonant.4

The details of the relation of notes to words are of some

interest. When two notes were to be sung to the same

syllable, the vowel, whether long or short, was sometimes

doubled in the text. Thus in the Orestes fragment we have

axuy ; in the first Delphic Hymn we have Qoioifiov, AeeXQiauv,

toiuSpov, paavTfielov ; in the second Delphic Hymn we also

find KXeteiTi'r, ipvaxov, adpfiporav. But such a duplication

' In accordance with the convention by which tenor songs are written

111 the treble clef, most of the current transcriptions of Greek music are set

just one octave too hii;h. This harmless convention will be followed later

in this chapter.

1
pp. 21-2 Meibom.

'■'
p. 23 Meibom., p. 350 C. von Jan.

4
This feature of the notation increases the difficulties of textual

restoration, since we have no means of conjecturing what the lost melody

was, or how much of the available space it occupied.
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was not obligatory ; it is not found in the Aidin epitaph, in

the Berlin Paean, or in the Christian Hymn ; there is a single

example in the Ajax fragment. When two successive syllables

are to be sung to the same note, the musical sign is repeated

in the Aidin inscription, in the Ajax piece, and in the Christian

Hymn. In the Delphic Hymns, however, the sign is not

repeated, though it is clear from such examples as TpiToocoviSo?

(i. 9), where the first o> is the only vowel without a note, that

any given pitch must have been maintained until a new sign

appeared.1

All these fragments, with the exception of the Delphic

Hymns, are provided with a rhythmical notation. It is a

reasonable assumption that there are no rhythmical signs in

the Delphic Hymns because they were not needed, and

because the rhythm intended by the composer is sufficiently

indicated by the normal lengths of the syllables. Certainly,

every one of the paeonics in these Hymns has its full com

plement of five xP°VOi Trpd>Toi expressed in the words them

selves, and there is nothing in the Hymns which would

demand the use of the signs found in the other fragments.

The chief signs are five in number : two which indicate quan

tity (
— and -j), one which binds groups of notes (w), another

to indicate a rest or a protraction (-->), and the aTLyprj (■).

Elaborate examples of their use are afforded by the Berlin

Paean.

We first notice the accentus longus or diseme mark (— ),

which indicates two xP°vot irp&TOL, and the analogous diacritical

mark, the triseme (-■), which indicates three xP°y0L trp&Toi?

They are placed, not immediately over the syllables of the

text, but over the musical notes ; in some cases such a position

was the only one which could have indicated the proper sub

division of the total time allotted to the syllable. In the

Orestes fragment the diseme mark is used four times. In

each case the sign is placed over a single note to which a long
syllable was sung. From the point of view of the singer its

1 In the Orestes fragment and the Berlin Paean there are no repeated

notes or occasions for them.
2 Throughout this chapter I shall use J*

to represent the xpovos Trpwros.
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use was not necessary, even though in two cases the vowel is

naturally short ; but its employment makes the musical nota

tion rhythmically independent of the words. In the Aidin in

scription the diseme mark is quite frequent, and it is especially

interesting to find that of the two notes over the last syllable

of Xvirov only the second has the diseme mark. The notation

of (fjv is similar. The total length of these syllables, then,

was three XP°V01 irpcoToi, and they were metrically parallel to

the syllable £jjs and the second syllable of <paivov, which have

a single note marked by the triseme (-*). In these two cases

of Xvirov and (rjv the signs and their proper allocation are

essential to the rhythmical interpretation of the words ; for

the quantities ofthe syllables do not in themselves indicate the

rhythm intended by the poet. This is striking evidence of

the difficulty which we face when we set out to recover the

rhythms of Pindar or the tragic choruses without the aid of

the musical notation. How often may the quantities of the

words have been merely the skeleton of the living rhythm ?

There are five other long syllables, however, in the Aidin

inscription where the diseme mark is used with no other effect

than to make the musical notation rhythmically intelligible

apart from the text. In the Berlin fragments there are many

examples of the use of the diseme mark. As far as the

instrumental pieces are concerned the signs must be our chief

guide to the rhythm, and we cannot easily confirm or refute

their evidence. In the Ajax fragment only one diseme is used,

but it is important ; for it is over the first of two notes set to

the second syllable of troOovpevos, arid affords an indication

that the total value of the syllable was three XP°V0L irp&Toi.

In the Paean the diseme mark must be somewhat differently
interpreted. In the phrase roi' AdXov Tepirei, for example,

tov has a single note,
Aa- has two notes standing beneath

a single diseme mark, -Xov has a single note without the

diseme mark,
rep- has a single note without the diseme

mark, while -net has two notes covered by the diseme mark.

Now all the syllables of this fragment are
long,1

and it would

1
Compare, for example, the fragment of Terpander's hymn to

Zeus.
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seem that the diseme mark here is either capriciously redun

dant or that, instead of having its normal meaning of two

Xpovoi rrpdoToi, it is used in a comparative sense, so that in

this fragment the unit of measurement is not a short, but

a long,
syllable.1 If this second alternative is the true one,

the rhythmic basis is the greater
spondee.2 Such an inter

pretation, taken in conjunction with a satisfactory elucidation

of the other rhythmical signs, leads to a consistent scheme

and has generally commended itself. Once more we see how

imperfectly the rhythm is indicated by the words alone. Again

and again in this Paean, three long syllables are so rhythmized

that they occupy the time of four longs, as in the case ofAdXov

Tep(nei), where the first syllable of AdXov is extended to four

normal XP°V0L trpwroi. In the Christian Hymn the diseme is

used frequently, and always in its normal significance of two

XpovoL
irpWTOl.3

In all except the Orestes fragment and the Delphic Hymns

we find that groups of two or three notes are bound together

by a subscript curved hyphen, which undoubtedly indicates that

they are to be sung to the same
syllable.4 The assumption

that the time value of the syllable is divided between the notes

when they are thus linked seems thoroughly
justified.5 This

hyphen is frequently found in conjunction with the diseme

mark. For example, the last syllable of diraLTel in the Aidin

inscription has three notes all bound together by a hyphen,
and the last two are covered by a diseme. The distribution

1 In this connexion Wagner appositely cites Elias (Com. Arist. xviii. I,
p. 189) : ecrrt yap paKpa napa tois pnvaiKols Tto-o~dpav xpovaiv, r)V Kal 5io~r]pov

(lege 8 o-rjpov, i. e. TeTpdo~t)HOv) Ka\ovo~tv u>s ^LnXaaiav Ttjs 7rnpn tois perpiKolt

paKpds, ftpaxfid eVri avrols rpiwv xpovatv ®s TpinXaaia ovaa ttjs napa Tols

peTpiKois
fipnxeias'

17 Be TOiavTi) fipaxeia tt)V ToiavTTjv paKpav ov KaTaperpei.

2 Cf. Aristides Quint., p. 36 Meib. t£>v Si noStKwv yevav npwrov eVn <5m

Tt\v lo~OTi)Ta to
BaKTvXiKOv'

nep\ ov npatTov Xeya>p.ev. eV ru daKrvXiicia ytvci

da-vv8(T0L piv tiGi pv8po\ €£ . . . o~nov8eios pelfav, 6 Ka\ dinXavs, eV T€rpao~i)pov

8lo-f(at Ka\ reTpao-qpov apo-eas.
3 If the reading npvTavr/a> in the second line is correct, the diseme over

the vowel a is strange ; but the last syllable of nvevpa and the first of dixi'y
are also lengthened metrigratia.

4
There are many references to this sign in the Latin grammarians

(cf. Prise, ii. 520, 8 k).
6 There are no hyphens in the Delphic Hymns; but beyond doubt we

are right in assuming that when two notes are set to a long syllable, the

total time is divided between the notes.
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of the time is therefore Is J* l\' In the Berlin Paean the
m 0 m

first syllable of Selvai has three notes covered by a single

diseme mark, and the last two are bound together. Bearing
in mind the unusual value of the diseme mark in this fragment,
we must interpret the value of the notes as —

w ^, or I Is N.

In the case ofthe second syllable of itayat, three notes covered

by a diseme mark are all embraced by a hyphen. The inter

pretation is three notes of equal length whose total value is

a minim (* *
»).2 The hyphen appears in profusion in the

Christian Hymn, but its interpretation calls fur no special

comment.

In the Berlin papyrus and in the Christian Hymn there

appears among the musical notes a symbol like a half-circle

which is almost certainly a form of the Xeippa
(A:.3 In the

Christian Hymn this sign is undoubtedly used to indicate

a xp°vos Kevos, or rest, and appears in combination with the

diseme mark (thus: ^) at the end of each colon. In the Ber

lin vocal fragments its use is rather different. It is frequently
found among a group of notes sung to one syllable ; but it

cannot have indicated a rest half-way through a syllable.

For example, the last syllable of (fxovdv in the Paean is set to

three'

notes and a Xeippa. The first two notes are hyphenated

and covered by a diseme mark ; they are followed by a Xeippa

hyphenated to a musical note. The equivalent in modern

notation would be J J
j^

J . In other words, the Xeippa

here has the function of a symbol for protraction.'' In the

'
I do not understand why Reinach (La Mus. Gr., p. 109 and p. 193)

gives P |.

• • •
"

To interpret as j
j*

would be less accurate ; for there would then

br no distinction between this and the notation of Sri(v<u).
5
H. Abert's suggestion that this sign is a kind of musical circumflex is

not convincing. Wagner supposes that the Xdppa has a rounded form to

prevent its confusion with a musical note.

4
Notice that the last syllable of this word is shown by the notation to

be three times as
Ion;,'

as the first Compare the setting of the first

syllabic of \<V, I'K'nj
'
(= / .*.*) in the Ajax piece.

* Wagner treats the sign (generally) as an anticipation ofthe succeeding
note. If such be the proper interpretation, the notation is curiously
cumbersome ; for DO would then be only another way of writing ♦. The
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case of the Berlin instrumental pieces we cannot say with

certainty whether the
Xelpp.a is a protraction or a rest. Since

the length of some of the notes in these pieces is indicated by

the diseme, it might appear that the Xeippa need not have

been used unless it indicated a rest. On the other hand, the

triseme mark is not used in the papyrus ; and a diseme mark

followed by the Xeippa may have been employed in its place.

Of all the signs which appear in these newer fragments,

none is as important as the aTiyprj ; and of all diacritical

marks none is as liable to corruption and dislocation as a mere

dot. We shall not be surprised to find that the usage of the

aTiyprj is not absolutely consistent, even in the same papyrus

or the same fragment. It is worth pointing out also that in

the case of the other signs we use their known or probable

values to give us an idea of the rhythm intended by the com

poser ; as far as the aTiyprj is concerned, we are rather using

the idea we have of the rhythm to determine the function of

the sign. The few examples of the aTiyprj found in the

instrumental pieces of Bellermann's Anonymous taught us

nothing ; but its function was thus verbally defined by the

unknown writer : r) pev oiv Qkais arjpaiveTai oTav airXtos to

arjpeiov daTiKTov r) , r)

8'

dpais orav kaTiypkvov. Which part

of the foot was regarded by the writer as the deais is un

certain, but scholars have quite generally assumed that he

meant the strong part or
'

rise
'
1
(Hebung, or tempsfort). In

the Orestes fragment the aTiyprj appears sometimes over the

musical note, sometimes at the right-hand side of it. In four

cases we have a aTiyprj associated with the first syllable of the

dochmius ; in five other cases it is found over the first long
syllable of the cretic part of the dochmius ; and where, as in

the case of &><&s, there are two notes set to a syllable, each note

normally formed sign of the \dnua is found in the Hymn to the Sun,
where Siaxeis is noted I Z A Z. Wagner would presumably rhythmize this

as w >, not as \^ _j
—

,
and so be in agreement with J. W. White

( Verse of Greek Com., §§ 782-5). Yet in a few cases in the Paean where

the Xtippa is not hyphenated to another note, Wagner rather incon

sistently treats it as a protraction of the preceding note. Reinach

invariably takes the Xeippa as a sign for protraction.

1
The terms

'rise'

and
'fall'

were first suggested by Prof. E. A.

Sonnenschein.
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has the ariypfj. Though the notation is not complete for any

single colon, it seems that the aTiyprj was used at two points

in the dochmius ; but since our other evidence does not suffice

to showwhat was the fundamental constitution of the dochmius,

we cannot decide from these examples of the use of iheaTiypfj
whether it represents dpais or

Okais.1 In the Aidin inscription

the usage of the aTiyprj is not entirely consistent. In one

case (line 3) three consecutive short notes which are the

equivalent of an iambus are all given the aTiyprj ;
'-'

in others

(e. g. £rjv, triseme) only the second note, which represents the

last two xpovot rrpcoTot of the iambus, has the aTiyprj ; in other

cases again (e.g. oXcos, set to three short notes) only the first

two notes have aTiypai, but the second and third notes are

bound together by a hyphen ; in the cases of the triseme £fjs

and the second syllable of (paivov, which have only one note,

the ariypfj is
given.3 The run of the song is iambic ; indeed,

the phrase pr/Sev oXcos is the only one which contains anything

but an iambus of the normal, resolved, or syncopated types.

And each line consists of two iambic dipodies. At once we

see that the ariypfj is not found in the first foot of any dipody,

but is found in the second foot of each of the dipodies. It has

generally been assumed that in an iambic dipody the second

foot is the
'

rise
'

or strong part ; it would seem, therefore, that

the aTiyprj is used here to indicate that stronger part of the

dipody.4 If we turn our attention to the second feet of the

dipodies, it seems that sometimes the first two XP°V01 rrpcoToi

of the foot are marked with the aTiyprj, sometimes the last

two, and in one case all three XP°V0L ttp&toi are so marked.

1 Cf. J. W. White ( Verse of Greek Com., §§ 623 ff.) for a discussion of

evidence bearing on the nature of the dochmius. May the ariyprj here

merely indicate the beginning of the constituent parts ofthe dochmius.'

Cf. Aristides Quint., p. 39, Meib. : dvo piv Soxptaicd, £v to piv o-vvTiderai

f£ Itiv&ov Ka\ naibivoi Siayvinv. . . .

'' Cf. also Wagner's reading of d xpdcor in line 4, with three successive

aTiypai.

3
As J. W. White points out ( Verse of Greek Com., §§ 779-81) these

cases of <,'.',"« and tne second syllable of 4>m'i'ou are quite contrary to the

Kossbach-Westphal theory of iambic protraction.

4 Wagner believes that in melic iambics, the first foot of a dipody
is the

'

stronger ', though he agrees that this is not the case with dramatic

trimeters.
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From such chaos we cannot say what is the relation of the

aTiyprj to the individual foot.

In the Berlin Paean the aTiypai appear generally in pairs

over notes which together occupy four XP°V0L irpmToi, and

such pairs are separated from one another by a similar in

terval of four XP°V01 trpkoToi. We find that these pairs of

aTiypai frequently follow a quadriseme syllable (as SaXo'v
Tip-),1

and the effect of such sequences is that of a dactyl

whose primarytime is a long syllable. It is difficult to resist

the conclusion that the function of the anyfiat here is to mark

the weak part of a foot rather than the strong.2

In the first instrumental piecewe have five bars in succession

in which a note covered by a diseme is followed by two XP°"01

irpcoTOL which have ariyfiai (e.g. TOr). The quantities point

strongly to a dactylic rhythm, and the ariyp.ai, as Schroeder
admits,3

clearly mark the weak part of the foot. Especially
interesting is the case of *JCK> which is the equivalent of

In the Ajax piece aTiyp.ai are placed above the short

syllables. The rhythm is predominantly
dactylic,5

and it is

the weak part of the foot which is marked by the aTiypai.

1
It will be remembered that the unit of measurement in the Paean is

double the normal xpovos nptoros.
2 I see no escape from such a conclusion. For even if we claim that

the rhythm of the Paean is anapaestic, and not dactylic, the strong part of
the foot is still constituted by the syllables which have no o-riypri. It

would surely be perverse and unconvincing to argue that in this Paean
the strong part of many feet, whether dactylic or anapaestic, is resolved
into two (relatively) short syllables, while at the same time the weaker part
is constituted by one (relatively) long syllable. It is noteworthy also that
the anypr/ can stand over a Xeippa ; indeed the Xeippa is not found in the

Paean unless it has the o-nyprj above it, or is bound to a
'

stigmatized
'

note.

s Bert. Phil. Woch. 1920, pp. 350-3.
1
In this first instrumental piece Wagner transcribes a note without the

hyphen or diseme mark as if it were a minim (S) ; in the second instru
mental piece he gives the equivalent of such a note as a crochet (J). Yet

in both pieces he equates each of a pair of hyphenated notes to a crochet.

Reinach is more consistent.
5 In two cases, rai'and 6 no(8oipevos) , we seem to have a foot consist

ing of two xpdVoi nparot only. Are these examples of the phenomenon of

which Aristoxenus (?) speaks (C. von Jan, Musici Script. Gr., p. 414) :
fori Se ore rai ev a~io-t]po> yiverai SoktvXikos jroijr ? The line

Si'

'OSuoVa top

dXirpdv is also difficult. There is some obscurity in the papyrus at this
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The rhythm of the second of the Berlin instrumental frag
ments is too uncertain, and the placing of the aTiypai is

apparently so capricious that we can derive no evidence

from it.

The usage of the ariypfj in the Christian Hymn is consis

tent throughout. Sometimes it appears singly in conjunction

with a diseme mark ; sometimes notes with ariypai are found

in pairs. Especially important is the use of the ariypfj over

a Xeippa marked with a diseme; for, since XP°V0L *evoi at

the strong part are unlikely, this combination seems to show

that the aTiyprj is used for the weak part of a foot. It would

be possible, however, to view the rhythm of the Hymn in

such a way that the ariypai might seem to indicate the strong

part of (resolved) anapaestic feet ; but such a treatment is not

convincing.1

These fragments of Greek music, then, do not settle the

problem of the ariypfj beyond cavil. The evidence afforded

by the Orestes piece and the Christian Hymn is inconclusive.

The Aidin inscription indicates that the ariypai were used in

the second foot of an iambic dipody, but is inconclusive evi

dence when we turn to the separate feet. The Berlin papyrus

alone points strongly to the use of ariypai in the weak part

ofthe individual feet. If we accept the evidence ofthe Berlin

fragments as final, neither the Orestes fragment nor the

Christian Hymn need offer any serious difficulties ; but we

shall be bound to revise our opinion about melic iambics such

as arc found in the Aidin inscription, and regard the second

foot of such an iambic dipody as the weaker.

In the papyri there appear four other signs which are

difficult to interpret. (1) In the Orestes fragment there appears,

oint, and Wagner obtains a consistent interpretation of the aT.ypui only

by treating the last syllable of 'OfiroVn as short. Reinach, on the other

hand (Rev. Arehe'ol. 1919, p. 12), quite neglects the a-riypai : in his recent

book (f.a Mus. Gr., p. 204) he gives no clear indication of the rhythm.

1 The editors of the Oxyrh. Pap. seem to favour this anapaestic inter

pretation ; but in his transcription into modern notation Prof. Stuart

tones clearly regards the tmyiiai as indications of the weak part of the

loot. Anapaestic rhythm is perhaps found in two other early Christian

hymns [Pap. A»;ii. ii, and Bert. A'.'ass. Texfe.Vl. vi. S) ; but we have

no sure ground for excluding dactylic rhythm from early Christian

hymnology.
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on a level with the text, at the end of the first dochmius of

every line, a sign like a badly made Z with a dot over it. The

most reasonable suggestion that has been made is that it

indicates the end of a rhythmical
phrase.1

(2) In the Berlin

papyrus, especially in the instrumental fragments, there is

a mark like a colon (:). It also has been thought to indicate

the end of a rhythmical phrase ; but it appears again in the

Christian Hymn, and there it clearly does not have such

a function. Nor does it mark the beginning of the arsis or

thesis of a foot ; for in the Christian Hymn it is found before

both parts of the foot. Nor was it used to separate notes

which might conceivably have been grouped wrongly; for

there are no such ambiguities possible in the Paean. From his

transcription of the Christian Hymn in La Musique Grecque

(p. 207), I judge that Reinach now takes this sign to indicate

a very slight protraction of the preceding note. (3) In the

instrumental pieces of the Berlin papyrus there is a sign like

a pot-hook, between pairs of identical notes ; it may have

reference to the mode of
performance.2

(4) Before and after

the words 8eivmv novcov in the fifth line of the Orestes fragment

there is a group of signs which may be fragments of the

accompaniment (Kpovpa) ; but their relation to the rest of the

piece has not been satisfactorily explained.

III. Just as the Hymns of Mesomedes, from a rhythmical

point of view, seem a tiro's exercises beside the elaborations

of the Berlin Paean, so, from a more narrowly musical point of

view, they afford us so incomplete an idea of the resources of

Greek melody that they have been thought forgeries on that

account alone. But before turning to a detailed analysis of

the keys and modes, some mention must be made of the

relation between the words and the melody. It is well known

that Dionysius of Halicarnassus (De Comp. Verb. 11) discusses
Euripides'

setting of the words in Orestes, 140-2, to illustrate

his assertion that the words are subordinate to the tune, not

'
Reinach (La Mus. Gr., p. 75) regards it as equivalent to a pause of

two xpovoi npSiroi (-).
2
Reinach and Wagner suggest the pe\io-nos and Kopmo-pos (cf. Beller-

mann's Anonymous, § 8). Abert, with some hesitation, would interpret

the sign as a badly formed musical note.
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the tune to the words. He points out that the words aiya

aiya XevKov are all sung to the same note, regardless of the

accents, and that the first syllable of Tidere is sung to the

lowest pitch, despite the fact that it has an acute accent.

Obviously, if the same melody were sung to the strophe and

antistrophe of a choral ode, it would frequently happen that

the rise and fall of the melody would be contrary to that of

the pitch accents of the words ; for strophic correspondence

did not extend as far as identity of accentuation. Excepting
the Orestes fragment, none of our remains belongs to poetic

structures which involved strophe and antistrophe ; and it is

a remarkable fact that if the statement of Dionysius were

entirely reversed, it would be more nearly applicable to the

relation between word accents and melody in our fragments.

Indeed, three general principles may be enunciated to cover

the practice of the composers from whose works these new

fragments are preserved. In the first place, a syllable which

bears an acute accent is not lower in pitch than other syllables

of the same word. In the Orestes papyrus there are two

exceptions (parkpos and 6 pkyas); in the Aidin inscription

there is only one exception (8aov, the first word) ; in the first

Delphic Hymn cpepoirXoio is an exception ; in the second

Delphic Hymn 8iKopv<pov 1 has its last syllable sung to the

highest note ; in the Berlin Paean the acute is not only sung

at a higher pitch than other syllables of a word, but is

generally set to two rising notes ; in the Christian Hymn the

principle is generally observed ;
-

only in the Ajax fragment

is it more often broken than kept. The second principle is

that a barytone syllable is not sung at a higher pitch than the

succeeding acute accent, nor higher than the intervening
atonies. Again, it is the Ajax fragment which affords the

chief violations of this principle. The third principle concerns

the circumflexed vowels, which are frequently set to a pair of

descending notes. The two examples in the Orestes fragment

1 Reinach's suggestion (Ecu rites de Delphes, III. ii) that the musical

setting of this word depicts the twin peaks of Parnassus is a little too

fanciful.
1
But the highest note in q^aeo-rpopa is on the first syllable ; the last

syllable of ayiov is the highest.
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are set to a single note ; in the Aidin inscription one is set to

a single note and three to descending groups; in the first

Delphic Hymn six descend, four are set to a single note, and

one to a repeated note which was possibly performed as

a tremolo. In the second Delphic Hymn the proportion is

rather different ; for six descend, while seven are set to a single

note. In the Berlin Paean one is set to a rising group, two

to a falling phrase, and five to a phrase which goes up and

then down. The single circumflex (Alav) found in the Ajax

piece (which in other respects, as we have seen, differs from

the remaining fragments) goes down and then up. In the

Christian Hymn the circumflex in noTapcov is set to a rising

phrase. How far these principles would apply to classical

music we cannot say ; but it would be strange if decadent

movements developed in the direction of subordinating music

to words. At any rate, the statement of Dionysius is some

thing of a puzzle in view of our fragments. It would be unwise

to conclude that such attention to the word accents restricted

a composer's freedom to any great extent ; it would probably

be little more irksome than the necessity under which a modern

English or German composer works of avoiding frequent

clashes between the accent of his tune and the accent of the

words.

As we glance through these fragments nothing appears so

unsatisfactory as the lack of purely musical structure and

form. In the music ofWestern Europe we are accustomed to

a musical clarity and orderliness ; themes and phrases are

stated and balanced one with another, repeated, and variously

embellished ; the material with which a composition com

mences is essential to the proper understanding of the last bar,

and the last bar is the appropriate conclusion of a definite

sequence of musical thought. In Greek music, so far as we

can judge, there were no themes and phrases, and no sequences

of melody dictated by musical grammar and logic. The

nearest approach which we can find to musical structure in

accordance with our modern conceptions is in the repetition

here and there of a cadence. In the first Delphic Hymn

dvaKiSvarai is set to the same melodic figure as dvapkXireTai ;
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in the second Delphic Hymn the cadence at KeKpoiria. is the

same as that at <f>iXkv6eov. But these phrases are not true

themes; they are used only as a kind of musical formula

which appropriately closes a section of a hymn and helps to

define a modal scale.1

In one of the Aristotelian Problems (xix. 2c) we are told

that all good melodies return often to a note called the Mese.

In the Dorian mode this note is the fifth descending, or the

fourth ascending; and, if the statement of the Aristotelian

problem is accurate, it must have had a function analogous to

the tonic of a modern scale and acted as a tonal centre. Those

of our fragments which are in the Dorian mode confirm this

statement in a remarkable manner, whether we merely count

the number of times this central note occurs in a melody and

compare it with the occurrences of other notes, or whether we

consider the matter from a more aesthetic standpoint and

observe the note which is placed most frequently at the salient

[joints of the melody. There is no doubt that the principle

stated in the Problems applied to the other modes as well as

the Dorian ; but the exact position of the Mese in these other

modes has been a matter of
controversy.-

The fragments

seem to indicate that in all the diatonic modes, and in the

Mixolydian chromatic, the fourth note ascending was the

tonal centre. For the other chromatic and enharmonic

modes we have no means of testing our theoretical con

jectures.

Much light is thrown by these fragments on the use which

was made ofthe various Greek scales. A Greek musician, as

we learn from theoretical treatises, had at his disposal a num

ber of modes (dppoviai, or eiSrj rov Sid waaoov) which differed

from one another in the order of the larger and smaller

intervals of which they were composed ; each mode, within

limits, might be modified by decreasing the size of the smaller

intervals and increasing the size of the larger, and so have

1
Similar cadences will be found in the Aidin inscription and in the

Berlin Paean.
■ Cf. Macran, Aris'oxenus, pp. 66 ff. ; J. D. Denniston in Class. Quart.

ii I [913), pp. S7 ff. ; my own article in four/:. Hell. Studies, xl (1920),
[i. ',3 ; and Neinach, £.i Mus. Gr., pp. 39-44.
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a diatonic, or a chromatic, or an enharmonic form ;
1 further

more, these modes could be sung or played in any one of

a number of keys (tovoi), that is to say, their absolute pitch

might be varied.2 With these resources at his command,

a composer of Greek music could obtain very delicate effects

within his melody, for which modern composers, with their

harmonies, substitute effects of quite another order. We

remember, too, that Plato and Aristotle are in agreement that

the modes were not merely representations of character, but

were capable of influencing character ; and it will be interesting
to trace in these fragments the extent to which the philo

statements about the appropriateness of certain modes

to certain sentiments are
confirmed.3 For a consideration of

these points the fragments will be considered separately.4

IV. The Orestes fragment. Aristoxenus tells us that the

modes especially used in tragedy were the Dorian and the

Mixolydian.5 The Mixolydian was one which Plato associated

with threnodies, the Dorian with nobility of character. But it

is doubtful whether the mode of this piece is either.6 For the

sequence of musical signs is not found in any of the scales of

Alypius, but is found in the old Phrygian which Aristides has

preserved.7 This Phrygian mode was one of the two which

Plato was willing to retain for his ideal State ; but it is also

1

Taking the whole tone (i) as the unit ofmeasurement, the ascending
diatonic form of the Dorian will be : 1 1 I I I I I ; the chromatic form

will be : \ \ \\ I \ \ \\ ; the enharmonic will be : \ \ 2 1 \ J 1.

2 We must always bear in mind, however, that few ofthe Greek intervals

exactly correspond to the intervalswhich we find on a modern instrument

such as the pianoforte (cf. Class. Quart, xvii, pp. 125 ff.). To play Greek

melodies on such an instrument is an infallible method of obtaining

a wrong impression of Greek music and of destroying just those nuances
of intonation which were the very soul of the ancient art.

s
In the Republic Plato speaks as if music had an inherent power

to influence character and treats the appoviai as if they were as important

as the words of a poem. His attitude in the Laws is somewhat modified

when he admits (699 D-e) that without words it is not always easy to

understand what the rhythms and the dppoviai represent.
4
E. Clements gives his subjective interpretations of some of the frag

ments mjourn. Hell. Studies, xlii (1922), pp. 162-6.
6
In Plut. De Musica, xvi ; cf. Aristot. Prob. xix. 30 and 48.

"
Monro and others have tried to make out a case for considering this

fragment as Dorian.
7 For the use of the Phrygian by Sophocles see the statement of

Aristoxenus at the end of the 2o(fioKXeovs Bios.
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the only one about which the opinion ofAristotle is deliberately

at variance with that of Plato ;
' for Aristotle declares it to be

of a strongly exciting and emotional nature. Its use in this

fragment would seem to justify Aristotle's view. The genus

is the enharmonic, which Aristoxenus considered the noblest

of
all.2

Unfortunately the melody of this fragment is too dis

continuous to be of more than antiquarian interest. In the

following transcription a cross indicates that the pitch of the

note before which it is placed is raised a
quarter-tone.3

The Orestes Fragment

EgEE^^=^£E^

(KaroXocp) v - po - fiai pa
• re •

pos (alpia eras)

I ^
xp=

¥
(os avafS)

- ax - ^eu ii 6 p.e
-

yat (oA/3os ov)

5£ =x*:
^^^=

(jiovipo)s ep fipo -

Tots a - va. (St \<u<po<; <Ls)

-J ^d M Im
x*~

m
(tis) a ko.

- tov 60 -

as ti -

va\^a<; 8aip.u>v)

$
= ?—$£^3 S^

Ka re
-

kXv - aev b\eivu>v irovoiv) iiun ttovt^ov)

$ 3=3^
(Xa/Jpoi? 6Xt8piour)u' (iv tcvpiaaiv)

1 Politics VIII. v. I340b and vii. I34211.

■

Harmonics, p. 23 Meib. C. von Jan treated it as enharmonic in

Musiii Script. Gr. ; but in the later Supplementum he gave a chromatic

interpretation.

' I omit the group of notes before and after heivav novtuv. If they

belonged to the accompaniment, as has been supposed, we cannot be

certain of their exact relation to the vocal melody.
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The Aidin inscription is set in the Ionian key, in the

Phrygian mode, and in the diatonic genus. When we have

made all allowances for the nuances which we cannot easily

reproduce, this delightful baritone song, more than any other

fragment of Greek music, would sound almost as if it had been

written by one of the classical composers of Western Europe.

A transcription
follows.1

The Aidin Inscription.

* •

O -

crov £jjs, <pai

i e£

M oev o - Acos cri) Xv

J—V-

wpos o - XI - yov ecr ti tWt

o xp° " voS an

The First Delphic Hymn. The twos is the Phrygian with

occasional modulations to the Hyperphrygian and the Hypo-

lydian keys. These modulations of key are generally accom

panied by, and dictated by, a change of mode. The gaps in

the melody are not so serious that we cannot attempt to

define the modes and their appropriate cadences and modu

lations of genus.2 The first main section is from 11. 1 to 7, in

1 The conventions of our modern musical notation imply that an accent

immediately follows a bar line. But the existence of a rhythmical accent

(ictus) in Greek verse and music is not proved. The insertion of bar lines

in a transcription therefore presupposes such an accent. Furthermore,
most of the current transcriptions of the Aidin inscription manage to place

this assumed accent on the short syllable of the iambus. We do sufficient

violence to Greek music by translating it into our tempered scale ; trifling
with bar lines is an additional and unnecessary injury.

:
In these analyses of the Delphic Hymns the line references are to the

edition of J. U. Powell, Collect. Alex., pp. 141 and 149.
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which we have an address to the Muses to assist in hymning
the praises of Apollo. The Dorian diatonic mode is employed

except for 1. 3 (poXere avvopaipov iva $oifiov a>8aiat peXyfrr/re

XpvaeoKopav) where, for no obvious reason, the Lydian is

employed. In 11. 8 to 11 the worship which Attica affords

to Apollo is described, as far as the word eixaiai, in the

Mixolydian diatonic. At this point there is a change to the

sweet and effeminate chromatic genus. The mode also changes

after eixaiai to the Dorian, though there is a brief modulation

to the Mixolydian chromatic at TptrcoviSos SdneSov ddpavarov.

Lines 12 and 13, with their reference to the aulos and the sweet

lyre, are also set to the Dorian chromatic ; this section is the

most beautiful in the hymn. These Dorian chromatic passages

are very interesting. The mode is clearly defined by the

Mese ; yet a leading note to the Mese, a semitone below, is

frequently introduced, though it has no place in the mode

proper. In this way three semitones are sung in succession,

and the melodic sequence is in violation of one of the rules for

Greek melody which we find laid down in Aristoxenus.1 From

11. 14 to 21 the mode is for the most part the Mixolydian

diatonic with occasional references to the Dorian diatonic. It

may not be fanciful, in view of what Plato and Aristotle say

about the rj6rj of the
Mixolydian-

and Dorian, to see in the

frequent interchange between these modes in this Paean the

representation of the courage and nobility of Apollo, and

the tenseness of the struggle with the Python. The modes

and genera alternate with some regard to the various senti

ments of the hymn, but there is no consistent endeavour to

emphasize individual words or phrases by cheap and trivial

musical eccentricities. The Hymn is set as a whole rather

than line by line, or word by word.

The SecondDelphic Hymn. This Paean and Prosodion were

written by the Athenian Limenius, who played as a citharist

at the performance. The tovos is the Lydian, with here and

1

Harm., p. 63 Meib. ni'Kr,V hi npbs nvKvtti ov peXtpo'etTat 0A01/ ourf

Htpos (n'rnO.

Notice that Aristotle (Politics VIII. >', 1340 b) uses two adverbs

i\HvpTi*tt>T<pais nit niniTTi)<urut ofthe Mixolydian and so broadens Plato's

characterization ofthe mode (Rep. iii. 39S d) as SpqvwSqs.
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there a modulation to the Hypolydian. As in the first Hymn,

the introductory address to the Muses (11. i to 6) is written in

the Dorian diatonic mode. The joy of nature at the birth of

Apollo and his visit to Attica (11. 7 to 12) are described in the

Mixolydian diatonic, though the subject is neither threnodic

nor exciting. The references to the Libyan aulos and the

cithara, which sing the praises of the god (11. 13 to 15) like

the similar theme in the first Hymn, are set in a chromatic

scale, this time the Mixolydian. There is a change to the

diatonic form ofthe Mixolydian at the mention ofthe reverence

accorded to Apollo in Attica, and his power over the tripod.

From line 22 to line^ Apollo's victory over the Python and the

safety of his shrine from the attack of the Gauls are repre

sented in the Mixolydian chromatic. The choice of mode is

here not inappropriate. The Prosodion (from 1. 33) is not well

preserved, but it seems to be in the Dorian diatonic with

which the Hymn commenced. The two most striking musical

features of this Hymn are the curious Mixolydian cadence,

which ends on the Mese, and the octave skips which mark the

changes from Dorian to Mixolydian. We have already men

tioned that the composition of this Hymn differs from that of

the first in the relation of the melody to the accents ; it is also

noteworthy that Limenius is much fonder of setting several

syllables to the same note ; this persistent effect of monotone

gives the Hymn a rather austere air. Reinach's transcriptions

of both Hymns may conveniently be found in J. U. Powell's

Collectanea Alexandrina}

The Berlin Paean. This vocal piece is in the Hyperionian

key and would be suitable for tenor voices. The range of the

melody is one whole tone more than an octave; and from

a consideration of the mere sequence of intervals the mode

might be either Lydian or Phrygian. But when we consider

the tonal centre and the cadences at sense pauses (e. g. at

Kpfjra, Kpdvas, Xd>j3av, ficoXois), it becomes clear that the-mode

is Phrygian throughout. The extra-modal note is a tone below

1
Detailed analyses of the Delphic Hymns may be found also in

Phillips Barry's article on Greek Music in Musical Quarterly, 1919,
pp. 592-7.
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the hypate or final note of the mode, and very remarkably it

is the note on which the hymn begins. At two cadences

(e. g. (fmvdv) the melody rests on the hypate for three xpwoi

npcoToi, and then touches this extra-modal note for a fourth

Xpovos npcoTos before the next phrase commences. This use

of a note which does not properly belong to the mode is

analogous to the use of a leading-note to the Mese in the

chromatic sections of the first Delphic Hymn. These melodic

features are probably indications of that decadence whose

origin is associated with the name of Timotheus ; and there is

no doubt that, if they were excessively practised, their effect

would be to destroy the individuality of the modes. Owing
to the elaborate rhythmization of this fragment and the num

ber of notes which are set to single syllables, we have here

a piece of music which reminds us to some extent of a plain-

song melody. To the dignity and poise of the two Delphic

Hymns this Paean is a striking contrast ; and, contrary to all

expectation, it is written in a mode which Aristotle tells us

was particularly suitable for a dithyramb.1

The Berlin Paean2

.^^^^^^i^s

Uai-aV, w IIai - dv, 7W Aa - Xov Ttp-

*feE£F EFTf Tj tJ-t—

t:

■Xiav Kal ?et - vat EdV - 8ov

:-=tr
feEr^ t- r r

-oW 7ra
- yat t "I<r -

pi)
- vov .

1 Politics VII I. vii, 1342 b.

The dotted lines are intended only to indicate where the individual feet

commence ; the double bar lines indicate the end of a line in the papyrus.

At the beginning of the Paean, Reinach (La Mus. Gr., p. 202) sets Haia*
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^1 Sfc£EfeEE
-yaj/ yas /8« Aois

77/i? First Instrumental Fragment, like the Paean, is in the

Hyperionian key. The range of the melody is a perfect

fourth in excess of an octave, and no one of three lines in the

papyrus is complete. It is consequently not immediately clear

to two minims and u to a minim followed by the two quavers ; for this the

papyrus seems to give no authority. The notes set to the first syllable of

vpvuv (1. 6) and the first syllable of fjaXois (1. 1 1) are not bound by a hyphen

in the papyrus ; a diseme mark should probably be restored over the first

two notes of 1. 4.
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in what mode the piece is composed. Wagner decides in

favour of the Phrygian ; Reinach has not expressed his

opinion. But the predominance at salient rhythmical points

of notes which stand in the relation of Mese and Nete (the

upper octave of the Hypate) seems to indicate that the mode

is really the Hypophrygian, one of the appoviai xaAapaf to

which Plato refers under the name of
Ionian.1

The First Instrumental Fragment

ijjfg^^g^:
v-tr

*=&.

The Ajax Fragment is not easy to analyse with any

certainty. The range of melody is circumscribed, and the

musical signs seem to be a mixture from the Ionian, the

Hyperionian, and Hyperaeolian keys. The modal scale is

equally indefinite since it seems to be derived from a Lydian

diatonic tetrachord joined to a Dorian chromatic tetrachord.

Such a scale was formerly identified by Th. Reinach with an

old form of the
Mixolydian.2 The pitch is high, and the piece

must have been intended for soprano singers. This, together

with the mode and the chromatic element in the scale, seems

to be proper to the r)6os of the words. The vital word Alav

is set, contrary to the accent, as a rising phrase, and its first

syllable occupies almost a whole foot.

'
For this identification see Boeckh, De Metris Pindari, II. viii.

'

In his edition of Plutarch's De Musica, § 156; but both tetrachords

are there given as diatonic.
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The Ajax Fragment

lEgEEE £¥=t=t ^=^ ErJz

i

Au - to
- <£o - va> x£ -

pi Kai <pda -

ya

t
e£S Ep^*=£ ± =S*=ifeJt

Te - Aa - /xa> -

vt - a - 8a to coi', At ap, ,

^^^gpfefge
8t'

CO) - 8u At rpov

-r\r^

tx ■

^
- do fte - vos.

The Second Instrumental Fragment is in the Hyperionian

key, as is the first instrumental piece. Its mode is Hypo-

phrygian.1

The Christian Hymn, for male voices, is in the Hypolydian

key, and its mode is Hypophrygian diatonic. The predomin

ance of the Mese is very evident throughout. In two cases,

as in the Berlin Paean, use is made of a note a tone below the

true Hypate of the mode ; but it is always in an unimportant

1 I offer no transcription of this piece, which Wagner describes as
'

eine Perle von hellstem Glanz '. The opening line is :

xh^hvi z\"< zc<v"c <

Translated into our symbols this would be (disregarding the pitch) :

i>, j>. R 1 R h n 1 R 1
•

~

•

~

• • • • • • • . • • •

Rhythm cannot be obtained from this sequence if we pay any attention
to the o-riypai. Wagner has disregarded the hyphens as well as the

anypai ; his transcription is largely an essay in original composition.

Reinach's two versions (Rev. Archeol. 1919, p. 12 and La Mus. Gr.,
p. 206) differ considerably from each other. The rhythmical notation of

the lyric line which follows this instrumental piece is equally chaotic. We
can suppose either that we have been mistaken in the interpretation
of the notation in all the preceding fragments, or that the scribe of the

Berlin papyrus grew careless. The explanation, I think, lies in the

second alternative.
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The Christian Hymn
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position rhythmically, and is followed immediately by the

Hypate. The melody is half declamatory and halfmelismatic;

in style it approaches most nearly to the Aidin inscription.

Possibly the most interesting point about this Hymn is that

it affords evidence that, even if the early Christians at first

modelled their music on Jewish Psalmody, they had abandoned

it even before the more wealthy classes joined the new religion

in considerable numbers. Already in the earlier centuries the

Christians were making use of a type of music to which their

proselytes were accustomed.

V. Besides the papyri just discussed which contain frag
ments of the actual music, there are three others which deal

with matters of musical interest. Among the Oxyrhynchus

Papyri (vol. i. 9)
1
there is an invaluable fragment of the third

century A. D., containing five columns, of which the first is

almost wholly destroyed, and the fifth alone has its full com

plement of lines. The general theme of the fragment is the

manner in which a certain group of syllables (Ae£ty) of the
form —

w
—

may be employed in various rhythms. In col. ii its

use in the iambic dactyl (SaKrvXos 6 Kar iap.fiov), which is the

Aristoxenian term for the diiambus,2 is illustrated by a few

fragments of a Dionysiac character. The chief of these

illustrations is :

ev6a Sr) ttoiklXcov dvQkmv ap(3poroi XeijxaKes

PadvaKtov dXaos aPpoirapQkvovs

evicoras x°P0XJS dyKaXais Sexovrai.

The first five feet are constituted by three syllables of a cretic

form, and clearly the first long syllable of each of these feet

has the value of three XPW0L
rrpkoroi.3 In col. iii we have

examples of the use of a similar group in the Aristoxenian

'
Cf. J. U. Powell, Collect. Alex., pp. 192-3 for excerpts from this

document.

2 Cf. Aristides Quint., p. 39 Meib., fiaKrvXos iapj3ov or o-iyKeiTaL e'£

iup/Sov Sea-eats kiu Idp^uv apa-eats. According to this nomenclature, any
foot which falls into two similar halves may be called dactylic.

3
For the relation of this evidence to the theory of

'
iambic

'

protraction

see J. W. White ( Verse ofGreek Com., § 780).
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bacchius, a foot which is now known as the
choriamb.1 In

the case of

(o>) (ptXov wpaiaiv aydmnpa Ovaroiaiv avdrravpa poxOcov,

by protracting the first long syllable of a cretic group (-ataiv

aya-), we have the equivalent of a choriamb. In the fourth

column the paeon itself is discussed, apparently from the point

of view of resolution. Clearly a cretic syllable group is

especially appropriate to such a rhythm ; but owing to gaps

before and after this column, we cannot see how the various

topics of the discussion were connected at this point. In

col. v the author inquires whether a group of syllables ofthe

form 1— w— could be used in a dactylic passage, a group of the

form — vj -• in an anapaestic passage, and pairs of iambi or pairs

of trochees in the same
metres.2 The language of this frag

ment is in some points similar to that of Aristoxenus. We

notice especially the use of £vv tor avv and the verbal adjective

earkov. Though Aristoxenus was not the only one to write

crabbed Greek, the style in general resembles his. The naming

of the various feet also shows similarity with what we know

of his nomenclature. Yet it is not likely that we have here

a fragment of the 'PvQpiKa. Sroixfia ; for the use ofpovoxpovov

(col. iii, 1. 12) to indicate, not a XP°1'0<> rrpwros, but a single

syllabic, and the use of rfj rerpaxpovoo KprjTiKfj Xk£ei (col. v,

11. 1 1-1 2) to mean a ditrochee of four syllables, arc both totally

at variance with the careful terminology of Aristoxenus in his

mature and serious work. Our fragment is either from an

early work on rhythm written before Aristoxenus realized the

necessity for accurate and strict terms, or from some popular

book like the ZvppiKrd SvpnoriKa. But whoever the author

may be, the fragment is of great importance. From cols, ii

and iii we learn again, what the musical fragments plainly

indicate, that a long syllable was sometimes more than double

the length of a short ; and if it is not rash to press the impli-

1
Cf. Aristides, p. 3/ M irirfWoi 5f m Kuril o-vfiyuiv, rfaK^ioi dvo,wv 6 piv

;T,n'>T(,itn' t\n
toi'

uipdoy, StvTfpov 6V Tur rpoynior, o di evaiTius.
■

On this fragment see especially the articles of C. von Jan in Bert.

ridl. W'och.. 1899, IT- 475
anCjl

5°^ ; andofWilamowitz in Gbtt.gel. An:.

1 S98, p. 698.
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cations of col. v, it seems that
variations of tempo might be

made to such an extent that an iambic dipody might appear

in an anapaestic passage, and occupy only four XP°V0<- trpSrroi.

Another of the papyri from Oxyrhynchus (vol. iv. 667),

dating from the third century A. D., contains thirty complete

lines in which musical scales are analysed. The writer dis

cusses a heptachord scale formed by two tetrachords conjoined

in such a way that the top note of the one is the lowest note

of the other. From the first words of the fragment it seems

that a diatonic form for such a heptachord was either definitely

specified, or definitely excluded ; but our text does not indi

cate which alternative was in the mind of the author ; a satis

factory solution of the problems involved seems to demand

a diatonic form. The author then turns to the Greater Perfect

System, which was a theoretical scale with a compass of two

octaves :—

&id£ev£is

ABCDEFGAbi?cdbt]cdefga

I I I I I I I

viraTai peaai vrjTai o~vv- vrjTai 8ie- vrjTai
vnep-

Tjppevuiv £evypeva>v (3o\aia>v

He points out that in this scale only one pair of tetrachords

(pkaai and vfjrai (8ie£evypevcov)) is separated by a disjunctive

tone (Sidgevgis), whereas there are three pairs conjoined on the

principle of awa<pfj. The sequence of thought invites us to

supply the conclusion that the heptachord with which we

began is to be found thrice in the Greater Perfect System (i.e.

vrrarai-T-

pkaai; peaai + avvrjppkvai ; 8ie£evypkvai + VTrepf3o-

Xaiai). The next step is to add the interval of a whole tone

at the bottom of the original heptachord. The octachord so

formed will be found thrice within the Greater Perfect System

(i. e. tone + vrrarai -r pkaai ; tone
-1-

pkaai + avvr/ppevai ; tone +

8ie(evypkvai + vrrep^oXalai)} There is a strong probability

1
This fragment is not free from obscurities of thought and language.

Lines 13-16 do not show a master of style; in I. 22 fVi roiira would be

clearer than e'nl toutois, for although, as oKTaxopo'ov shows, these words

refer to the heptachord, the heptachord itself was apparently referred
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that this fragment is from one of the works of Aristoxenus.

From p. 6 of his AppoviKa Sroixeia it is clear that he intended

to analyse all scales with some fullness, and from p. 38 to the

end of the extant fragments we have analyses of scales which

are as tortuous and pedantic as this newer one. Another

feature of the fragment confirms this ascription. The word

vrjrai is used without any qualification for both the tetrachords

avvqppkvmv and 8ie£evypkva>v. Other theorists, even of the

school of Aristoxenus himself, seem always to specify the

particular tetrachord by writing vrjToov avvrjppkvoov or vr)ra>v

vrrepfioXaioov. If any word is omitted by these later writers

it is vr/raiv. But in Aristoxenus himself we find this same

indefinite usage of vrjrai (e. g. p. 4c). All that we obtain from

this fragment is an additional example of the style and method

of Aristotle's pupil. It adds nothing to our knowledge of

Greek musical theory.

Among the Hibch Papyri (vol. i. 13), dating from the third

century Ii. C, there are two consecutive and nearly complete

columns of a discourse on music. The subject-matter is of

unusual interest when brought into relation with the views of

Plato and Aristotle on the value ofthe art and its influence.

The writer of this discourse attacks those who distinguish the

t)6r] of melodies, and believe that music makes men kyKpareis,

(ppovipovs, SiKaiovs, dvSpeiovs, or SeiXov*. That the enharmonic

to previously as avarijpa, not as &vo rerpaxopSa. The yuf) in 1. 23 is almost

certainly an error for St. The chief discussions ofthe fragment have not

always been happy. The Oxyrhynchus editors and Prof. Macran assumed

in their translation that the diatonic was excluded ; yet they printed the

Greater Perlect System in the diatonic form, and added to the reader con

tusion by overlooking a serious misprint (B sharp for B natural at the

8iii</t/£ii'). They take ti'ittu Tin as an indirect interrogative and are con

sequently compelled to insert a yi] before <TT)paivm: In line 23 yap is

rendered
'
then ', as if it were ovv. Finally, as a result of their first assump

tion, they are bound to insert bvo'iv before tCov ei^pevuv. C. E. Ruelle

(Revue de Philol. xxix. 201-4) 's '" general nearer the truth. But he errs

in describing one of the octave scales as tone + peaai + infe lyptvut. For

getting the words e'nl to (lapi; he inquires why the octave B-bfi is not

considered. tWcu he regards as
'
l'enonce d'une regie

'

; earai he translates

;b est. Now if we turn to the third book of the Harmonics, where

Anstoxenus analyses scales, we find that the imperative is used to intro

duce a premise and the consequence is introduced by eo-r.u Se. If in the

new fragment we change yap to &i we not only have a normal Aristoxenian

sequence, but we make the passage intelligible, consistent with itself, and

in accordance with the facts.
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genus does not make men brave, he says, may be seen from

the case of the Aetolians who use a diatonic music only, and

are nevertheless braver than the tragedians who always sing

enharmonic scales. Such theorists as make these statements

about the rj6rj of melodies are incompetent performers who

waste their lives over strings, play worse than the harpists,

and sing worse than the singers. They fall into ecstacies and

compare tunes with natural objects.

There can be no doubt of the antiquity of the fragment.

The enharmonic is spoken of as in use, though Aristoxenus

speaks of it as scarcely used and going out of fashion in his

own
day.1 In tone, the diatribe is parallel to the Herculanean

fragments of
Philodemus'

Tlepl MovaiKfjs, and represents a

reaction against the mysticism of the Pythagoreans, which

influences Plato and, to some extent, even Aristotle. Indeed,

the chief person attacked may be Damon, the acquaintance

of Socrates, who made a speech to the Areopagus on music

and believed in the effect of music on
character.2 It is not

easy,
however"

to identify the actual author. Blass and Ruelle

have suggested that we have the beginning of a speech by the

versatile sophist Hippias of Elis, who certainly discoursed on

music ;
3
and the reference to the Aetolians would be appro

priate from his lips. Cronert, however, mainly from consider

ations of style, has attributed the fragment to one of the

earliest members of the school of
Isocrates.4 He believes that

it is part of a speech delivered perhaps at an Olympic festival

about the year 390 b. c, and that the person attacked was not

Damon, but one of his
followers.5

These new fragments of actual music and musical treatises

have added very considerably to our knowledge ofthe practice

of the art in post-classical times. In some details their

evidence surprises and even perplexes us ; but at many points

they indubitably confirm and illustrate what we already knew

x

Harm., p. 23 Meib.
2 Cf. Aristides Ouint., p. 95 Meib.
1 Cf. Plato, Hipp. Mai. 285 E ; Hipp. Min. 364 A.
4

Hermes, xliv (1909), 503-21 :
'

Die Hibehrede iiber die Musik '.
''
The fragment speaks of appovucol, whereas Damon himself is usually

referred to as povo-mos.
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or surmised. The dates ofthe fragments, however, warn us not

to draw sweeping conclusions about the classical art. Further

discoveries may still compel us to revise many of the current

conjectures.

Bibliographical Note

All the chief articles relating to these musical fragments are mentioned

in the foot-notes at appropriate places. Complete bibliographies may be

found in Bursians Jahresbericht, vol. civ (by C. von Jan, pp. 1 ff.),
vol. cxviii (by L. Graf, pp. 212 ff.), vol. cxliv (by H. Abert, pp. 1 ff.), and

vol. cxciii (by H. Abert, pp. iff.). Th. Reinach's brilliantly concise

LaMusique Grecque (1926) surveys the whole field of ancient music. See

also Marouzeau, Dix Annies de Bibliographic Classiquc (1928), pp. 593-5.

J. F. M.

MEDICINE. THE 'IATPIKA OF MENON

Anonymi Londincnsis Iatrica.

Galen,1

commenting upon the Hippocratic IJepl <pvaea>s

dv6pd>irov, advises those who want to know the 86£ai of ancient

physicians on this subject to read the 'IarpiKT) avvay<:yij

ascribed to
Aristotle,'2

but really by his pupil Meno, and ■
.J.ed

by some Mevd>veia (fiiflXia). It is obvious, he adds, that

Meno had made careful investigation of all the documents then

extant which he could get hold
of.3 When, therefore, Sir

F. Kcnyon announced (1 892) that the British Museum possessed

a papyrus of nearly 3,000 lines, about half of which seemed to

consist of extracts from these Mcnonia, students of medical

history looked eagerly forward to the early appearance of an

important section of the first and most highly recommended

work on their subject. The first of these prospects was the

only one realized.

Hermann Diels (the authority on 86£ai), assisted by Sir F.

Kenyon (and unexpectedly clear weather in London), produced

in 1S93 an admirable edition of the mutilated and barely
legible papyius. The title is missing, but, as the writer is

still defining his terms, probably not much more. He has

explained what SidOeais means, and proceeds to apply it to

1
13. 25, KUhn.

"

Tuf rijs "iarpiKijs 2viaya>yiis ,^i,3\oi'f.
5
<u(i£i/T',anv ijriptXo'i.
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mind and body respectively. A mysterious kvTp*X€l* ls

apparently the best he
can make of the Aristotelian evreXex^a

(adding, with probable relief, that it
doesn't concern him).^

Then

comes a slightly confused
classification of trdQo s, voaos, voarjpa,

appcoaTr/pa, dppcoaria.

After this there is a short sub-title in which the only legible

word is voaoi. Diels suggests Kara rrXdros for the rest, but

the 86£ai which follow deal exclusively with the aetiology
of

diseases. Of the nineteen physicians mentioned (including

Philolaus) no less than seven were previously
unknown:

Euryphon of Cnidus, Herodicus of Cnidus, Hippocrates,

Alcamenes ofAbydos, Timotheus ofMetapontum, A. as (?Abas,

Aias), Heracleodorus, Herodicus of Selymbria, Minyas of

Egypt, Hippon of Croton, Thrasymactms of Sardis, Dexippus

of Cos, Phasilas of Tenedos, Aegimius of Elis, Plato, Philolaus

of Croton, Polybus, Menecrates called 6 Zeis- Petron ofAegina,

and Philistion. Two names we should expect to find, Diodes

and Praxagoras, are missing, but there is a mutilated portion

which may have contained one of them. The list is divided

into two unequal parts : (i) those who attribute diseases to

Trepiaawpara or superfluities arising from food, which include

all down to Aegimius ; (a) those who attribute them mainly to

changes in the aToixeia or elements of the body. They are

separated by a long account of the medical views of Plato,

probably not from Meno, for it comprises an abstract of all his

medical doctrines taken from the Timaeus, and begins with

a distinction between avvcpBapais, pT£is, SiaKpaais equally

attributed to him, but corresponding closely with views

ascribed by Arius Didymus to the
Stoics.1

The medical historian is surprised to find Hippocrates and

his son-in-law Polybus separated as far as possible, though

Galen tells us
2
that the latter carried on the teaching of his

predecessor without alteration ; and he is still more surprised

by the treatment of Hippocrates himself. Aristotle, who called

Hippocrates
'

the Great ', is made to assert that he attributed

diseases almost entirely to the conversion of trepiaad>paTa into

flatus. This view is supported by quotations from the JJepl

1
ap. Stob. Eel. I. 17. 2

15. 12.
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<f>vaa>v, a treatise which appears to us to be a sophistic erriSei^is

or show speech, probably by a layman, and one of the most

glaringly spurious works in the 'Corpus'. Even Anon, was

astonished, and he treats the matter not inappropriately by

saying, Kal cos pev 6
'

ApiaTOTeXr\s oierai wtpl 'IimoKparovs,

ravra. ais 8k avrbs 'IrriroKpdTrjs Xkyet. . . . He then gives

some abstracts from Tlepl vovamv (1. 2 f.) and Hepl (pvaeais

dvOpdtirov (9) which he proposes to criticize further in the

sequel.

A reader ofAnon.—though perhaps not ofMeno—who knew

nothing about Philolaus would suppose that he was a physi

cian, the first who attributed disease to changes in the aToixda.,

and that he got his ideas from Plato.

Suspicion might be aroused by the absence of any mention

of aToixeia. among his 86£at, which were that diseases are due

to bile, blood, or phlegm, and to excess or defect in food and

warmth. He further held that phlegm is hot, as its name

indicates, and that bile has no special connexion with the liver,

but is an Ix&p Trjs aapKds. Diels connects the statement about

phlegm with that made by Prodicus, who said it ought to be

called fiXkvva, and not <f>Xkypa, since it is not hot. Philolaus

was therefore perhaps a follower of Prodicus, and of later date

than that usually accepted. The two views, however, are

clearly not quite the same.

Though the mention of Aristotle as the source of these

86gai is sufficient evidence that they are derived from Meno,

the samples given above raise doubts as to how far he is

quoted directly or verbally. It is hard to believe that Galen

would have praised the Menonia if they had been written in

this style. The latest authority mentioned in the papyrus is

Alexander Philalethes, who flourished at Laodicea about the

year one and wrote a treatise, Ilepl dpeaKovrcov or 'ApeaKovra

(rois larpois), on medical 86£ai, probably derived in part from

the Menonia. The style of Anon, is similar to that of a sur

viving fragment of Alexander. Diels and Ilberg, therefore,

suggest that our papyrus is based on the 'ApeaKovra, Meno

being quoted at second or third
hand.1

1
Hermes, xxviii. 414.
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There is, however, a distinct break at the end of the above

list, which evidently includes only
physicians and philosophers

known to Meno-Aristotle. Alexander probably carried it on to

his own times.

There is also a mutilation of the papyrus at this point, and

when Anon, again becomes intelligible, he is discussing the

development of physiology after B. c. 300, from Herophilus to

Alexander. He calls it oUovopia, and treats it appropriately

as a balance of bodily income and out-goings. The most

interesting novelty is an account of an experiment by
Erasi-

stratus who, by weighing birds or small animals kept for some

time ev Xkf3r)Ti, proved that there was a large invisible drrocpopd

besides the obvious excreta. There is also a short excursus

on sleep and waking taken from Aristotle, but with the further

information that
'

Aristotle praises himself for having gone

beyond his predecessors in explaining the latter as well as the

former !
'

Anon, opposes all authorities, from Hippocrates to Alex

ander, with a fine variety of disapproval. Hippocrates

yjfevSeTaL and oi//c vyiS>s troiei tt)v kmxeip'no'iv : an argument

of the Empirics is pcopos re Kal diraTrjTiKos. Herophilus oiK

6p6a>s erroirjaev . . .
,
arguments ofErasistratus and his followers

are v<o6pd or Xiav v<o6pd, those ofAsclepiades and his disciples,

including Alexander, are yeXoia ; the Philalethes is also wrong

about digestion.

We conclude thdXAnon. is either another
'

Friend ofTruth',

with a standpoint of his own (i.e. an Eclectic), or aMethodist.

It depends on whether he believed in the existence of invisible

pores, and attributed disease mainly to their abnormal con

striction and relaxation, the doctrine of the Methodic School.

He seems at first to take these pores for granted, but we

suddenly find him calling an argument of Asclepiades that,

because we catch a chill after a hot bath, there must be dilated

pores which admit the cold air, yeXoiov. It is necessary to

prove the existence of pores first. Then follow some mutilated

arguments to this effect, and the papyrus concludes (pavepbv

Toiydproi eK tovtwv Kal t&v TrapawXr)aio)v, d>s X6ya> 6e<opr)Tol

rropoi elalv ev r)pTv Kal iravrl (weo—but it is still not quite
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certain whether this is some one else's opinion, which he is

going to call yeAofoj', or his own, which he is going to make the

basis of his pathology on methodic principles.

Diels, in agreement with Sir F. Kenyon, believes the

papyrus to be not later than the second century A. D., probably

its earlier part. It is, he thinks, neither original nor one of

many copies made for sale, but has been transcribed for private

use from an earlier and not very legible document by a person

of moderate culture—mistakes and corrections are numerous ;

the original may therefore date from the early part of the

first century A. D. and be by some one of repute, though the

treatise itselfwarns us that persons of repute for centuries may

now be entirely unknown.

Max Wellmann, whose services to medical history include

a brilliant demonstration that Anonymus Parisinus is -the

physician Herodotus, has recently tried to show that Anonymus

Londinensis is the still more famous Soranus of Ephesus.1

He argues that the writer was a Methodist, not of the old

bigoted school of Themison and Thessalus, but one of the

younger race who mixed their methodism with pneumatic and

eclectic doctrines. These eclectic Methodists were especially

fond of works of the Isagogc type—Introductions to the art with

Spoi and dpkaKovra—and the foremost writer of this kind of

literature was Soranus, who composed a medical history in ten

books. We have a spurious medieval Isagoge attributed to

him, and there was doubtless a genuine one. May not, he

asks, Anon. Lond. be a fragment of this?

Wellmann's most interesting and novel argument is a sup

posed quotation by Galen. In Meth. Med. 2. 5 (x. 107) Galen

is (he says) reproaching the Methodists for their neglect of

theory,
'

they are content to say that artery, vein, nerve are

elementary parts (aroix^id) in human physiology : Kai tis

irrfjveaev tv rovrcp tov 'Hp6(piXov eirrovra Kara Xk£iv
ovrcos'

"
XeyeaOoj eivai irpana, el Kal pr) tan Similarly

Anon. (xxi. 21) says drrXa Kal avvQera (parts of the body)
Xapfidvopev rrpbs ataOr/aiv Kadws Kal 'Hpo<piXos knia-qpiovTai,

AeycBy
ovtojs'

Xeykadco 8e Ta <paiv6peva nprnra, Kai el pr) eariv

1

Henrus, xl. 580 sqq. ; ib. lvii. 397 sqq.
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npG>Ta. Wellmann thinks this is clearly Galen's source, and

that tls must be Soranus, the one Methodist whom he respected

and whom he therefore refrains from naming in connexion

with an attack upon his sect. This is very ingenious, but the

weak point is that the quotation seems one that must have

been frequently used by empirics, eclectics, Herophilians, &c.

Further.he pointsout XhaXAnon. h&s some picturesque similes,

one comparison (that of the intestines to a winding stream

influenced by the places through which it flows) being remark

ably similar to passages in the recognized work of Soranus.

Comparison of language and style, he suggests, gives support

to the theory, though for that, and for the full appreciation of

other points, the reader must refer to the original article.

His conclusion is that our papyrus is probably an almost

contemporary copy of the introductory lecture given by
Soranus at Alexandria, the Museum authorities allowing so

eminent a man temporary use of that rarity of literature, the

Mevcoveia. Misunderstandings and errors may be due to the

moderate intelligence of the Student, explanations and repeti

tions to the courtesy of the Lecturer,who afterwards published

an authorized edition of the whole which was known to Galen.

If one ventures to say that the argument seems less conclusive

than that in the case of Anonymus Parisinus, this is no

reproach to the distinguished scholar, who is obviously much

less convinced of the truth of his hypothesis than he was with

regard to Anon. Paris. : for, while he entitles his former article,

with proud and well-justified confidence,
'

Herodots Werk

irepl t£>v 6£ka>v Kal xpoj'tW voar/fidTcov ;
'

he calls this one

merely
'
Der Verfasser des Anonymus Londinensis

'.*

1 See below, p. 224, for his latest view in Hermes, lxi. 333.
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APPENDICES

I

RECENT ACCESSIONS TO THE POETRY OF

THE HESIODIC SCHOOL

Contents : The new fragments examined ; general characteristics

and range of Hesiodic poetry: its origins: continuity of settlements:

oracular sites : temples, 'Ayaves : the existence and knowledge ofwriting :

notes : selected bibliography.

The works of Hesiod and the Hesiodic School of poetry

have,within the last few years, attracted considerable attention

from British scholars chiefly in regard to anthropology and

early Greek thought and history. Hence attention has been

given rather to the Theogony and the Works and Days, and

particularly to the latter poem, which has overshadowed the

others from its greater interest. But although there are many

papyri that contain parts of the poems which we already

possess, and from which improvements in the vulgate may be

derived (for instance, Theogony 131, 239 ; Opera 262, 362, 709 ;

Scutum 15, 434), there are many new pieces. These come

from the KardXoyos FviaiK&v and from the*H Olai, a poem

which is usually thought to be the concluding part of the

KaraAoyoy.

It is better to use the term 'poetry of the Hesiodic or

Boeotian School
'

than
'

the poetry of Hesiod ', because of the

uncertainty in which the authorship of the poems is involved.

That different views were held is shown by the information

which Pausanias received at Thespiae about the traditions

preserved by the Boeotians of Helicon.

It runs thus in Pausanias :
1 '

The Boeotians who live round

1 Taus. ix. 31. 4. 'They were a corporation, whose title was Swdirrai

Munnm' 'HaioSeiav, who owned the land at Thespiae which contained the

sacred

spots.'

T. \Y. Allen, Homer, p. 48.
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Helicon tell their tradition that Hesiod composed nothing but

the Works ; and even from that they strike out the preliminary

address to the Muses, and maintain that the poem begins with

the passage about the Strifes. They showed me also beside

the spring a leaden tablet, very time-worn, on which are

engraved the
"
Works

".'

'
There is ', he continues,

'

another opinion, quite distinct

from the former, that Hesiod composed troXvv Tiva eirav

dpidpov, es yvvai~Kas Te aSopeva, [/cat] (om. Schleiermacher, al.)
as MeydXas etrovopd£ovaiv 'Hoias, a Theogony, a poem on the

soothsayer Melampus, a poem on the descent of Theseus and

Pirithous to Hell, Precepts of Chiron for the instruction of

Achilles, and various other poems besides the Works andDays.

Those who hold this view also say that Hesiod was taught

soothsaying by the Acarnanians ; and there is a poem on

soothsaying, which I have myself read, and a work on the

interpretation of

The large number of accessions that have lately been made

to the works of the Hesiodic school mostly come from

Oxyrhynchus, and nearly all have been published in the series

of Oxyrhynchus Papyri, the Berlin Classical Texts, and the

publications ofthe Italian Society. The majority ofthe papyri

are of the second or third centuries A. D. A few are of the

first and of-the fourth or fifth centuries, but clearly the works

of the Hesiodic school were favourites in Egypt in the age of

the Antonines. The chief work upon them in England has

been done by Mr. H. G. Evelyn-White in the Classical

Quarterly (vols. 7, 9, 10, n, 14, 18), and his untimely death is

a great loss to British scholarship. He made many excellent

suggestions for the reconstruction of the text, and would pro

bably have carried his work further. He incorporated the

accessions in his edition of Hesiod in the Loeb Series (1920),

and shortly before him Rzach had incorporated all that had

been found up to that time in the third edition of his text

with Apparatus Criticus (1913)- I give references to both

editions. The longest passages containing the whole or parts

of more than 150 lines (E-W. 68, Rz. 94, 96) and traces of 37

more, were first published in the Berlin Classical Texts, v. 1, 28
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and 31. The first portion, 106 lines, we may call
' TheWooing

of Helen '. It gives the names of many of the wooers, and

little appears to have been lost at the beginning.

The names of the suitors of Helen, who is called as beautiful

as Aphrodite, Xapirojv
dpapvypar'

exovaa, differ somewhat

from those in Apollodorus, iii. 107 and Hyginus, 81. Sir James

Frazer has pointed out (Apollodorus, Loeb Library, vol. ii,
p. 27) in an amusing way that the poet does not confine him

self to a bare list of names ; he contrives to hit off the different

characters of the suitors, by describing the different manners

of their wooing. Thus the canny and thrifty Odysseus brought

no wedding presents, because he was quite sure that he had

no chance of winning the lady. On the other hand, the bold

Ajax was extremely liberal with his offer of other
peoples'

property ; he promised to give magnificent presents in the

shape of sheep and oxen, which he proposed to lift from the

neighbouring coasts and islands. Idomeneus sent no one to

woo the lady for him (as Agamemnon did for Menelaus),
'

but

came himself, trusting apparently to the strength of his

personal attractions to win her heart '. He may also have

trusted to his distinguished descent, for the poet describes him

as being of the stock of Minos. Mention is made of the oath

which at
Odysseus'

suggestion Tyndareus took of the suitors.

The form of the oath, as other authorities give it, is that the

suitors would defend the winner of Helen if he were wronged

(Apollod. iii. io. .S). The motive which prompted Odysseus

—that he might have
Tyndareus'

help in winning Penelope—

was perhaps given in the previous lines which are lost. But

here the oath is put more precisely : if any suitor ran away

with her, they would all start forth to make him pay the

penalty. Achilles, the poet continues, was still a boy under

Chiron's instruction, but neither Menelaus nor any other man

would have won Helen's hand, if Achilles had found her un-

wedded when he had left Chiron and returned home : but she

was already married to
Menelaus"

At this point the story ends, and the papyrus has B in

the margin, which marks the beginning of another book.

Helen is said to have given birth to Hermione, and then the
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argument becomes obscure. Apparently there is a digression.

Zeus was minded :

fiei£ai KaT dneipova yaiav

rvppaaias, tfSt) 8e ykvos fiepoircov dv0pSira>v

7roXXbv diaTcbaai airevSe.

He plans to make an end of the demigods, that there may

be no more intermingling of the divine and human races.

Then apparently Apollo is introduced ; and there follows an

account of the affliction of men by unseasonable storms which

destroy the fruits of the earth,
'

at the season when the Hairless

One (the snake) brings forth its young, three in every third

year'. The new word drpixos reminds us of the other

Hesiodic words, the Boneless and the House-carrier. Then

follows some natural history on the habits of the snake. Mr.

Evelyn-White finds further a similarity with the description

of the month Lenaeon in Works, 504 sqq., which appears to

indicate that the author of the fragment used that poem.

E-W. 7, Rz. jb contains a reference to the story of
Bellero-

phon, his mother, and Eurynome, daughter of Nisus ; Pegasus

and the Chimaera ; Bellerophon's marriage to the daughter

of
.Iobates,

and his children.

Rz. 245 contains more about Bellerophon. Rzach places it

among the doubtful pieces, but Grenfell and Hunt, Blass, and

Mr. Evelyn-White (C. Q. vii. a16) are surely right in attributing

it to the same poem, and the latter has united the two in his

fragment 7.

E- W. g8, Rz. ijj contains a fragment from the saga of

Meleager, but little can be made out of it as it stands there,

except the names, a brief account ofMeleager's exploit against

the boar of Calydon and his death, and the names of the family
of Oeneus, amongwhom isDeianira, as a reference to a poisoned

robe indicates. But a further portion of the same story has

lately come to light, and affords some interest of a textual

kind, because by an unusual coincidence it is contained in two

papyri of quite different ages. The first papyrus with the

right-hand portion torn away contains the first part of each

line, and has lost the end ; the newly discovered fragment,

with the left portion torn away, contains the last part of the
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lines, and has lost the beginning; both overlap, and the new

fragment continues the story. The first was printed in the

Berliner Klassikertexte, V. i. 22, and belongs to the fourth

century A. D., but the new fragment (Oxyrhynchus Papyri.

xvii, no. 2075) comes, as Professor Hunt tells us, from
4
an

unusually sumptuous manuscript written in large calligraphic

uncials', and critically revised. It is strange that the same

passage should have been preserved in this way in papyri

which differ so widely in time and style of execution.

Forty new lines, more or less consecutive, can be thus

restored with some completeness, and the piecing together of

the two fragments shows that some of the conjectural restora

tions made by the Berlin editors were not correct. We now

have the genealogy of Deianira, the apotheosis of Heracles

after her fatal but innocent act, and Hera's reconciliation to

him ; but the passage of eight lines which opens with the words

Nvv
8'

rjSr) 6e6s tan, KaKcov
8'

e£fj\u6e rravroDV

is marked in the new fragment as spurious by an obelus pre

fixed to each line. They were the work of
Onomacritus.1

E-W . 14, Rz. 21 contains a short fragment from Atalanta's

race ; she is described like Helen :

Xapircov
dpapvypar'

exovaa.

But fragments of forty-eight lines on the same subject in

E- IV. 14, Rz. addenda 21 b, from the Italian papyri, are longer

and interesting. The opening of the race is described, the

spectators and their amazement ; the wind blowing Atalanta's

dress, according to Vitclli's happy restoration :

(jrjs
8'

dpa KoXircaaev irv)oir) Ze<pvpoio xlT<i>va

(KaXbv evvvrjTov re rre^pi drraXoiai.

Then her father Schoeneus made proclamation. Hippomenes

'ran for his life', called to Atalanta, and threw two of his

apples ; and,
'

as he was near the end, he threw the third ; and

with it escaped death, and reached the goal panting '. Korte

rightly observes that the description is more vivid than in

most of the other fragments of the Catalogue.

E- W. jS. Rz. Si contains fragments of thirteen lines on

1
T. W. Allen, Class. Quart, xxii. 73.
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Peleus, from a papyrus of Strasbourg. It describes how the

people looked with pride on him on his return to Phthia with

much booty after sacking Iolcus and winning his bride, and

greeted him :

rpls pd<ap AlaKiSrj Kal TeTpaKis, oXfiie HrfXev.

It happens that two of the lines are quoted by Tzetzes on

Lycophron,1
with the statement that Hesiod composed an

Epithalamium on the marriage of Peleus and Thetis ; but that

is, as Crbnert remarks, in
Tzetzes'

'characteristically crazy

way '. Marckscheffel, with greater probability, places the lines

among the remains of the Catalogue.

E- W. gg, Rz. 245 b,page 272, possibly contains a fragment

of the saga of Amphiaraus. Rzach calls it 'doubtful', but

Mr. Evelyn-White (in C. Q. ix. 76, with further arguments in

C. Q. xi. 50) claims it for the Hesiodic Catalogue, and finds

a reference to
Amphiaraus'

mysterious end.

E-W.,r)p. 600 sqq., contains several fragments which were dis

covered after Rzach's edition appeared, and were published by
Grenfell and Hunt in Oxyrhynchus Papyri, xi, 1358 and 1359.

No. 1358 contains two narratives, the first, the storyofEuropa,

to whom Zeus, her lover, gave the golden necklace which

Hephaestus had given to him. Her descendants are mentioned,

and in particular Sarpedon, whom the author identifies with

the Sarpedon of the Iliad. Grenfell and Hunt think that the

portent which preceded his death at the hands of Patroclus,
the drops of blood which fell from heaven, was referred to ;

but the text contains difficulties, and it is preferable to follow

one of Mr. Evelyn-White's conclusions, that the story con

tained the account of some portent vouchsafed to Sarpedon

when he set out from Lycia to Troy.2

The subject of the second fragment
3 is different. From

the words

rrepi dp<f)i re KVKXwaavro

]
pdpyfrai'

Tal
8'

eKcpvykeiv Kal dXv£ai,

Grenfell and Hunt, completing the line with great probability

by lepevoi, infer that the story of the pursuit of the Harpies by
1 Lycophronis Alexandra, Scheer, vol. ii, p. 4.
1 Evelyn-White in Classical Quarterly, x. 65.

3 ib.
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the Boreadae was narrated. Their reasoning is cogent. We

know from fragment W. jg, Rz.j2 that the third book of the

Catalogue contained the story of Phineus, and from fragment

\V'. jg, Rz. J4 (preserved by Strabo, from Ephorus) that the

story of Phineus and the Harpies was told kv rfj KaXovpkvrj

Tfjs IIepi68a>, which was probably the name for that section of

the book which contained the voyage of the Argonauts.

Further, we know from the lexicographers (see also frag.

Rz. 60, W. 43), that the KarovSaioi (Troglodytes) who occur

certainly twice with the Ilvypaioi, were mentioned in the third

book of the Catalogue. Apparently there is a description of the

course ofthe flight ofthe Boreadae over the regions inhabited

by various tribes. The Tlvypaioi, who, according to the Iliad,

lived near
'
the streams of Ocean ', are here strangely coupled

with the Scythians; and since the 'Tnepfiopeoi appears in the

fragment, and Stephanus of Byzantium (s. v. 'HpiKvves) says

that they and the Massagetae and the 'HpiKvves were neigh

bours, it is likely that Mr. Evelyn-White's insertion of the

'HpiKvves and Massagetae is right. We may compare the

mention of these two tribes in the journey of Apollo told by
Simias of

Rhodes.1 Then follows the descent of the Aldiorres

and other tribes, with a further reference to the course of the

flight to Sicily, and back to the Ionian islands, Cephallenia

and Dulichium. Mr. Evelyn-White may also be right in

seeing in the word rravoptpaios close to the mention of the

Libyans a reference to the oracle of Ammon in the Libyan

desert. In view of the difficulty in assigning these fragments

to the Catalogue as we know it, C. Robert (Hermes, Iii. 477)

would ascribe them to a separate epic, the Atlantias or

Atlantis, of which we find no mention. Marckscheffel would

assign them to the Hesiodic
'

Astronomy '.

IV., p. 606, Oxyrh. P. xi. 1359 contain accounts ofAuge, the

mother of Telephus, and of other heroines. Although there

are no coincidences with any of the existing Hesiodic works

like those in Oxyrh. P. 1358, the tone and the contents make

its ascription to the Catalogue probable.

Auge is said to have been brought up with the daughters of

1 Collectanea Alexandrina, p. 109, fr. I.
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an unnamed king, whom Grenfell and Hunt and Wilamowitz

call Teuthras, King of Mysia, but whom C. Robert thinks to

have been Laomedon ; for first, he argues, Teuthras had no

daughter, as far as we know ; but Laomedon had ; and gods

certainly appeared to Laomedon
' in bodily form ', for Apollo

and Poseidon were forced by Zeus to serve him, the one by

shepherding his flocks, the other by building the walls of
Troy.1

The next fragment is concerned with the descendants of

Electra, the daughter of Atlas, who was the mother of Iasion,
or as he is called here, Eetion ; the identity of the two is

established by the scholiast on Apoll. Rhod. i. 916, and the

scholiast on Eurip. Phoen. 1129.

In the fourth of the fragments which compose Oxyrh. Pap.

xi. 1359 (W., p. 608) is mentioned Diomede (whose name is

here restored), the mother ofHyacinthus, whom Phoebus killed

with a quoit. Rz. 205 b mentions Troas, the son of Teucer,
and is from the Catalogue.

A fragment printed in the Transactions of the American

Philological Association, vol. 53, 133 sqq., contains the ends of

eighteen lines, which the editor considers to be part of the

Catalogue. The loss of the first part of the lines is vexatious,

for they appear to contain an unknown legend of nymphs in

some distant islands.2 The nymphs are perhaps those of some

islands in the western Ocean, and the islands the Fortunatae

Insulae ; but all that we gain for certain at present from the

fragment is the excellent new verb pivvvddveiv (pivvvddvei

dyXabv rjfirjv),
'
diminish ', which Mr. Lobel has divined. The

fragment cannot be attributed with certainty to the
Catalogue.3

Kbrte 3 has pointed out that some of the phrases and words

recall the Alexandrian age, but the name of no appropriate

1
This conjecture is accepted by K. Fr. W. Schmidt (Gott. gel. Am.,

1918, 88), but more evidence is needed before we can decide. Wilamo

witz, in Hermes, lxi. 277, makes the interesting suggestion that since the

story of Telephus was illustrated on the little frieze of the altar at

Pergamum, it is conceivable that
'

the old epic style was imitated by
Pergamene Epic writers like Musaeus of Ephesus '.

2

Hesiod, "Epyn, 168, 170; Pindar, Fr. 129 Chr. ; Pliny, TV. H. vi. 32

(37) quoting Juba and describing the Canary Islands : cf. Diodorus, v.

19 (Madeira).
3
Archivf. Papyrusforschung, viii. 2;?.
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author of that age suggests itself; and the handsome style in

which the papyrus is executed, recalling that of other Hesiodic

pieces of this period, the second or third centuries A. D., favours

its addition to them.

Oxyrh. Pap. viii. 1087 (not in W. or Rz.) preserves a word

from another of the Hesiodic poems, the KtJvkos Tdpos. This

papyrus contains an elaborate and learned commentary on

Iliad H, dating from the latter part of the first century B. C.

It gives a list of
'

paronymous
'

words (that is, derivative

words ; here new formations of the nominative of the second

declension from genitives of the third), and quotes the form

dndroopos from this poem. But when later it quotes the form

Tpcoos as occurring
'

in Hesiod
'

(for that must almost certainly

be the name), the implication is that by that learned age the

KfjvKos Tdpos was not regarded as a work of Hesiod. Among
later writers of good repute Plutarch, Moralia, 730 F, regarded

it as spurious ; which Athenaeus, ii. 49 Ii, says was the view of

the ypappariKoov naiSes, although the speaker in Athenaeus

regarded it as ancient.

Besides these several references occur in the Herculanean

fragments of Philodemus. The references in Rz. are fragments

20, 60 (which mentions the KarovSaioi and Tlvypaioi like

Oxyrh. Pap. xi. 1357), 100, 112 b, 125, 126, 131 (from the

*HOlai).

These fragments do nothing to settle the vexed question of

the date of Hesiod ', and it is not the purpose of this essay to

attempt it. Mr. Allen,1 with sound judgement, calls
'

the great

mass of the Hesiodic writings, the Theogony, the Catalogi,

*H Olai, and minor mantic lore, the output of successors and

disciples', that is, disciples of Hesiod, the author of the Works

and Days. The facility of writing shown in these fragments

certainly points to their being later than the Works and Days,

later than
'

Hesiod
'

proper, as we may say. But we must be

careful not to confuse the age of their composition with that

of the material. However late they may have been composed,

the material is very early, and it is rather this which it is the

object of this chapter to emphasize.

1
Homer, p. 78.
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ii

These new extracts suggest for consideration the nature of

Hesiodic poetry in general. The critics have recognized the

purpose of the greater poems ; and the Catalogue of Women

and the*ff Olai which we have been considering are now seen

to have as their subject the tracing of the descent of famous

families from a divine origin downward, themes which admitted

the insertion of stories connected with the persons mentioned

in the descent.

But taking the poetry of the Boeotian school together as

a whole, what is its general characteristic, and what was its

origin ?

The amount of Boeotian Epos, Saga, and Folk-lore must

have been very considerable, even if we do not include the

Thebais and the Oedipodeia, and we see more traces of it in

a later age, when we come to the new papyrus fragments of

Corinna. That it was connected with, and even developed

from, the Ionian school of early Epic, is certain ; and it is

equally certain that it was based upon material from the main

land ofGreece itself, and arose from conditions which existed

there.1

Conversely, although we are treading here upon

highly controversial ground, recent critics agree that the

Ionian Epic is indebted to
Boeotia.2

If we were to sum up the character of the literature in one

word, we might call it
'

Encyclopaedic
'

; as the late Mr. Walter

Scott once put it :
'

The Hesiodic school shows a desire of

knowledge for its own
sake.'3 We must justify the epithet.

1
A. Fick's view that

'
Hesiod

'

was composed in Aeolic, and was

transposed into quasi-Ionic with large additions, seems to have died

a natural death.
2

Murray, Rise of the Greek Epic,3
p. 226, writes :

'
It looks as if for

gotten remnants of old Boeotian Saga, or even Epos, omitted from the

canonical Thebais, which concentrated on the War of the Seven, were
used for building up the plot of the

"

poetry about Troy
" '

; cf. p. 223, of

Adrastus ; and p. 315,
'
The rhapsodes of our Iliad and Odyssey used the

Thebais without disguise or shame '. In this argument Professor Murray
is following Mulder ; but Boeotian elements had been observed long
before.

3 The complete quotation is contained in some unpublished lectures on

Homer delivered by him at McGill University, 'The Hesiodic school

shows a desire of knowledge for its own sake, not so much for what

is beautiful '.
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The poems contain Philosophy, History, and Natural

Science. In the Theogony we find Natural Philosophy in the

form of religious cosmogony ; Moral Philosophy for man as

a social being in the laws of tabu preserved in the Works and

Days (just as at the oracular seat of Trophonius there were

rules about purity), and in the Xeipcovos 'TnodfjKai ; and the

first Philosophy of History in the Five Ages in the Works,
106 sqq.

Political philosophy appears in the three principles which

govern all human society, Evvopin, Aiktj, Eipfjvr) (Theog. 902),
and opposed to these the offspring of Eris (not the good

"Epis, rj re Kal dndXapov nep 6pd>s enl epyov eyeiptv, Op. 2c)

which
'

ruins kingdoms and lays cities flat
'

; a lamentable list

which is almost a prophecy of the history of many Greek

states,1

and on which the celebrated chapters of Thucydides

(iii. 82 sqq.), which describe the revolution in Corcyra, are

a commentary.

"tapivas Te Mdxas re $6vovs t AvSpoKraaias re,

NeiKed re ijrevSkas re Abyovs 'ApqbiXXoyias re,

Avavopir/v r 'Adrrjv re avvfjdeas dXXfjXrjaiv

"OpKov 6', 8y 8}) nXeiarov kmx^oviovs dv6pconovs

wr/paivei, 6Ve /ceV ns kKcov erriopKov 6p6ao~fl.

(Theog. 228 sqq.)

Dr. M. Cary2 and Nilsson find a sociological principle of

eugenics contained in a precept enjoining the rearing of one

son, and we may compare the strangely modern recognition in

the Cypria ofthe problem raised by over-population, when Zeus

is said to have
'

fanned the flame of the Trojan war to lighten

the burden of the earth by reducing the excessive numbers of

mankind.'3

1
Mahaffy, Gk.

Lit.6 i. 123 makes the same point.
'
The Iron Age (lines

180 sqq.) contains every one of the features so striking in
Thucydides'

famous picture of fifth century Greeks (iii. 82
sqq.).'

a Cambridge Ancient Hist, iii, p. 61 1. But see the context in Hesiod.

'
Cypria, fr. I K, and Allen, i :

o~vv8(TO Kovfyivai dvdpointMtv nap&uropa ya'tav,

pmiao-as noXepov peydXrjv epiv iXtaicoto,

Scppa Ktvaxreuv 8avdrij> f3iipo; [si vera lectio],

Euripides liked this bit of rationalism, for he refers to it thrice, Orest.

1641, Hel. 38-41, Elect. 1282-3.
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But there is not only theory ; there is also applied science,

contained in the precepts ofAgriculture, although, like early

Roman Agriculture, it is placed under the sanctions of religion ;

for the precepts, as Croiset observes, are dogmatic and sacer

dotal. The'Epya, indeed, is specially meant for the dweller

in the country ; so P. Waltz says,1 it is
'

an exposition of all

the principles necessary for the material and moral life
'

of such

a person.

Again, there is History, national and family, often in the

form of genealogies, and conspicuously in the Gazetteer of

Boeotia in Iliad B ; and it is not surprising, as we shall see, to

find that one of the Hesiodic works, the Melampodia, probably

gave the history of famous seers, like Mopsus, Calchas,

Tiresias, and Melampus.

Again, there is a guide to generally useful knowledge; as

the list of the Heliades (Rz. 199), the Gorgons (Theog. 276),

the Pleiades (fr. 275), the Hyades (fr. 180), the Sirens (fr. 68) ;
the great rivers (Theog. 337 sqq.), the Muses (Theog. 77

sqq.), the sea-nymphs (Theog. 243
sqq.).2

Recent critics have noticed the philosophical bent of the

Boeotian school. Thus Croiset happily observes that 'the

genealogies reveal a latent philosophy ', and so also Nilsson :

'

we have only to strip off the mythological disguise to have

natural philosophy
'

; and we might describe, as he has done,

the account of the mythical ages of mankind as
'

the first

philosophy of history '.
'

Natural philosophy ', Nilsson con

tinues,
'

long called its principles by mythological names, like

"Epws, which is the
"

Driving Force
"

of the Universe in this

poetry, and Nepeais, and
"Epis.'

That description of "Epcos

perhaps is going too far ; Croiset
3
takes it to mean

'

a prin

ciple of Union ', Hesiod's object being to unify and simplify ;

while Mr. Evelyn-White (Hesiod, p. xxi), with greater proba-

1
Rev. Historique, cxvii, 1914.

2
The spurious works are of the same didactic character ; the Ornitho-

manteia, the Aslronomia, the Praecepta Chironis, the MeynXn "Epya, the
Idaean Dactyls (on the discovery of metals and metallurgy). See Evelyn-

White, Hesiod (Loeb), pp. xix, xx. Mr. Tod points out that the Boeotian

inscriptions of historical times show a notable tendency to record facts, and
that they are remarkably full of information.

3
Litt. Grecque, i. 529,
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bility, calls it an 'indefinite reproductive influence'. Again,

Mr. H. J. Rose1 finds Hesiod 'something of a systematic

theologian in his religion', but 'with an account of the origin

of the Universe in a way very reminiscent of early philo

sophical doctrines
' 2 But although Boeotia is in this respect

the forerunner of Ionia, this religious cosmogony shows no

signs of 'the luminous Ionic
mind',3

to use Sir Clifford

Allbutt's happy phrase. Indeed Heraclitus bracketed Hesiod

and Pythagoras in a dry sentence of condemnation for their

'

knowledge without intelligence
'

(frag. 40 Di.) : IIoXvpaQir)

vbov txtiv oi SiSdaKef 'HaioSov yap dv e8i8a£e Kal Ilvda-

ySprjv. Nor is the philosophic tone sustained. As Mr. Rose

observes,4

Hesiod, after a philosophic opening, can
'

proceed

to tell a tale which might have been freely translated from

Maori, had any such people as the Maoris then existed '. We

recall
Xenophanes'

criticism (frag. 1 1 Di.) that Hesiod is to be

blamed for telling stories about the gods which embodied

oaaa dvdpcoiroiaiv oveiSea Kal yjroyos eariv.

But religions rarely shake off their beggarly elements. Dr.

Sikes 5
presses the distinction between Boeotia and Ionia

further :
'

It is a far cry from the speculations of [Boeotian]
Epic Poetry and

earl)' folk-lore to Greek philosophy: not

perhaps in actual achievement, but in the spirit which animated

Thalcs and his successors. The Ionian philosophers had no

more method than the poets, they
"'

guessed
"

. . ■ ; but they

were so far scientific, in that they subordinated pure imagina

tion to reason, and tried to construct a model of the Universe

without recourse to mythical and popular
tradition.'

In the late age of Greek literature we find the same encyclo

paedic spirit which we have noticed above, and the same blend

of traditional religion, with philosophic, scientific, and historical

inquiry, and practical ethics, in a writer of the same country,

Plutarch of Chaeronea.

1 Primitive Culture in Greece, p. 157.
3 So E. Meyer, liesch d. Alt. ii. 415, 416, finds a coherent and

systematized account ofthe world in Hesiod.
1

1 -reek Medicine in Rome, p. 80.
4 Primitive ( 'ulture in Greece, p. 1 57.

'•
J he Anthropology of the Creeks, p. 47.
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We cannot blame the authors of the Hesiodic
'
Corpus

'

for

not being in advance of their times. Rather should we be

gratified by seeing in them the principle of the search for

knowledge, 'IaTopirj, and the impulse to use the native powers

of the mind.

iii

But how comes it that this pursuit of encyclopaedic know

ledge existed in Boeotia in these early times ? To answer

this question we must look at the conditions which existed

there.

Encyclopaedic knowledge is possible only under the con

dition of long-continued and civilized settlement.

Now there had been human habitation in Boeotia, one of

the most fertile parts of Greece, from time immemorial, and

when invaders or immigrants in
'

Minoan
'

or
'

sub-Minoan
'

times founded cities like Thebes and Orchomenus and in

troduced their civilization, blending their race no doubt with

the natives, a wealth of legends and a material for tradition

were created, hardly, as has often been observed, second to

those of the Argolid in romance, and even wider than they
in range.

It would be the hereditary landowners in early and in later

times who preserved their family trees which compose the

*H Olai. These exhibit the matrilinear principle, which left

its traces in many parts of Northern Greece, in Locris, for

instance, and some of the islands. It is found in societies that

great heritages are frequently transmitted through
females.1

Again, the pursuit of knowledge is often found connected with

the institutions of religion. Now in this respect the early

condition of Boeotia is remarkable for the number of
its2

oracular sites, and of its local centres of religious cult. Thus

at Thebes, where divination dnb KXr/Sovcov was an institution

1
The custom goes back, in Professor Murray's words (Rise of the

Greek Epic,3 p. 80), to an age
4
that knew of mothers and children, but not

much of husbands, where the mother was the natural centre of the family,
staying and ruling the household, while the men fought and hunted and

wandered '. But see Farnell, Higher Aspects of Greek Religion, p. 25.
% See especially Hdt. viii. 134-5 ; Plutarch, de Def. Orac, cc. 5, 8.
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fPaus. ix. 11.7), lived the most famous soothsayer of antiquity,
Tiresias,1

who had a daughter Mavrw. Amphiaraus,2
almost

equally celebrated in Theban legend, is associated with Thebes

and Oropus ; Tenerus, a soothsayer, is mentioned in Paus. ix.

10. 6 and ix. 26. 1.

Again, the oracle of Trophonius at Lebadea was especially

famous (Paus. ix. 39. i), and there were besides at Thebes and

Anthedon sanctuaries of the primeval Cabiri.

We may add to these the oracular seats of Apollo ; one

at Thebes, that of
'
Ismenian

'

Apollo, situated to the right of

the JJvXai "HXtKrpai,3 another at Tegyra, another at Mount
Ptous4

on the mountain-side near Lake Copais. It was about

this last oracular seat that Herodotus'' tells the curious story

of Mys of Furopus whom Mardonius sent the round of the

oracles in Greece (the only one that was not Boeotian being
at Abae, in the neighbouring Phocis), and to whom an answer

was given, to the astonishment of the Thebans who were with

him, in a foreign language which he declared to be Carian.

To these oracular seats, some of which are immemorial, we

may attribute the tabus and precepts which are preserved in

the Works and Days, and, as Mr. Allen well
observes,6 '

the

witch-wisdom and the Farmer's Almanack are not in time'.

When at a later time the successive
immigrants,7

Minyae,

Arnaei, Lnpithae, Thracians, Phrygians, and others entered

Boeotia in successive streams (for, as Thucydides remarks,8

the best lands, such as Thessaly and Boeotia, were always

1
Son of OvSaias,

'

Earth-sprung ', or
'

Infernal
'
?

■ Dr. Farnell attributes Amphiaraus to the Minyans (Greek Hero-

Cults, p. 61) ; he is linked in the mythical genealogies with the Minyan

Melampus and with Trophonius, 'an ancient Minyan Boeotian daemon of

veget.ition (r/xi^i))'. He also finds that Apollo's oracle at Tegyra near

Orchomenus belonged to the ancient period of Minyan supremacy at

Orchomenus.and concludes that 'certain ofthese prophetic cults, especially

those around Lake Copais, descended from a Minyan stock
'

(Cults of the

Greek States, iv. 2:0, :22l. The name
'Minyan'

is considered below,
Note A.

5 Pius. ix. 10. 2.

4
Paus. ix. 23. 6 ; Strabo, ix. 2. 10, 34.

"
Hdt. viii. 133-5- One Gaulites is called K.d,<a SiyXa>aro-ov in Thuc.

viii. 85.
"
Homer, p. Si.

7
See the list in Murray, Rise of the Greek

Epic,3
p. 89.

* Thuc. i. 2.
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having changes of inhabitants), such institutions were centres

of stability.

Besides the oracles there were the temples. Their founda

tion indeed, at least as far as they were temples of the gods

of the invading Greeks, is later than that of the seats of

divination and oracles ; but we shall not be wrong in regarding

them as early subsidiary influences in the preservation of

tradition ; for the continuity of it is assured by religious

foundations with a succession of officers. A piece of informa

tion in Strabo points the same
way.1 There stood an old and

greatly renovated temple of Athena, at Alalcomenae, the

inhabitants of which were exempt from military service, and

hence, he suggests, were not mentioned in the Homeric Cata

logue. Here there was no fear of the extinction of tradition.

We see the influence of priests in the list of lucky days, in

oracular language, and in the theological tone of the Hesiodic

cosmogony. We must remember also that temples were

used as Record-offices, public, professional, and private, as we

see from the instances of Delphi, Epidaurus, and Lindus.

Thus medical knowledge was preserved at Epidaurus, where

the records, which we have in great
abundance,2

are medical

case-books. Again, poetry is connected with temples ; for

the god's praises must be sung, as for instance at Delphi,

where we have the anonymous Paeans and those of Aristonous ;

so
Isyllus'

Paean to Asclepius comes from Epidaurus. Genea

logies, although partly due to families, are due also to the records

of temples ; jealously preserved by family or national pride, they
are countersigned, as it were, by a religious authority, when

the family records are traced back to gods and goddesses.

Boeotia was also remarkable for having another public in

stitution which both perpetuated and diffused knowledge, the

religious festivals.

We hear of an ancient festival of Artemis Laphria, which

by the time of Pausanias had been transferred to Isis ; of the

Movaeia held on Helicon by the Thespians (Paus ix. 31. 3) ; of

the Xapirfjaia at Orchomenus, which were still held in 100 B. C. ;

1
Strabo, ix. 2. 36.

2
P. Gardner, New Chapters in Greek History, ch. xii.
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of the llapfioitoTia (Strabo ix. 2. 29) ; of the Uraia celebrated

in honour of Apollo Ptous near Acraephia, although no doubt,

they were instituted at different times. We may add the annual

flight, pursuit, and permissible killing of the maidens called

AI 'OXeiai at the festival Agrionia at Orchomenus, which

seems to be of great antiquity.1

Institutions like these must have had a potent force for the

cultivation and diffusion of native poetry, such as we find in

the Berlin Papyrus of
Corinna.2

The common institution of

Myajcesy1
which were connected with festivals, and which, unlike

those in the Argolid, embraced intellectual as well as athletic

contests, encouraged literature by the recitations of Fpic

poetry, and by music. Thus Pindar sprang from a family of

hereditary flute players. Dr. Rhys Roberts indeed suggests4

that 'the leaning ofthe Boeotians towards superstition and

cruder rites mii'-t have been a hindrance [to
culture]

'

; and

this is, no doubt, true for historical times ; but in the earlier

ages it tended rather to preserve the continuity of tradition.

But the recent advance of our knowledge suggests that an

other cause may have been at work. What distinguishes

Boeotia above all other parts of Greece is that the use of

writing is definitely a part of the Cadmean tradition.5

Fvcn

if it were not, it is incredible that there should not have been

writing in the palmy days of Orchomenus. When we

find an identity between the civilization of Orchomenus and

Cnossus ; architecture which could erect and decorate the

'

beehive
'

tomb ; a knowledge of hydraulics which is shown in

the water-works at Lake Copais as in the staircase ofthe palace

at
Cnossus,0

and writing at Cnossus, this art must surely have

been known at Orchomenus.

1
Plutarch, Mo<alia ; Aetia Graeca, chap. 38. 290.

8 Text in Diehl, Anthol. f.yt.t\.i, iv ; cf. Powell, Euripides, Phoenissae,
Introduction, pp. 55 sqq.

5 For 'A-.uu'ff in the earlier and the List age of Greek literature see the

article on Later Epic Poetry.
4

1 he Ancient Boeotians, p. 41.
8
Not that the KniV'i'" >f)ifMUT,i which Herodotus saw on the tripods at

Thebes were Cadmean (Hdt. v. 59) : see below, p. 207. There is another

reference to them in Aristotle, I'e Mirab. Auscult. § 133.

8 ' There is an elaborate drainage system in the private rooms with an

arrangement of lavatories, sinks, and manholes. . . . On the staircase by
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Sir Arthur Evans with his quick divination had suggested

this.
'
Is it reasonable to suppose ', he asks,

'
that this main

land culture, so identical in other respects with that
of Minoan

Crete, was ignorant of the art of writing ?
'

But the suggestion

demands development and justification. Before the discoveries

of the last twenty years it would have been judged rash to

assume that there was writing at this early period, yet there

were slight traces of evidence existing, although hardly enough

to attract notice, and certainly not enough to base an assertion

upon.

But of late the evidence has been steadily accumulating.

Characters painted on jars have been found at Orchomenus,1

Thebes,2
as at

Mycenae,3 Tiryns,4
and

Acharnae.5

The evidence which existed previously is this, and it

deserves close attention. A curious story from Haliartus,

which is only twelve miles from Lebadea, where the oracle of

Trophonius was, is preserved by
Plutarch.6 The text is im

perfect, but the main points are clear. When Alcmene's grave

was opened during the Spartan occupation of the Cadmea at

Thebes (386-379 B.C.), therewere found a small bronze brace

let, two earthenware jars containing earth which had been

coagulated into a mass, and a bronze tablet with many

characters, strange because of their apparently great an

tiquity. Nothing could be made of the characters when they

came out clear after the bronze tablet had been thoroughly

washed ; and since they were peculiar, and most resembled

the eastern bastion of the Palace of Cnossus there is an elaborate piece of

hydraulic science for checking the flow of water. A stone runnel is made

to descend the stairs in a series of parabolic curves which would subject

the water to friction, and thus reduce the velocity and the consequent

danger of a flood on the pavement
below.'

Burrows, Discoveries in Crete,
pp. 8, 9.
For the drainage works at Orchomenus see Frazer's Pausanias, vol. v.

Iio sqq.

1 Illustrated and commented on by Sir A. J. Evans, Scripta Minoa,
i, p. 57.

* Scripta Minoa, p. 58.
3
lb., pp. 1, 2, 58, 59 ; Tsountas and Manatt, Mycenaean Age, p. 269 ,

W. Larfeld in Handbuch d. Gr. Epigraphik, p. 193.
*

Bossert, Altkreta, p. 239.
B Scripta Minoa, p. 58.

6
Plutarch, De Genio Socratis, chaps. 5-7, 577 E sqq. See S. Reinach,

in VAnthropologic, 1900, p. 197,
'
Les temoignages antiques de l'ecriture

mycenienne
'

; Foucart, Recherches sur Forigine et la nature des mysteres

d'Eleusis; L. R. Farnell, Classical Review, 1902, pp. 137 and 188.
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Egyptian characters, Agesilaus sent copies to the King of

Fgypt, asking him to show them to the priests to decipher,

and to return them quickly. The king sent them to the

prophet Chonouphis at Memphis, who spent three days

reading up all kinds of characters from ancient books, and

then wrote his answer. 'He explained to us', says the

narrator,
'

that the inscription enjoined the holding of a com

petition in honour of the Muses ; and that the god further

directed and advised the Greeks to observe a time of leisure

and peace, spending it in continual philosophical discussion,

and, laying arms aside, to decide on questions of Justice with

the help of the Muses and
Reason.'

The characters, he ex

plained, were those of the system current in the reign of

Proteus, which Heracles learnt from Amphion. Foucart

thought that the statement that the letters were Egyptian

hieroglyphics was true, but, as
Wiedemann1

observed, 'the

interpretation of the characters as Fgyptian was a mere fancy,
or rather, a hoax '. Sir Arthur Evans concludes that

'

it can

not now be thought improbable that the tablet contained

characters which were in use under the Minyan dynasty in

Boeotia'.'

Just as we have learned that
'
the prehistoric past

of Boeotia now proves not to be Phoenician, but Minoan. and

that the Cadmcans almost certainly came from Crete, so we

must realize that these characters were not Phoenician, but

Minoan,
'

Cadmean '.

The use of the epithet
' Cadmean',3

which was applied by
Herodotus to the lettering on the tripods which he saw in the

temple of Ismenian Apollo, points the same way. The tripods,

like the possessions of the
temple4

at Lindus, were attributed

to the great men of old, and professed to be dedicated, one

by Amphitryon, another by Laodamas, the son of Eteocles,

the third by a victorious boxer, Scaeus. The letters were

probably not
'

Cadmean
'

or
' Phoenician

'

or
'

Minoan
'

at all,

but old Ionic, and Herodotus identified most of them as such.

and the term KaSpfjia ypdppara (not afjpara, it may be

observed) must surely have come from a Theban source.

1 On Hdt. ii. 43.
'
Evans, Scripta Minoa, p. 107.

5 Hdt. v. 59.
4
See Timachidas, supra, p. 76.
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We have seen that one noticeable feature in Boeotian poetry

is the practice of recording lists, and Mr. Tod makes the

interesting point that lists appear to form a large part of the

inscriptions of Cnossus.

So when the Greek
'

Muses', the
' elder'x

or the 'younger ',

as Mimnermus called the two
*

dynasties ', came southwards

from Thrace to Helicon, which the Thracians, according to

Strabo,2
consecrated to the Muses, they found in existence

already a body of native traditional knowledge, and they may

have also found the means of recording it.

Note A

Some connexion between the names Minos and Minyae had

been thought of by scholars before it received the weight of

Sir Arthur Evans's authority (Scripta Minoa, pp. 107, 56).

His complete judgement, part of which is given above (p. 206),

continues as follows :
'
under the Minyan dynasty in Boeotia,

the name of whose founder has been legitimately compared

with that of
Minos.'

But the view has rightly found no favour on account of the

difference in the quantities of the syllables in the names, and

the absence of support in the legends. The short quantities

of both the syllables in Mtvvai never vary, and both syllables

in Mtvois, Mivd)ios appear long in the whole of Greek poetry

without exception.

It is not safe to rely upon differences of quantity which

appear to be due to poetical licence in the rendering of foreign

words, like Kvpfjvq, but Kvpfjvrj in Hesiod, rAnis and "Amos,
Tliaa and Hiaa, $pvyes and BpvyrjiSes (the latter in Apollo

nius Rhodius), the varying BkfipvKes in Apollonius Rhodius,

Xafivpivoos and Zeis AafipavvSevs.

Yet, although it is nearly certain that the Cadmeans came

from Crete, as we have seen, on the question whether the

Minyans also came from Crete, scholars differ (see H. R. Hall,

Ancient History of the Near East, p. 60). Dr. Farnell (Greek

1
Mimnermus, Frag. ap. Paus. ix. 29. 4 ; Bergk4, fr. 13.

1
Strabo, x, p. 471
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Hero-Cults, p. 45) writes :
'

Nearly all the evidence is in favour

of the Hellenic character of the
Minyans.'

And
yet,'

he

continues with his usual penetration, 'the names Ino and

Melikertes arouse our suspicions that the Minyans may only
have been the chief propagators [of the cult of Ino and

Melikertes with the myth], having received it from elsewhere.

Here, as so often in our quest of Hellenic origins, we find

ourselves on a track that leads to Crete and the adjacent

lands.'

The latest writer on the subject, however, Mr. Wade-

Gery (in the Cambridge Ancient History, ii. 539), allows the

possibility: 'the Minyans, a pre-Achaean remnant [on Mount

Taygetus], perhaps from
Crete.'

Certainly there are some

resemblances between the civilization of the Minyae and

that of Minoan Crete and the Mycenean Argolid. Legend

attributes to the Minyae the '

bee-hive
'

tomb at Orchomenus

(the
'

Treasury of Atreus ') and the drainage work at Lake

Copais, with which we have already compared the hydraulic

science shown in the Palace of Cnossus. Again, Minyas is

called 'the son of Chryses', which suggests the gold work of

Crete and the Mycenean age; and both Minyas and Cadmus

were said to have got their wealth from Thrace and Mount

Pangaeus (Strabo, xiv, p. 680). Lastly, Minoan settlements

are found in the sheltered bays of the south coast of Laconia,
where from the proximity of Crete we should expect them,

and this is a district1 which is full of the legends of Minyan

settlements. But the invention of letters is attributed to Cad
mus,2

not to the Minyans.

At all events there were two contemporary and rival powers

in Boeotia, the Cadmeans at Thebes and the Minyans at

Orchomenus. The legends preserve notices, probably true, of

hostilities between them : as

Tfl 'EreOKXetoi Ovyarpes Beai, at Mivveiov

'Opxopevbv (piXkovatv drrexoopev6v irore Qrjfiais

(Theocr. xvi. 104) ; and the story of Heracles of Thebes,

pivoKoXovarr/s (Paus. ix. 25. 4), who cut off the ears, noses,

and hands of the heralds of Erginus, the King of Orchomenus,

1
Furnell, Greek Hero-Cults, p. 45.

* See p. 207, supra.
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when he met them as they came to demand the tribute from

Thebes, and who afterwards killed Erginus, routed the
Orcho-

menians, and compelled them to pay double tribute (Apollod.

ii. 4. 4). It is to be hoped, indeed it is to be expected, that

when the Minoan and other scripts are deciphered, light will

be thrown upon this dark region of ethnology, as upon others.

Note B

There were other traditions which attributed the invention

of letters to Orpheus (in [Alcidamas], Odysseus 24) and to

Musaeus, and also a tradition that some writings of Orpheus,

apparently medical charms, existed upon tablets on Mount

Haemus in Thrace. This is preserved by the Scholiast on

Euripides, Alcestis 968,

0prjaaais kv aaviaiv, ray | 'Opobeia Kareypa-^rev \ yrjpvs,

quoting Heraclides, apparently Heraclides Ponticus, who wrote

in the third century B. C. on the history of Greek literature,

and who guards the statement with <paai.

But it was only to be expected that the Greeks would

ascribe the invention to their fabulous early poets, and different

cities also ascribed it to their local heroes. Yet it is not

impossible that writing was known in Thrace, where there

was a civilization contemporary with the Mycenaean, and that

the knowledge may have been brought by northern invaders

as well as from Crete. Hellanicus (fr. 42 a Jac.) says that

Thracians invaded the Minyan kingdom in Boeotia, and there

are many place-names of Phrygian or Thracian type in Boeotia

(Casson, Macedonia, Thrace, and Illyria, pp. 102, 103). But

no evidence of writing has yet come to light from the

'

Mycenean
'

sites in Thrace and Macedonia ; many sites, how

ever, that are mentioned in Mr. Casson's map remain to be

excavated. The two claims do not conflict, but the Cadmean

claim is the stronger.
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II

ON TWO LISTS OF PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS

Aegvptus, ii, pp. 17-20, contains the following fragment,

published with an article by Dottorcssa Medea Norsa,
'

Elenco

di opere letterarie ', and observations by Dr. Sabbadini, but
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much is left undetermined. It is of the third century A.D.,

and came from Oxyrhynchus.

2vpTr[6]aio[v]
AidXoyoi k

Soipiarfjs
a~

Ilpbs KaXXiKXka
y~

5 Upoirayopas

Ev6v8r]pos
a~

JJappeviSrjs 'Avdxapai?

Xapp[i]8r)S

'AXKifitdSr/s rj Avais

10 Mkva>v Meve£evos

'iKKiai
(3~

Kal E&Sripos

Tipaios

UoXltlkos

KparvXos

15 'AXKiPid8(rjs)
$iXri(3os

$at8mv

Adxv?

'AXKifiidSrjS,

Topyias 20

IIpoorayopas

$iXr)L3os

[a paragraphus]

"Sevoobco^Tos) IlaiS(eias) rf
'Avdfiaais

'AyeaiXaos 25

KvvrjyeriK(6s)
Svp[7r6]aiov

a vacant line

'Opfjpov oaa evpiaK(eTai)

Mevdv8(p)ov & evpia^KeTai)

EvpirreiSov oaa €vpf<rx(erat) 30

'Ap[iaT]o<pd(vovs)
<&[aP<op\eivov

then a line containing a lost word and traces of a para

graphus, then [ ] . lvov.

The papyrus then contains a list of books which include

most of the dialogues of Plato, the Anacharsis (de Gymnasiis,

irepl Tvpvaaimv) of Lucian, the Eudemus (de tAnima, irepl

Wvxrjs) of Aristotle ; some of the works of Xenophon ; the

names of Homer, Menander, Euripides, and plainly Aristo

phanes.

There are two mistakes in writing, one slight, 'AyeaiXaos

for 'Ayr/aiXaos, one more serious, and pointing to imperfect

education, 'IKKiai for 'Iniriai, that is, the two dialogues called

Hippias. IlaiSeia is often used without Kvpov in later times.

There is no need to suppose that, because the names Pro

tagoras and Philebus occur twice, and Alcibiades thrice, that

Ev"8r)pos is a mistake for Ei6v8vp.oswhich has been mentioned

before ; for since Lucian's Anacharsis has slipped into the

Platonic dialogues, Aristotle's Eudemus may well have done

the same.
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There are several puzzles in the fragment that have not

been solved hitherto : first, the meaning of AidXoyoi k, since

twenty-five are mentioned, not twenty. The explanation lies

in the writing of the papyrus itself. The list is arranged

vertically, and since from ZoqbiaTfjs (1. 3) to ^iX-qfios (1. 22)

twenty lines are included, it follows that the dialogues con

tained in one line were also contained in one volume,
'

twenty
rolls'

then are mentioned.

The title TIpbs KaXXiKXka is curious, since- no dialogue

of that name is known, and the speech of Demosthenes In

Calliclem is clearly inappropriate. It must refer to Plato's

Gorgias, and to the three divisions into which, as Jowett says,

'the dialogue naturally
falls'.1 Grote even went so far as to

say that
'

it may be considered almost as three distinct

dialogues connected by a loose thread ','"
that is, the discussion

of the questions, what is Rhetoric, and what is its scope ? (to

461 c) ; then the exposition of its nature and slight value (to

481 h) ; thirdly, the theory of life as treated by Callicles and

Socrates (481 B to end).

Since the first words and the very last words of the dialogue

contain a mention of Callicles, whose house
ma)- be the scene,

the description, though loose, is not altogether inappropriate.

But the roll had evidently been mutilated by the loss of the

title ; and that also must be the explanation of the double

title, AXKifiidSrfs i) Avais (in 1. 9). There could be no reason

except carelessness or even ignorance for the confusion between

the two dialogues, since there is no resemblance between them

except that they are both good illustrations of a searching

Elenchus applied by Socrates to two young men, showing that

they had not examined the terms which they used and the

views which they held. A glance at the names of the persons

of the dialogue would have been sufficient to identify it.

A greater difficulty is presented by the phra-e which occurs

thrice at the close, Saa tvpiaKtrai, attached to the names of

Homer, Menandcr, and Euripides. Now, as Sabbadini points

out, the phrase is not the same as ocra acpe'erai, 'all that is

1 Dialogues of Plato, vol. ii, p. 271.
:

Plato, vol. 11, ch. xxiv, p. 317.
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preserved'. It is unlikely that 'Opfjpov oaa o-ageTai means

the Iliad and the Odyssey with all the other works bearing
Homer's name that are preserved. Nor is it likely that we

should read ocra evpiaK(ei),
'

all that fetch a price '. evpiaKerai

appears to bear its meaning in Hellenistic Greek,
'
is present '.

We may translate it then,
'

all that is in stock
'

; and this leads

us to the chief question, to what does the whole fragment

refer ?

Dr. Norsa thought that it contained a list of Desiderata,

books which were to be bought by some one who was making
a journey to a city where books were for sale, but the mention

of duplicate copies of the same dialogue is an objection.

Mr. C H. Oldfather 1
thinks that it contains a list of works to

be read in the schools, carelessly copied by a pupil ; and he

explains oaa evpiaKerai),
'
all that are found in the school

library'. But the duplicates again create a difficulty. The

simplest view is that of Sabbadini, who sees in it a Catalogue.

It may have belonged to a bookseller or to a schoolmaster,

and thus the duplicate would be accounted for. Mr. Oldfather

judges from the number of Egyptian papyri belonging to the

second and third centuries A. D., that this was the period of

the widest diffusion of letters, a conclusion which is supported

by the nature and number of the dialogues mentioned in this

fragment.

ii

The list resembles one which is printed in Mitteis and

Wilcken's Grundziige und Chrestomalhie der Papyruskunde,
i. 2, no. 155. This belongs to the same era, the beginning of

the third century A. D., and comes from Memphis, and the

subjects of the books are very similar, being treatises on

morals, interspersed with which are treatises on political

philosophy. The arrangement seems casual and informal.

The strange entries which interrupt the list of books, \e\voiKia

and
[@e]o8a2

KecpaXaia, which puzzled the editors, are explained

by Mr. Lobel thus : a piece of papyrus which contained

1
The Greek Literary Textsfrom Graeco-Roman Egypt, University of

Wisconsin Studies, No. 9, Madison, 1923, pp. 72 sqq.

2 So the edd.
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accounts (evoiKia, 'rent', KecpdXaia, 'sums') had been utilized

for making this list, and the entries of the accounts had not

been struck out. The
editors'

ev o'ikio. cannot stand.

It is noteworthy that it mentions a copy of the 'ABrjvaicDv

IIoXiTeia, and that it is the only authority for the existence of

Aristotle's IIoXiTeia NeairoXiT[d>v which must have been one

of his 158 JJoXiTeiai. The titles of all the works mentioned

were known before except one, Kk/3rjs SaiKpariKos, which

must be added to the list of SwKpartKoi Xoyoi.
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THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI (GRENFELL

AND HUNT) VOL. Ill

Notes on the proposed identification of the Foreign Language

in No. 41y with Kanarese.

Dr. Hultzsch's suggestion (J.R..-i. S. 1904) that the passages

in a strange tongue in Papyrus no. 413 may be meant to

represent Kanarese, and his proposed decipherment of one

sentence, naturally excited much interest among students of

Kanarese. Recently Dr. Sama Sastri. Director of Archaeo

logical Researches in Mysore, has made further suggestions in

the same direction; and the opinion of an Indian scholar so

well acquainted both with .Ancient Kanarese and with Sanskrit

must carry great weight. I have therefore gone carefully and

sympathetically through his suggestions, and have compared

them with those of Dr. Hultzsch, and with the original Greek.

I very much regret to say that the conclusion to which I have
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come is that the identifications hitherto suggested are of too

dubious a character to justify any assurance that the language

is Kanarese. I am compelled to the conclusion that other

Indian languages must be explored for a decisive clue to the

unknown language. I append the notes on which this con

clusion is based.

For the purposes of the present study the foreign passages

fall into five groups.

i. //. igg-20).

Here the situation is very clear. Armed women come upon

the scene and see a strange man with the Greek woman who

has been among them as a captive, and probably also as

a priestess. The briefwords they utter are obviously intended

to express surprise, alarm, indignation, and threatening (see

1. 207 f.). If these words are Kanarese, they ought to be easy

of recognition. They should express some such ideas as

'
Look ! A stranger ! Help ! Shoot him ! Slay ! Rescue her !

'

But no one has hitherto been able to identify them. Dr. Sama

Sastri's suggestion that they are the names of persons does

not meet the situation, and no fresh persons appear on the

scene in response to the calls.

The word aXepaKa, which allays their alarm and anger, is

interpreted by Dr. Sama Sastri as the equivalent of .i«3e zbri

(ele maga), which he renders
'

O ! a boy !
'

But surely this

Kanarese phrase is not an exclamation of surprise (Oh ! a boy !)
but a Vocative (' O son'). Dr. Grierson's suggestion that the first

part of the word may represent the Pall
'
alam

'

(=
'

Enough !

Stop ! ') is more appropriate. If it be accepted, it is just

possible that the last three letters a/ca may represent the

Kanarese oto^ (akka)
'

sister ', by which women often address

one another.

The final word pivei might suitably mean,
'
Let us be off!

'

'

Let us go
home.'

If so, I can suggest nothing nearer than

zb$ft (manege) which =
'

[Let us go]
home''

or
'
to the house '.

Dr. Sama Sastri makes this also the name of a person.
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ii. /. )g.

Ai appivBi. It has been suggested that this is the shout of

a people invoking their goddess, like the cry ofmodern devotees,
' Govinda !

'

Ai may very well be a particle of address or

invocation in many languages, as it is commonly in Urdu ;

but in that case it is more Sanskritic than Kanarese. It is not

characteristically Dravidian. I know of no goddess whose

name is suggested by AppivOi.

iii. //. f8-66.

These lines contain the sentence which Dr. Hultzsch thinks

he has deciphered and found to be Kanarese.

fipadis, uttered by the King and repeated by all, is inter

preted by Charition's kinsman as meaning,
'

Let us cast lots'.

I know of no Kanarese words of similar sound which give this

sense. Dr. Sama Sastri suggests that it may be either a proper

name, or = sSj-J-e-S-Jk (pratyekisu). Neither of these seems to me

at all probable. fc^e-d-ifo is a transitiveverbmeaning,
'

toseparate

[persons or things] ', and therefore needs, somewhere in the

context, an object named. Dr. Sama Sastri, interpreting the

following words as proper names, sees in it a reference to caste

scruples.

Dr. Hultzsch, noting that fiepr] occurs twice in 11. 61, 62,

thinks that it represents the familiar Kanarese word t3ed

(bere), [in Old Kanarese, ber or beru] which very frequently
occurs in couples, like the Hebrew T? (e. g. Gen. i. 4), and this

seems to have given him his clue. He thinks f3pa8is, Ppadeis,

fipaSis represent forms ofthe verb "Jr^>Q*J (ber-adisu) which =

'

Play separately ', or
'

Cause to play separately '. This, how

ever, is not quite the same thing as,
' Let us cast lots '. More

over it is open to other objections. The first vowel of ber? is

essentially and always long ; the second vowel is non-essential

and short, unless emphatic. Hence the word would be more

correctly represented in Greek by firjp(e) than by fieprj. And,

moreover, bcr-ddisu, although a possible compound of two

Kanarese words, is not, so far as I know, in ordinary use in

that compound form. No instance of it is given in Kittel's
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Dictionary ; and being a transitive verb it requires an object,

which there is nothing in the context to supply. The form

Pept), if it represents any Kanarese word at all, would more

closely resemble the common adjective tJt3e (bare), which means,
'

bare, simple, unmixed ', and might refer in the present case

to the wine given neat (see 11. 52-5, 69).

Kov{ei may very well represent the common Dravidian word

tfjaoai (konca) =
'
a little '.

7reTpeKia> (bis) may represent ^s,^ (pdtrakke), the Kanarese

dative of a Sanskrit word in common use in Kanarese and

meaning
'

to a cup'. But the final long a>, which in Kanarese

would denote interrogation or doubt, is hard to account for.

Safivv and Sapvr are made by Dr. Hultzsch into rfjqfo

(madhu),
'

wine ', by transposing the first two consonants and

dropping the final ones ; but this is to take undue liberty with

the text. And in any case madhu is Sanskrit, although it is

used also in Kanarese.

waKrei and rragei are very different from essto (haku) and
sstob (hakisu) with which Dr. Hultzsch identifies them.

Although in many cases the Old Kanarese 3d (pa) becomes «d

(ha) in Modern Kanarese, yet hakti is not one ofthe words in

which this change has taken place.

kottods occurs twice. Dr. Hultzsch says that TreTv 80s raxecoy

(1. 66) is given as the Greek for kottcos (ottlt ; but this is by
no means certain, as there is no (p-nai. But supposing it be so,

kottcos does not well represent ^oQ?Jo (kudisu),
'

cause to drink
'

;

for if so, why is the long a> used here ? This long a> is

equally an objection to Dr. Sama Sastri's suggestion that it

may = rio^ (gupta). The case is not parallel to the equiva

lence of ZavSpaKOTTos and Chandragupta ; and, moreover,

a proper name is inappropriate to this context.

£owit. Dr. Hultzsch 's rendering jhatiti or jaditi does not

account for the tr; and after all, jhatiti (from which I suppose

the familiar Urdujaldi is derived), is a Sanskrit word, and no

proof that the language represented is Kanarese. So that

I am unconvinced that Dr. Hultzsch is, as he thinks,
'

on firm

ground
'

in his interpretation of this passage.

Neither Dr. Hultzsch nor Dr. Sama Sastri can make any
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sense out of 1. 60. The resemblance of peXXoKopoK rj to
mel-

ogara-kke (= 'for boiled rice mixed with vegetables or meat')
is probably only accidental.

iv. II. 68-82.

In 1. 68 the King says {eiaovKoppoar)8e. Dr. Sama Sastri

renders this by aSracOo ?>$&<& £&?*& (hoyyisi-koj mos-adi) =

'Have [the wine] poured out for yourself by cheating'. It

may be urged in favour of this that it would harmonize with

the following words, in which the Greek Buffoon declines to

do so, and with 11. 49-55 which indicate that it was the

Buffoon who poured out the wine. But then the causal form

would not be required. And, moreover, it is not certain that

the remark was addressed to the Buffoon; nor is it at all a

natural remark for the King to make, to any one, least of all

to a foreigner. Also the equivalence of { with h lacks

parallels ; elsewhere it represents a palatal or a sibilant.

On 11. 70-82 Dr. Hultzsch has no suggestion. Dr. Sama

Sastri, however, has made a brave attempt to find Kanarese

equivalents for every word ; but I fear not with much success.

The following is his rendering of the passage :—

70. Au Indian. Once for rice-cake (or Bengal grain) and salt

curd.

71. Second Indian. Once for soup. Why do you ask? Raise

up [the cup].

72. First Indian. Is it over? Once for white wine and. salt

curds.

,,
Bujfoon (in Greek). Ah, none of your disgusting ways!

Stop ! [Drums] Ah, what are you doing?

7 ]. Second Indian. There comes courtesy if wine is drunk.

74. First Indian. You eat much onion three times a day.

One who does not take fruit . . .

75 A. Bujfoon (in the Indian language). Essence of tamarind

water. [Drums.]

75
B- 77-

'I'"1' Kwg- One shows cooked rice and broth. . . .

One who has thrown away soup, and does not eat fish ;

one who does not take fruit. . . . O Siva, protect us !

[Drums.] . . Kindly show your love. . . .

7S. The King. O Umcsvara, are these the things of worldly

life ? (Or, Is the love of worldly life such ?)
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79, 80. Buffoon (in Indian language). (Unintelligible—mostly

names of persons.)

81. The King. O Malpinayaka, take our Kokobi with you.

82. All together. Father ! (Or, Sir \—Appa).

„
King. Oh, it is not wanted ; he will eat it in the morning.

„
All. Oh Father ! Oh Brother !

This seems to me to be too incoherent to be at all a likely

rendering. The acceptance of this interpretation would make

the scene appear to be a feast of solid food. But there is

nothing in the Greek to indicate this, and it is scarcely in

accord with Indian custom. All that the Play requires is

a drinking bout, which would very probably be also a semi-

religious ritual and connected with the temple of a goddess.

I find, therefore, no appropriateness in making the passage

a conversation about articles of solid food.

Nevertheless it is possible that a few isolated words may

have been correctly deciphered by Dr. Sama Sastri ; e. g.

eirov, 1. 72, may = fc?c£o& (dyilu),
'

it is
done'

; and rpaxov (bis)

may represent imperfectly the Sanskrit drdksha,
'

wine ', &c.

But until these are shown to form appropriate parts of a com

plete sentence, their identification lacks the necessary confir

mation. It is true that in 1. 73 there is such a sentence,
Tpaxovv-

reppava, which Dr. Sama Sastri renders ro^
eroodd rtraji

(drdkshe undare mana),
'

There comes courtesy if wine is

drunk
'

(or,
4
It is honourable if one drinks wine '). But as in

other cases, there are grammatical difficulties. Undare is

a Modem Kanarese form. And the root tin, unnu does not

mean
'
to drink ', but

'

to feed upon ',
'

to make a meal of (see

Kittel's Dictionary). It is not used of drinking a liquid, except

in the case of an infant taking its mother's milk, which is its

sole food. Dr. Sama Sastri finds the same root in ovp(3a,

I.82.

v. II. 83-87.

In this remarkable passage we seem to have a chant or

chorus, of which the King gives the first line, which is then

twice repeated with only slight variations by the company.

It sounds rhythmical, and also alliterative. It will probably

repay further study.

Every reader has recognized in the opening word some form
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of the Sanskrit panam,
'

a drink ', which is so suitable to the

situation. It is also not improbable that the word amrita,

'nectar', employed as a description of wine, might occur in

the context. But although aptSpr/n occurs three times, there

is no certainty that the letters should be separated thus to

make this represent a distinct word ; the ap may belong to the

previous word. But even if these two words are correctly

deciphered, we must remember that they are not peculiar to

Kanarese, but are Sanskrit words in common use in many

Indian vernaculars.

On a review of the whole subject under discussion I feel that

the claim that Kanarese is the language recorded in the

papyrus is not proven. The passage needs investigation by

those familiar with other West of India forms of speech, e.g.

Tulu and Konkani, as well as the Prakits used further north

and Pall.

In closing I will add one suggestion. This papyrus does not

appear to have contained the entire text of the Farce. May

it not be that it was a record only of the parts which one or

two performers had to take in the play, together with so much

of the neighbouring parts as would be helpful to give them

their clues ? If so, it would include the parts of all those who

were to speak the foreign words. It strikes me as quite

possible, and not unlikely, that the long foreign passages,

especially those of the King, were delivered by native Indians,

who had been brought across the sea to Egypt ; and that

these parts were written in Greek, either because their own

vernacular had not been reduced to writing or because they

were illiterate in it. Such Indians as would be likely to be

brought across would very likely speak a patois in
which words

from several languages would be mixed. On the other hand,

although the Farce was acted in Egypt, the Greeks referred to

in the story may have
belonged to one ofthe Yavana kingdoms

of north-west India, parties from which often came into conflict

with Hindu kings in the second century (V. A. Smith, Early

Hist, of India, ist ed.,
p. 188). In that case the scene would

lie on the northern part of the coast, nearer Barygaza, and

quite outside the Kanarese area.
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Addendum

A letter from Mr. R. Narasimhacharya, the author of the

Lives of the Kanarese Poets, who is generally acknowledged

to be the foremost authority on Kanarese literature, contains

the following remarks on Dr. Hultzsch's proposed reading of

lines 6 1 and 83 ofthe papyrus:

'

With some modification of the original he has produced the

sentences, Bere koncha madhu patrakke haki and Panam ber

etti katti madhuvam ber ettuven. These sentences no doubt

sound like Kannada—mostly like modern colloquial Kannada,
and not the old Kannada of the period, namely about the

second century A. D. to which the papyri are assigned. We

have Kannada inscriptions of the sixth century available for

study. But in none of these occur such colloquialisms as

koncha and haki. The second sentence is, however, pretty
good Old Kannada, though its meaning is not quite

clear. . . . The words that have been made out are more akin

to Kannada than to any other Dravidian language of Southern

India. My only objection to this theory is that the language

or words used are not sufficiently archaic to warrant the

ascription to the period mentioned
above.'

This balanced and cautious judgement can hardly be regarded
as strengthening Dr. Hultzsch's position.

Finally, Dr. L. D. Barnett has gone into the question in

the Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, xii, pp. 13-15, and

arrives at a similar result. He concludes :
'

What then is the

language of these Indians ? I confess I do not know. It may

be mere gibberish, concocted in a spirit of rollicking farce; and
it may equally well be meant for some Indian dialect, either

Aryan or Dravidian. But if it is an Indian dialect, it has yet
to be

interpreted.'

E. P. R.
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Addendum to p. 188.

In Hermes lxi. 333, Wellmann made a further interesting

suggestion that Hippocrates in Meno is not the great Hippo

crates but his grandson, the son of Thessalus, who, from what

little we know about him (Galen, 15. no), may very well

have written Ilepl <f>vaa>v. He apparently thinks Meno gave

no account of the great Hippocrates—works clearly attributed

to him not being available in the Lyceum library. Granting

this, it seems quite possible that tov QeaaaXov may have fallen

out, and Meno's account of the grandson, being transferred to

the beginning of the list, may have deceived even such men as

Alexander and Soranus into the belief that it comprises
'

what

Aristotle thinks about Hippocrates '. E. T. W.

ERRATA IN THE FIRST SERIES

Page 19, three lines from the end ofthe Greek text, read nevrpa rel

29, line 11,for Olivi i read Olivieri

36, last line but one of the text,for first read second

48, last line but one of text, for Macedonia read Thessaly

50, seven lines from foot of text,for I tana read Itanos

54, line 7> for opdpevai read
opdpevai'

55, note 3, for 679 B read 697 C.

56, last line of text, for A. D. 100 read 100 B. C.

69, line 2, for (the Guardians) read (the Arbitrants)

70, note 2, line 3,for no\XS>v read noXXov

92, note 10, for peydka read peyaXa

95, note 6, line 2,for tovtw koXtj read tovtov vvv icaAi)

108, last reference in the last linear xxxiv read xxxiii

146, last word,for whom read who
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the, 37-8, 1 18-19.

Chalcis, 36.
Chalicodoma Sicula, 62.

Chandragupta, 218.

Chares, 68-9.

Charitesia, the, 39, 204.

Chilon, the Ephor, 65.

Chiron, the Precepts of, 190, 199,

200, n. 2.

Chonouphis, 207.
Christian Hymn from Oxyrhyn

chus, the, 152, 176-8.

Cicero, 32, 83, 89, n. 1, 104, 106.

Cicero, the Hortensius of, 101.
Cleander of Colophon, 39.

Cleisthenes, 66.

Cleobulus, the tyrant, 81

Cleochares, 60.

Cleomenes. 65-6.

Clio, 7-8.
Club of Epic Poets, 40.

Cnossus, 205, 208, 209.

Colotes, 98-9.

Comedy, the New, 20 sqq.

Comedy, the Old, 20, 21.

Congreve, 12, 17, 33.

Copais, Lake, 203, 205, 209.

Corinna, 38, 198, 205.
Corinthian Alphabet, the, 51.

Craterus, 52.
Craterus (son of above), 52.

Crete, 49, 81, 208, 209, 210.

Croesus, 105.
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Cynisca, 50.

Cypria, the, 1 99.

Cypselus, 65.

Damon, 182.

Daochus, 49.
Darius I, 78.
Darius II (Nothus), 71.
Darius III, 70.

Datis, 78-9, 82.
A(ittwi of Timachidas, the, 77-8.
Delos, 14, 35, 38, 40, 41, 43, 50,
61

,
S2.

Delphi, 7, 38, 39, 43, 44, 45, 48, 49,
50, 54, 60, 149, 150, 204.

Delphic Hymns, the, 60, 149-50,

170-2, 204.

Dematies, '1 rial of, 1 1 1 - 1 4 .

Demcas, 113.

Demetria, the, 6 1 .

Demetrius (a poet), 40,

Demetrius of Delos, 41.
Demetrius of Phaleruin, 83, 85,
114, 117.

Demetrius Poliorcetes, 48, 66 sqq.,
78.

Demetrius Soter, 48.

Democles, 39.

Demonax, 100.

Demosthenes, 13, 32, 68, 72, 7i,
1 1 1, 1 19-20, 121.

Demosthenes, In Calliclem of, 213.

Demoteles of Andros, 60.
Dexippus of Cos, 184.

Dialogue, the, 88 sqq.

Diatribe, the, 88 sqq.

Dickens, Charles, 23.

Diderot, 22.

AiSvpeia, the, 38.

Didymus, 1 19, n. 4.

AUrj KXoTrijr, the, 121-2.

Dinarchus, 112 sqq.

Dinomenes (of Sicily), 81.

Dinomenes (of Telos), 81.

Dio Chrysostom, 51.

Diodes, 184.

Diodorus Siculus, 67-9, 1 12.

Diomede, 196.

Dionysi.ic singers, the, 150.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 115,

149, 164, 165, 166.

Dioscurides of Alexandria, 2.

Dioscurides of Tarsus, 39.

Diotimus, 53.

Diseme Mark, the, 156-8.

Drepanuin, 7.

F.etion, 40. n. 6, 196.
Egyptian hieroglyphics, 207.
Electra (daughter of Alias), ii/>.

'EXe<f>avrqy6s, an, IJ2.

Enceladus, 5.

Ephorus, 75.
Epicurean School, the, 12, 13, 34,
97-

Epicurus, 25, 85,97-8, 135.

Epidaurus, 43, n. 2, 49, 50. 204.

'Enioei£ic, 35 sqq.

Epirus, 65.
'liniTpenovTis. of Menander, the, 14,

17, 28 sqq.
'

V.ti icpave in ff Sarapis, 79.
'V.mif>avtiai of Athena, 78, 79, n. 2.

Krasistratus, 186.

Eratosthenes, 7;, n. 1.

Eratoxenus of Athens, 39.

Ergophilus, 50.

Erythrae, 45.

Eteocles, 50.

Euagnras, 37, 84.
Eubulides of Athens, 50.

Eudemus, AivtiaKot .vi-jot of, 80.
Eudemus (pupil of Aristotle), 80.

Eudemus (the Dialogue 1, 212.

Eugnotus, 48, 53.

V.vpiitia, the, 38.

Euphrates, 70.

Euripides, 15, 19,21,24,43,57,85,

116-17, M9. '64. 19,/, n. 3, 210,

212.

Europa, 7, 194.

F.uryphon of Cnidus, 184

Eme'oius, 72, 74, 1 10.

Euiln cartides of Xaxos, 50.

Ezechie', 57, no.

Farquhar, 33.

Favorinus, 51.

Fayum, the, 126.
Flatterer of Menander, the, 25.
Fcrtunatae Insuiae, 196.

Galatae, the, 44, 54.

Galen, 183 sqq.

Gaudentius, 155.

Gibbon, 34, 145.
Glauce of Chios, 43.

Glaucon, 1 }o.

Gorgias of Plato, the, 213.

Gorgosthenes, 77.

Gorgus. 41.

Greek Testament, the, 42.
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Hadrian, 74, 146.

Haemus, Mount, 210.
Hagesipolis I, 49.

Hagesitimus, 77.

Hagias, 40.

Haliartus, 206.

Harpies, the, 194-5.

Hathor, 129.

Hedyle, 43.

Hegesias, 79-80, 83.
Heiress of Menander, the, 25.

Helen, The Wooing of, 191.

Helicon, Mount, 7, 38, 189, 190,

204, 208.

Hellanicus, 210.
Hellenica Oxyrhynchia, the, 75.

'HixUvves, the, 195.

Hephaestus, Hymn to, 46.

Heracleodorus, 184.
Heraclides Lembus, 99-100.
Heraclides Ponticus, 89, n. I, 100,
105-6, 210.

Heraclitus, 98-9, 201.

Heraea, the, 3.

Herculaneum, 135.

Hermippus, 100.

Hermogenes, 96-7.

Hermopolis, 144.

Herodes, 48, 56.
Herodes of Priene, 40.
Herodicus of Cnidus, 184.
Herodicus of Selymbria, 184.

Herodotus, 66, 80, 130, 207.
Herodotus (a physician), 187.

Herophilus, 186.

Hesiod, 36-8, 189 sqq.
—

Astronomy of, 195, 200, u. 2.
— Catalogue of, 189 sqq.
— Eoiai of, 189, 190, 197.
— Shield of, 189.
—

Theogony of, 7, 189 sqq.
— Works andDays of, 36, 189 sqq.
Hesiodic School, the, 189, 190,

197, 198 sqq.

Hesychius, 85.
Hiero I, 93.

Hiero II, 82.

Hierobulus, 77.
Hieronymus (pupil of Aristotle),
86-7.

Hieronymus (son of Simylinus),
86-7.

Hippias of Athens, 65.
Hippias of Elis, 92, 182.

Hippocrates, 98, 184-6.
Hippon of Croton, 184.

Hipponax, 57.

Historical Tragedy, 1 10.

Holberg, 33.

Homer, 36, 38, 57, 212 sqq.
Homeric Catalogue, the, 204.

Hyginus, 191.

'laKwdorpocpia, the, 38.

Iamblichus, Protreptic of, 102.

Iasion, 40, n. 6, 196.

Ibycus, 57.
Ilias Parva, the, 38.
Imbrians of Menander, the, 25.

Imbros, Gone to, of Menander, the,
25.

Inspired oi Menander, the, 25.
Instrumental Fragment, First, 151,
174-5-

Instrumental Fragment, Second,
151, 176.

Ion of Samos, 49.
Ionian Epic, 198.

Isis, 43, 129, 204.

Ismaelos, 129.

Isocrates, 36, 83, 84, 118, 182.
Issus, battle of, 70-1.

Isthmian Games, the, 3, 45.
Isyllus of Epidaurus, 41, 43, n. I,
204.

Jewish Psalmody, 178.
Jonson, Ben, 33.

Josephus, 2, 72.

Juba, 196, n. 2.

KaSprfia ypappara, 205, n. 5, 207.

Kanarese, 215 sqq.

Kannada, 222.

KarovSaloi, the, 195, 197.

Ke/3jjr ^aKpariKos, the, 2 1 5.

Ky)vKos rdpos, the, 197.

Kircher, Athanasius, 147.

KXtipia, the, 38.

Koivi, the, 42, 131, 137 sqq.
KaveiaCttpevai of Menander, the, 25.
Konkani, 221.

Kopeia, the, 38.

Lachares, 74-5.

Lacius, 81.

Laertius, Diogenes, 80, 83, 85, 86,
97, 100, 103, 106.

Laomedon, 196.

Lebadaea, 203, 206.

Aeippa, the, 1 59-60.

Leosthenes, 117.
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Lesches, 38.

Leucas, The Woman from, of Me

nander, 24.

Leuttra, 72.

Limenius, 60, 150, 171-2.

Lindus, temple of Athena at, 76

sqq., 204, 207.

Lindus (the hero), 76.
Local Legends, 40.

Lucian, Anacharsis of, 212.

Lucian, DemosthenisEncomium of,

no, in, 114, n. 2.

Lycophron, 1, no, 194.

Lynceus, 64.

Lysander, 49, 120.

Lysias, Epitaphius of, 36.

Lysimachus, 48.

Lysippus, 52.

Macedonia, state-records of, 114.
Macedonian Dialogue, the, 106

sqq., 114.

Madeira, 196, n. 2.

Magas, I.

Magi, the, 71.

Maiistas, 35, 41-2.

Manetho, 72.

Marcello, Benedetto, 147.

Marcus Aurelius, 123.

Mardonius, 203.

Masistas, 42.

Masistes, 42.

Massagetae, the, 195.

Maximus, Vibius, 122.

May Day Festivals, 16.

MeydXa'Epya, the, 200, n. 2.

Metovpov perpuv, the, 46.

Melampodia, the, 200.

Melampus, 190, 200, 203, n. 2.

Melcager, 44, 192.

Meleager (of Gadara), 43, 47.

MeXerri, the, 90-I, 117 sqq.

Melicertes-Palaemon, 3, 209.

Memmius, Lucius, 143.

Memphis, 126, 129, 142, 207.

Menander, 9 sqq., 64, 83, 212 sqq.

Menecrates d Zevs, 184.

Menestheus, the sons of, 48.

Meno, 183 sqq.

Mentor the Rhodian, 77.

Mese, the, 167.

Mesomedes, 146, 152, 164.

Methodic School, the, 186 sqq,

Mimnermus, 208.

Minos, 208.

Mint, the Alexandrian, 128.

Minyae, the, 208 sqq.
'

Minyan ', 203, n. 2.
Minyas of Egypt, 184.
Microvpivot of Menander, the, 15,

24.

Modes, the Greek, 167 sqq.

Moero, 43.

Moliere, 33.

Mopsus, 37, 200.

Moschion, 1 10.

Moratin, the, 38, 204.
Mummers'

Play, 15.

Musaeus, 210.
Musaeus of Ephcsus, 196, n. 1.

Muses, the, 7, 8, 37, 200, 207, 208.

Music, On the Art of, treatise, 91

sqq., 181-2.

Mycenae, 206.
Myrinus ofAmisus, 40.

Myron, 79.
Mys of Europus, 203.

Nabis, 49.

Nature, Law of, 95-6.

Nemean Games, the, 3.
New Testament, the, 137 sqq.

Nicaea (daughter of Antipater),
113.

Nicander (son of Anaxagoras), 39.
Nicander (son of Damaeus), 39, 41.

Nicocles, 37.

Nietzsche, 138.

NtKT)(p6pia, the, 38.

Nonnus, 62.

Nossis, 43.

Octavia, the, no.

Oedipodeia, the, 198.

Olympias, 107 sqq.
Olympic Victors, list of, 75.
Olympiodorus of Athens, 48.

Olynthus, The Woman from, of

Menander, 14, 24.

Orchomenus, 39, 202, 204, 205,

206, 209.

Orestes Fragment, the, 148-9. 168-

9-

Origen, 74.

Ornithomanteia, the, 200, n. 2.

Oropus, 39, 203.

Orpheus, 210.

Ovid, Fasti of, 8.

Ovid, Metamorphoses of, 5.

Paean, the Berlin, 1 50-1, 172-4.

Pali, 221.
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l~lap$oii>Tia, the, 205.

Pammenes, 69.

Panaetius, 86, 103.

Panathenaea, the, 3.

Pantalces, 55-6, 57-8.

Paraphrases, 109.

Parmenio, 70, 71.
Paronymous Words, 197.

Parthenis, 43.

Paul, St., 9.

Pausanias, 50, 75, 81, 189, 204.
Pausanias (King of Sparta), 49.

Pelusium, 3, 128, 129.

Perdiccas, 1 1 2-13.

Pergamum, 38, 196, n. 1.

Periander, 105-6.

YlepiKeipopevq of Menander, the, 18,
24.

Perinthus, 71.

Perinthus, The Woman from, of

Menander, 14, 24.

Peripatetics, the, 86, 89.
Petron ofAegina, 1 84.

Phaenias, 20, n. 1.

Phalaris, 81.
Phanion of Menander, the, 25.
Phasilas of Tenedos, 184.

Philadelphia, 126, 129.

Philaenis, 43.

Philetaerus, 54, n. I.

^iXeraipi'a, Discourse on the subject

of, 1 1 7-18.

Philicus, 61-2, no.

Philip II of Macedon, 70, 71, 73,
119.

Philip V of Macedon, 20, n. 1, 50,

76, 82.

Philip (the physician), 70.

Philistion, 184.

Philochorus, 73.

Philodemus, 92, 182, 197.
Philolaus of Croton, 184, 185.
Philosophical Controversy, the,
98-9.

Philostratus, Nero of, III.

Philoxenus, the admiral, 54.

Phineus, 195.
Phlegon of Tralles, 73-5.

Phoenix, 63-4.

Photius, 74, 75, 112.

Pindar, 35, 36, 57, 146, 205.
Pisistratus Dialogue, the, 104 sqq.

Plato, 13, 19, 32, 36, 92, 93, 96,

168-9, 171, 182, 184, 212-13.,

Plautus, 9, 11, 24, 25, 33.

Plutarch, 38, 45, 51, 52, 66, 93, 98,

105, 109, in, 112, 197, 201,

206.

Poetesses, Greek, 43 sqq,
[Pol ?]itas, 39.

Pollis, 6.

Polyaenus, 71.

Polybius, 2, 49, 66, 80, 92, n. 6.

Polybus, 184.

Polyperchon, 108, 1 14.

Polyzalus, 80.

Porphyrius, 37.

Yloaeibeia, the, 38.

Posidippus (comic poet), 32, 64.

Posidippus (epigrammatist), 64.
Posidonius, 86.

Praetexta, the Roman, 110.

Prakits, 221.

Praxagoras, 184.
Priestess ofMenander, the, 25-6.

Problems, the Aristotelian, 167,

168, n. 5.

Prodicus, 185.
IJpoyapoi (? Upoyeiuia) ofMenander,

the, 25.

nroua, the, 38, 39, 205.

Ptolemaeia, the, 3, 38.
Ptolemaic Empire, the, 128.

Ptolemy I (Soter), 9, 13, 67, 78, 82.

Ptolemy II (Philadelphus), 2, 82.

Ptolemy III (Euergetes I), 2.

Ptolemy IV (Philopator), 2, 98.

Ptolemy Euergetes II, 48.

Ptolemy, a, 48.

Ptolemy, Encomium of a reigning,
122-3.

Xlvypaioi, the, 195, 197.

Pyrrhus, 82.

Pythagoras, 102, 201.
Pythagorean School, 'UdiKal dtaXc-

£eis ofthe, 1 16.

Pythagoreans, the, 182.

Quintilian, 32, 115, 117.
Quintus Curtius, 70.

Raphia, battle of, 2.

'Pani(opevr) of Menander, the, 24.

Recruiting Officer of Menander,
the, 25.

Red Sea, the, 142.

Religion, Fragment on the subject

of, 97.

Rhetoric, Art of, treatises on, 1 14-

117.

Rhetorical exercises, 117 sqq.
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'PijTopiKr) npoe
'

AXe^avbpov, the, 114
sqq.

Rhodes, 4, 14, 42, 49, 66 sqq., 76

sqq., 83 sqq.

Rhodes, a schoolmaster of, 55,
58-

9-

'Pwpala, the, 39.
Rustic of Menander, the, 25.

Saistes, 42.

Samos, The Woman from, of Me

nander, 14, 16, 28.

"S.avbpaKOTTOs, 2l8.

Sanskrit, 215 sqq.

Sarapeum (Delos), 41.

Sarapis, 35, 41, 43.

Satyrus, 21, 89, 100.

Scales, the Greek, 167 sqq., 180-1.

Scythians, the, 195.

Sea Captain of Menander, the, 25.

Sententiarum, Florilegia, 99.

Serapeum (Memphis), 129, 141-2.

Shakespeare, 23, 33.

Sheridan, 33.

Sicilus, Epitaph of, 147.

Sicyon, The Man from, of Me

nander, 24.

Simalus, 50.

Simias of Rhodes, 61, 195.

Sinwnides, Sayings of, 93.
Slanderer of Menander, the, 25.

Socrates, 94, 98-9, 103-4, 213.

2a)Kf)aTiKOi Xriyoi, the, 215-

Solon, 104-5.

Somoelis, 129.

Soranus, 187, 188.

Sosibius (0 Xvtik6s), 2.
Sosibius (of Tarentum), 2.

Sosibius (6 \j/evdeniTponos), 2.

Sosibius, Victory of, I sqq.

Sosicrates, 86.

2a)Ti)(jla, the, 38.

Stephanus of Byzantium, 45, 74.

^riy^rj, the, 160 sqq.

Stobaeus, 6, 101, 102, 1 18.

Stoics, the, 12, 34, 89, 184.

Strabo, 45, 79, 204,205, 208, 209.

Suidas, 14, n. 1, 109.

Ei'i'a/HtTTwm of Menander, the, 25.

Swfpixra of Menander, the, 25.

Siii'f'<£ij|8oi of Menander, the, 25.

Superstitious Man of Menander,

the, 25.

Synodus Artilicum, the, 60.

Syriscus, 79, u- 2.

Taenarum, 117.
Tauric Chersonnese, the, 79, n. 2.

Tauropolia, the, 17.

Taygetus, Mount, 209.

Teisulus, 76.

Telchines, the, 4, 80, 81.

Telemnastus, 49.

Temples, poets connected with,

41.

Tenerus, 203.

Terence, 9, n, 24, 33.

Terpander, Hymn to Zeus of, 157,

n. I.

Tetrachoritae, the, 71.
Thais of Menander, the, 25.

Thales, 201.

Thebais, the, 1 98.

Thebes, 19, 70, 72, 202, 203, 206,

210.

Themison (a physician), 187.

Themison (Cyprian king), 101.

Themistocles, 103, 104, no.

Theocritus, 1, 44, 123.

Theodectes, S3-5.

Theon, 1.

Theophrastus, 2, 83, 115.

Theopompus, 12, n. 1, 71, 84,.8 v

Theopompus, an unknown, 84.

Theotimus, 80.

Thespiae, 38, 189.

Thessalus, 187.

Thessaly, 55, 203.

Thessaly, The Woman from, of

Menander, 24.
Theugenes of Icos, 6.
Theugenes of Thasos, 48.

Thrace, 208 sqq.

Thrasybulus of Miletus, 105.
Thrasymachus of Sardis, 184.

Thucydides, 36, 43, 199, 203.

Timachidas, 76 sqq., 83, 85, 86.

Timotheus, 41. 43, n. 1, 154, 173.

Timotheus of Metapontum, 184.

Tiresias, 200, 203.

Tiryns, 206.

Tithraustes, 69
Tlos, S6.

Tobias the Ammonite, 127.
Tragic Pleiad, the, 61, no.

Transjordania, 127.

Treasuie of Menander, the, 25.

Triseme Mark, the, 156-S.

Troas, 196.

Trophonius, 199, 203, 206.
Trophonius of Menander, the, 25.

Tulu, 221,
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Twice Deceived of Menander, the,
25.

Tydeus, 44.

Tzetzes, 194.

'Ynepj36peoi, the, 1 95.

Vanbrugh, 33.

Widow of Menander, the, 25.
Woman-hater of Menander, the,
25.

INDEX

Wycherley, 12.

Xanthippus, 47-8.

Xenophanes, 201.

Xenophon, 14, n. 2, 49, 51, n. I,

212.

Year-Baby, the Divine, 15, 21.

Zeno of Rhodes, 66, 80.
Zenon Papyri, the, 125 sqq.

Zeus Casius, 3.
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